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AN ORGANIZATIONAL NOTE
AND PREFACE

T[re research docurnented in this volume concentrated on solar incen-
tives directed at single-famity honeowners -- the segrrent of the resi-
dential market where solar technologies hold the nost imnediate promise
of gaining widespread acceptance.

o Parb I of ttre report sets the context for assessing the desirability,
scope and purpose of a Federal incentive program (Chapter One) and
provides "baseline" estimates of the prospects for residential solar
enerEf use in the absence of such Federal support (Ctrapter rvro).

a Part II presents ou.r findings in respect to the likely effectiveness
of the major incentive options r:nder review: Chapter Three focuses
on "front-end" sr:bsidy paynents (grants or tax benefits); Chapter
Four assesses below-market rate loan options (including direct loan,
interest reduction, and secondary purchase type programs); and
Ctrapter Five e:rplores the possibility of lender-oriented incentives
(including special loan guarantees) that rnight irprove the availa-
bility of narket-rate financing from private sources.

a Part IIf e:<plores cross-cutti.rng issues of program design, with
special attention to procedures for determining eligibility for
incentives and other inportant issues of consumer protection
(Chapter Six).

a Part IV analyzes two additional areas of concern: the special pro-
blems of devising incentives for the multi-family sector (Ctrapter
Seven) , and ttre possible r:se of utilities as interrnediaries for
delivering Federal subsidies to honeowners (Ctrapter Eight).

a Appendix A contains a brief, descriptive review and conpilation of
residential solar incentive bills introduced into the 94th and 95th
sessions of Congress (as of early May, L977). Appendix B provides
conparable information on recent state enactnents and pending state
legislation. Finally, Appendix C presents a note highlighting the
nettrodologies enployed in nodeling the market impacts and pr:bIic
costs of incentives.

Cottplete documentation of the methodologies employed in this study,
as well as the consumer survey findings are available in supplement-
ary volunes to this report.

Tlrroughout this docurent, the reader will find the qualified results of
our cost,/inpact analysis of different solar incentives set at varying levels
of sttbsidy. We feel ttrat these findings provide reliable rrrcasures of the
Iikely relative rnagrnitude of consurner response to the incentives tested
and of their associated public costs. Hordever, the estimates of the absolute
nurlcer of solar r:nits installed over tilne (whether in the "baseline" r-AIm
incentives), ed of absolute budgetary impacts, should be r:-sed nore cautious-
Iy. Ttris is rr"."=".ffiE case given the uncertainty attached to future
fuel prices, the solar-state-of-ttre-art, regulatory policies for fossil fuels,
and the inherent limitation of the forecasterrs art.
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OVER\ITEW

PossiJcle Federal financial incentives to e:q)and ttie residential
srad<et for solar energy systems were analyzed in a six-rrcnth cost-
iupact study that euphasized single-family hones and npdeled market
inpacts on the basis of a fidld survey of I,500 households in 8 cities.
Major findings and reconurendations are asi foll-cns:

a Federal incentives can work to increase the rate of growttt of
the residential solar market sr:bstantialIy, if provided at sub-
sidy levels above the thresholds required to elicit slgnificant
consunEr response. Estimated response to major incentive options
at varying strbsidy levels are coqpared in the body of the report.

. Front-end subsidies (tax credit or rebate/grant tlpe prograns)
appear rrcre desirable than loan progralrs. Front-end incentives
should have a significantly greater rnarket irpact than loans on
ttre market for solar douestic hot water systerns, the solar
application wittr the upst inuediate potential for residential use.
Governnent loan prograrns, particularly at ttre srnall dollar artorlrts
requtred for hot water systems, have transaction costs and adminis-
trative conplexities that make a loan approach likely to be un-
workable in practice.

. A grant approach, providing "rebates" upon application by solar
purchasers, appears preferable to a tax credit, in light of its
potentially greater market inpact and the degree of admtnistrative
control desirable given the solar state-of-the-art today.

. Broad-based financial incentives might best be limited at the out-
set to solar hot water systerns, which are at a rrore advanced stage
of corurercialization, easier to certiflz, and involve substantially
less cost and risk for horreowners than space heating systems.
Support for solar heating (and cooling) could be crontinued through
derpnstration prograrns, assuring greater geographic distribution.

a Ttre desigrn of system certifj.cation procedures to assur= adeguate
standards for solar conqrcnents, and possibly for instalLation,
may pro\re as critical to the success of an incentive program as
the specific type of financial sr4rport made available.

a Skewing benefits towards lower incorre households appears in-
appropriate at this tire, given the risks still inherent in the
use of solar technologies and the availability of nore proven
rrEans to help relieve ttre hardship irposed on the poor by rising
energy costs. Conversely, concern with extending sr:lcsidies to
rpre affluent households may be out of place in the conte:rt of
a program encouraging horeowners to "pioneer" a nev, technologty.

. Steps might be taken to ensure that purchasers of new solar hones
are not penalized by credit standards that exclude consideration of
energy costs and savings, and that ttrey are able to finance a nor-
nal portion of their solar investment as part of their nortgage loan.

An incentive capable of inducing any sigrnificant degree of soLai use
in multi-family rental housing would require an unprecedented and,
rcst likety, politically r:nacceptable level of sr:bsidy.

i
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EXECUTT !E ST'I,IMARY

SCOPE AI{D II{EIIIODOIPGY

Both the Congress and t.tte trrrn{nisliation have made evidlent thel.r connit-
rrent to encouraging residential solar energy use. Over 45 bills proposLng
financial incentives have been introduced into the 95th Congress, includ-
ing ttre indivldual tax credit contained in the President's National Energry
Act that has been reported out of Cotturittee in revised fornr. lthe present
report docurents the results of an irr.tensive, six rcnth researctr effort
intended to provide informration and analysis useful in rnakLng an lnforrned
choice arcng incentine options, and in translating any Congressional nran-
date into an effecti.ve program that finds a readlz response within ttre
housing market.

A distinctive featune of tJ.e studyrs rethodology is the rpdeling of
nazket iryact based on a field survey of 1r50O horeowners and prospective
horebuyers in eight retropolitan areas. ltre fornral analysis of incentive
costs and inpacts was sr4>plerented by an e:<tensine program of interviews
wittr knowledgable housing rnarket participants (horebuilders, and sources
of rcrtgage and hore impro'venent financing), solar equipnrent dealers and
manufactu:rers, and officials of State and Federal agencies. Throughout
ttre studlr, the focus of attention has been single-fanily houEs, ttre resi-
dential narket segtrent where solar hold.s the rncst irediate potentLal, but
a review of multi-family applications is provided as weII.

BASIC FINDINGS AND RECOITIMET.IDATIONS

The rajor findings and recorrendations to ererge from this research
are highli$rted briefly belon. ltre reader is cautioned that grreater re-
liance should be placed r4nn the relative rather than ttre absolute esti-
mates presented here of the likely costs and irpacts of inc6ffiptions,
given the uncertainties attactred to future energy prices, utility rate
stiuctures, ttre evolving solar state-of-the art and nurerous other
variables.

1 Over the near tem. realistic ainrs for a Federal incentLve are to
help "tick overl' tbg E4fket for solar homes and to make visible ttre Federal
governnentrs comitment to de\reloping the long-run contribution of solar
use as a rrEans of simificantfy reru-- 

-

Ihis will be accomplished to the extent that Federal support
strengrthens the credibility of the solar alternative and enhances demand
for solar homes and the consequent growth of solar production, marketing,
installation and servicing capabilities. However, even with a deep
Federal subsidy, it is unlikely that the nurnber of new or existing homes
equipped with soLar devices over the programrs life will sigmificantly
aLter the pattern of ener(ry use in the residential sector. This study
therefore uses the nunber of solar-equipped housing units induced by an
lncentive as its frame of reference, rather than resulting solar energry
output from those r:nits, its equivalent in "barrels of oil saved,"
or sone more comprehensive measure that would include other environmental

Ir-L



and economic benefits. The desirability of solar incentives, at least
at the present time, rests upon essentially qualitative judgrments
reflecting a belief or hope that this fledgling industry, over time,
can make a unique and valuable contribution to national energy program
goa1s.

2. Federal incentives can work to sr:bstantially accelerate solar
resi ts.

Exhibit I illustrates this potential, using the example of a tax
credit at various percentages of solar cost. The shaded "baseline"
portions of the curve indicate our estimates of the cumulative nunber of
solar r:nits installed from 1975 through 1982 in the absence of any Federal
market support. As can be seen, most of this usage will be solar domestic
hot water systems, with first costs in the $11000 to $2,000 range, and a
majority in retrofit installations. By comparison, the nusrber of
conibined solar heating/hot water systems (wittr costs varying from $31000
to as much as $12,000 depending on loca1 climate and other factors)
is expected to be far more rpdest and to be limited prinarily to newly
built homes.

lltre desirability of an lncentive cannot be discussed separately from
the threshold level of subsidy required for it to induce an appreciable
response in the market. As can be seen in pxhibit 1, a 40t tax credit
(with a $2,000 limit) would approximately double the number of installa-
tions e:q)ected from 1978-1982 i a 20* credit would increase expected in-
stallations by only one-fifth.

Any incentive progrErm c6rn be expected to have an accelerating effect
on market development that will continue to yield benefits in the years
after the program ends. Ttre possible dimensions of this effect are
suggested in Exhibit 2, whichportrays estimated market growth for solar
hot water heaters in the single-fanily home market under three assumptions:
no incentive (the baseline estimate); a tax credit provided under a
40/25 formula and continuing in effect from 1978 through 1985; and the
same credit, but with a 1982 termination date (showing both "high"
and "1o!,r" estimates of the residual spill-over effect in 1983-85). Our
estimates are that even if the credit were terminated in 1982, the
continuing effect ofis market stimulus could result in an additional
22,OOO to I9O,O00 units during the 1983-85 period alone -- that is,
possibly as many or more units than were directly induced during the life
of the credit -- representing a further increase in the range of 4 to
39t over the baseline for the three year period after the credit had
expired.

3. A 'rfront-end" subsidy in the form of a tax credit or rebate/qranX
would be far more effective than a loan in the solar hot water market --
the na:ior part of the solar market in the near term.

An incentive in the form of a front-end sr:bsidy, such as a tax
credit or rebate (grant), has the potential for a far more pronounced

Lv l



Exhibit 1

NUMBER OF SOLAR-EOUIPPED SINGLE FAMILY HOMES THROUGH 1982
"Baseline" Prolectionr and Responr to Trx Credit at Possiblo Subsidy Levels
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Note: Market response to non-refundable tax credit provided as a percentaqe of total solar costs. Reading from top to bottom,
terms of subsidy levels are: 4OoA up to $2000 maximum; 40% of first $1O00, 25% of next $M00 ($2000 maximum); 3096
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Exhibit 2

NUMBER OF SOLAR-EOUIPPED SINGLE FAMILY HOMES THROUGH 1985: Baseline Projection and B6ponls to
Tax Creditr Availablo 197&1982 or 1978-1985
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rAssuming non-refundable 40/25 tax credit (40/25 = 40% ol first $1 ,000 of system cost, 25% of next $6,400;
maximum credit = $2,000).
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effect on the adoption of solar residential hot water systems than does
the provision of assistance through loan prograrls, and appears sub-
stantially rpre cost effective. As can be seen in Exhibit 3, a tax
credit offered under the formula proposed by the National Energy Act'
could increase anticipated solar hot water installations by approximately
67t during the period 1978-1982, and a rebate would induce a somewhat
larger increase (approximately 80t) at a somewhat greater cost per
induced unit. Ihe loan prograrn with comparable per-unit eosts (a 7*,
10 year loan) would increase e)q)ected use only 14t; a deep-subsidy loan
program (1t, 20 year J-oans) would increase usage approximately 56t at
a substantially higher cost per unit.* Most of the financing bilts
introduced into Congress thus far would set interest rates at the government
borrowing rate -- approximately 5.5t to 7.5*, depending on how that rate
is defined -- plus half a point to cgver administrative expensesi
response to the 7t loan program noted here suggests that such a program
will have a very limited ability to accelerate the adoption of resi-
dential solar hot water systems.

Exhiblt 3

SOLAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPARATIVE MARKET TMPACT AND PROGRAM COSTSA OF FRONT.
END SUBSIDIES AND BMIR LOANS

Note: Ertlrn t6 for Unitr lffit ll.d in Single Family Home During Five Year Period, 197&f 982
Badlnc: 1Cr8-1982 Unitr lrtallcd Wathout lncentive - 178,0fl1
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aAll program costs glven in present value terms uslng 7.5% discount rate, and include both subsidy costs and admlnistratlve sxpenso.
bSOtzo = 3096 of the flrst $1 ,500 of system cost, and 20% ot tha next $8,50O (maximum credit of $2,1 50).
cqOlZS = 4096 of tho first $1 ,OOO of system cost, and 25% of the next $6,400 (maximum credit of $2,000).
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Possible explanations for limited consumer responsiveness to the loarr
alternatives in the solar hot water market include:

the fact that relatively few homeowners seek loans to pay for
improvements to their property in this range of costs (less
than 20t of all home improvements are financed with bank loans),.

the reluctance of new home purchasers to apply for a loan sub-
sidy if it involves a loan instrument or processing track dis-
tinct from those involved in securing a first mortgage loan on
their home;

the lack of reduction in the total solar cost for which the buyer
assumes responsibility (particularly compared to front-ehd
incentive options), and

the perceived effort in securing a subsidized loan compared to
the relatively automatic nature of the tax credit or rebate.

4. A grant approach, providing "rebates" upon application by solar
purchasers, appears preferable to a tax credit, in view of the consider-
able of adminiEtlativJconEiof aes
prosram todav, and in liqht of its somewhat greater poten market

O

a

o

a

impact (and competitive cost-impact profile) when compared with tax
approaches.

A front-end incentive can be provided either through a tax credit
(or other tax expenditure approach) or through a separately administered
"rebate" progr€rm that wou1d. respond to applications submitted directly
by solar purchasers. Subsidy levels to users can be established on the
sare basis and at the same levels in either case, as a fixed dollar
benefit or under a percentage-of-cost formula. The rebate approach
appears preferable for a number of reasons:

. llhe availability of Federal incentives is like1y to be seen by
the public as a signal from the government that available solar
systems are appropriate for the average homeowner today. Ttris
imposes special responsibilities that must be met in the design
of an incentive prograrn, given the wide rErnge of quality and
rapidly evolving technology in the solar industry, and in light
of problems of consumer fraud. At the very least, it suggests
that there may be a need for stringent controls -- in certification
of eligible systems, in monitoring of manufacturer and dealer
advertising and sales techniques, in familiarizing consumers with
the risks as well as the promise of solar use today -- with the
possible sacrifice of some market impact that such bureaucratic
oversight would involve. These controls are more consistent with
an actively administered grant-t1pe progrirm, and may be more
difficult to impose successfully in the context of a tax benefit
where no advance application is required.

a Consumer survey results suggest a somewhat greater resPonse to
a rebate than to a tax credit see Exhibit 3 because
of the direct receipt of funds closer to the time of purchase,
and possibly because of the certainty that the fuII amount of

imed bv the userthe benefit can be cla

vl_l_l_
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dent on offsetting tax liability). In addition, if a rebate is
made assignable, at least some solar retrofit companies may accept
it as partial Payment. This, however, should be an optional
feature of a con5umer-received benefit, as survey results show

a strong preference for rebates directed to the consumer, rather
than to the solar dealer.

. A rebate, direct-grant type program is more susceptible to on-
going irproverents in calibration of sr-rbsidy arpunt and rnanner of
benefit delivery, to the tailoring of benefit levels to the often
dramatic variations in the econonics of solar use arnong regions,
to the concentration of funds in prime market areas if desired,
and even to full or partial administration ttrrough the states
where that seers feasible and desirable.

. A rebate proqram would avoid the shortcomings seen by some as
inherent in ttre "social" use of the tax code. Ttris view has si9-
nificant support within the Treasury Departnent and the Congress,
and is reflected in continuing efforts to improve the tax equity
and adninistrative sinplicity of the tax collection system.

Notwithstanding these potential advantages, rebate approaches have
received far less consideration ttran tax e)q)enditures in legislative
proposals to date. One reason for the disinclination of solar advocates
and hor:sing industry groups to propose grant-tyPe prograrns is the spectre
of administrative red-tape that mi$rt not only impose'high per-unit adrnin-
istrative costs but also deter nany individuals from participating in the
program. Tax e:<penditure approaches are seen as Iikely to be easier to
put in pIace, Iess costly to adnrtnister, rpre efficient in reaching con-
srurErs, and rtpre appropriate for a short-lived program that might otherwise
require substantial efforts to erect and then dismantle. Beyond these
understandable concerns, however, there appears to be a nnre firndamental
apprehension that political support cannot be mustered for substantial
subsidy arounts that are provided in grant form. There is far greater
precedent for higtrer benefit levels thr:ough tax e)q)enditures, and a widely
held belief that rpre can be provided through those channels than through
a direct grant progrirm. Given ttre intrinsically linited scale of any
solar incentive program in the near term, the advantages offered by the re-
bate approach rnay provide an ru,tusual opportr:nity for those opposed to "socJ-al"
uses of the tax system to derpnstrate that equal benefit levels can in fact
be provided in this sore direct manner.

5. Questions of consuner responsiveness aside, the studlzrs find!11gsalguq
aqainst the feasibility and desirabil itv of the loarr approach on a nuniber
of other grounds.

It is frequently assr.ned that existing Federal loan programsi, such
as the FHA/VA network could be easily adapted to deliver financing
assistance to purcharstersl of solar equiprent. However Federal
hone rrcrtqage loan and loan insurance programs are concentrated on a
narrow seqrrcnt of the new housing market and contain implicit and
ex>licit elisibitity linitations on borrower incones that would

ir reach into the potential market for solar.

a

severelv constrain the
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Federal progrEuns play an even smaller role in the market for im-
provernents to existing homes, with less than 3t of all home im-
provements financed through EHA's Title I Property Improvement
Loan Program. In practice, the miEket response to a loan program
would be limited the absence of institutional arr
ments for originating such loans that could be quickly act vated
and that would ide access for the vast orl_ of
homeowners and home purchasers.

o Homebuilders and lenders in many cases associate Federal low-cost
loans exclusively with progr€rms directed at low-income families
and the elaborate processing requirements such programs have in-
variably involved. A solar program would have to overcome these
neqative associations in order to enlist the participation of these
professionals in "marketing" the program to consumers.

a Ioans require the goverrunent to assume administrative responsibility
for settinq standards of borrower creditworthiness , long-term ser-
vicing of loans or subsidy payments, and dealing with defaults and
delinguencies for years (several decades in the case of mortgage
loans) after the program itself has expired.

Three basic alternatives for the delivery of interest subsidies were
evaluated: (1) a direct Federal loan program; (2) interest subsidy pay-
rents for loans originated by private lenders; and (3) a Solar Tandem PIan
utilizing GNMA/FNMA secondary market progralns. A11 three of these approaches
involve transaction costs and logistical complexities that would appear
to be hard to justify in connection with the relatively small principal
amounts and modest lending volumes that would be involved in solar loan
subsidy programs.

This conclusion is reflected in the cost estimates shown in sxhibit 3.
To achieve a 56t increase in solar units installed from 1978-1982 with a
loan program would entail total program costs that are roughly a third
rnore than the amount needed. to get a compara.ble increase with the rebate
and about 50t higher than with a credit. Over half the total progrErm
cost estimated for the loan at this sr:bsidy level is accounted for by
adninisErative e:<pense, compared with an estimated 3t and 20t for the
tax credit and rebate, respectively.

6.A can be made for limi broad-based market incen-
tives in the near term (one to three years) to solar domestic hot water
s -- which in contrast to solar are s to
certifv, in a more advanced staqe of conunercialization, and, involve less
cost and risk to the homeowner. Moreover at such time as marke
supports for solar spdce heating become more timelv, a different
tive mix mav be appropriate.* There aDDears to be a hioh potential

*In respect to a credit or rebate pro€Jrarn, a fixed dollar Elmount subsidy
(which precludes the need for cost certification) would be feasible for
hot water systems, but far less practical for space heating. I'Percentage

of, Cost" tlpe sr.rbsidy formulas create difficulties in isolating solar
related costs, particularly in newly built homes, unless eligible exPen-
ditures are limited to purchase of major systems components (collector,
storage tank, controls) and exclude most on-site labor costs. Other
suggested formulas are also more difficult to apply to sPace heating
techniques.
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market response to a l-oan program for space heating, although administra-
tive considerations may still weigh heavily against such an approach.

The probable d,emand, for solar space heating over the next five years
seemsi more appropriate to the tlpe and scale of support provided through
demonstration prograns than dlrect financial incentives. Our estimates
envlsage only 13r000 space heatlng units installed in single-fainlty
homes between 1978 and 1982 in the absence of Federal assistance, and
program volumes in response to an incentive of from 51000 to 53r00O
units, depending on the depth of sr:bsidy provided. In addition, d.emonstra-
tion support could aIlow greater control over the quality of individual
space heating installations until adequate certification procedures for
this ulore complex form of solar use cErn be brought on line.

Once sufficient market potential has matieralized to justify a solar
space heating incentive, a below-market-rate loan program may merit
some consideration as an alternative or supplement to a "front-end"
subsidy. The results of the market impact analysis suggest that for
combined solar space and water heating systems in new homes, which
are far more expensive than hot water systems alone, a long-ter:m, low-
interest loan program could have an impact comparable to that of a
rebate or credit, Such a progr.rm might be most attractive in the form of
a sr:bsidy that is rolled into the first mortgage on the entire property.
As can be seen in Exhibit 4, 5t, 3o-year financing for 75t of soLar
costs, integrated into the first-mortgage financing, would induce
approximately the same increase in solar heating,/hot water systems
(109t) as a rebate based on the 40/25 formula proposed in the National
Energry Act. (A program of direct separate loans for the full additional
solar costs would need to be offered at deeper subsidies and would have
I-ess probable impact and sr:bstantially higher costs, as can be seen in
E:*ribit 4, assuming the shorter maturity typical of such second mortgage
financing. )

The relatively strong market response to low-cost loans for heating
systems, as compared to loans for hot water systems alone, may reflect
thegreater necessity for financing costs of this magmitude, as well
as the substantial reductions inrnonthlyexpense achievable through
long-term amortization structures. A homebuyer able to purchase arr

981000 solar heating system with a 3t, 3O-year loan for 75t of the cost
would increase his downpayment by $2,000 and his monthly mortgage pay-
ment by only $25.

As suggested in Exhibit 4, a Tandem Plan mechanism that made use
of existing GNIIIA/FNMA secondary purchase arrangements for mortgage loans,
could involve lower progrErm costs and I'cost-per-induced unit" than
either a rebate or loan. Hosrever, this apparent potential for both
market impact and cost effectiveness could only be realized if proce-
dures for making such loans available to new home buyers could be
quickly activated.* To accomplish this, many of the logistical problems

*The use of secondary market mechanisms rdould be much less workable
in the case of loans for hot water systems alone, where the loan size
is too smaLl to bear transaction costs involved, or for separate solar
loans, given the absence of a secondary market for such debt.
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previously discussed in connection with loan programs would still have
to be overcome. Furtherrpre, if the solar loans remained in GN!,!A's
portfolio, rather than being resold to EN!{A or other institutional
investors, the government would then be assuming long-term responsibility
for loan servicing and foreclosure losses on entj-re mortgage loans, with
concomitantly greater costs and administrative complexities.

Exhibit 4

SOLAR COMBINED HEATING/HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPARATIVE MARKET TMPACT AND PROGRAM COSTS! OF
FRONT-END SUBSIDIES AND BMIR LOANS

Notr: Efiimrtc for Unltr lnnalhd ln New Slngle Famlly Home During Five Year Priod, 1978-1982
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aAll program costs given in present value terms using 7.5% dlscount rate, and include both subsidy costs and administrative expsnse.
bSOtZo = 3096 of the flrst $1,50o of system cost, and 2U/o ot the next $8,50o (maximum credit of $2,150).
c41lz' = 4096 of the flrst $1,000 of system cost, and 25% ot the next $6,400 (maximum credit of $2,000).
dMaxlmum credlt of $2,OOO.
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7. lhe desiqn of procedures to certify ttre eliqibilitv of solar systeuls
for Federal sr{rport rnay prorre as criticEl to the effectivenbsS of a
solar subsidy program as the choice of the specific tlpe of incentive
provided. The solar industry today includes nany neMI, small firns
and offers an rmfamiliar prrcduct for which there is ns recogrnized standard
of quality. These characteristics suggest that perfonqance of installed
units will vary wi.dely, and that the market is particularly vtrLnerable
to the types of abuses (shoddy equiprent and workmanship; inflated trnr-
formance claisrs, over:lcilling) that have long plagued the horne rryrovemnts
indr:strry and were widely pr:blicized incidents of the FIIAI s Title I hore
iryroverent program in the early nineteen-fifties

To the e)<tent that a solar incentive program results in a conspicuor:s
nufrer of defectirre installations it will defeat its aim of establishing
ttre credibility of solar systems as a practical npErns of sr4lplying horre
energy needs. But the resulting need for consr:rer protection reasures
presents the gonernnent with a difficult set of trade-offs. Ela.borate
precautionary procedures that require long lead times rright discourage
ttre participation of horeopners, Ienders, horebuilders, and legitimate
solar sqlpliers and installers. And standards that lack suppleness c:rn
prernaturely freeze tectrnology and inhibit innovation.

In desigrning eligibility requirerents it is important to distinguish
between procedures appropriate for conEpnents and those for total systems,
and also betvreen space heating rrs. domestic hot water and passive vs.
active applications.

o Certification of major corponents (collectorsr storagte tanks,
and so forth) rnay be relatiVely straigLrtforrrard once a netrrork
of accredited testing facilities is in place. However, the
varior:s ad hoc procedures that mi*rt be used until such a net-
work is fully operational all have serious limitations.

a Corponent certification is only a partial surrogate for advance
certification of the quality or performance of systerns as in-
stalled. The latter would be npre responsive to consuner needs
but poses even greater difficulties, parEicularly in regard to
solar space heating . Here the most practical approach may be to
secure a quarantee from the responsible actor (honebuilder, solar
dealer) rather than attemptinq to certifv the perfonnance of
svsteros whose desicm and performance will varv from site to site.
Guarantees nuiqht be strencrthened by reguirine that installers be
bonded contractors and e:pandinq SBArs existinq bond reinsurance
proqm Use of "white lists" of approved installers and FHA:s
hore irqpro\rement contractors "precautionary nEasures of disbar-
nent lists" migLrt be a useful, albeit limited, supplerent to this
approactr.

a Even if a rrconponentrt certi tion approach is taken, rattrer
than one based on whole systems or svstenrs as installed- there is

sently available, but deficient, rreans for certifying conponent
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eligibility, or forestall the starting date r:ntil a reliable certi-
fication procedure has been developed -- with a depressive effect
on the inunediate market for solar, as prospective buyers defer
purchases in order to assure their eligibility for the incentive.

a A consumer education program will be a necessary adjr:nct to any
Federal incentive program, and should be buttressed by disclosure
and infornation requirements integrated into the solar merchan-
dising system itself, as a prerequisite for system eligibility.

a Requirements, as suggested in a number of Congressional bills,
that solar systems supply or exceed a high minimum percentage
of a home's thermal load may exclude the most cost-effective
scale of system design for many homes and locations.

o Homes incorporating passive solar desigms may make a sigrnificant
contribution to energry savings in some locations. However, the
review of passive systems raises difficult ad.ministrative and
analytic problems -- for example in respect to performance
standards, and the identification of those costs uniquely attri-
butable to the solar feature -- that suggest deferring inclusion
of passive systems in a Federal incentive program. The only
currently used procedure for reviewing passive solar homes --
devised by officials in New Mexico, where passive applications cErn
qualify for that state's solar income tax credit -- would be
costly and cumbersome to apply to a large volume, nationwide
prograrn. However, within the context of delegated authority to
an appropriate agency, a continued effort should be made to over-
come the administrative barriers that make it difficult to include
passive homes within a Eederal incentive program.

8. Efforts to assure the progressivity of benefits appear inappropriate
for a solar residential incentive at the present time, given the risks
inherent in the use of solar stems in the near term and the

of more and more cost-effective means for hel
poorer families to cope with risinq u litv bills.

So1ar incentive proposals in the present and past sessions of
Congress have evidenced concern over the possibility that the benefits of
such a program would be distributed in a regressive manner. Proposed
measures td avoid this result have included restrictions on eligibility
based on family income, benefits calculated inversely with income, and
benefits subject to the inherently progressive effect of the Eederal income
tax.

The argument for income-skewing is based largely on the premise that
Federal programs should be progressive in distribution of benefits, but
also reflects concern that upper-income families are most like1y to pro-
ceed in the absence of incentives and thus would receive substantial
"windfall" benefits. The further argument for concentrating benefits on
lower income families is that rising energy costs impose the greatest
hardships on these families, who also lack the resources necessary to
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make energy saving inrzestlrentsi particularly in solar with its high
first costs and long-term payoffs.

Hoqever., the lirtitation ttrat incone-related program structures
would place on the ability to attain the primary goals of an incentive
Program- -- and the unproven, expensive and rapidly changing nature of
systens cormercially availabtre -- strongly suggest' that progressive
skewing of benefits ttrrough such devices is inappropriate for a near-
term residential solar incentive program3

a Ttrere are rrcre effective and npre desirable rreans of reducinq
the enerqv cost burdens of lovrer-incore families than in-
centives airred at inducing them to install solar enerlly systemE.
Other hore energy conservation measures which such families
typically lack (greater insulation, weatherstripping, etc. ) are
trDre cost-effective from the individual honreownerrs point of
view and are coq)aratively free of the risks of performance
failure or financial loss inherent in solar energy systems
today.

o Incore certification procedures would add sigrnificantly to
program costs and complexitv and restrict the irpact of pro-
grarnsi by reducing their use. Means tests have proved to be a
troublesore aspect of Federal benefit prograrns in many fields,
and are necessary and justifiable primarily where the basic
program goal is a redistributive one. And both hpme builders and
rortgage and consuner loan lenders interviewed in ttris study made
clear their reluctance to participate in any program that would
involve them in the process of inconre certification in any way.

a Concern over incone-leve1 of program

-

of place in a program aimed at inducing adoption bf this energDr
production system. Ihe benefits of Federal incentives for
enerEf production in other areas are not restricted on the basis
of recipient incone, and concern over the extensions of benefits
to upper incore households may be uncalled for in view of the
risks being assurcd by all early users of these systems and the
equal contribution such households would make to the goal of
accelerating solar conunercialization. Unless an incentive
program is designed to assure purchasers of a desi rable return
on their investnent, and hold them harmless against system fail-
ure or losses on resale, it would appear desirable that ttre risks

I
T

I
I
I
T

I
I
I
T

I

invol ved be assumed bv those families and individuals best able
to bear such lems as be involved. *

It is this elenent of risk that makes the issue of "windfalls" less
pertinent to the merits of a solar incentive than to those of incentives,
such as the proposed tax credit for hore insulation, whictr encour-ages
individuals to make investrents whose cost-effectiveness, in rnany cases,
has already been derpnstrated.
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o Efforts to increase proqressivi ty of incentives through the
taxability of benefits would avoid incorne certification pro-
blems but rnay reduce the reactr of a solar incentive program
arong the rcst responsive and most appropriate early solar
users. ltris likelihood is illustrated in E:tribit -5, using the
exarpJ.e,.of a 508 credit for solar hot water systems in three
possible forms: a tax credit (available to the e:Gent it can
be offset against other tax liability) i a "refundable" tax
credit (under whictr a payrent would be made for any excess of
credit over tax liability, assuring fuIl receipt of the bene-
fit); and a "taxable refr:ndable" tax cred.it (a refundable
credit included in incorre sr:bject to tax in the following
year). As can be seen, naking ttre credit refundabLe would
sli$rtly increase the response to the incentive orrer a five-
year period; however, atteurpting to irprove progressivity by
subjecting the benefit to taxation would sricstantially reduce
the inpact of the program. It should also be noted that in
the case of a rnaximrm $2r00O credit, only honeowners with
taxable incone of over $18,000 -- Iess than 35t of aII horre-
owners -- would have sufficient tax liability to take full
advantage of the credit.

Exhibit 5

MABKET IMPACT OF INCBEASING THE PROGRESSIVITY OF TAX CREDIT FOR THE PURCHASE OF SOLAR
DOMESTTC HOT WATER SYSTEMS

Note: E.timat.3 for Units lnstalled Ovr 5-Yr. Pcriod - 1978-1S82 Aranming, for ltlustrativc Purporel, r Tax Crudit ol M ot
the f irrt $1 ,Odl of Syrt m Cat, snd 25Y" of tho mxt $6,400 (32,000 maximuml.

Eff.ct Program Cum. Unitc Parc.nt lncroar Over Brolim

Somcwhet Regrurrive

Ncutrol

Progresire

Crcdit 296,000

Refundablr Crcdit 299,OO0

Texeble Rdundabb Credit 23:r,(n0

67%

6896

31%

9. As a conplerent to rpre direct forrs of subsidy, Congress might consider
nEasures to help ensure that purchasers of new solar hoIIEs are able to
secure rprtgage financing from private lenders on normal terrns.

Honeowners who wish to retrofit solar systems to an existing resi-
dence and are able to satisfy routine credit standards should encounter
no difficulty securing home inprovenent loans on normal terms and are
atready able to r:se Title I loans for this Purpose. No need exists
for special Federal loan guarantees or other lender-oriented types of
incentives to increase the availability of financing in this segurent
of the solar market.
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By contrast, Federal action may be called for to improve the avail-
ability of nortgage financing for newlv-built solar hores. The size of
rcrtgage loans is based on an appraisal of the property's market value.
In ttre short run, IIEny nnrtgage lenders will discount solar costs in
their appraisals. As a resul.t, a borrower will have to pay for a srib-
stantially hiqher than averaqe portion of solar costs in the downoavrrent
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on a ne!il home. Possible nEasures for encouraging loans that.are closer
to "noranal" financing ratios include:

(1) a lender tax credit for foreclosure losses on solar hones
(lidtea to some portion of system cost);

(2) a form of special insurance or guarantee to lenders against
Iosses attributable to including solar costs in rrcrtgage }oans;

(3) liberalized loan ceilings and appraisal policies for solar
hones under FHA, VA, and HnHA prograrrs.

Claim costs to the govemllEnt under any of these options would be
fairly smaIl since lenders would incur losses only if it should prove
necessary to foreclose on a solar hone, and only if the property were
then disposed of for less than the outstanding balance of the rortgage.
However, before inplementing any such program, careful consideration
should be girren to the irportant role that lenders may play in helpinqt
to screen out less effective or o\rerpriced solar systens, and to the
risks -- to borrourers, Ienders, and governnent insurance progr€uns --
of either encouraging or mandating appraisals ttrat may exceed actual
rnarket values. Ttris concern is most important in the case of Federal
credit programsi that assist low and rnoderate incore borror'rers.

Congress should also consider action to ensure that borro\ivers con-
templating purchase of solar-equipped homes are not penalized by credit
appraisal procedures currently in widespread use which make no allowance
for projected energy savings.

10. At the present tire, an incentive capable of inducing any siqmi-
ficant nunlcer of multi-fartily investors to install solar energy systerns

In the short run, the types of incentives and subsidy levels whidr
have received serious legislative consideration carurot be e:<pected to
have a substantial inpact on demand for solar energD/ in the multi-
family rental market. Hor,vever, for the satte reason, establishing such
incentives in a form that has Iow program adrninistrative requirerents
(e.g., an investnent tax credit) would have little donnside financial
risk from a pr:bIic cost perspective, and rnay be desirable sinply to
indicate the Federal governnEnt's recogrnition of the potential inport-
ance of solar in this segment of the housing market.

Our analysis of tJ' e requirernents for motivating investors to include
solar enerqv svstems in larqer mrlti-famil y proiects indicates that
there would be significant response only if a package of incentives were
provided which essentially elirtinated e:<posure to risk ald required little
or no capital investrent. Such an incentive program for developers and
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T
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investors has rtg precedents in the field of housing and would appear to
laclk political ac'ieptability . Specific obiectives for increased use
of solar in mrlti-fani ects be better in the near term
through continuation of "denonstration" progrars funding all or a
large part of solar costs, particularly if one of the goals is broad
qeoqraphic distnbution of exanples of multi-fami ly solar installations.

As e:<perience with operating solar systems grows and the extent and
reliability of cost sawings becore nrcr:e deronstrable, investors should
becone willing to invest in solar enerEf without demanding the level
of pr:blic assistance that currently appears necessary. At that time,
which could be within the nexE few years, an incentive program
oriented to large-scale multi-family hor:sing nay be attractive and might
offer advantages in terms of administrative economies attendant on
the larger size of individual transactions -- at least for the 1O rnillion
units of rental housing in structures of five or rpre units.

It should also be noted that al-though rental housing makes up a
sigrnificant proportion of the total housing stock (25.7 million rental
occr4ried units in 1975, 35t of total occupied units), much of this
involves structures of relatively small size. Fu1ly one-third
of rental units are in one-family attached and detactred houses, and 26t
are in urits of 2-4 family structures. Except for those in 2-4 family
olilner'occupied buildings, these may well faIl outside the reach of
incentives designed for either larger rmrlti-family rental housing or
owner-occrpied housing, and may be extrenely difficult to attract
through any practical incentive program.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE CONTEXT FOR FEDERAL ACTION

A. THE FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO SOI,AR

Ttre incentives evaluated in this report are focused on residential
applications of solar energD/ technologies. In the near termf these

are solar thermal systems for providing part of residential hot water

and space heating requirements; in the longer term, they include

cooling systems as weII. They are of obvious potential imtrrortance in
Iight of national energy budgets which indicate that hore space and

water heating account for over L2Z of national ener![y consumtrrtion and

that space conditioning and dorestic hot water requirements of all
buildings taken as a whole account for 242 of the nation's energy use.

Solar energy holds the promise of a resource to neet these needs

that is non-polluting, inexhar:stible, and supportive of national and

individual freedom of action. Ttrese potentiat benefits underlie the

public comrnitnent to solar energy developnent that has already been

made at the Federal level (in research, development and demonstration

projects) and through state initiatives, as well as the nunerous pro-
posals for npre broadly-based solar energy incentives tJ:athave been intro-
duced in recent sessions of Congress. * ltre latter include the provi-
sions of Tit1e If of the National Energy Actannouncedby President Carter

on April 29 of this year, proposing a program of tax credits for pur-
chasers of residential solar energy equipnent that closely parallels
incentivres that received positive action by both HoLrses of Congress

last year. Ttre President's solar proposal has been reported out of
comnittee in the House in rpdified form, suggesting the extent of
current political support for a residential solar energy incentive program.

The need for a Federal comrnitnent in this form has in part already
been made a rnatter of national purpose through the enactrent of ttre

Energ'y Conservation in Existing Buildings Act of L976, which for:nd that:

*See Appendix A for a corparative analysis of recent and pending legisla-
tion in Congress, and see Appendix B to this report for an overview of present
and proposed state incentive prograns.
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[u]ajor prograrrs of financial incentives and assistance for energy
conservation measures and renewable-resource energy measures in
&reIling units, non-residential buildings and industrial plants
would:

(A) significantly reduce the nationts demand for energy and
the need for petroleum inports;
(B) cr:shion the adverse inpact of the high price of energy
supplies on consurrers, particularly elderly and handicapped
low-incore persons who cannot afford to make the modifications
necessary to reduce their residential energy use; and
(C) increase, directly and indirectly, job opportunities and
national econornic or4>ut. *

And the particular need for such Federal action was suggested in ttre

Administrationrs National Energy Plan staterent which accorpanied its
legislative proposals last April:

Traditional forecasts of energD/ use assurlE that nonconventional
resources, suctr as solar and geotherrnal energy, will play only a
minor role in the United States' energ;7 future. Unless positive
and creative actions are taken by Governnent and the private
sector, these forecasts will becorre self-fulfilling prophecies. **

With tttis national cormnitnent in view, the present report documents

the results of an intensive, six-month evaluation of alternative Federal

financial incentives that nidrt accelerate solar energy use within
the residential sector. fts purpose is to assist in the choice arrDng

basic incentive approaches, to provide information and analysis
related to the desigm of a program if one is to be inplenented, and to
supply information related to the underlying policy judgment regarding

the desirability of broad-based rnarket supporEs for solar at ttris parti-
cular juncture in tire. Itre balance of this introductory chapter briefly

*42 USC 6851, Title IV of ttre EnerEg Conservation and Production
Act of 1976 (PL 94-385, 94th Congress , 2nd. Session). Part C,
Section 441 authorized $200,000,00O for a National EnergDr Conserva-
tion and Renevrable-Resource Deronstration Program for Existing
Drrelling Units (new Section 509 of Title V of the Housing and
Urban Developnent Act of 1970) in which various types of incentive
programs would be tried and assessed, but no action has yet been
taken along those lines.

**E:<ecutive Office of the President,
p. XIII (April 29, L977).

Ttre National En Plan
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reviews three issues that help to set the context for these decisions:

how governlent support for solar enerE/ use fits within the con-
text of past and present Federal intervention in the housing
market;

a what criteria are pertinent in assessing the appropriateness
and likely effectiveness of a Federal residential solar incen-
tive; and

o in what way the incone level-s of recipient homeowners should
be taken into accormt in the design of an incentive program.

B. DESIGNING SOLAR INCENTIVES FOR THE HOUSING MARKET

The underlying objectives of a Federal residential solar incentive,
as discussed below, relate to goals for rpderating national energy use.

The neans to that end will clearly involve a Federal- program aimed at
participants in the housing market. Previous subsidy and incentive
progrars ainred at inducing energy production and technological innova-

tion may have some relevance in this regard. But many of the npst use-

ful guidelines for program design will come from consideration of past

successes and failures of Federal- intervention in the housing area.

Even a cursory review of such past Federal efforts makes clear the

need for a program that does not fail from design excesses at the

extrenes:

o inadequate inducenents that do not neet the real needs of actors
in housing and developrrent, and thus never pass from statute into
effective prograrns (such as the Title X program of land develop-
rent loan insurance);

a wasteful e:<penditures with little real benefit to the nation (such
as the new hores tax credit, which may have had a windfall factor
of 90t or rrore*, with costs to the nation of an estimated $750
rnillion** distributed in a clearly regressive fashion-***) or

*Office of Econorric Research,
(October 14, 1975).

Federal Hortp Loan Bank Board' Econoruics Briefs,

**Office of Managenrent and Budget, Special Analyses, Budget of the United
States Governnrent 1978 , Tab1e F-I, p. I30 (January, L977)

***See Departlent of the Treasury, fnternal Revenue Service, Statistics
of Incore L975 -- Prelinin Individual Income Tax Returns, Table C

a

(Pulclication 198 (2-77) , L977)
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a inadequacies in design or adrninistration that allow abuse and
fraud at great cost to individuals participating in the program,
the Treasury, or both (such as the Section 235 low-incorrp farnily
horeownership program and early abuses of the Title I Horne

fmproverent Program).

These problems are hardly r:nique to hou.sing programs, but they have

been a particularly visible issue in this setting. With this in mind,

the present study sought insights through direct interaction with hore-

owners and honebuyers, who are the potential market for solar, and with
those involved in the housing indr:stry whose responses to this new tech-

nology will largely determine its rate of acceptance -- particularly
homebuilders and comnercial sources of honre mortgage and home improverent

financing. Threse fieldwork efforts - whidr included a survey of approx-

imately 11500 housing consurrers in 8 cities -- were intended to evaluate

not only the comparative merits of incentive approaches, but also to
determine the threshold levels at which incentives would need to be

offered in order to achieve a substantial market response and to identify
possible areas of difficulty in actual delivery of incentives. This

in-depth testing at the market level allows for a more direct assessment

of the likely impact of incentives than would be possible with a purely
econornic decision model that based estimates on a hypothesized consurngr

response to changes in solar economics over tire.

The insights gained from exploring the paralleIs between the
possible solar incentives and past Federal hor:sing programs are in-
corporated througtrout the body of this reporE, and are essential to the

design of a successfuf program. However, it is also important to recog-

nize,that any solar residential incentive will also differ in significant
respects from previous Federal housing initiatives. Such a program

will be intended to induce homeowners to invest in a particular techno-

Iogy, and to make a rel-ati-vely substantial front-end investment that
will make econornic sense (if at all) only over a considerable number

of years.

There is little real precedent for a broad-based housins proqram

with such aims. Most technologically-oriented efforts have been limited
to dermnstration programs, and even in those cases the goal was more often
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to lower initial housing costs (as in operation BreakthrouSh).* And

the unproven nature and high first costs of many of the solar energy

systems now on the market clearly distinguish the issues at hand from

those that pertain to the design of a home energy conservation program --
an area in which (it is widely believed) cost-effectiveness from the

homeowners' perspective has already been demonstrated for many low-

risk approaches (improved insulation, weatherstripping, etc. ) .

These unprecedented aspects of a solar energy incentive program,

taken together with certain types of problems that have recurred in
past Federal housing programs, suggest that a special effort will have

to be made to balance the national interests in'accelerating resi-
dential solar energy development with the responsibility of providing

adequate information and protection to homeohrners and homebuyers who

respond to the Eederal governmentrs encouragement and implied approval

of solar systems and become solar purchasers. It is appropriate to
consider the dimensions of those interests in somewhat more detail
before turning to the results of the present study.

C. REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS AND MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Although technical assessments of the costs, performance, reliability
and related aspects of presently available solar energy systems were

sought and used at various junctures of this study, this report does

not directly review the current stage of development of residential
solar energy systems. Such questions were in large part beyond the

purview of this study. Nevertheless, any effort to judge the appropriate-
ness of Federal incentives for solar energy must take into account the
present state of transition within the solar industry. It is the

unproven technical and economic characteristj-cs of most systems today

that make government support necessary; but these characteristics also
raise important questiQns about the proper purpose of a bioad-based

incentive program.

*Efforts to focus attention on lifecycle costing in other fields have
primarily taken the form of consumer education programs and product
Iabeling requirements (as in EER ratings for appliances and fuel
economy ratings for automobiles). FHA's little utilized Section 233
program (which provides mortgage insurance for homes of experimental
design that do not satisfy FIIA's Minimum Property Standards) is the only
open-ended program of Federal market support for new housing technologies
that is currently on the books.
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The essential probLem is that solar is still in the midst of
change from an experimental- technology to a fully reliable and economic

home energy system. The principles of active solar heating systems

have been established in practice for many years. Working systems

installed in the 1930's are stiIl providing hot water in some homes

in Florida today, and solar water heating is widely used in other
parts of the world where the costs or scarcity of alternative fuels
make them economically competitive (for example, in parts of Israel).
But the present solar "industry" in this country is relatively new

and changing rapidly.
According to the most recent Federal Energy Administration product-

ion survey of solar collector manufacturers, the total number of such

companies has grown from 39 in 1974 to L77 in the second, half of 1976.

An average of 35 companies have entered the market every half-year
since the survey began in 1974. Thirty-four percent of companies

actually manufacturing collectors during the last six months of 1976

had no record of production before that period, while eighteen percent

of companies active in the previous half-year had stopped production.*
While there are some signs of stabilization, the outlook for the next

few s remains one of continued modification in tem desi and

a shake-out among manufacturers as the great variety of solar components

and installation configurations are tried in practice.
These conditions in the industry bear directly on two important

questions: whether a broad-based, market support incentive program

is appropriate at the present time; and what frame of reference should

be employed in judging the costs and benefits of a solar incentive.

1. The Timing of a Broad-Based Incentive

The incentives currently under consideration are designed to
broaden the market for residential solar energy systems by subsidizing
and otherwise improving the economics of solar for homeowners and home

buyers. Although requirements for screening programs to certify

"eligibIe" systems have been included in most proposals, the vision

*Fecleral Energy Administration, Solar Collector Manufacturing Activity,
July through December L976 (April L977).
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of an effective incentivd progr€rm is substantially different from that
of the research and demonstration projects now undenray.

The Residential Solar Demonstration Program administered by HUD

provides for substantial review of each individual grant application:
the selection of projects is based on the objective of testing a wide

range of collector systems under different climatic conditions through

intensive instrumentation, monitoring and follow-up, and the govern-

ment assumes almost the fulI cost of systems chosen for the dernonstration.
This program is still in progress, and it will be several years before

the field results of system evaluations are in hand. There is still
no established and reliable procedure for testing or "certifying"
individual systems yet in place, nor is one likely to be fulIy opera-

tional by the year's end.* Yet a broad-based incentive -- particularly
if it is organized in an effective form, with relatively little need

for advance qualification or other I'red taper' -- is likely to be seen

by the public as a signal from the Federal government that solar is
ready now and appropriate for the average homeowner today. It will
accelerate a testing of systems in the marketplace that is less formal

but no less risky than the more circumscribed and controlled experiments

currently being funded through the Demonstration Program -- but with
the risks to a large extent borne by the individual purchasers.

This is not to say that individuals do not have a right to experi-
ment with solar energy systems, and to take the risks involved. It
does mean that the implicit endorsement of solar energy systems on the

market today that may be inherent in the availabilitv of a Federal

incentive imposes special responsibilities that must be met in the

design of the ineentive program. At the very least, this suggests

that there may be a need for str t controls in certification of
e1i ible tems in monitor of manufacturer and dealer advertisi
and sales techniques, in assurance of adequate knowledge by consumers

of the uncertainties inherent in solar use toda -- at the sible
sacrifice of some market impact that such bureaucratic oversight would

involve.

*See Chapter Six for a more detailed review of the efforts underway to
establish adequate certification procedures and the logistical problems
involved. in achieving this end.
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2. weighing Costs and Benefits

The extent of flux in the evolution both of system designs and the

structure of the solar industry also bears on a different but perhaps

more fundamental issue: the choice of an appropriate framework for
assessing the overall desirability of the Federal investrnent that would

be required for an effective residential solar incentive program.

Since there are relatively straightforward (though by no means precise)

means for estimating the costs of most possible incentive designs,

this question, in practice, is one of defining the appropriate measures

to be used in assessing the beneficial inpacts of such a progrErm.

This study has used the number of solar equipped housing units as

the frame of reference for assessing the impacts of available incentive
systems. A brief review of the reasons underlying this choice of a

measure of impact appears appropriate.

one possible frame of reference is provided by the long-term energy

goals that underlie any incentive progrerm: the energy production that
would be attributable to solar energy systems put in place in response

to an incentive. This is an approach that has been used in a number

of recent evaluations of solar incentive programs, with the value of
the solar "savings" that would result generally expressed in terms of
the energy equivalent in barrels of oil. But there are several prob-

lems with such an approach.

. First, there is considerable uncertainty inherent in any

estimate of the Iikely response to an incentive, and con-

siderable disagreement over the "savings" that would

result, even in the near-term. For example, estimates of
the energy savings likely in 1982 from response to the

individual tax credit contained in the President's proposed

National Energry Act vary in a range exceeding twenty to one.*

*Cf. Bezdek, Roger, et al., Analysis of Policy Options for Acceleratinq
Commercialization of Solar Heating and Cooling SystemF, Tab1e II-8-4,
F-U, Program- logy, The George
Washington University (April,L977) (1982 savings estimated at 10,950,000
bblr/year); Congressional Budget office, President Carterrs Energy
Proposals: A Per ive, Table VII-2, p. 90, Staff Working Paper,

(June ,197'i ) (1982 savings estimated at 460,000 bbllyear).
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a Second, these analyses generally assume that the value of
such energy savings is established by the market price of oil
and the estimated oil equivalent "saved" -- which may well be

an overly narrow definition of the benefits of solar energy

development. Energy prices in the market today do not neces-

sarily reflect the fulI costs that need. to be accounted for,
omitting such considerations as the environmental impacts of
extraction, refinement and use, and the costs of public
incentives and subsidies for conventional energy exploration,
development and transportation and distribution systems.*

And there are other benefits that can be attributed to the

development of the solar resource -- for example, the economic

contributions to be made by the emerging solar industry.

. Third, few observers, including the most buoyant of solar
enthusiasts, anticipate that solar energy systems, with or
without Federal support, will visibly influence the pattern
of energry use in the residential sector over the period im-

mediately ahead. The targeted program volume of a five-year
solar incentive program under even the most optimistic of
assumptions, is a fairly modest one, at least in relation to
the annual number of new residential units completed and the

total stock of existing homes. The justification for incentives,
if there is one, is to be found in the contribution that
accelerated development of the technology can make in the

decades ahead on a broad range of social and. economic fronts.

Limitations of quantitative "cost-benefit analysis"

These shortcomings of the "energy equivalent saved" approach suggest

a shift to an appropriately wider definition of costs and benefits. Yet

such a shift raises even more difficult problems for a cost and benefit
analysis. ft is considerably easier to suggest the range of costs and

*A recent review of Federal energy production incentives, based on
ERDA-sponsored research, estimated the cost of those incentives during
the period 1918-1976 Eo be $144 billion in current doll-ars -- with the
bulk of those costs attributable to the period 1950-1976. Bezdek et aI.,
op. cit., Table II-2-I, p. 16.
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benefits that might be involved than to reach agreement on the quanti-
tative values and methods to be used in developing such a comparison.

But those decisions (on which benefits to recognize, and on how to value

them) will to a large extent determine the outcome of that analysis --
if such an analysis is indeed possible.*

Utility of "number of solar-equipped housing units"

The long-term objectives of any solar incentive program necessarily
relate to national energy goals and. energy-saving benefits. But the

inherent limitations of the available approaches to quantifying benefits --
taken together with the formative stage of the solar industry's develop-

ment and the considerable uncertainty as to the future costs of alternative

*A recent FEA study suggests that national involvement in solar energy
research, development and demonstration efforts should be determined
through a "social cost-benefit analysis" which witl allow comparison
with other possible energy technology investments. The report suggests
that in this analysis

"the social costs to be considered include: 1. The private market
price (i.e., the private sector costs of prod.uction; 2. Existing
or proposed government subsidies, and 3. Any other externaL social
costs (external to the private sector price mechanism)....The social
benefits...can also be divided into three parts including: 1. The
value of the energy produced to the private sector; 2. Any sub-
sidies on existing energry sources that are displaced; and 3. Any
other social benefits... Iincluding] the value of pollution abate-
ment, health and safety, conservation of energy resources, insur-
.ance against foreign energy curtailments, exports, transferrable
knowledge, and improvements in economic conditions."

To undertake this comparison, "an appropriate time frame must be chosen
...[and] the benefits and costs must be expressed in common units,"
assumedly dollars. The future flows of costs and benefits expressed
in these units should then be converted to present values by application
of a "social discount rate" that "should reflect the value that society
places on time;" this might even be a negative discount rate if it
were agreed "that resources for future generations should be valued
higher than the present generation. " This part of the report does not
undertake the quantitative social cost-benefit analysis that it suggests
in outline form, but does continue on to provide a survey of just one
of the items on the list, past and present subsidies of other energ'y
technologies, that by itself suggests the complexity and Iikely impos-
sibility of an agreed-upon quantitative analysis of this inclusive a
scope. Federal Energ:y Administration, Task Force on Solar Energy
Corunercialization, and Midwest Research Institute, Solar Heating and
Cooling of Buildinqs (SHAcoB) Commercializa tion Report. Volume III,
Appendix E, Comparison with Other Energy Investments (Draft Final
Report, June 9, L977).
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enerqv sources -- argues for a more imrnediate measure of the desirability
of an incentive: its on the solar market. That is the extent
to which it contributes to the near-term objective of accelerating the
development of the solar industry and its delivery and service networks,

as expressed directly in the near-term market outlook for residential
solar enerqy systems.*

In weighing the cost-effectiveness of alternative means to "kick-
over" the solar market, the most useful measure of comparison is the

additional number of solar-equipped homes that result from the availability
of any given Federal incentive. Ttris is the measure of impact employed

throughout this report. Housing units provide a tangible indicator of
whether or not the result of Eederal support will be a sufficient number

of solar installations (at least within prime market areas) to establish
the credibility of the solar alternative and to support the emergence

of locally based installation and maintenance services.

Such a measure l-s certainly an incomplete expression of the benefits
that are sought through an incentive program. In fact, it assumes- those

benefits, rather than assessing them directly. But given the circum-

stances enumerated above, this may be the most appropriate course of
action. Quantitative indicators of other aspects of the issue are also

useful points of reference, and assessments of long-term energry savings

*The President's National Energy PIan appears to focus on this aspect
of solar development, suggesting that the program of incentives and
supporting activities it proposes is meant to "launch the solar
heating industry." Executive office of the President, The National
Energy PIan, p. 75 (April 29, L9771

One traditional rationale for a Federal market supPort system appears
to have linited applicability to the solar industry: namely that
larger volume sales will enable manufacturers to achieve significant
economies in production. Interviews with solar manufacturers indicated
modest expectations at best for reducing the price of residential solar
systems in the near term. Some savings should be achievable, parti-
crrlarly through more automated production of collectors. However,
this would affect only a small portion of total installed cost, a
substantial part of which consists of materials (copper, aluminum) and
on-site labor -- both of which may well increase in cost faster than
the general rate of inflation. Thus cost savings of more than 20 to
30t will probably depend upon some presently unforeseen breakthrough in
the solar state-of-the-art.
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and other benefits of solar may be among them. However, in the final
analvsis, the desirabilit y of solar i ncentives, at least at the present
time, remains essentially a social , political, and qualitative issue --
reflectinq a belief or hope, that this fledgling industry can make a

unique and valuable contribution in the decades ahead to natibnaf en€rgy

conse rvation goa1s.

D. SOI,AR INCENTIVES AND USER INCOMES

A final
design of a

differences
recipients.
ends of the

issue that needs special attention is how, if at all, the

residential solar energy incentive should accommodate

in income among potential solar users and incentive
When user income is considered, questions arise at both

spectrum: whether upper-income families should be excluded

from eligibility, or offered reduced benefit levels; and whether bene-

fits should be skewed further to assure lower-income families access

to solar energy systems. Both concerns were evidenced in several of
the solar incentive bills introduced in the 94th and 95th Congress,

which proposed such measures as restrictions on eligibility based on

family income, benefits calculated inversely with incomes, and benefits
subject to the inherently progressive effect of the Federal income tax.*

The argument for income-skewing is based largely on the premise

that Federal programs should be progressive in distribution of benefits,
but also reflects concern that upper-income families are most likely
to proceed in the absence of incentives, and thus would receive the

bulk of the "windfall" effect of an incentive program. The further
argument is that poor families have been hit hardest by the financial
burdens of increasing energy costs, and therefore should be accorded

priority in any Federal progr.rm aimed at re<lucing family energy expendi-

tures.
These arguments raise policy considerations of intrinsic merit.

However, these desirable objectives must be balanced against the limits
that income-related program structures would impose on the ability of
an incentive program to attain its immediate goal of increased solar
market penetration. They must also be considered in the context of

*Most of these proposals would authorize low-cost loans for households
below a specified income Ievel. See Appendix A.
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the expensive, unproven and rapidly changing nature of many of the solar
energy systems currently available. These comparisons strongly suggest

that income skewing of benefits is inappropriate for near-term residential
solar incentive programs:

. lncome certification procedures, which are likely to be

administratively complex, costly and ineffecLive, would

restrict the impact of the program by reducing its use.

Means tests have proved to be one of the most troublesome

aspects of Federal benefit programs in housing and other
fields, and are primarily justifiable where the basic program

goal is a redistribution one. Calculating income or assets

is a complicated process, requiring resolution of issues

such as the definition of items to be included or excluded,

receipt, review and verification of documentation of income,

calculations of entitlement where there is a variable formula

based on income, and audit and quality control both of
submitted information and. the review process itself. In

addition to being costly to administer, income-based benefit
programs often have high rates of inaccurate payrnents

resulting from administrative error as weLl as from fraud.

The likely impact of a solar incentive program would be

reduced to the potentially substantial degree that such

income review procedures -- either in principle, or in the

extent they increased the transaction cost in time and

effort -- deterred interested solar purchasers from parti-
cipating in the program. Both home builders and mortgage

and consumer loan lenders intervievred in this study also
made clear their reluctance to participate in any program

that would involve them in the process of income certification
in any way.

Income skewing through the taxability of benefits may reduce

the reach of a solar incentive program among the most respon-

sive and most appropriate early solar users. fncome-skewing

of benefits can be achieved without certification procedures

by making benefit distributions subject to the inherent
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progressivity of the Federal income tax. In view of the benefit
levels at which incentives are likeIy to be offered, this will
result in incentive amounts consid.erably less likely to induce

solar purchases by upper-income homeowners.* Moreover, it
appears particularly desira-ble that families with above-average

means play the role of innovative users of residential solar
systems. At the present time, and for the next few years, most

of the available solar energy systems wil-l have limited track
records in respect to either performance or durability. They

will be further subject to the risks of economic obsolescence

from rapid evolution in the quality of system production and

the nature of system design.

These are the very reasons that an incentive program is
necessary. But unless a fail--safe program is designed to assure

purchasers of a desirable return on their own investment, and

hold them harmless against system failures or losses on resale,
it would appear preferable that the risks invol-ved be assumed

by those families and individuals best able to bear such prob-

lems as may be involved.

. There are more effective and more desirable means of reduc ing
the enerqv cost; burdens of lower income families than incentives
aimed at inducing them to install solar energy systems. In
addition to the potential problems and losses associated with
solar energy installations, it is widely recognized that many

other approaches to reduced home energy costs are more reliable
and economically attractive than solar energy installations.
The structure of the proposed National Energy Act reflects
both the greater cost-effectiveness of residential energy con-

servation measures (insulation, weatherstripping, etc. ) from the

individual homeowner's point of view, and the disproportionate
lack of many of these features in the homes owned by moderate

*See Chapter Three. This may in fact increase the windfall effect Eunong

these households, with relatively few addi onal families induced to
adopt soIar, while all those proceeding even without the incentive would
obtain its benefits (though the individual amount of the benefit would
be smaller in each such case).
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a

and lower income households. If reduced energy costs for
lower-income households are Ern important national goal, expanded

programs in the conservation area are far more appropriate
than residential solar energy incertives, both from the per-
spective of the homeowners involved and from that of national
program costs.

Skewing of benefits to lower-income households might reduce

the impact of a solar incentive program at any total level
of program costs. One argument made for progressively-skewed

incentives is that lower-income households are less able to
make discretionary purchases, particularly investments such

as solar energy systems which have relatively long term payoffs.
It can hardly be doubted that, on the average, a higher incen-
tive will be required to enable and induce such households to
purchase solar energy systems than will be needed for those

of higher income. Conversely, however, a far greater impact

in terms of market response is like1y to result from a smaller
per-unit subsidy available to higher income households as well
as moderate and low-income families than from higher per-unit
subsidies restricted to those of lower income. Within any

total level of program funding, scaling benefits down for
middle and upper income groups is thus likely to substantially
diminish the programrs total impact.*

a Concern over receipt of Federal benefits by upper-income

families may be out of place in a program aimed at inducing
adoption of this energy "production" system. It should be

recognized that a residential- solar incentive for homeowners

is more analogous to other Federal progrErms directed at
energy producers than to traditional Federal housing programs,

which are often inextricably involved with the redistribution
of income. As a rule, the benefits of Federal incentives for
energy production (such as the tax code provisions for the

expensing of exploration and development costs, and the excess

of percentage over cost depletion allowances) are not restricted
on the basis of recipient income. Concern over the extension

*See Chapter Three, section "F " for a quantitative analysis of this
issue in respect to a tax credit incentive.
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of benefits and possible "windfalls" to upper income households

may be particularly inappropriate in the context of a solar
incentive program. Here, in contrast to the proposed tax
credit for residential insulation, homeowners are being en-

couraged to make sizeable investments in a new technology that
is just emerging from the experimental stage and to assume a

variety of risks for the benefit of the nation as a whole.

These considerations appear to weigh against pursuing income redistri-
bution qroals in a residentiaL solar energy incentive program today.

Such conditions are liable to constrain the program from achieving its
primary goal of hastening the development and use of residential solar
energy systems, and might induce lower-income families to undertake

inappropriate levefs of personal risk. If progressivity in benefits
is considered necessary, it is better achieved through taxability of
program distributions than through the use of eligibility and income

certification procedures. And if homeowners of modest means are to
be offgred. special incentives to adopt solar energy systems at this
time, such incentives should be accompanied by appropriate long-term
protection against any substantial risks that may be involved..
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CHAPTER TWO

"BASELfNE" ESTII,IATES: TIIE PROSPECTS FOR RESIDENTIAL
SOIAR ENERGY USE IN THE ABSENCE OT FEDERAL SUPPORT

This chapter presents estimates of the nurnber of solar homes likely
to appear between now and 1985, in the absence of broad-based Federal

market support. These estimates provide a "baseline" for gauging the

relative market impact of the various financial incentives under review.

"Solar home" is used here as shorthand to denote single-family residences

equipped with solar domestic hot water and,/or solar space heating devices.

For the purposes of the present study, the formal modeling of baseline

demand (and incentive impacts) has been confined to solar domestic hot

water applications in both existing and newly-built homes and to combined

space heating and hot water in new homes on1y. Retrofit space heating

has been excluded on the grounds that the structural problems of converting

most homes to solar energy for spaceheating purposes, and the consequently

higher first costs incurred, will preclude sufficient enough retrofit
activity to warrant systematic market analysis -- particularly within
the short-term time frame of this study. Similarly, solar space cooling,
with installed costs substantially higher than space heating, still
appears to be a good nurnber of years away from mass marketability.

Although this report presumes a general familiarity with solar
energry systems, a brief review of present ranges of costs and savings

for the types of systems under consideration here may help to set the

context for presentation of baseline data and analysis. While residential
solar systems have been commercially available for some time in many

parts of the country, widespread home use of solar energy has bben

constrained by the substantial first costs involved -- both in absolute

dollar amounts (when compared with conventional alternatives) and

relative to the anticipated savings. Hot water systems require

approximately 40 to 80 .s![uare feet of solar collector, and generally cost.
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from $Ir000 to $2,000 installed.* The optimal solar collector arrays
for space heating in a typical 1500 square foot house can vary from as

litt1e as 100 square feet (in effect an incremental addition to a hot
water system) in milder climates to over 500 square feet in regions
with severe winters. Costs vary over an equally broad range (from

$31000 to upwards of $12,000). The associated dollar value of the

savings delivered may range from only a few dollars to $175 annually
for domestic hot lvater, and from $50 to $500 or more per year for space

heating, depending on any nurnber of variables including the home's

thermal load (i.e. hot water consumption and/or heat requirements),
the system's efficiency, Iocal degree days and solar insolation, and

local prices for energy from conventional sources.

A. ABSENCE OF DATA ON CURRENT SIZE OF RESIDENTIAL SOI,AR MARKET

In the case of solar energy systems, the inherent difficulties of
forecasting future demand for any new housing technology are compounded

by the lack of any reliable data on the number of homes that have already
been equipped with solar devices. Ihe Federal Energiy Administrationrs
survey of solar collector manufact-uring activity provides the only
comprehensive and authoritative information available on current size
of the solar market, but in a form that cannot be translated into
actual numbers of solar homes.**

*1lhe cost of solar d,omestic hot water as expressed in dollars invested
per BTU of yearly output, tends to be somewhat more favorable than for
spaceheating plus hot water combined. On the savings side of the equation,
solar hot water offers the advantage of year-round operation. However,
this advantage is partially negated by higher costs, relative to collector
size, for installation and other system components such as storage and controls.
At the -present time, it is generally conceded that residential solar
devices have attained or are approaching true cost competitiveness with
traditional hot water and space heating systems only in those localities
where the major alternative energry source is high priced electric power.
Conversel-y, where cheap natural gas is still readily availa.ble, the imme-
diate savings that can be realized by conversion to solar use are virtually
nil.

**Eederal Energy Administration, Solar Collector Manufacturinq Activity
EEA/B-77-I35), July 1977.
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Residential space heating and hot water systems generally require solar
collector panels capable of achieving operating temperatures of 140o and

above. There are many system designs currently available in this range,

which the FEA has classified as follows for its data gathering purposes:

a medium-temperature flat plate collectors, composed of a metal
collector plate under glazing in a rigid frame, and generally
capable of operating temperatures of 140-180" F;

. high performance medium temperature flat plate collectors, with
heat traps, selective coatings or other features allowing tempera-
tures up to 2500 F -{capable of use for absorption cooling systems);
and

a "special" collector designs, including evacuated-tube and concen-
trating collectors that further reduce heat loss in operation
and improve high-temperature operating performance.

The largest solar market share in collector square footage is accounted

for by the FEAIs fourth classification, Iow-temperature collectorsr.which
are used almost exclusively in swimming pool heating systems, operate in the

temperature range of'7O" - 90" F, and increase water temperatures only 5o -
15" over ambient temperatures for larger volumes of more rapidly circulating
water. The large market share of these systems is attributable to their
considerable lower cost (they are typically of less expensive construction
employing rubber or plastic), their acceptable performance despite the lack

of a glazing cover (due to the low range of increase over ambient temperature),

and the prohibitions on the use of conventional energy sources in some areas,

most notably California (conventional swimming pool heaters are predominantly

fueled by natural gas). Some medium temperature collectors are also used

for pool heating applications.

According to the most recent FEA survey, total production of collectors
from L974 through December 1976 was as follows:*

*Taking into account the average efficiency, seasonal use and other operating
characteristics of each type of collector, and employing rough estimates of
the actual distribution of use for each collector type, the FEA estimates
that if all of this collector productionwere in use, swimming pool heating
and other low-temperature applications would now provide energy "savings"
eqnivalent to approximately 728 barrels of oil per d.ay, and hot water, space
heating and cooling savings would be about 560 barrels,/day. (By c<>mparison,
total energy use for heat and hot water in the residential sector alone,
currently consumes the equivalent of 4,OOO,000 barrels of oil daily.)
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a Iow temperature collector: 8,O4Or000 square feet
a medium-temperature collector z 2 r59O 1000 square feet
. special collector: 190,000 square feet
However, these square footage totals cannot be disaggregatedbytype

ofbuilding sector (residential, commercial, industrial), foreign versus

domestic sales, number of installations, housing type (single-family,
multi-family) or type of solar application (domestic hot water, space

heating, space cooling). This informational void precludes tying baseline
projections for residential solar use -- which, for reasons explained in
the previous chapter, are most usefully expressed in terms of "solar
equipped housing units" -- to any documented starting point.

In the absence of any definitive nudbers, the retrospective estimates
of solar homes for 1975 up to the present (contained in Tab1e II-l- and

Figure II-1) were based on a sifting of expert opinion and the inventory
of solar heated residences being compiled by the Franklin Institute
as part of its Solar Information Dissemination Contract with HUD. The

rate of growth shown for the 1975 to 1976 period conforms with the pro-
portional increases in the volume of solar collectors manufactured in those

years as reported in the FEA survey cited above.

B. BASELINE PROJECTIONS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

The point of departure for an incentive program is the estimate that
27,OOO single-family homes are likely to be equipped with solar energy

systems as of December 1977. Of this total, approximately three-fourths
are assumed to have been retrofitted to existing structures and one-fourth
to have been new homes incorporating the solar features at the time that
they were built. Combined solar space heating/hot water instalLations
account for roughly lr600 , or 62 of all solar homes estimated as being

in place today. Figure II-1 graphically illustrates the changing rate
of solar adoptions through 1985. As can be seen, a fairly modest increase

in the estimated annual- number of solar units installed occurs between

1977 and L982. However, beginning in 1983, the forecast leve} of market

demand accelerates noticeably. (The total number of solar systems installed
jumps from 88,000 in 1983 to 144,000 in 1984, and Eo 256,000 in 1985, the

last year for which estimates were made).
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Table ll-1

BASELINE ESTIMATES: LIKELY ADOPTION OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS IN STNGLE.FAM!LY HOUSING MARKET
THROUGH 1985 (WITHOUT FEDERAL INCENTIVEI

Annual Volume

Year

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Cumulative Volume

1975

1976

1977

1974

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Hot Water Only
Retrof it

2.800

5,800

11,800

15,100

18,400

22,OOO

27,200

35,600

54,000

100,800

199,000

2,AOO

8,600

20,400

35,500

53,800

75,800

103,100

138,600

192,600

293,400

492,400

New Housing

500

1,s00

2,900

4,900

7,500

10,900

15,300

20,900

28,OO0

36,600

47,100

500

2,OOO

4,900

9,8(x'

17,200

28,1 00

43,400

64,300

Heat/UVater
New Housing

1,200

1,700

2,400

3,300

4,400

5,800

7,s00

9,700

300

800

1,600

92,300

128,S00

176,OOO

2,800

4,500

7,000

10,200

14,700

20,500

28,000

37,700

Total

3,600

7,800

15,500

21,100

27,600

3s,300

45,800

60,900

47,700

144,900

2s5,800

3,600

11,400

26,900

48,000

75,600

110,900

156,700

217,600

305,400

4so,300

706,100

300

500

800

The methodology used to simulate the market penetration for residential
solar systems over time reflects a set of assunptions in respect to:

1) Probability of Purchase by household income and region based on
an eight-city survey of Ir500 consumers.

2) Economics of Solar Use - the relative changes in solar system
price and the cost of energy from conventional sources over time.
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are subject to a great deal of uncertainty: another oil embargo, an

unanticipated reduction in solar system costs, or a government decision

to deregulate natural gas and oil could precipitate a surge in market

demand well beyond the levels envisaged here. Conversely, a rash of
unfavorable publicity -- such as has attended the New England Electric
(NEE) demonstration* -- could undermine the credibility of the nascent

solar industry and retard the growth of its sales.

To the extent that the baseline estimates presented here provide a

reliable indication of the prospects for residential solar energy use

in the absence of Federal financial support, at least in rough-order-of-
magnitude terms, they have several implications that bear upon the design

of any solar incentive program;

1) In absolute terms, by far the largest number of solar installations
(with or without incentives) are likel-y to be for domestic hot
water use in existing homes. This is a reflection of both the
more manageable costs of solar hot water equipment (spaceheating
can add 20t to the total price of a new home) and the sheer size of
the existing housing stock. (There are presently 45 million ovrner-
occupied single-family homes -- while little more than 1 nillion
new single-family units are likely to be constructed in a typical
year. )

2) In terms of receptivity, prospective new home purchasers are far
more likely to adopt solar than are sxi.iting homeowners. This is
illustrated by the market penetration estimates shown in Table II-2
for 1977, L982, and 1985. For example, by L982, only .3t of all
single-family homes will have been retrofitted with solar domestic
hot water systems. By contrast, in the single year of 1982 alone,
an estimated 28 of all newly constructed single-family dwellings will
utilize solar energy for their hot water needs. The following con-
siderations account for the greater responsiveness to the solar
alternative within the new as opposed to the existing home market:

. Higher First Cost - As a rule, installing a solar system in
an existing home wiII require at least some modification of
the existing structure, and, as a result, higher installed
costs for a system of any given capacity.

*New England Electric has installed solar hot water systems in the homes
of about 100 of their customers. According to the utility, installed
costs have averaged about $21000 and savings thus far have been well
below the 40 to 608 figure predicted by manufacturers of the systems.
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Table ll-2

MARKET PENETRATION ESTIMATES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS IN THE ABSENCE OF
FEDERAL INCENTIVES, AS OF 1977, 1982 AND 1985

Market Segment

Solar Hot Water Retrofit Market:

Cumulativo ln3taltations

Exa3ting Houring Stocka

Solar Units ss a % of Existing Homer

Solar Hot Water/New Home Markat:

New Homes Builta

Sotar Units as 7o of New Homes

Annual installations

New Homes Builtb

Solar Units as % of New Homes

Percent of All Homos Solar Equippedc

Solar Combined Space Heating and Hot Water/New Home Market:

1977

20,400

47,390,100

.o4%

2,900

947,aOO

.!/"

800

947,800

.o80/"

.06%

1982

138,600

50,027,300

.9,

20,900

1,O00,s00

y"

4,400

1,000,500

.40/"

.4%

r985

492,&O

51,782,700

1%

47,100

1,035,700

iYo

9,700

1,035,q)0

.9%

1%

3Estimated total single family housing units as of end of previous year.
oAnnual numberof newhomesbuiltcomputedasao/oottotal housingstockinprecedingyear
cBase includes new construction and housing stock losses in year for which estimate is made.

. suitability - rt will be difficult, and, in some instances
totally impractical to install solar systems in existing
homes due to: (I) building orientations and roof slopes
that do not a1low suitable placement of solar collectors,
and (2) obstructions such as overhanging trees and abutting
structures that limit solar exposure during prime hours of
the day. Aesthetic considerations may also pose a signifi-
cant constraint on the retrofit market. In newly built
homes, it is easier to integrate the solar feature into
the overall architecture of the building.
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a Inertia and Awareness - An exis ting homeowner appears less
likely to make the investment of time required to educate
himself about solar systems than the prospective owner of a
new home, who is actively engaged in choosing (and, in some
instances, designing*) the type of dwetling in which he plans
to live.

This is partially borne out by the response to a set of
questions which rvere designed to measure consumer awareness
of residential solar systems (included in the survey conducted
as part of this study).** As can be seen in Table II-3, existing
and prospective homeowners were about equally likeIy to have
learned about solar in a casual way -- reading a newpaper
article, noticing panels on a neighbor's roof. However, the
percentage of prospective homeowners reporting that they have
actively "Iooked into it myself" was about twice that of
existing homeowners (17t vs. 88). The response to this last
question most closely connotes "awareness" in the critical
sense of having sufficient familiarity with solar systems to
understand the probable relationship between costs and savings
involved and the implications of solar use for the physical
appearance of one's home.

o Higher Incomes of New Home Purchasers - Consumers comprising
the market for newly built homes are more affluent on the average
than existing homeowners. Baseline projections by income group
confirm that the probability of investing in a solar system
is proportional to household income. Of those judged likely
to become solar purchasers by 1985 without the inducement of
a Fede::a"l incentive only 52" have incomes below $161000, while
about 40% of all homeowners have incomes below this amourrg.*:r:t
(See Table III- rI in Chapter Three) .

3) Solar penetration into the resideqtial market is unlikely to significantly
reduce conventional energy use within the residential market by 1985.
The last line of Table II-2 suggests that midway through the next
decade approximately one percent of a1l homes may be equipped with
solar energy systems assuming no incentive. Since most of these
solar installations will be for hot water purposes only, the resulting
reduction in fossil fuel use in the residential section would be but
a small fraction of a percent.

*Nearly 222 of all new single-family homes are built by the owners themselves
or with the owner acting as a general contractor. Another 20* are built by
the owner on his own land using a general contractor. The remaining 57t are
built by developers for sale. Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Lhe Census, Characteristics of New Housing (C25-75-13) L975.

**The phrasing of these questions contained sufficient ambiguity that the
leve} of response may be overstated. These results, including the methodo-
logical limitations, willbetreated more fully in a supplementary volume to
this report.

***The percentages cited here are estimated averages for the 1978-1982
period.
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Table ll-3

HOM,EOWNERS'AWARENESS OF THE RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

New Home Sample Existing Home Sample

l'vc seen it montioned but have never
rcn anything very specific

t've read some articles about it
l've seen a houso with solar collectors
on tho roof or in the yoard

l've lookcd into it mysolf

4t%

SWo

3?/o

17%

40%

6g70

g%
g/"

Note: Percentagesapplytothe94%of newhomeownersand9l%ofexistinghomeownerswho
responded affirmatively to the screening question: "Have you heard anything about the
use of solar energy for home and hot water heatingT" Due to some ambiguities, "Yes"
responses to questions may be inflated.

Even if a Federal incentive program should double or triple these

figures, the basic conclusion would remain the same. This underscores

the argument made in th.e introductory chapter, that, in the near+erm,
a solar incentive program should be judged, not by the amount of conven-

tional fuel it "savesr" but by its success in crystalizing viable markets

for solar devices. Viewed in these terms, an incentive program that
resulted in over a million solar equipped homes by 1985 might well be

judgetl a success. With one out of every fifty single-family rooftops
equipped with solar panels, a visible demonstration of the potential
for solar use rvould presumably be underway within virtually every

neighborhood across the country where solar energy holds some reasonable

promise of commercial feasibility.

C. REI,ATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ECONOMIC AND NON-ECONOMTC EACTORS IN THE

SOLAR PURCHASE DECISION

Before proceeding to the detailed assessment of incentive options, it is
vrorth briefly noting certain results from our consumer survey which shed

light on how homeowners will evaluate the merits and liabilities of using

solar energy to meet their home energy needs. Respondents were presented

hrith a list of factors that might possib.ly influence one's decision to
invest in solar hot water or space heating systems and Eere then asked
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to rank the four most important from their perspective, assuming that
they were contemplating such an investment. TabIe II-4 surmarizes the

results obtained.

Not surprisingly, economic considerations appear to be uppermost

in consumersr minds,: 56t cited a reduction of utility bills (i.e.
anticipated savings) and 558 listed the initial price of the system as

among the two factors that would weigh most heavily in their purchase

decision. Both of these factors were ranked first or second three times

as frequently as any of the other 12 considerations presented to respon-

dents. Thus Federal incentives that markedly improve the basic economic

calculus from the homeowner's perspective may have a significant impact.

This was confirmed by the responses to questions concerning likelihood of
of purchasing solar at different types and levels of incentives, which

are reported in Chapters Three and Fotrr of this report.

Table ll4

HOMEOWNERS'RANKING OF THE IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS RELATING TO
POSSIBLE PURCHASE OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM

1. Reduction of utility bills

2. lnitial price of the system

3. Reducad dependence on utility companies

4. Repair and upkeep cost of the rystsm

5. Amount of hsat and hot water provided

6. Civic duty to help conserve energy

7. Number of years system will last

8. Desire for a cleaner environment

9. lncrease in tho rosale value of the houso

10, Manufacturer's reputation

11. Availability of financing for the system

12. lncrease in mortgage payments+

13. Solar collector appearanc€ on outside of house

14, lncrease in downpayment for house (new onlyl

15. Other

% Ranking First or Second

56

55

15

13

11

I
I
I
7

5

4

3

3

2

1

*Asked of new home sample.
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Nevertheless, it is important to note that the investment decision for
at least a substantial minority of consumers may not be a purely or even

a primarily economic one. The third most frequently cited factor was

"reduced dependence on utility companies," suggesting that perhaps a fear
of future shortages in fuel supplies and possibly an active resentment of
utility companies and higher energy prices, may be motivating factors.
Near1y ten percent of those interviewed gave high precedence to public-
minded considerations -- a "civic duty to conserve energy" and "desire
for a cleaner environment. " Interviews with solar manufacturers and

dealers suggest that at present the residential solar market consists in
large part of individuals whose purchase decisions are prompted as much

by a self-perceived "ecological consciousness" and civic-mindedness or a

special type of status see);ing, as they are by the dollars and cents of
costs and savings. This suggests that for a financial incentive to elicit
some market response, it may not need to reduce solar first costs to the

point where a solar purchase would meet stringent investment criteria.*

Finally, it should be noted that homeowners may consciously or

unconsciously tend to discount the savings promised by solar use in
order to allow for uncertainties concerning system performance. However,

as indicated by Table II-5, existing and prospective homeowners interviewed

appear much more skeptical of the basic economic attractiveness of solar

systems available today than of their overall reliability. The financial
incentives evaluated in the following three chapters of this report
would, in varying ways, seek to relax this skepticism by lowering either
the capital or the financing costs associated with solar use and contracting

the elapsed time before the homeowner would realize an acceptable return
on his investment.

*By contrast, as detailed in Chapter Eight, the more rigorous investment
perspective from which multi-family developers view the solar energy alter-
native poses a formidable constraint on solar use at this time -- even
assuming some potentially plausible 1evel of Federal subsidy were available.
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TABLE II-5

CoNSUMER RESPONSE TO QUESTTONS CONCERNING THEIR
CONFIDENCE IN RELIABILITY AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF SOLAR SYSTEMS

QUESTION: Please circle the number below which best describes how
likely you think it is that you can currently obtain
reliable and dependable residential solar (heating)
(hot water) systems

Not At
AlI

Likely
I

Very
Likely

6

Donr t
Know

3 4

10ea L2e" L4e" 16% 108 11r 27*

36e" 372

Please circle the number below which best describes how
likely you think it is that you can obtain solar (heating)
(hot water) systems that make economic sense.

5)

RESPONSE:

QUESTION:

RESPONSE:

NOt At
All

LikeIy
Very

LikeIy

6

8%

Donr t
I(now

232

I 2 5

16%

3 4

L7Z 15r I38

48e"

8*

292
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CHAPTER THREE

FRONT.END INCENTIVES: REBATE (GRAM) AND

TAX BENETIT APPROACHES

A. OVERVIEW

Front-end financial incentive prograns that sr:bsidize a sr:lcstantial
part of solar costs -- through either rebates (grant payrents) or tax
benefits -- can work to accelerate the growth of ttre single-fantly
horre solar energy market to a substantial degree. Ttrey would be far
npre effective than loan programs for the solar hot water market (the

nost inportant market segment in the near term), md offer a nbre

practical rrEEUas of affecting the market for solar space heating in new

construction and of reducing the risks assumed by purchasers of those

houes.

In the case of front-end incentives, there is a threshold arpnnt
at which such incentirres need to be set -- probabty in the range of
3O-4Ot of solar costs -- before any sr:bstantial market response is
IikeIy.

A rebate (grant) program appears preferable to a tax credit as a
reans to provide such a front-end financial incentive'. Its market

impact is likely to be greater, and it would allow more flexibility
for continued improvements in program design for regional adjustrent
of benefit leve1s, and for coordination with state solar initiatives.
Most importantly, the extent of a&ninistrative control available would

fit best with the special responsibilities attendant on a Federal

incentive program that encourages honeowners to invest in this
relatively unproven and rapidly changing technology.

B. CONCEPT AND FUNCTION

1. Definitions: Rebate and Tax Benefit

A "rebate" is used here to describe a payment that is intended to
reimburse the purchaser of a nerrr solar-equipped hore or of a solar energy
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system for an existing hone for some part of the solar enerqy system's

cost.

While other descriptive terms miSht be erployed to describe such a

payrtEnt -- for example, "grant", which has many rrnre precedents in
governrrEnt programs -- "rebate" has been used in this study because it
rpre fully expresses the function of the payrent, and nay be nore appro-

priate for use if such a grant-type approach should be adopted. It is
a widely used term in comnercial and consumer transactions, describing
a return to the purchaser of part of an original payment that results
in a net reduction in the cost of ttre product or service involved. In

consumer rebate offerings, the purchaser often obtains the payment by

sr:brnission of proof of purchase to a party (such as the manufacturer)

other than the r,etail dealer from whom the product was bought; this
familiar rebate procedure is consistent with the structure probable

for a Federal solar rebate program. *

"Tax benefit" is used here to describe a benefit that is provided

through the individual incore tax system and made available through

norrnal procedunes for filinq incone tax returns in the tax period
following that in whictr the solar purchase has been made. Whether

provided entirely through forbearance of other tax liabilities, or
provided in part or whole as direct payments, the benefit anount would

be treated as a tax expenditure for Federal budgetary purposes. **

Tax benefits in solar legislation to d.ate have been proposed primarily

*t'ps5ate" has an additional advantage over "grant" in the context of a
Federal residential solar incentive program: its use would avoid pos-
sible confusion between such a program and the residential solar demon-
stration program adninistered by HUD, with its "grant" cycles.
**"Ttre C-ongressional Budget Act of L974 requires a listing of tax
e:<penditures in the budget. Tax expenditures are defined by that act
as 'revenue losses attributa.ble to provisions of the Federal tax laws
which al1ow a special exclusion, exemption, or deduction from gross
income or which provide a special.cred,it, a preferential rate of tax,
or a deferral of tax liability. I Tax e:<penditures are one nreans by which
the Federal Governrent pursues public policy objectiries and, in most
cases, can be viewed as alternatives to budget outlays, credit assistance,
or other instruments of pr:blic poliry. " Budget of the United States
Governrenl, L978, Special Analysis F, Tax Errpenditures, p. I19 (Office
of Managerent and Budget, January L977).
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in ttre form of tax credits, though tax deductions have been considered

as well. Various modifications have been suggested to overcome the

constraint presented by uneven distrjlcution of tax liabilities, in-
cluding "refundable" credits that would provide a direct payrent for
any excess of credit over avaiLable tax Iiability.

A furEher conceivable variation would be direct payment in full of
the benefit anor:nt on the basis of an application submitted after the

solar purchase j-s made, with the transaction handLed by the Treasury

Depatrment and accor:nted for as a tax e:rpenditure, but stherwise

essentially comparable to the rebate previor:sly described. However,

such a procedure would so depart from current norms as to be indis-
tinguishable from a rebate except for its attributed budgetary character-

istic and its rnandatory administration by the Treasury Department -- a

grant program in tax clothing. * In the context of this study it has been

considered as an administrative delivery option for a rebate program

rather than as a "tax benefit" program, though it is subject to some

of the structual problems inherent in the use of the tax code dis-
cussed later in this chapter.

2. Franework for Conparison of Incentives

Rebate and tax benefit subsidy designs have many characteristics in
conurDn. In both approaches, the incentive is provided in the form of
a lunp-sum benefit near the "front end" of the period of ownership of
a solar energy system. This reduces the purchaserrs effective invest-
rent in that system, whatever the mix of cash payment and debt assurption

that investrent might take. Ihe front-end approach has important dis-
tinctions from the procedures and subsidy effects of loan programs,

the other major incentj-ve approach r:nder review. As a result, the

choice of incentive design can be usefully considered to have two

aspects:

a a choice between the front-end approaches on the one hand
(which reduce the total effective investment through a lunp-s11111

*The elusive budgetary identity of such a payment might be even greater
than that of the refr:ndable portion of the earned inconre credit, which
itself is still unresolved; the Office of Managenent and Budget treats
this as a direct outlay, while the Congressional Budget Office and the
Congressional Budget Corunittees include it in the tax expenditure budget.
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benefit) and loan programs on ttre other (which may finance
a high proportion of solar costs and reduce routhly carrying
costs by providing longer payout terms and lower interest
rates), and

a choice between the rebate and the tax benefit as rcans of
providing a front-end incentive approach, if such an incentive
is preferred orrer loan prograns.

a

Ttris chapter first briefly explores the choic.e

loan approaches for an incentive program, and then

features of and comparisons between rebate and tax
The following chapter (Chapter Eour) then examines

detail.

between front-end and

considers various
benefit approaches.

loan programs in

C. SUPERTORITY OF FRONT-END INCENTIVES COMPARED TO I'AN PROGRAMS

An incentive in the form of a front-end subsidy, whether as a rebate

or as a tax benefit, appears to be a clearly preferable approach for
a residential sol-ar energllz incentirrc program at the present time.

First, the results of the consumer survey suggest that front-end
incentives have the potential for a far more pronounced impact on the

adoption of solar residential hot water systems than does the provision
of assistance through loan programs, and appear sr:bstantially nore

cost-effective in these situations. As can be seen in Table IfI-I, a

tax credit offered under the formula proposed by the National Energy Act

could increase anticipated solar hot water installations by approximately
67t during the period L978-I982, and a rebate would induce a sorewhat

Iarger increase (approximately 808) at a sorlewhat greater cost per

inducred unit. The loan program with conparable per-unit costs (a 7

per cent, l0-year loan) would increase e><pected use only 14t; a deep-

sulcsidy loan program (1 per cent, 2O-year loans) would increase usage

approximately 568 at a substantially higher per-unit cost.

Second, while a loan program has a potential for greater inpact in
the market for conbined heating and hot water systems in new construction,
there are serious questions as to the practicality or desirability of
such an approach. These issues, considered in detail in Chapters Four

and Five, include the purchaser's full exposure to risk of financial
loss from system failure or the inairility to recoup costs on resale,
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Tablc !ll-1

SOLAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPARATIVE MARKET IMPACT AND PROGRAM COSTS. OF FRONT
END SUBSIDTES AND BMIR LOANS

Not : Estim.tcsfor Units lnstall.d in Single Family Homcs During Five Year Period, 1978.1982

Brseline: 1978-1982 Units lnstalled Without lncentive = 178,0fi)

Tax Credit Rebate (Grantl

fit20b

Bancfit s
% of Cost

2go

P.rcent.gr
tncreale ovcr
Bascline

23%

46

50

67

100

176

Program
Cost
($ millionl

$53
90

96

123

174

305

Cost/
lnduced
Unat

$1280

1120

1090

1040

980

970

Percentage
lncrease over
Bseline

Program
Cost
($ millionl

972
117

125

158

225

392

Cost/
lnduced
Unit

$1'040

1220

1170

r100

1oil)
r030

2a%

54

60

80

122

214

10,l2sc

g,

tl{l

50

Separate Sotar Loan (le lfi,% of Solar Costl - Direct Loan Program

Loan Terms

79"-10 yr

5%-1Oyt
9"-15yr
1%-2Oyt

Percentage
!ncrease over
Baseline

Program
Cost
($ millionl

$26
49

89

154

Cost/
!nduced
Unit

$1090

1250

1410

1560

14%

22

36

56

aAll program costs given in present value terms using 7.5% discount rate, and include both subsidy costs and administrative expense.
bSOIZO = 30% of the first $1,50o of system cosr, and 2oyo of the next $8,5oo (maximum credit of $2,150).
cqOlZS = 4ff/o of the first $1,00O of system cost, and 25o/o of rhe next $6,400 (maximum credit of $2,000).

and the considerable problens of certification procedures for heating

systems ttrat may make it appropriate to consider deferring incentives
in this area (discussed in Ctrapter Six).

Ttrird, there are sigrnificant institutional and administrative
obstacles to the developnrent of a loan program that make it likely to
be an e)<pensive, inefficient and hard to administer incentive effort
yith t}re lea_st potential for market irpact in practice. These logis-
tical difficulties are also analyzed at length in Chapter Four.
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D. IMPACTS OF REBATES AND CREDITS

The results of tJle consr-uner survey and related analyses strongly
suggest that front-end incentirrcs can work to accelerate solar resi-
dential market developrent if provided at adequate sr:bsidy levels.
These results also indicate that rebates may have sorewhat greater
potential than tax benefits in this regard.

1. Front-End Incentives Can Work If Provided Above "Ttrreshold" Levels

As can be seen in Tab1e III-2, front-end incentives appear capable

of evoking a sulcstantial increase in solar hot water use in single-
farnily homes over the next five years (L978-82). Ihe potential in-
crease in market size in response to incentives is even more pronounced

in the case of combined heating and hot water systems, though a far
smaller number of units is involved (see Table III-3).

Hor^rever, these tables also suggest that the desirability of such

incentirres cannot be discussed separatety from the question of subsidy

Ievels. Ttre extent of differential response to varied subsidy leveIs
is illustrated by Figure IfI-I. As can be seen there, a tax credit
for 4Ot of solar costs (up to a $2,OOO limit) would approxirnately

double the nr:mber of installations expected from 1978-82; a 20t credit
would increase e:<pected installations by only one-fifth.

Table lll-2

SOLAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPARATIVE MARKET IMPACT OF REBATES AND TAX CREOITS

Estimstes fo; 5 Year Period, 1978-1982

Banefit ac

% of Costa
Rebate
Cum. Units

178,000

22A,OOO

273,OOO

285,O00

321,000

395,000

s58,000

% lncrease
Tax Credit
Cum. Unitr

t78,000

21g,firo

259,000

266,(xro

296,000

356,O00

491,firo

% lncrcer

23

tl6

50

67

100

t78

No lncentive

20

:3(tl20

g,

&125
rl0

50

28

54

60

81

122

214

aBenefitformulas: 3O/2O=30%offirst$t,SOOotsystemcost and2ff/oofthenext$8,500(maximumcreditof$2,150).
40/25 = 40% of first $1 ,000 of system cost and 25% of the next $6300 (maximum credlt of $2,000).
20,30,40,50% of system cost (maximum credit of $2,000).

Note: Cumulative unit numbers have been rounded to the nearest 1000; percentages are based on the original unrounded figures.
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Figure lll-1

NUMBER OF SOLAR-EOUIPPED SINGLE FAMILY HOMES THROUGH 1982
"Baseline" Projections and Response to Tax Credit at Possible Subsidy Levels

Cumulative Volume
(in thousands of units)

400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

Tax Credit

4V/o

4(J/ol25yo

30"/612OYo

20%

Baseline
(No lncentive)

New Homes
(Hear and
Hot Water)

New Homes
(Hot Waterl

Retrofit
Hot Water

1{,75 1976 1977 1978 1979 1 980 1981 1982



Table lll-3

SOLAR COMBINED HEATING/HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPARATTVE MARKET IMPACT OF REBATES ANO
TAX CREDITS

Estimates for 5 Year Pcriod, 1978-1982

Benefit as

% of Costa

No lncentive

20

30120

30

40125

40

50

Rebate
Cum. Units

13,OO0

22,OOO

23,OO0

28,000

27,OOO

40,000

47,OU'

oZ lncrgase

65

79

117

109

207

263

Tax Credit
Cum. Units

13,000

20,000

22,OOO

26,000

25,000

36,000

44,000

% lncrease

55

68

100

90

178

239

aBenefitformulas: 3O/2O=30%offirst$l,5O0ofsystemcostand2O"/oofthenext$8,500(maximumcreditof$2,15O).
40/25= 4O/oof tirst $1,000 of system cost and25o/o of the next $6,400 (maximum credit of $2,000).
20,30,40 and 50% of system cost (maximum credit of $2,000).

Note: Cumulative unit numbers have been rounded to the nearest 1 000; percentages are based on the original unrounded figures.

Ttrus while the "optimum" calibration of subsidy leve1 is an issue

of program desigrn with a nuriber of anal-ytic and political dimensions, it
should be understood that there is a threshold size above which the bene-

fit mrr-st be provided. if any siqnificant mardcet impact is to be e:<pected.

For hot water systems -- the residential solar application in a most

advanced stage of corunercial-ization -- the analysis used in this study

suggests that such a threshold may be in range of 30-40E of solar costs.
If provided as a tax credit, this might increase the size of the market

by 50-100t over the five-year period 1978-82i as a rebate, 6O-L2O\ (see

Tab1e III-2).*

Ttre absofute increase achieved by a front-end incentive program will
naturally depend on the length of tine that aa incentive is in force, as

*The issue of threshold size and market response may be in part gnder-
stood as reflecting the way in which consumers will anatyze a rebate or
tax-benefit incentive. It appears that prospective solar purchasers may
respond nore through a perception of the gross size of the rebate or
tax benefit -- either as a sum in itself, or in the proportion it pro-
vides of solar first costs -- rather than through any exarnination of
its detailed impact on the "econorlic" refationship between the net first
cost and projected savings (as exlpressed in payback or lifecycle cost
analysis). Once 30-40? or more of the costs are provided by an incentive
for solar hot water -- $450 to $5OO for a "typical" $I,500 installation --
there will be a substantial impact on the market"
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well as the depth of subsidy offered. However, the stimulus to solar
industry and market developrent provided by any p rogram of this type

can be e cted to have a continuing impact on the rate and extent

of market even after the program is terminated. Ttris 1o

term effect of ttre incentivers market stimulus is the basic aim and

l ustification for an incentive program at the present tire. Ttre

possible d.irensions of this effect are suggested in Table IIf-4 and

Figure III-2, which show estimates of the growth of the single-family
residential market for solar hot water heaters under three assumptions:

no incentive (the baseline estimate); a tax credit provided under a

40/25 formula and continuing in effect from 1978 through 1985; and

the same credit in effect only through 1982 (with both "high" and

"Iow" estimates of the residual effect from 1982-85). Our estimates

ar"e that even if the credit were terminated in 1982, the coritinuing

effect of this market stimulus could result in an additional 22,OOO

to 190,000 units during the 1983-85 period alone -- that is, possibly

Table lll4

NUMBER OF SOLAR-EOUIPPED SINGLE FAMTLY HOMES THROUGH 1985: Baeline Projections and Responie to
Tax Credit* Available 1978-1982 or 1978-1985

INDUCED UNITS

Bos.lano

lnduced Units
5 year program end: 1982
Low

Hish

7 year program

No lncentive

40/25 Fivc Ycarr
Tax Credit
Low

High

1978-1982
Number

191,000

130,000

130,000

130,000

CUMULATIVE UNITS

1977 1982

27,OOO 218,000

348,000

348,000

1978-1985
Numbsr

679,000

152,000

321,000

421,000

1983

305,000 450,000

68

68

68

444,OO0

473,000

596,000

675,000

1983-1985
Number

488,(xro

22,OOO

190,000

291,O00

706,000

858,000

1,O27,OOO

4

39

60

22

47

62

19851984

l$l25 Seven Year*
Tax Credit 348,O00 492,000 725,000 1,127.OOO

*Assumlng non-refundable 40125 tax cIedit l4ol25 = 4Oo/o oI f irst $1 ,000 of system cost and 25o/o ol next $6,4O0; maximunt
credit = $2,000).

Note: Cumulative unit numbers have been rounded to the nearest 1,000; percentages are based on the original unrounded
figures.
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as many or more units than were directly induced during ttre life of
the credit -- representing a further increase in the range of 4 to 39t

over the baseline for the three-year period after the credit had

e:<trlired.

2. Possible Greater Impact of A Rebatq

Rebates appear to have a greater potential for inducing market

response than do tax benefits. Ttris is suggested by: (I) the some-

what greater market response to a rebate forecast from the results
of the consumer survey t Q) a clear preference expressed by survey

participants for rehates over tax benefits; and (3) the potential
availability of ttris form of benefit closer in tine to the solar
purchase.

o Greater market inpact. The market penetration estimates
npdeled from the consumer survey display a consistently
greater response to the front-end benefit in rebate form
than to a tax credit. * Ttris is true at all levels of sub-
sidy, and for both hot water systems alone and combined
hot water/heating systems (see Tables III-2 and III-3).
The extent of this advantage is not overly large in either
percentage or absolute terms, but may be significant at
higher benefit levels. For example, for hot water systems
alone, a tax credit at the 40/25 level increased L978-82
market size by approxirately 67t (approximately 118,000
units) i a rebate increased the market by 81t (143,000 units)
an impact 21E greater than the increase estimated for a tax
credit.

o Expressed consumer preference. Ttrese estimates of market
impact were rpdeled from e:<pressions of likelihood to pur-
chase solar in response to each incentirre, tested in a
variety of ways (see Appendix C for e><planation of method-
ology used). Another perspective' on consumer preference was
gained through the portion of the survey in which respondents
were asked to make their own comparative rankings of incentive

*The mar*et impacts discussed here and presented in Tabl-es III-2 and
III-3 reflect response to a standard form of "non-refundabl-e" tax
credit. As discussed later in this report, our survey results indicate
only a very slight increase in response (in the range of a few per cent)
if the increase is made "refundable.r' Ttre differences between rebates
and creditsrdiscussed in this chapter do reflect this differential as
well as the varied response to the form of the incentir,rc; however, this
seems the npre appropriate corq>arison, in view of the likelihood that
any tax credit enacted will be non-refundable in form, and in view of
the very slight difference in response between refr:ndable and non-
refundable tax credits.
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Figure lll-2

NUMBER OF SOLAR-EOUIPPED SINGLE FAMILY HOMES THROUGH 1985: Baseline Projection and Response to
Tax Creditr Available 1978-1982 or 1978-1985

Cumulative
lnstallations
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types after each type had been separately e:rplored. As can
be seen in Table IIf-s, a strong preference was e:<pressed for
rebates -- a preference that was rost marked in the case of
retrofit installations, generally agreed to be the market area
of most inportance in the near term. Loans ranked considerably
below either form of front-end approach.

Table lll-5

HOMEOWNERS RANKING} OF DIFFEBENT INCENTIVE
APPROACHES

Prospective
Homeowners

Present
Homeowners

Grant or Rebatc

Tax R.duction

Low lnterest Loan

Privatg Leasing

3.8

2.4

2.3

1.5

4.1

2.6

2.O

1.3

+Constant Sum Rating: Homeowners were asked to divide 10
points up among the four alternatives, giving a higher number
of points to program options that appealed to them more and
fewer to those that appealed to them less.

. Tininq of receipt and possible assi gnability of rebate. Many
of those concerned with the desigrn of solar incentive programs
have emphasized the potential advantages of a rebate presented
by its availability closer in tine to the solar purchase.
Interviews with hore builders and members of the solar industry
in this study generally supported this point of view. A solar
purchaser appLying for a rebate will confront a need to provide
the fuII out-of-pocket cost r:ntil the rebate is received. Ttre
timing of this payment will depend on the manner in which such
a-program is desigmed and the skil1 with which it is administered.
But there appears to be a significant difference between the
effect of this adninistrative delay and that of the consider-
able deferral of benefits in rnost cases under the tax benefit
approach -- with the benefit not available until tax filing
in the following year (which may be as long as fifteen months
after the purchase). Only a relatively few ta)q)ayers would be
able to enjoy the benefit sooner through adjustrents in estimated
incone tax payments. *

*Ttre difference in timing of receipt between rebates and tax benefits
was felt by sone buitders to be particularly important. Ttrey suggested
that the homebuyer market was effectively split into two segments: those
vvho were "financing constrained," and could only enter into a purchase
if they were able to finance a large proportion (808 or more) of the
costi and those who had sufficient resources to have a greater degree of
choice as to the extent of downpayment they would make. While buyers

(footnote continues next page)
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Rebates have the potential for even greater inprovement
in the timing of benefit receipt to the extent that solar
dealers and home builders are willing to accept assignment of
a rebate paynrent as part of a purchase price. fn practice,
our interviews suggest that at least sore dealers and builders
will be prepaned to accept such an assigrnment of a rebate
payrent, if experience with program adrninistration makes it
appear likely that this palment will be forthcoming within
a reasonably short period after the transaction, and assuming,
of course, that the program allows such assignability.

Assignability should be considered if a rebate program is
developed, but should be recognized as an issue distinct from
the choice between structuring an incentive as a payment ori-
ginally due to a homebuilder or installer, as coq)ared to one
receivable by the purchaser (and possibly assignable). As
sholn in Tab1e III-6, participants in the consumer survey
indicated a very strong preference for benefits provided
directly to the solar purchaser.

Table lll-6

RESPONSE OF PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE HOMEOWNERS
TO CHOICE BETWEEN A DEALER RECEIVED REBATE OR
A REBATE GOING DIRECTLY TO THEMSELVES

Strongly prefer that dealer receives rebate

Somewhat prefer that dealer receives rebate

No preference

Somewhat prefer that thoy receive rebate

Strongly prefer that they r6c6ive robate

1?/"

11%

14%

g/o

54/o

in the latter class might be fess affected by the difference in timing
between a rebate and a tax reduction, the financing-constrained buyers,
percei'ved as the considerable majority of those in the housing market,
would be able to purchase a solar home (even one with only a solar hot
water system) only if the incentive program provided the extra cash
requined at the time the transactj-on was completed. In this context,
the rebate, particularly if assignable, would have a major advantage
< rer the tax benefit. Attention is given elsewhere in this report to
the question of whether it is appropriate to encourage "financing-
constrained" horebLryers, or horebuyers with any other sinilar limitation
on financial resources, to invest in solar energy systems at their
present stage of develoPnent.
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E. COST-II,IPACT ANAIYSIS OF REBATES AND TAX BENEFTTS

Estimates of total progrram costs, and of conparative costs aItpng

incentive approaches, are of obvious inportance in choosing arong pro-
grarns and in evaluating the overall desirability of a solar incentive.
In the present study, three aspects of costs were separately calculated
for each incentirrc option: direct sirbsidy costs (arpunts paid out in
benefits); administrative costs (including start-up costs, fixed costs

and marginal per-unit processing costs); and potentially attributable
tax expenditures related to the tax-deductibility of interest (result-
ing from the private borrowing attendant on in\rcstrrcnts induced by an

incentive). The methodology employed in this cost analysis is briefly
revieqred in Appendix C to this report.

Ttre basic results of the cost analysis for rebates and tax credits
are presented in Tab1e III-7 (for hot water systems) and Tab1e IfI-8
(for conbined heating and hot water systems). As can be seen, these

tables present anticipated program voLunres and resulting costs for a

r€rnge of possible subsidy levels, on an absolute basis and on a cost
per induced unit* basis, including those subsidy levels proposed for
a tax credit by the National Energry Act (40/25) and the revised formula

adopted by the House (3O/2O1. A11 costs shown are present values for
e><penditures over a firrc-year program fife (1978-82), using a 7.5t
discount rate.

Three major features of these eost and impact estirnates stand

out

*Cost per induced unit is an important basis of comparison aspng program
options, and is also relevant in assessing the overall desirability of
an incentive program. However, care should be taken in using the r:nit
costs presented here for the latter purpose. The per unit cost reflects
a distribution of program costs only among those units "induced" during
the program life. It does not take into accormt the additional units
above the baseline in the years after ttre e:<piration of the incentive
program, which are attributable to the increased size, nonentum and
market acceptance achieved through that program. As has been noted (see
Table lll-4 and related discussion) , such additional r,rnits for the
years 1983-85 afone might equal or exceed the units induced during a
five-year program from 1978-82.
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the relatively high per-r:nit cost for hot water systems;

the relatively small differential in cost-per-unit between
the rebate and tax benefit approaches, which shrinks
furttrer as benefit leveIs and program volunes increase;

ttre relatively small costs related to the tax deductibility
of interest.

1. Relatively HiSh Cost Per Induced Unit for Hot Water Systems

A.s can be seen in Table III-'7, our estimates of puJclic cost per in-
duced r:nit for hot water systene is relatively high, ranging from $1,000

to $1,AOO/uni-t -- within the range of direct costs of some systems

available today. Ttris high estirnate of costs prinarily reflects the

inclu-sion in the cost base of 9O* of the "baseline" units assured to
talce advantage of the benefits of a rebate or tax benefit program. At

the lowest subsidy level shown (208 of costs), this group of windfall
beneficiaries accounLs for 762 of total subsidy and administrative
costs in the rebate program. Even at tJae 40/25 IeveI, wittr approxi-

mately L44,OOO units induced over a baseline of 178,O00, these "windfall"
benefits accormt for 538 of total subsidy and administrative costs,
which rErnge from $I ,O00 to $1,100 per induced r:nit for the tax and

rebate approaches, respectively.

Such a high estimate of unit cost for a hot water incentive raises
several issues. Ttre first is the possibility of screening out "windfall"
beneficiaries. Ttris would of course reduce the per unit cost, but does

not seem a desirable objective to pursue. No practical me€rns for effect-
ing such a culling-out process has been identified, * and it can be

*It can be argrued that a grant approach rnight have an advantage in
limiting the extent to whictr "windfall" benefits of the incentive would
be clained by baseline purchasers (i.e., those who would make the solar
purchase even without the availability of the incentive). In this view,
use of the tax system automatically extends possible benefit opportunities
to buyers at the tire they file their incore tax returns in the sr:bse-
quent year, including those who were unaware of the incentive at the
tire of their purchase, while tire of filing restrictions could preclude
such a result in a rebate program. However, it would appear that in
practice the availability of an incentirre -- whether as a rebate or as
a tax credit -- will be well known to al1 sellers of solar hores and
solar energy systems, and wilt be used by tlr"-, "r 

part of their sales
effort., It is thus likely ttrat most purchasers will be aware of the
availability of the incentive, whichever form it takes, in tire to take
advantage of it.

a

a

a
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objected to in principle on the grourds of "horizontal equity" --
that is, that all solar purchasers are taking the sanre risk, and

contributing to the sase degree to the national benefit, and there-
fore should be eligible for the saIIE benefits.

The second possibility suggested by the high per r:nit costs is
that of taking a different approach to increasing the market for
solar hot water systems: instead of an "incentive" program, which

provides a rninority portion of solar costs for any solar purchaser,

a "distribution" program would cover all- (or a large propor-

tion) of solar costs for a selected population of nnderate income

fanilies r-nrlikely to r:ndertake a solar purchase on ttreir own. Itris,
it can be argued, would avoid the high windfall costs of an incentive
proglr€rm, and also provide a rEans for lower-incore fam'i-Iies to enjoy

the benefits of solar energy systems.

Ttrere are, however, a number of problems inherent in this approach

that weigh against such a "distriJcution" program: *

the additional costs and difficulties related to operating
a program with incore eligibility limitations and parti-
cipant selection procedures;

the need for more intensive cormseling and related back-up
servi ces i

the continuing economic risks attendant upon instaflation
of a solar energD/ hot water system -- including possible
system failures and depressed home values -- that may be
burdensome for fanilies of limited rrEcrns erren if the
system's initial costs are in large part subsidized;

the possible public identification of solar energy systems
as a technology especially identified with lower-income
families;

the possible distortions that woul-d result in the structure and
evolution of the sales, marketing and servicing network.

*Such a program would not require the purctrase and distribution of solar
energy systems by a public agency -- an approach tJ..at would in fact defeat
the effort to encourage the development of nornnl marketing and distri-
bution channels and the consequent competition of different systems in
the marketplace. It could be modeled on a "rebate" prolJram, but provide
a large proportion (perhaps 75-9OZ) of solar costs for a defined nurber
of low and moderate incone families.

a

o

o

a

a
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T.bl. lll-7

SOLAB DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPABATIVE IMPACTS AND PUBLIC COSTS OF REBATES AND
TAx CBEOITS Enimt r ro. Unlt! ln t.llrd in SinCL Frmily Hom.t Durine Fiv. Y.tr Ptiod, 1974-1i,8,2

B.rlin.: Unit3 lnrtrll.d Without lno.ntiv., t978-1982 - 17E,lxto

Procnm rnd
Brnrfir Lmlf

Units in
Programb
(1978-19E21

Subtidy
C6t

($ millionrl

Admin-
i3tretiva
Con
($ milllonsl

Totsl
Progrm
Cort
($ millionr)

Unit6
lndu€d

C6t/
lndu6d
Unit

CGt of lnter.rt
D.dustion

($ millionr)

2l,%

g)

4,J126

m.

tto

50

REBATE

{120

TAX CBEDIT

gJ,l20

21o,qro

255,1(x'

267,0q)

303,400

377,.OO

539,g(xt

zrl,qro
2a0,800

2tr8,3{X)

274.&O

3:rr,800

4?3,@

50,qro

95.2qt

107,100

1t13,600

217,500

380,O00

41,OO0

80,900

88,400

I 18.500

177,!XrO

313,r1O0

$1,400

t,2ut
1 2OO

r,r(x)
l,OOO

1,oqt

$52

93

l(xt
130

190

341

50

88

9.1

120

171

300

$3

5

6

7

t1

19

$72

117

1fr
158

226
gg2

$20

21

25

28

35

50

1o126

30

t()

50

53

90

96

123

174

30s

1,3d)

1,10O

1.100

1,00{)

1,0oo

rpoo

2

4

5

6

I
15

aBenefitlormulas:3Ol2Q= 30%of first$'l,500otsystemcostand21yoolthe next$8,500(maximumcreditof $2,150)
4Ot25 = 4W" of first $1 ,000 of system cost and 25% of the next $6,400 (maximum credit of $2,00O)
20,30, 40 and 50% of system cost (maximum credit of $2,000).

bAssumes 90oZ of baseline units take advantage of incentive.

Trbl. lllS

SOLAR COMBINED HEATING/HOT WATER SYSTEMS: COMPABATIVE IMPACTS AND PUBLIC COSTS OF REBATES
ANDTAXCREDITS E3timabtfoiUnitslmtll.dinSingl.FsmllyHotffiDuringFiwYearPoriod,r9TE-1982

Bolim: Unitr lEtrlhd Without ln@ntiv., 1978-1982 - 13,0(x1

Progrrm rnd
B.n.fit L.v.lsr

Unit3 in
Prognmb
(1978-1982)

Subsidy
Cort

($ millions)

Admin- Tot.l
ittativa Progrrm
Coat Coct
(S millionsl ($ millions)

Unitr
lndued

Cosr/
lndu6d
Unit

Cost ot lntal.rt
D.duction

($ millionr)

REBATE

ztfx
EJ.l20

qt
aol25

{t
50

TAX CFEOIT

{t120

20,3m

22,1@

27,OO0

26,0(x1

39,1(x)

116,100

19,000

20,6q)

21,4O0

23,5(x)

35,000

12,9@

$21

26

at
36

60

71

19

23

38

33

54

68

s23

2A

44

39

64

76

20

24

38

3it

55

87

s2

3

3

3

4

5

8,5(x)

10,3(x)

15,30O

14,300

274l,o
34,3(x)

7,2@

8,800

13,000

11,7q,

23,30O

31,200

$2,7q)

2,700

2,900

2,700

?,4W

2,2@

$s

6

8

9

17

21

4

5

8

7

14

19

20

a)

tlo
qt

+ 2,800

2,700

2,900

2.800

2,300

2,10O

4,Jt25

sBenefit formulas: 3Ol2O - 30% of tirst $1 ,5OO ol system cost and 2oolo of ths next $8,500 (maximum credit ol S2,1 50)
40125 = 40% of first $1,000 of syst€m cost and 25% of the next $6,400 (maximum crodit of $2,00O1
20, 30, 40 and 50% of system cost (maxlmum credit of $2,000).

larsumer 90lt of basellne unlts take advantage of lncantiv€.
' Less than S500,000.



While suctr an approach is not inconceivable, it would appear to re-
quire a far rpre intensive adrninistrative effort than an incentive
approach of the types r:nder consideration here, and would be less
Iikely to provide the necessary degree of market stimulus.

Tkre per ind.uced unit cost estimates for heating systefls, as

noted in Table III-8, appear to fall within a moderate r;rnge in terms

of the costs of the systems involved. Ttris is accotrrted for by the
proportionately greater response to the incentive, reducing the effect
of the windfall units on total program costs, and by the limiting
effect of the benefit ceilings on the effective proportion of total
costs that can be recovered for these more expensive systens.

2. Relatively Small Differential Between Costs of Rebate and Tax

Benefit

Although total program costs show considerable differences at each

subsidy level, the cost per induced unit is remarkably similar in the

rebate and tax credit cost impact estimates. Two offsetting effects
account for this result. Costs of adrdnistration for a. rebate program,

derived from costs of the rpst analogous Eederal grant programs identi-
fiable, nlay be ten tires as high as those of a tax crediti response to
a rebate, however, is significantly greater than response to a tax
credit at each subsidy Ieve1, with a consequently greater reduction
in the per-r:nit cost of the windfall benefits involved.

In addition, the differential between the two approaches narrovrs

further as the subsidy level is increased. Ttris reflects both an in-
creasing spread between the market responses estimated for the two

incentives (from 9,000 tanits at the 20t sr:bsidy level to 25,000 units
at the 40/25 level) and the greater per-unit arnortization of the start-
up and fixed porbions of rebate administrative costs (witn only in-
creases in the per-unit processing cost for the additional induced

units).

A further note on the relative adrninistrative costs of these two

approaches is in order. It is possible that the estirnates presented

here understate the relative cost of the tax benefit approach.
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o First, the adrninistrative costs used here do not include
e><penditures on the system testing and certification
procedures now being developed in large part under
the pressure of the solar hot water initiative already
operating in a limited nr:mber of states, and the e:<pecta-
tion that a broader incentive program is inrninent. If
these costs are included, the differences between the two
approaches are further reduced.

a Second, it is not clear that a significant difference in
cost should be e><pected. between a rebate and a tax benefit
approach unless it reflects a necessary variation in the
procedures that would be followed. Tax reduction approaches
are viewed by many as offering the advantages of an existing,
effective adnuinistrative structure through which solar in-
centives can be rapidly deployed, while a grant-type Program
would require the establishment of new structures and new
channels of operation at sr:lcstantially higher costs. But
it would appear tlat costs are primarily related to what
is done rather than which line agency performs the task,
and a solar incentive program appears to require a sub-
stantial anrcwrt of adrninistrative invoLvenrent beyond the
simple act of recogrnizing a credit amount claired on a tax
return (as discussed later in this chapter). Conversely,
it would appear possible to operate a rebate program in a
manner close to that of the tax niidel in many respects.
Itrat is, the program could be structured to provide reason-
ably clear guidelines for eligibility (and nethods to con-
firm eligiloility) ; submission and docurrentation requirerents
of the sane degree of sirplicity or complexity as in a tax
program (the forrns used for the new horne tax credit provide
one rpdel here); and relativel-y automatic paynent on sr:b-
rnission, with control through post-event auditing on a
sampling basis.

a Third, in the case of solar incentives, the use of the tax
system might bring its own special problems and costs.
The income tax system is very large (82 million individual
incore tax returns processed in 1975*) in conrparison to the
probable solar program volumes (which might average 70,000
per year in response to a tax credit at the 40/25 level).
Use of the tax system might require training a far larger
number of personnel- than would be involved in actual admini-
stration, and in other equivalent ways gearing up a far
larger adninistrative machinery than required for the
resulting work foads. Sone of these possible disadvantages
would be relieved if the home energy conservation tax credit
survives through the end of the legislative process, assuming
that there cou-l-d then be a coordinated developnent of forms,

*Departnent of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
Incone 1975 - Prelirninary, Individual Incorne Tax Returns, Publication
LeB(2-77) (Le77).
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employee training, and information dissernination programs,
with the solar incentive piggybacked not so much on the
existing tax system as on the effort to add these broader
energry conservation credits to that system. Othervrise,
the administrative costs that would be related to a solar
energy tax credit may well approximate those of a grant-
type progran.

3. Relatively Small Cost-s Attributable to the Tax Deductibility
of Interest

Specific attention was given to the task of estimating the

attributable tax e:<penditure costs related to the tax deductibility
of interest e:<pense, since it was anticipated that these might be

a substantial part of ttre overall cost of a solar incentive program.

As can be seen in the last columns in Tables III-7 and III-8, the

results of the study suggest that, to the contrary, it is liable to
be a minor part of total program costs, anpr:nting to 5 per cent or
less of the total costs in all cases.

IUo qualifications of this finding seem appropriate here. Ttre

costs shcmn in the table reflect the tax e><penditure costs only of
the units induced by the incentive, since the baseline units would

have generated a tax e:<penditure cost in any case. Tkrus, this may

be considered to r:nderstate the total public cost related to the

development of the solar market (though unrelated to an incentive
program). However, even if these costs are included, the tax deducti-
bility of j-nterest rereins a relatively small part of public costs

involved. For example, in the case of the rebate at the 40/25 leveI,
the tax e:<penditure estimate for interest deductions would rise from

11 to 19 mitlion dollars, still less than 5 per cent of total costsi
for ttre tax credit at the 40/25 level, it would increase from 6 to 13

million dollars, or slightly less than 10E of total costs.

However, it remains unclear whether these interest deduction tax
costs can legitimately be attributed to a solar incentive program in
particular, or to the use of solar energly systerns in general. First,
there is a practical question of the extent to which the induced

purchasers would have borrowed a similar amount of funds for sone other
discretionary purchase had the incentive not been made available, so
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that the public "cost" would have been incurred in any event.

Second, there is an analytic, or theoretical, issue of the propriety
of attributing the costs of th:-s existing provision of the tax
code -- neant to encourage and enhance consumer borrowing and home

purchase and improvenent in general -- to this particular use of
it. Since the estinated attributable costs involved are relatively
smalI, these issues do not require any fuller treatment here, but

it is useful to recognize the problematical nature of associating

such costs with an incentive program.

F. NEED FOR A BENEFIT STRUCTURE THAT IS NEUTRAL IN RELATION TO

INCOME

As discr:ssed in Ctrapter One of this report, it does not appear

appropriate to seek incore redistribution objectives in the desigrn

of a residential solar energDr incentive program today. There are

npre reliable and more cost-effective means for reducing the energ'y

cost burdens of lower incone homeowners (particularly conservation

neasures), and the limited track records of npst solar energy systems

imply continuing economic risks that seem r:nwise for families of
linited me€uns.

In addition to these general considerations the results of our

market survey analysis suggest that in any event it would be difficult
to induce participation by families of even moderate income in a

"front-end" type incentive program. As can be seen in Table III-9,
the income distribution of "baseline" solar users projected for
L978-82 anticipates only 5 per cent of total installations anrcng

farnilies with incomes r:nder $16,000, and a slightly smaller repre-

sentation (4 per cent) of those fanilies arong those responding to
an incentive. The extent of conrnitment and resources necessary to
induce sr:bstantial participation by these lower inconre famil-ies --
tet alone to skew such a program towards their preponderant partici-
pation -- would be likely to seriously conpromise chances of attaining
the basic market stimulus objectives of an incentive program.

Incore eligibility requirelents would also present practical
problems that would be ]ikeIy to reduce the number of households
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Ttbl. lll-9

ESTIMATED DISTBIEUTION OF HOMEOWNERS INSTALLING SOLAR HOT WATER AND SPACE HEATING SYSTEMS BY INCOME, 1978.1982
(with rnd without F.d.rrl T.x Crldit)

lnomc

so-.$16,000

3r6.o00-s32,000

$32pooJ.8,Ooo
348,(xxl+

Tot.l

Tot.l U.S. Homrcwnsrs
(Avregr 1978-19821
Numbrr

19,131,100

18,3O5I00

8,6er,300

3,431,5{10

rtg,532.300

Sol.r Hot W.td
Bsglin.

Numbor %

8,800 5

63,400 36

69,900 3e

35,600 20

177.700

Units lnduced
40/25 Crcdit'
Numbcr

Combinod SIso Hclting.rHot W.t.i
BEline Unirr lnduod

ItO/25 Cndit'
Numbcr % Number %

3

35

4
t8

%

39

sl
17

7

4,800

48.400

43,tloo

22,OOO

1 18,500

%

4

41

37

19

4

30

49

18

500

3,g(rc

6,4q1

2,300

13,1(x'

ilx,
4,1(x'

5,200

2,2@

Ir,7m

'40.125 = 4 ol first $1 ,0OO and 25o/o ol the nexr $6,400 (maximum credit of $2,OOO)

Note: Columns may not add due to rounding.

which coul-d be attracted to the program, either because of objections
to excessive red tape or becar:se of resistErnce to a means test in
principle. A simpler approach to a progressive benefit structure has

been suggested by those concerned that benefits may be disproportion-
ately gained by those of upper income: that front-end solar incentives
(whether as rebates or tax benefits) be made taxable. this preference

has been e:eressed by the Solar Energy Industries Association in its
proposal for "taxable treasury rebates"* and attributed to the Breasury

Departrent under the nomenclature "refundable taxable credits." A

similar though sorEvrhat npre restricted debate has continued over

whether or not incentives in the form of a tax credit should at least
be made "refundable. " this would allow payments to be made for any

excess of credit over tax liability, thereby assuring a relatively
neutral distribution of benefit anpunts (not considering here the
rnarginal utility of income) and fuII receipt of benefit entitlements
by aII solar users, irrespective of income.

The issr.p of progressivity in benefits is an inportant one, but it
is necessary to consider it in light of the impact varying degrees of
progressivity might have on the effectiveness of an incentive program.

*See SEIA, Solar Enercv Indr:stries Association P
Program (March 3, 1977')
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It is useful in this regard to consider the hot water and heating

markets separately, since the size of the benefit, and the consequent

inpact of progressivity, differ sulcstantially between the two.

In the case of hot water systems, our analysis suggests that
relative neutrality of benefits in relation to incone (as in a

rebate, or a refundable tax credit) would have little if any percep-

tible effect on response when conpared to the theoretical regres-

sivity inherent in a "non-refundable" tax credit; efforts to increase

progressivity through taxation of benefits, however, would substantially
decrease response to ttre incentive (see Table III-10). Ttris reflects
reduced response to the program arlDng those middle and upper income

families for whom the benefit is reduced to the greatest extent.
These are precisely those households who may be the most appropriate

early users of this technoloEg, since they can best afford to deal

with the performance problems and losses on resale that are continuing
possibilities during the next few years.

Table lll-1O

MARKET IMPACT OF INCREASING THE PROGRESSIVITY OF TAX CREDIT FOR THE PURCHASE OF SOLAR
DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS

Note: Estim.t.s for Units lnst.llcd Ovcr S-Yr. Period - 1978-1982 Assuming, for lllustrative Purposes, a Tax Credit ol 4O% ol
the f irst $1,0O0 of System Cost, and 25% of tha next $6,4@ ($2,000 maximuml,

Effect

Somrwhat Regrrssivc

Nrutral

Progrcivc

Program

Crcdit

Rafundable Credit

Taxable Refundable Credit

Cum. Units

296,O00

299,000

233,000

Parcant lncrears Over Baselirr

6'r%

68%

31%

In the case of conlcined heating and hot water systems, where benefit
amcunts are necessarily much higher, the situation is somewhat different
While taxation of benefits is tikely to have a similarly limiting effect
on the reach of an incentive, an incentive is also likely to suffer if
it has the regressive characteristics of a "non-refundable" tax credit.
As can be seen in Table III-I1, the fuII benefit of the maximum credit
in the National Energy Act ($2,000) would be unavailable to 788 of
taxpayers, and to 65* of present horeowners, because of insufficient
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Table lll-11

TAXPAYERS WITH INCOME TOO LOW TO REALIZE FULL NON.REFUNDABLE TAX BENEFITS

lncoma

Average Adiusted Gross Income

All Tax ltemizers
Roturns

Homeowners

Percent of Returns with lncome Less Than Average AGI

All Tax ltemizerc Homeownert
Returns

22/o

31

41

49

55

62

69

74

78

89

89

Tax

$ l(x)
250

s00
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Source: DerivedbyRUPl fromDept.oftheTreasury,PreliminaryStatrstrbsof lncome-1975 lndividuallncomeTaxReturns,
1 977, Tables 1 , 2, 5; U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of The Census, Annual Housing Survey 1975, Part C, Financial
Characteristics of The Housing lnventory, Table A-1 .

tax Iiability to offset against the credit. Ttre $2,150 ceiling in
the formula as revised in the Ho'ese would be ful1y usable by even

fewer families

Ttris possible limitation on the reach of an incentive program

aitted at solar heating systems should be of concern in the choice

between a rebate and a tax benefit approach, since it now appears

that the form of tax credit nrost likely to be enacted is a "non-
refundable" one. More fundarentally, however, it should be recognized

that taxation of either rebates or tax benefits is likely to restrict
significantly the potential impact of a sol-ar incenti\re program.

G. WHY REBATES MAY BE PREFERABLE TO TAX BENEFITS

While this report e><plores a number of aspects of solar incentives
in considerable detail, there is a core of major findings set out
in the Executive Surunary which can be said to state the study's
essential conclusions and recofimendations. One of these findings is
that a rebate progrErm appears preferable to a tax benefit approach at
the present tine. Since tJ:e residential solar incentive reported out
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of comnittee j-n the House is in the form of a tax credit, it is
particularly necessary that the reasons behind this conclusion be

presented as clearly and completely as possible. Ttrat is the task

of this section of the report.

Ttre choice between a grant and a tax approach shoul-d, however,

be considered in relation to a more basic finding of the study:
ttrat eittter of these front-end incentive designs is preferable to
a loan program, which would have handicaps severely lirn-iting its
utility for the purposes at hand (as elaborated in Chapter Four).

Tax credits can work as an incentive and can be e><pected to induce

a sigrnificant response if provided at sufficient leveIs of sr:lcsidy.

But rebates appear preferable to a tax approach, primarily because

a grant-type program fits better with the substantial a&ninistrative
obligations a solar incentive program must confront, and also because

it may be rore effective than a program offering benefits through

the incone tax system.

1. Possibility of creater Impact

The market impact estimates prepared on the basis of our consumer

survey show a sonewhat greater market response to a rebate than to a

tax credit. ltrese findings, reviewed earlier in this chapter, suggest

at the least that a rebate program offers the sane potential to affect
the market as a tax credit, at co[parable costs, and that, contrary
to sorre e><pectations, few if any solar purchasers will consider such

a payrent as any }ess acceptable a form of incentive than a tax credit,
or as tainted by associations witJl government "handouts" in other
areas. fn addition, if a rebate is made assignable, at least some

solar retrofit installation companies may accept it as a partial pay-

rent, increasing the utility of the incentive to the purchaser.

2. Better Context for Discharqe of Special- Federal Responsibilities

The potential for solar energ'y product failure and consumer fraud
has been widely comrented upon, and deserves attention even in the

absence of an incentive program. Ttre Federal Trade Cormrission has

already made clear its own concern over the problers of consumer pro-
tection inherent in the evolution of the solar industry -- including
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those reLated to the setting of product standards, the nature of
warranties and remedies, and product marketing and advertising
claims.* But a Federal incentive program will bring with it special
problerns and obligations of its own. As was noted earlier in this
report, the availability of Federal incentir,es is tikely to be seen

by the pulclic as a signal from the governrrent that available solar
systems are appropriate for the average honreowner today. Ttris will
call for special efforts at oversi gilrt and control that are more

consistent with an actively administered grant-type program, and

may be nrore difficult to impose successfully in the context of a

tax benefit where no advance application is required.

Ore example of such difficulties is suggested by the under-

standable effort to make the proposed incentive retroactive to the

tine of its initial pubiic announcement, to avoid depressing the

solar market in the interim. Whil-e the incentive may be technically
retroactive, the requirenents for certification of eligible systems

and the lack of any existing nechanism for providing that approval

at present would appear to l-eave the issue rmdecided for any indi-
vidual purchaser today, wittr retroactivity in fact chancy at best
and illusory at worst.

3. Better Fit. with the Adndnistrative Requirements of an Incentive
Program

One of the greatest advantages of tax incentives is their rela-
tively automatic operation, free of requirements for advance applica-
tion and approval. Tax benefits provided to the average homeowner --
the tax deductibility of rortgage interest and locaI property tax --
partake of this r:nique ability to facilitate individual decision

*See letter and enclosed statement of Michael Pertschr:k, Ctrairman, Federal
Trade Comrnission, in Hearings on Tax Aspects of President Carterrs Energy
Egg@, Ways and Means Committee, House of Representatives, 95th Congress,
lst Session, Part 1, p. 386 ff.r €sp. at 386-87,392-96 (L977). Ttre FTC
finds a broad mandate to act in its own interpretation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commj-ssion Act, but was also explicitly mandated
responsibility in this area by sections 365(d) and (e) of the Energy
Po1icy and Conservation Act, as amended by the Energy Conservation in
Existing Buildings Act of 1976, Sec. 432(d). Ttre So1ar Energ.y Industries
Association has rnade guidance available to solar dealers on some aspects
of the FTC's concern in SEIA, So1ar Advertising Guidelines (L977).
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making. But it will be difficutt to desigrn a solar incentive program

that will have that very characteristic of freedom from advance deter-
nination of eligibility that is the tax incentirre's greatest strength.

One of the nost troublesone issues that such a program must resolve

is that of defining the eligibility of systems for the incentive
(considered in greater detail in Ctrapter Six of this report). At least
in the near term, EIny program will need to make prospective purchasers

ahrare of the lirnitation of eligibility to a defined group of accepted

systems, and of the consequent importance that a purchaser determine

the eligilcility of particular systems for the incentive if its benefit
is to be assured. Purchaser inquiries will in fact have to be hoped

for and encouraged, and a rapid and reliable means developed for pro-

viding deterrninations of system eligibility that purchasers can rely
upon. At the sare time, it would be possible to r:se such requests for
information on eligibility as an opportunity to assure that prospective

purchasers are provided wittr adequate solar consurrEr information -- that
is, to integrate necessary consumer protection measures into the incen-

tive program. This might include provision of a minimum guide to the

operation of systems, to essential questions that should be asked in
relation to the product being offered, its accompanying warranties, and

to the dealer or installer's training and background and the minimum

insulation and weatherproofing suggested as a prerequisite for solar
(in the case of retrofit systems).

While such an information system could be operated in conjunction

with a tax credit, it does not seem as logical or appropriate as it
would be with a rebate program. The need for interaction arpng seller,
purchaser, and the governrnent would appear to substantially offset any

advantage to be obtained by the automatic operation of a tax benefit,
while the use of a tax credit might make it rore difficult to assure

that purchasers take the steps necessary to determine eligibility. *

*One of the few conplaints of homebuilders about the new home tax credit -:
aside from the fact that it had little apparent impact on the market --
was the extent of uncertainty and restrictions surrounding the question
of eligibility, concerning such issues as when construction had "started"
on a hou.se, and whether its price could be changed, or had been changed.
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4. Greater Opportunitv to Improve the Program over Tine

A rebate program woufd appear to be more susceptible to ongoing

improvenents in calibration of subsidy arprmt and manner of benefit
delivery. l,lonitoring of ttre program's use and of changes in the volatile
solar industry and in prices of alternative fuels could provide a basis
for making periodic changes in benefit levels during the program's

Iife, whickr is less Iikely to be possible with a tax-based incentive.

5. Possibility for Reqional Variation of Benefit Level or Partici pation

of the States in A&n-inistration

Adjustment of benefit levels to reflect local condj-tions is a

familiar feature of grant progranrs in the housing field. A rebate
program would allow for the possibility of tailoring benefit leve1s

to the often dramatic variations in ttre econornics of solar use among

regions, or even to the concentration of fr:nds in prine market areas,

if e:<perience over the near term suggested this as a desirable incen-
tive strategy. A rebate program would also perrnit a greater degree of
active coordination of a Federal benefit program with state and local
solar initiatives, including the continuing possibility of delegating
program responsibilities directly to state agencies where appropriate.
A lead nole for the states in implerentation of energ'y conservation
rreasures in general and solar energty incentives in particular was

called for by the Congress in the Energy Conservation in Existing Build-
ings Act of L976 to reflect the "diversity of conditions among the
various States and regions of the Nation.!'* While state governments

have shoun varying degrees of interest and capacity in the implenenta-
tion of solar enerEf programs. delegation of program authority nright

*See findings and purposes as set out in the Energy Conservation in
Existing Buildings Act of 1976, Sec. 4O2(4). That Tit1e established
weatherization progralns (Part A) and state enerEf conservation plans
(ParE B) to be irplemented by the states. Part C authorized a
national energy conservation and renewable-resource denpnstration program
for existing dvrelling units to be adrninistered by HUD, provided for
use of states and local instrumentalities in carrying out the dernnstra-
tion, and mandated close coordination with state energ'y conservation
p1ans. See Sections 509(c)( ) and 509(f) of Title V of the Housing
and Urban Developrent Act of 1970, as amended by Sec. 441 of the Energy
Conservation in Existing Buildings Act of L976.
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substantially increase program effectiveness in those states already

denpnstrating their own abilities and conunitments, and provide a

rrE.rns of supporting the emergence of strong state programs elsewhere.

6. Possible Obiections in Principle to Tax Benefits as Solar Incentives

Tax e:penditures have been a favored approach in Congressional pro-
posals for residential solar incentives to date. Ihe only broad-based

solar incentirre to receive Congressional approval in the 94th Congress

was a tax creditr* and the National Energy Act sulcmitted to the current
Congress by the President also proposed a tax credit, now reported out

of corunittee in a nrcdified fo n. This clear preference for a tax bene-

fit approach reflects four major advantages it is perceived to have

over qrant (or loan) Droqramst: speed of implenentation and ease of
administration through the existing, efficient operation of the Federal

incone tax system; freedom from authorization ceilings and annual appro-

priation ryclesi automatic operation free from advance review require-
ments and misuses of adninistratron discretion; and numerous and often
successful precedents in the use of tax provisions to encourage private
investrrent in activites deered to be in the public interest.

These advantages are not unalloyed. Beyond the specific issues

discussed thus far, considerable opposition has ererged in the past

few years to the use of the tax code as a means to achieve national
goals that are not intrinsically related to tax policy, and the recent

solar energty and energry conservation tax incentive proposals have been

objected to by those concerned with these issues. ** In this view, the

freedom from authorization ceilings and appropriation reguirerents is

*Ttris credit, as passed in H.R. 6860, was dropped during conference
in the final corpromises that yielded the Tax Reform Act of L976.

**See, e.9., State[ent of Senator Kennedy (D- Mass.), Conqressional
Record - Senate S5AL9-22 (April 7, L977'); Tax Reform Act of 19762
Conpendium of Papers on Federal Tax Reform (S. Surrey, P. McDaniel
and J. Pechrnan, eds.); Report on Proposed Residential Enercry Conserva-
tion Credits in the Energy Conservation and Conversion Act of 1975,
H.R. Rep. No. 22L,94th Cong., lst Sess. (1975); Hyatt, Tlrerma1
Efficiency and Taxes: The Residential Energry Conservation Tax Credit,
14 Harvard Journal on Legislation 281 (February 19771.
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at best a mixed blessing; it is seen as planting a fiscal "time borib"*

by elirninating the review and control- that is necessary and appropriate
for Federal expenditures, and as making the program far rrore difficult
to terminate than a direct e:<penditure program ev€n if enacted with a

noutinal expiration date. Ttre ease of adrninistration is acquired at the
price of accepting features inherent in the tax code, suclh as the regres-
sive effect of tax deductions or credits, that may be inappropriate for
the program at hand. And, the argument continues, not only does use of
the tax system distort the form of the incentive, but the provision of
the incentive through the tax code degrades the tax equity and ease of
adrninistration that are essential- features of a workable and socially
accepted tax system, and is inconsistent with present tax reform efforts
aired at increasing progressivity in design, equity in result, and

sinplicity in administration.

Those supporting tax incentives reject these arguments on a number

of grormds: that the tax code presently contains incentives for a wide

rEulge of public pufposes, specifically including energy production

incentives, that are not going to be elirninated, and that'demonstrate
hor effective this approach can be; ttrat a tax incentive is particularly
appropriate for a solar incentive program that is intended to have a

short Life, avoiding the complications of erecting and dismantling a

separate sr:lcsidy delivery system and entailing a far lower administra-
tirre overhead; that a solar tax incentive is particularly appropriate
in the context of the national energy program proposed by the President
and now being shaped by the Congress, which relies on tax penalties and

tax incentives as a primary rrEerns to achieve a wide variety of ends.

The debate over the desirability of "social use of the tax code"

clearly has dinensions that transcend the scope of this report. How-

ever, the issue is met in the context of the choice of a solar incentive,
and will need to be resolved in this context -- particularly in light
of the finding of ttris report that a rebate program is not only a pos-

sible alternative to a tax ex;renditure but one that appears to have

*Surrey et aI., ibid., p. 169
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specific advantages in balancing the public interests inrrolved.

7. Practical Problems Posed by the Structure of the Tax Code

As noted above, an incentive provided through the tax code will
harre to accomnpdate itself to existing structural features of the tax
system -- or vice-versa. ff provided as a deduction, an incentive
would be regressive in effect, wittr benefit levels inversely related
to user incone. * Increased resistance to this aspect of deductions

is apparent; although tax deduction proposals have appeared in Congres-

sional solar incentive bills in the 94th and 95th Congress, they have

been outnunilrered by tax credit proposals, and it is the tax credit
that has energed from the House conunittee as a solar incentive thus

far.

Tax credits, however, are not conpletely neutral in relation to
individual incore. Ttrey can only be availed of to the extent that the

user has tax liability to offset against the credit, unless the cred.it
is made "refundable" (that is, made as a payment to the extent that it
exceeds tax liability) or is available on a carryback or carryfortrard
basis as a credit against tax liabitities of preceding or subsequent

*Taxabitity of interest sr:bsidies: If loan progranls are adopted for
all or part of a solar incentive program, a tax question may arise if
interest sr:bsidies are provided through annual payments to the borrower,
or to a lender on behalf of the borrower. A possible precedent for
such an approach is the Section 235 loan program for low-inconrc home-
buyers. In that program, the sr:lcsidy paynent is made to the lender in
an amount determined as the d.ifference between the debt service re-
quired for the face amount of interest on the loan, and the lower debt
service actually paid by the homebuyer, which is calculated as if the
loan had been written at the target below-market interest rate. An
even deeper sr:lcsidy than the anrcr:nt of that palrnent is actually pro-
vided where, as in the 235 program, the borrower is alLowed to exclude
the sulpsidy payuent from his gross incone for tax pur?oses, yet also
allowed to deduct the interest anount reflected in the fuIl debt service
payrent. Such an approach, which is regressive so far as the increased
interest deduction is concerned, does not seem as appropriate for a
solar energy deduction as in the case of l-oan programs ainred at enabling
low-incone households to achieve the benefits of horne ownership. If
other rethods for providing lower-interest loans are adopted -- for
exarple, the "tandem p1an" approach, or direct loans -- this corplica-
tion does not arise. fn fact, in these cases, the lower interest rate
paid by the borrower has a progressive effect when the tax-deductibility
of nnrEgage interest is considered. Ihe comparative merits of these
approaches are considered in detail in Chapter Four of this report.
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years (primarily a device to mediate business taxation, as in the lO

per cent investnrent tax credit for machinery and equipment and the

analogous device of loss carryovers) .

There are relatively few exarples of refr:ndable credits, and the

recently adopted earned income credit provides the only real precedent

for a "refund" that is not a return of monies actually overpaid to
the governrent. Though the Congressional Budget Office has expressed

concern over possibly regressive effects of credits in the absence of
refundability, * recent Congressional actions suggest that a non-refund-

able credit is the form in which a credit is npst like1y to be adopted.

Ttre regressive implications of a non-refundable tax credit will depend

on the rnaximum size of the credit available. As noted earlier, our
analysis suggests a virtually irperceptible difference in response to
the incentive for solar hot water heaters, and ttrus little or no

regressivity in fact in this area, while the larger potentiat credit
available for heating systems is likely to be reflected in a signifi-
cant difference in use by incorre groups (see text at Table III-10
above). ltrere are irqrortant reasons for exercising caution in the

desigm of an incentive so that lower incone families are not inappro-
priately induced to invest in relatively expensirre and unproven solar
energy systems, but a regressive benefit structure imposed by the

nature of the tax code is neither the rpst effective nor rpst desirable
rrrcans to that end. **

Concern over a need for progressivity in benefit structure has

also led to proposals that solar incentives be made taxable, even if
they ane provided in the form of tax benefits. While it has been

argued that taxation of a refundable credit is necessary in the case

of programs aimed at business in order to avoid inplicit regressivity

*Congressional Budget Office, President Carter's Energy Proposals:
A Perspective, Staff Worki ng Paper, pp. 92-94 (June 1977).
**One problem with a nonrefundable credit would be that the consider-
able and unavoidabfe "windfall" benefits involved in any of these
incentive designs would be distributed on a regressive basis.
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in benefit,* providing an incentive to individuals in the form of a

"tax crcdit" ttrat ir not only "refundable" but also "taxable" would

seem to bend the tax code so far out of shape as to be unrecogmizable.

A rtDre basic problem with taxing incentirre benefits, however -- one

which applies to both tax-based approaches and direct payments in a

rebate program -- is that it will substantially reduce the market

impact of the program (see Table III-10, above) and make the basic

objective of stimulating the solar market difficult or inpossible to
achieve.

8. Open Questions for the Rebate Approach: Program Structure and

Political Support

One inportant question that will need to be answered in assessing

the desirability of a rebate program is whether or not it appears

likely that such a program can be administered effectively. While

nnny questions of detailed program desigrn are beyond the scope of
this study, our initial assessment is that the natu:re of the tasks

involved and the e><pected program volunres would make it feasible to
develop an effective rebate program. Our estirnates of program volunes

for a rebate at the 40/25 leve1 are for a total of 329,000 units in
the program over a five-year period, including all "baseline" units
claiming benefits; at the 3O/2O IeveI, the e:<pected program volume

is 27'7,000 units. These appear well- within the capacity of an actively
adninistered program, recognizing that there will be a relatively slow

start and an increase in annual volune over time (at the 40/25 level,
from 34,000 units in year one to 105,000 urits in year five). Docu-

mentation and check issuance could be handled centraLly, with field
offices of the responsible agency as a resource for information pro-
grars . * *

*See Congressionaf Budget office, Real Estate Tax Shelters and Direct
Subsidy Alternati ves. p. 75 (May, 1977)

**It should be recognized that the solar industry itself is likely to
serve as the most active and effective source of information on t]le
availability of an incentirrc in any case, and rnight be utilized within
the program structure to provide references to IocaI, state, regional
or central sources of information on program requirements and system
eligibility.
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Beyond the specific questions of hovr a rebate program might best

be structured, and where (and whether) the adrninistrative capacity to
run suctr a program now exists, or can best be provided, is a more

fundanental question as to whether there is sufficient politicaf
support for a rebate program of the type considered here.

The only direct precedents for grant-type payments for horne irprove-
ltEnts are the limited program of weatherization grants for low-income

families and the Section 115 grant program, which provides up to
$3r500 for specified improvements made by low-incone homeowners

living within defined code enforcement or renewal areas. These are

not compelling precedents for the rebate approach, and far larger
sums have been spent in the housing field through other means. Substan-

tial benefits on an individual and on a total basis have been and are

being provided to l-ow and moderate incore occupants of rental housing

through a wide variety of devices, including the e:<panding Section 8

program. Considerable program suicsidies were and are provided low-

income homeowners through the interest subsidy payments of the Section

235 program. The only housing-related subsidies that have avoided

incone eligilility qualifications are the conparatively vast benefits
(estimated at over t1 billion dollars for fiscal 1978) provided to
homeowners through the tax-deductibility of mortgage loan interest
and property taxes -- a form of subsidy that is now widely recognized

to be regressive in effect.

The nature of these precedents in the housing field may help to
e:<plain why nnst of the solar proposals in Congress to date have been

limited to either tax expend.iture or l-oan approaches. Ttre enphasis

on use of the tax code to provide subsidies is particularly under-

standable in view of the nurlrcrous and often successful dents for
using tax benefits to encouraqe private investment in activities deemed

to be in the pulclic interest, in housing and energry development among

other fields. Support for tax expenditures reflects their apparent

eErse of implementation, and the related concern that the extent of
red tape inevitably associated with grant programs might ittgrose high
per-unit adrninistrative costs and deter many individuals from partici-
pating in the program.
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The evidence of the present study, however, is that a rebate pro-

gram for residential solar energy incentirres has perceptible advantages

in potential inpact when compared to tax expenditures and can be

competitive in program costs. Perhaps ncre inportantly, it provides

greater opportr:nities for the desigrn and adrninistration of a program

that will best meet the varied public interests to be considered in
the process of accelerating acceptance of this evolving technologty.

Notwithstanding these potential benefits, there appears to be a

furdanental apprehension that political support cannot be mustered for
substantial subsidy amounts that are provided in grant form. There

are far greater precedents for higher benefit levels through tax e><pen-

ditures where homeowners are concerned, and a widely held belief that
more can be provided through these channels than through a direct
grant program. Given the intrinsical lirnited scale of an solar
incentive in the short term, the advantages offered by the rebate

approach may provide an unusual opportunity for those concerned about

"social" uses of the tax system to demonstrate that equivalent benefit
leve1s can in fact be provided in this mcre direct -- and, in the
present case, probably more effective -- manner.
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CHAPTER FOUR

BELOI+-MARKET INTEREST RATE LOANS

A. OVERVIEW

After tax credits, direct loan programs represent the incentive approach

towards encouraging solar energy use in the hore that has appeared nost

freqr:ently in Congressional legislation introduced to date.* However,

the study's findings tend to argue against the desirability and feasibility
of this approach:

o Results from the consullEr s indicate that subsidized
loans, even under the most liberal of financing assumptions
have a limited ability to motivate the adoption of solar hot
water systems -- the most conunercially advanced residential
use of solar energ'y.

o Proponents of solar l-oans generally assurle that the existing
FHA/VA network could be easily adapted to deliver financial
assistance to purchasers of solar equipment. However Federal
credit prograrns are concentrated alnost exclusively upon a
narrow seg[rE nt of the new housing market and play a very
marginal role in the market for improvements to existing
hones.

Ihe housing finance system is not an integrated one. Insti-
tutional participation differs depending on whether the
financing is for new construction or improvements to existing
homes, whether loans are Federally or privately insured or
r:ninsured, and whether the property is in an urban or rural
area. In practice, the market response to a foan proqram
would be strongly constrained bv the absence of institutional
arranqements for oriqinating such loans that could be quicklv
activated and that would provide ready access to the majority

a Homebuilders and lenders in many cases associate Federal low-
cost loans exclusively with programs directed at low-income
families and the elaborate processing requirerents such programs
have invariably involved. A solar program would have to over-
come these negative associations in order to enlist the
partici-pation of these professionals

a

to consumers

*See Iegislative compilation in Append.ix A.
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a Loans require the gove rnment to assume adnrinistrative responsa-
bilitv for setting standards of borrower creditworthiness, long-

a

term servicing of loans or subsidy payments, and dealing with
defaults and delinquencies for years (several decades in the
case of rprtgage loans) after the program itself has er<pired.

Ttrree basic alternatives for the delivery of interest subsidies
were evaluated: (1) a direct Federal loan program; (2) interest
subsidy paynEnts for loans originated by private lenders; and
(3) a Solar Tandem Plan utilizing GNMA/FNMA secondary market
prograrns. All three of these approaches appear to involve
transaction costs and looistical corplexities that would be
hard to justify in coru:ection with the relatively small principal
arrcunts and modest lendinq volumes that would be involved in a
solar loan subsidy program.

A possible exception to these generally negative findings might be

a Tandem-type program for new homes installing conbined hot water/space

heating, with the interest subsidy roIled into the first mortgage on the

property itself. lhe market irpact analysis suggests that long-term,

low-interest loans might prove as attractive to prospective owners of
newly-built solar homes as either tax credits or rebates. Use of a

Tandem PIan arrangement would be the most cost-effective rre€rns of making

such loans available, but woul-d stilI be subject to many of the adrnini-

strative problems listed above. fn any event, the establishment of a

special loan program for solar space heating night be premature at this
time,. given the very small number of space heating installations en-

visaged over the next few years, even with a Federal subsidy.

B. BASIC CONCEPT

Low cost loan incentir.zes are intended to assure the availability of
financing (thus reducing the up-front costs to purchasers of solar systems)

and to reduce the rncnthly carrying costs on the repayment of loans taken

out to finance solar installations. Reduction in carrying cost is
achieved by suJcsidizing the interest rate, and in some instances, extend-

ing loan maturities; reduction of downpayment requirements is accomplished

by providing higher loan-to-value ratios than those available from

private lenders.

A separate solar loan to finance purchase of a solar hot water system

because of the size of the loanwould
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home irncroverrent loans such as those insured under HUDrs Title f
property improvement loan program. The r.:nderwritin g process for such

loans focuses on the creditworthiness of the borrower with l-ittle, if

any, attention to the coLlateral value of the improvenent itself. In

the dollar r.u:rge associated with domestic hot water systers ($1000-

$2OOO), such a loan would typically be unsecured. Because of their
larger size, loans for solar space heating or combined space heating

and hot water systems ($8000 and up in regions with colder climates)

would in all likelihood be secured by a mcrtgage lien against the

property (all Tit1e I l-oans above $7500 require such security), which

would make the loan in the case of new construction and mcst retrofit
situations a second mortgage . With separate loans of large amounts,

fenders are going to be concerned about the risks involved if the

borrower's equity in his hore is small or if the value of the property

in the future in in doubt.

In the case of newly built hones, an alternative approach to issuing
separate solar Ioans would be to calculate an interest subsidy on the

solar related portion of the home's total cost and then apply this sub-

sidy to the first mortgage paynrent on the entire property.

C. WEAK RESPONSE TO LOAN SUBSIDIES FOR SOI,AR DOMESTIC HOT WATER

Below-market-interest-rate (BMfR) loans evidence only a marginal

ability, at best, to influence the adoption of solar hot water systens,
particularly in existing homes. Ivlost of the bills authorizing Iow-cost

financing for residential solar uses that have been introduced into
Congress thus far, specify an interest rate set at the government borrow-

ing rate (6.5% to 7.5? depending on how the rate is defined *) and a loan

maturity of about eight years. Ttre market estimates indicate an extremely

weak response (only 14* above the 1978-1982 "baseline" to a special solar
Ioan at 7% with maturities as -Iong as 1O years) for solar hot water use in
either new or existing homes. (See (Table IV-l). Even assuming the

availability of much deeper sulcsidies (18 interest for 20 years) the

analysis suggests only a 568 increase in the number of adopters over this

*One comrrcn definition is the average
debt (currently about 6.5E).
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Table lV-l

SOLAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS: MARKET IMPACT OF lOO% SEPARATE SOLAR LOAN
Estimatos for units installod over five year period, 1978-1982

Market lmpact - Cumulative Units

Retrofit % lncrease New Homes o/o lncrease Total % lncreaseLoan Terms

No lncentive

7o/",10 yearc

5%, 10 years

g'/o,15 yeers

1Y",20 years

118,000

13s,000

145,OO0

159,000

177,OOO

14

22

36

56

12

21

38

67

14

23

u
50

59,Ofi'

67,000

72,OOO

82,000

99,000

178,(x)0

202,OOO

217.OOO

241,O00

277,OOO

five-year period. (Ttre estimated responsiveness is somewhat hi"4Eher among

new horlrc purchasers than arrnng existing homeowners; a 67?. increase

above the baseline for the forner group versus only 5OB for the latter. )

A 1%, 2O-year loan for 91500 it shoufdbe emphasized, woul,d'involve monthly pay-
rEnts of less than eight dollars per rronth -- extremely advantageous

finarrcing terms when contrasted with the typical I2e",  -year terms of
conventional home inprovenent loans (with rnnthly paynpnts of nearly
forty doLlars).

A possible e)<planation for the lirnited response to the loari aLternative
for solar hot water purchases may be found in a variety of factors, (1)

the way in which loan sr:bsidies effect the economic attractiveness of solar
use from the consumerts perspective when contrasted with a front-end case

sr:lcsidy; (2) the fact that existing homeowners typicall y prefer to pay

for improvements to their property with cash rather than assuming additional
debt; (3) the reluctance of new home purchasers to apply for a loan

subsidy if it involves a loan instrument and processing track distinct from

those involved in securing a first mortgage on their propertyi and (4)

the perceived effort involved in securing a subsidized loan compared to the

relatively automatic nature of a tax credit or rebate.
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1. Irpact of Loan on Econornics of Solar Use

Un1ike rebates, tax credits and other up-front incentives for which

exact monetary value is apparent, incentives which offer favorable

financing terms (e.9., below-market interest rates, extended loan

maturities) rnay be evaluated differently by different consurprs. Tttus,

sone potential purchasers night be npre sensitive to the size of the

nrcnthly pay[Ent, others to the effective interest rate, others to the

maturity of the loan.

Table IV-2 compares a gJovernment rate loan with the typical con-

ventional financing alternatives available to a new home purchaser and

existing homeowner, respectively. An individual who purchased a

new solar-eguipped home and financed the solar cost in the

permanent nortgage, would receive no immediate incentive from the

Table lV-2

COMPARISON OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS WITH GOVERNMENT RATE LOAN AND CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
ALTERNATIVES

System Cost: $1,500.

Loan Type Loan/ Extra
Cost Ratio Downpayment

tnterest
Rato

Maturity

25 years

l0 years

4 years

10 years

Monthly
Payment

$ 9.44

$13.06
($3.621

$39.s0

$17.42

$22.08

Conventional Mortgage Loan

Government Rate Loan

Net Savings with Government Loan

Conventional Home
lmprovement Loan

Government Rate Loan

Net Savings with Govornmont Loan

75%

75%

100%

100%

$37s

$375

9.O/o

7,Oo/o*

12.O%

7.Oo/o*

0

0

* Average rate on all outstanding Federal debts, plus/zo/ofee
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governrrEnt loan terrrs, even though the interest rate is lower. In
the exanple given, the new honreowner wou-l-d, in the short ru.n, pay out
rpre than three dollars extra per nontJ. on the ten-year government

loan than on a twenty-five year nortgage. In contrast, such a loan

would clearly benefit a homeowner installing a retrofit syst€m, since

hore improvement financing generally carries a shorter term and higher
interest rate. (Ttre four-year maturity and 12? interest rate given in
Table IV-l are fairly typical.) Here, the borrower would pay twenty-
two doll-ars less per nonth on the ten-year government loan than on the

four-year home inprovenent loan.

Consurers with longer tine horizons, or high financial liquidity,
would presumably opt for a lower interest government loan, irrespective
of the ronthly payment comparison. In practice, hovrever, most potential
purchasers appear far more likely to juxtapose the additional monthly

payment in the first year with the npnthly savings e><pected from the

so1ar investment. Moreover, in comparing a loan incentive with a

sirple "front-end" sulcsidy, consumers may be sensitive to the fact that
the loan, no matter how attractive the interest rate, stil1 leaves the

borrower e>q>osed for the fuII cost of the solar system.

Finally, it should also be kept in mind that an incentive already
exists for solar use, or, for that matter, any investment that is
financed with borrowed funds: the tax deductibility of interest for
Federal income tax purposes. This means that the after-tax benefit of

ri ]-na rnrrEnt ]-ow-interest loan or interest s

program will be less than the level of subsidy would suggest at first
slance -- particularlv for hi gher income consumers. Table IV-3

illustrates the extent to which after-tax considerations diminish
the net benefit of an interest subsidy from the point of view of two

honebqTers -- one in a 459" marginal tax bracket, the other in an 18%

bracket -- who would other:vrise have financed the $1,500 investment in
a sol-ar hot water system conventionally. For example, the higher incorne

tar<payer wouLd realize $46 in tax savings from his payments on a con-

ventional mortgage. (fn effect, this reduces his actual financing cost
to sonrewhat l-ess than 5%.) With the subsidized 4e" Ioan, these tax
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Table tV-3

EFFECT OF TAX DEDUCTIBILITY OF INTEREST ON NET BENEFIT IN FIRST YEAR OF 4% SOLAR LOAN TO A
HIGHER INCOME ANO LOWER INCOME CONSUMER

Mortgage Loan

Higher lncome

45%

$1,500

1,125

101

46

Lower lncome

18P/o

$1,s00

1,125

101

18

Home lmprovemont Loan

Hlgher lncome Lower lncome

Marginal Tax Bracket

System Cost

Loan Amount*

First Year lntarest**

Tax Savings

First Year lnterest @ 4%

Tax Savings

Roduction in tnterest Payment
with subsidized loan

Reduction in Tax Savings with
grbsidized loan

Net Bonefit to Consumer

45%

$1,500

1,500

180

81

18f/o

$1,s00

1,500

180

32

60

11

120

21

99

60

27

120

54

66

45

56

10

46

45

20

56

26

30

* Loan-to-Cost Ratio is assumed to be 75o/o for mortgage and 1OO/o for home improvement loan
**lnterestcalculated atgyolor mortgageloan,and 12o/otor homeimprovement loan.

savings would be reduced by $26, thereby cancelling out much of his

$56 savings on interest, and Iowering the net benefit of the subsidized

loan to $30 in the first year.* These figures would be magrnified in the

case of a retrofit system where the ta>rpayer's alternative financing is
a L2z hone improvement loan. Here, the 4t loan would reduce first-year
interest payrrrcnts by $120 before taxes, but by only $66 after taxes for
the higher incone purchaser, and $99 after taxes for the lower income

purchaser.

2. Honeowners Tend To Pay Cash for Hone Irprovements

Ttre low response to the loan option aIIDng existing homeowners is
consistent with the fact that less than }8ts of home improvements of any

kind are financed with borrowings from conrnercial lenders (see Figure

Iv-l). The remainder are paid for with cash, rerchant credit (30 to 45

*Ttris assurrEs, of course, that the allowable interest deduction is at the
sr:bsidized interest rate. In the Section 235 interest sulcsidy program,
hone borrowers were initially allowed to deduct interest conputed at
conventional rates rather than at the subsidized rate actually paid,
thus greatly increasing the net financial benefit received.
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Figure lV-l

DOLLAR VOLUME OF HOME IMPROVEMENT ANO
TITLE I LOANS IN RELATION TO HOME IMPROVEMENT
EXPENDITURES 1976

Title I Home
lmprovement
Loans
$.8 bitlion

Source: Federal Reserve Board, 1975 HUD Statistical Yearbook

day billing), revolving charge accounts and credit cards. Ttris dis-
inctination to borrow funds for the purpose of improving one's home

appears to be in part a function of the relatively unattractive
terms of home improvenent financing (discussed above), in part of the

relatively small dollar amounts involved (the average cost of the give

mcst comron types of hone improvenents is less than $500, while the aver-
age home improvenent loan is in the $2500 to $3OOO range), and in part

,[

lnsured Home
lmprovement
Loans
$4.2 billion

Non Title I

Homo lmprov€ment
Expenditures Not
lnvolving Home
lmprovement Loans
$24 billion
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of a widespread reluctance to incur debt unless absolutely necessary. *

3. Possj-ble Inappropriateness of "Separate" Solar Financing for
New1y Built Hores

fn respect to new construction, a number of builders and lenders

interviewed indicated that there might be reluctance on their part,
or on the part of consumers, to financing the solar installation
separately from the first mortgage on the hone itself, particularty
for the rel-atively smaIl anounts involved for domestic solar hot
water alone. (Uost Congressional proposals for solar loans introduced
to date appear to make no distinction between new and existing homes,

or hot water versus heating systems, although such distinctions may

prove critical to consurer responsiveness to a loan program should

one be enacted. )

A solar loan program would, in most cases, involve the borrower

in an entirely distinct processing track from that required to obtain
permanent financing and would necessitate the negotiation of a separate

debt instrument. Ttris woul-d obviously be the case should the subsi-
dized loans be originated directly by a governnrent agency such as HUD

or the Farmerd Home Administration. However, it would also apply even

if governnent subsidies were to be administered through private lenders.
Most honeowners (over 50t) obtain their rnortgage financing through

savings and loan associations, mortgage bankers, and corunercial banks,

*Several questions testing general attitudes toward debt financing were
included in the consumer interviews. 602 of those interviewed "strongly
disagreed" with the statement "When I can, I prefer to buy on credit. "
Nearly 40% agreed wittr ttre staterent, "Ird be better off if I couJ-d. pay
my horre lruortgage off early. " (3It disagreed.) Consulrers were also asked
to choose between two payment plans for retiring a $1,500 loan; one
involving payments of $24O/tronth for 8 years, the other $L60,/rncnth for
15 years, TLrese were set such that the present cost to the government
of making the loans available would be identical. 52?" of the respondents
expressed a preference for the short-term, high-interest loan, while
only 19% chose the long-term. low-interest option. (30% indicated "no
preference".) While none of these results is unequivocable, they do
suggest a strong concern on the part of consurrers with miniruizing
financial exposure, and, in contrast to the professional real estate
investor (as described in Chapter Seven), a relative disinterest in
opportunities for leveraging their individual cash resources.
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fn interpretirrg these results, it should be noted that respondents

were not educated to the extra effort that might be required to secure

a separate solar loan -- locating a lender participating in the subsidy
program, undergoing a second credit appraisal and technicaf review of
the solar system, making a separate set of payments, etc. Moreover,

a number of lenders interviewed appear skeptical of issuing a separate

Ioan, particularly one with a second rortgage 1ien, at the same tire as

the first mortgage and before the homeowner has built up any equity in
the property. Thus, there is still good reason to believe that a loan

sulcsidy for solar uses in newly built homes (assuming it could be

justified at all), would most appropriately be applied to the permanent

first rprtgage financing on the hone in its entirety.

D. LOANS MAY BE MORE ATTRACTTVE FOR SPACE HEATING

Ttre results of the market irpact analysis suggest that for combined

solar space and water heating gystemq in ngw homes, whicfr are far lqqre

e>rpensive than hot water systems alone, a long-term, low-interest loan
program could have an inpact conparable to that of a rebate or credit.
Such a program might be rnost attractive in the form of a subsidy that
is rolled into the first nortgage on the entire property. As can be

seen in Table IV-6 , five per cent, 3O-year financing for 75% of solar
costs, integrated into the first-mortgage financing, would induce

approximately the same increase in solar heating,zhot water systems

(109t) as a rebate based on the 40/25 formula proposed in the National
Energy Act. A one per cent, 3O-year loan eficited the largest response

of any of the incentives tested through the survey -- producing a four-
fold increase in the estimated number of space heating units installed
over the next five years.

By contrast, a program of direct separate loans for the fulI addi-
tional sol-ar costs would need to be offered at deeper subsidies and

would have less probable impact (as can be seen in Table IV-6 ), assuming

the shorter maturity typical of such second mortgage financing. Even

here, however, the estimated response to the separate solar loans is
markedly greater than that indicated for loans of identical interest
rates and maturities in the solar hot water market. A comparison of
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TABLE IV-6

SOLAR COMBINED HEATING/HOT WATER:
COMPARAT]VE MARKET IMPACT OF SEPARATE SOLAR
LOAN AND LOAN COMBINED WITH MORTGAGE*

Soparato Solar Loan (@100% of Solar Costl

Market lmpact

Loan Terms Cum. Units

No lncentive 13,000

7"/"-1O yr. 14,000

SY"-l0yr. 15,000

!/o-1O yt. 23,000

1o/o-20 yr. 42,OOO

T" lncrea*

5%

13%

79%

222%

Solar Loan Combined with Mortgagp l@ 75% ot Solar Costl

Loan Terms

No lncentive

7%-3Oyr.

?/"-3O yr.

7%-3Ovr.

Market lmpact

Cum. Units

13,000

19,000

43,0(x)

66,000

Y" lnqeasp

43%

zfi%
406%

*Estimates for units installed over five year period

Tables IV-6 and IV-3 indicates a 79z^ increase above the baseline for
a three per cent, I5-year solar space heating loan, versus only a

36t increase for a solar hot water loan.

Ihe relatively strong market response to low-cost Ioans for
heating systems, as conlpared to loans for hot \.Iater systems alone,

may reflect the greater necessity for financing costs of this magmi-

tude, as well as the substantial reduction in monthly expense achiev-
able through long-term amortization structures. A homebuyer able to
purchase an $8r000 solar heating system with a three per cent, 3O-year

loan for 75>" of the cost would increase his downpayment by S2,O0O

and his mcnthly rrnrtgage payment by only $25. Ihus, the system would

have to save him only $300 annually in his heating bills in order to
be generating a positive cash flow the first year it is in operation.

Here, two caveats are in order: First, the impressive proportional
increases in demand for solar space heating are rreasured against a

very small base. Only 13r000 homes are estimated to utilize such

systens in the absence of incentives between 1978 and 1982 Even the
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rDSt potent loan terms tested (a one per cent, 3O-year loan) woul-d

result in an estimated program volune of only 62,OOO units over a

five-year period, and of only 800 units and 8,000 unitsr in
years one and two, respectively. (See Table rV-6.) Second, the

potential market impact for the low-cost, long-term loans could only

be realized if procedures for making such loans readily available to
horeowners could quickly be established. As d.iscussed in the follow-
ing section of this Chapter, a number of administrative considerations

weigh heavily against this being accomplished.

E. ABSENCE OF APPROPRIATE LOAN DELIVERY SYSTEM

Whatever the potential demand for BMfR solar loans, the ability of
a special Federal program to reactr its potential users will depend in
large part on the adequacy of existing channels between the FederaL

governrrent and various segTnrents of the new housing market and the

commercial lending community. I-oan subsidies are in effect a special
financial service that must be marketed and distributed to horneowners

thro convenientl located outlets considerations of timi and

expense preclude creating such a distribution network from scratch,
particularly for a loan program of smal1 volunre and fixed duration.

Despite the substantial Federal involvement in hor:sing finance

through its diverse credit and regulatory activities, no existing loan

program with access to the housing market as a whole can be identified
on which one could easily "piggyback" an interest subsidy for residential
solar use. As can be seen by referring back to Table IV-4 and Figure
IV-I, the Federal government at the present time finances only a trivial
percentage (less than three per cent) of all home improvement activity.
A nrcre substantial portion of newly built hones (242) are financed through
Federal mortgage credj-t agencies. However this assistance is concentrated.
alnpst entirely in the low-to-npderate incone seqIIEnt of the market, where
solar use at this tire may be l-east appropriate and feas ibIe.

The difficulty of quickly nobilizing a solar loan program beconres

IIDre apparent when exarnined in terms of the three basic administrative
npders for derivering interest sulcsidies that were selected for
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evaluation as parE of this study:

(1) a direct Federal loan program;

(2) an interest subsidy program operated through private lenders;

and

(3) a Solar Tandem Plan operated through Federally-supported

secondary market entities.
llhe problem of implementing either of these models through existing Federal

programs and Lending networks is summarized in Figure IV-2 and discussed

in detail immediately below.

Figure lV-2

POTENTIAL DELIVERY MECHANISMS FOR BMIR SOLAR LOANS

Administrative Model Precedents Possible lp-Place Delivery
Mechanisms

Access to Market

Direct Federal Solar Loan
Loan Program

HUD Sec. 312
Rehab Loans;

Section 2O2 Elderly
Housing

Sec.221 (a) 3 BMIR
Rental Proiect Loans

FmHA Sec.504 Home
Repair Loans

Sec.502 Home lmprove-
ment Loans

HUD Field Offices

Local government community
development and public
housing agencies

FmHA County Offices

No existing capability for making
direct loans

spotty and fragmented covelage,
varying administrative capability

Good access to small towns and
rural areas, but primarily lower
income constituency.

Subsidy Payment to
Lender

Separate Solar Loan

Financed as part of
MortgEge Loan

No Federal precedents;
Some CDBG funded
local programs

Sec. 235 Home Loans

Sec. 236 Rental Project
Loans

HUD/Title I Approved
Lendgrs

FHA/VA Approved Lenders

Limited acc6s to maiority of
homebuyers and homeowners,
particularly in West.

Access limited to low/moderate
income market. Many lenders do
not participate in FHA/VA pro-
grams. Unless backed by second-
ary purchase program, excludes
mortgago bankers who do not
lend for their own portfolios.

Solar Tandem Plan

Separate Solar Loan

Financed as part of
Mortgage Loan

None in Housing Field
(Sallie Mae for
Guarantesd Student
Loans)

Tandem Plans for
FHA/VA Loans

Emergency Home
Purchase Acts of
1974& 1975

HUD Title I Approved
Lenders

GNMA/FNMA

GNMA/FNMA/Mortgage
Bankers

GNMA/FH LMC/S&L's

Would have to create relationship
betwoen GNMA/FNMA and Title
I approved lenders. Even if this
in place, access would be limited.

Good access to moderate income
FHA/VA market.

Good access to mortgage market
as a whole, but FHLMC and most
S&L's not involved in Tandem
Plans at present time,
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option #I: A direct loan program in which a qovernment aqency oriqinates
the loan, lends the principal at a below-market interest rate,
services the loan until the debt is repaid, and bears the

fuIl risk of default.

In general, the Federal government has eschewed direct lending as a

rreErns of prorriding housing assistance to individual horreowners, choosing

instead to convey its support in the form of loan insurance, interest
sr:bsidy paylrents, and purchase comrnitments.* A major exception can be

for:nd in the direct lending progrars operated by the Farmerrs Hone

Adrninistration (FmHA), rlcst relevantly its Section 504 program of hore

repair loans and grants for very low incore faruilies and its basic

Section 502 program of single family mortgage loans, which also makes

hone improverrent financing availabl-e on ver1l attractive terms. ** These

prograrns are administered through FmHA's network of nearly 1800 county

offices, whidr provides nationwide access in ruraL areas and small towns.

In adrninistrative terms, it would be a fairly simple matter to set utr)

and operate a solar loan program through these county offices. However,

the effectiveness of doing so is sr:biect to several qualifications.
FmHArs constituency consists for the most part of househol-ds towards the

lower end of the incore spectrum. (Ttre average sales price of new homes

financed through FmHA in 1975 was only $23,000; this was $10,000 less

than the average FHA insured hone and nearly $20,000 less than the

*These latter approaches share two major virtues from a Federal oolicy
perspective: first, origination and servicing are performed by private
Ienders who, in many cases, share enougLr of the risk to retain an
incentive to make judicior:s underwriting decisions; second, unlike a
direct program, only the interest sr:bsidy, not the loan principal, is
chargeable as a Federal budgetary expense. fn the case of HUD, the only
exarq>le of a direct loan program for homeowners is the 312 loan program,
but HUD has financed rental projects with direct loans. the Section 202
Elderly Housing Program and the 221(d) 3 program have provided direct
Ioans at below market interest rates to multi-family project sponsors.
**FrnHA officials describe their basic 502 program as an "insured" rather
than a "direct" Ioan program; loans are made through the Rural Housing
Insurance Fund which is capitalized by securities placed with the Federal
Financing Bank. However, in terms of risk and administrative costs, the
program is still conparable to a direct toan program, since all under-
writing, servicing and clains management are performed by FmHA staff.
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national average for aII hones sold in tJ at year. (See Table IV-10. )

FmHA officials have gone on record as refusing to finance any solar
homes for the time beingr ori the grounds that the technology remains

too experinental for use by the lower income horreowners assisted. through

their programs. Moreo\rer, FmHArs lending programs are focused

upon very srnall towns with populations of I0r0'00 or less (or 20r0O0

or less where conventional financing is not otherwise available). For

FmHA to successfuJ-ly market a solar loan program to rural honeowners

having average incones or above would require an effort to reach out

to npderate sized tovrns and to moderately affluent borrowers who

associate its prograns exclusively with assistance to poorer families.

Turning to nrcre urbanized communities, no established network

exists that readily lends itself to the delivery of direct Federal

1oans. HUD's Section 312 program provides direct loans to lower

incore horeowners to rehabilitate their properties, with al-l loan

origination and servicing handled ttrrough local public agencies. Use

of the program has largely been confined to a limited number of larger
cities and to designated target areas or urban renewal areas. In

addition, a'nuniber of cities have set up programs to make home improve-

ment loans using CDBG funds and/or state and local monies. However,

nothing remotely resembling a nationwide network of local Loan offices
can be said to exist at this time. Conceivably, Ioans might be

adrninistered directly through HUD's 10 regionaf offices and 76 area/

insuring offices (Table lv-7). However, such an arrangement would be

highly inconvenient for npst homeowners and would necessitate the

creation of entirely new capabilities within these offices.

The consumers interviewed as part of this study were asked whether

they would prefer applying for a subsidized loan through a public agency

or a private lender. Nearly 40t indicated a strong preference for a

privately originated toan, while less than 10% favored dealing directly

with the government. (See Tab1e fV-8. )
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Table lV-7

SOLAR ENERGY DELIVERY SYSTEMS ALTERNATIVES

Type of lnstitution

1. Federal Agencies

HUD

Areallnsuring Offices

Begional Offices

FmHA

County Offices

VA

Begional Offices

Number of Field Off ices/
Partacipating I nstitutions

1,760

76

10

49

2. State and Local Governmsnt Agencies

States

State Housing Agencies

Local Governmsnt Agencios

CDBG Recipients

CDBG Becipients proposing housing/rehab type programs

Section 312 Agencies

39

3,338

1,470

200-250

3. Private lnstitutions (Categoiios overlapl

Title I Lenders

Approved

Active

FHA Mortgagees

Approved

Active

FNMA Originators

Approved

Active

Very Active

FHLMC Originators

Federally Supervised Savings & Loans

Active

GNMA Originators

Approved (all are FNlrzlA approved originators)

VA Mortgagees

No approval system

10,000

4,600

11,700

7,500

3,000

1,500

400-500

2,O48

1,400

1,000

Source: lnterviews with respective agencies
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Table lV-8

RELATIVE LIKELIHOOD OF USING SOLAR LOAN
PROGRAM IF ADMINISTERED BY A PRIVATE LENDER
(COMMERCIAL BANK/SAVINGS & LOAN} OR
THROUGH A GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY

Much more likely to use if bank

Somewhat more likely to use if bank

No preference for either

Somewhat more likely to use if
government agency

Much more likely to use if
gov€rnment agoncy

37%

11%

31%

8o/"

1T/o

Option #2: An interest reduction program in which the governrrent

reidcurses private lenders on a periodic basis for the

interest differential between a market rate loan and a

subsidized below-market rate interest loan.

To be effective, a program organized along these lines would have to
enlist the widespread participation of those comercial lending institu-
tions to whom borrowers normally turn for home irprovement and second

mortgage financing. As can be seen from Table IV-A, these consist
primarily of cormnercial banks, savings and loans, and credit unions.

Ttre only identifiable qroup of such lenders havind anesf al-rl i shcd

rel-ationship with a Federal housins asencv are those authorize d to wri te

loans under FHArs Title I insurance proqram. At the present time, the

active participants in Title I number 4,500, and include roughly 20e"

of all cornmercial banks and savings and loan associations. At first
glance, this might appear to provide an adequate network for marketing

a solar loan program to homeowners and homebuyers. However, there is
good reason for believing that this would not prove to be the case.

o Over the past twenty-fi:rre years, Title I's share of the

home inprovement market has declined from over 50% to less
than t8B, as lenders have come to see home improvement loans

as a safe inrrestnent not requiring ingurance. Ihe programr s

12t interest ceiling and conpetition from private loan

insurers have also been factors in the programis decline.
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l{any Title I lenders make only nominal use of this programi

the average active lender made 53 Title I loans in 1975, while
the largest 20 participants made over 208 of all Tit1e I
1oans. Itrus, the visibility and strength of program activity
varies widely from lending area to lending area, and is
particularly thin in Southern and lVestern states. (Table IV-9).

Table lV-9

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF OWNER OCCUPANTS AND TITLE I LOAN ACTTVITY - 1975

Region

Northeast

North Central

South

Wost

Total

Number of Owner/
Occupants (in 000's)

9,818

13,455

15,332

4,263

46,867

Percont of Total

21.1

24.7

32.4

17.4

100.0

Number of Title I

Loans

46,567

118,037

59,435

20,454

244,493

Percent of Total

19.1

48.4

24.3

4.2

100.0

Source: Annual Housing Survey 1975 Part A and Title I Property lmprovement Loan Program June 1977

o Even the npre active Title I lenders may be resistant to
participatinq in an interest sulcsidy program. Title I pro-

cedures require no special paperr,trork or consultation between

the lender and FHA, except notification of loan activity,
unless a claim is made under the insurance. A sulcsidy

program, hcrrever, would inevitably involve a greater amount

of special processing, record keeping, and reporting. More-

over, the average size loan insured through Title I is
roughly $3,000, about dor:ble the cost of a typical solar
hot water installation. Without soIIE speciaf inducerEnt,

solar loans (with the exception of the lirnited number that
may be written for more costly space heating systens) may

appear too small to justify the tinre and expense involved in
dealing wittr a goverurent program.

Although less likely, the interest subsidy program could be made

available for conventional loans that ret specified standards. Some

non-Title I lenders might participate if paperurork were rninimal,
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reviews expeditious, and servicing fees set fairly high in relation
to the loan amount.

In respect to newly-built single family homes, a precedent for a

nortgage sr:lcsidy program run through private lenders can be found in
HUD's Section 235 program. Given the problems that have plagued the

Section 235 existing housing programs, including widely-pr:blicized
revelations of fraud, the precedent is not an auspicious one. this
raisbs a serious question in respect to the likelihood of developers

and contraitors r:sing a Federal loan program to help market solar
systens to their customers and of private lenders cooperating in such

efforts. Presumably a solar loan program would be a far simpler
proposition to adrn-inister smcothly than the traditional HUD sr:bsidy
programs ained at lower incorre hou.seholds: the clientele for the

program will be honeowners of average or above average ihdome, not

a special high-risk population; the item being financed is a mechanical

system, not an entire property. Hcnrrever, our interviews suggest that
many, if not most, builders and lenders will automatically associate

a Federal loan subsidy program with low and moderate incone families
and all the complexities of income certification, property inspection,
hiqh defaul.t rates and claims processinq procedures such programs

have involved. This includes builders and lenders who deal exclusivelv
with the conventionally financed segment of the market, as well as those

that have participated in Federal prograrns in the past and, as a result,
are extrerely leery of doing so again in the future. Thus, no matter
how free of red tape a solar loan program may be, and no matter how

creditworthv its tarqet population it wiI] stil1 have to overcome these

negative associations in order to attract any neaningful 1evel of
private sector involvement.

Option #3: A Solar Tandem Plan under which GNI,IA would issue commit-

nrents for the purchases of loans made at below-market rates
(either rp:tgage lgens on new honres or separate solar loans)
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and either warehouse the loans or resell them to FNl,lA at
prices reflecting the latter's higher yield requirements.*

Applicability to newly built homes

In the case of first mortgage loans on new solar homes, interest
subsidies could easily be provided by utilizing GNMA-FNMA Tandem Plan

arrangements which are already in place.** Under these Tandem Plans,

loan origination and, as a rule, loan servicing are perforned through a

network of approved private lenders, consisting for the most part of
mortgage bankers.*** Mortgage bankers originate about 75% of all FfA/

VA insured loans (Table IV-3) and close to 908 of all loans purchased

by GNl,lA or FNMA. It should be emphasized, however, that this network

affords market access primarily to purchasers of homes that sell below

the median price and which are built by merchant homebuilders. (As

Ta-bl-e IV-10 shows, the average FHA insured new home sold for nearly

$151000 less than the average conventional home, and the average VA

home for nearly $12,000 less.)

In order for a So1ar Tandem PIan to reach the majority of conven-

tionally financed new homes, it would have to involve savings and loan

associations, by far the most important source of mortgage funds for

*GNI,IA des tes Government National Mortgage Association, organized
primarily to provide a secondary market for loans written under govern-
ment subsidized interest programs; FNMA is the Federal National Mortgage
Association, whose purchase programs feed mortgage funds into local
housing markets where capital is in short supply. GNI'IA operates within
the Department of Housing and Urban Development; FNIIA (since it was
spun off from HUD in 1968) is a privately owned, but Federally sup-
ported and regulated stock corporation. 'Ttrey are frequently referred to
as Ginnie Mae and Fannie l,lae, respectively.
**GNMA is not purchasing single-family mortgages at the present time;
however, interviews with the officials of the Association suggest that
there would be no serious difficulty in re-activating single-family
purchase arrangements for the purposes of a Solar Tandem Plan.
***Mortgage bankers or mortgage companies are not deposit institutions
and rarely maintain loan portfolios of their owni they are primarily
in the business of originating loans on behalf of other investors and
realize their profits'from origination and servicing fees.
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Table lV-l0

MARKET SHARES AND SALES PBICE OF NEWLY BUILT,
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES IN 1975 BY TYPE OF FINANCING

FHA

VA

FMHA

Total Federal Market Share

Conventional

Cash

Total US

o/o

9

8

7

24

78

69

61

204

No, Units
{00O's}

502

156

866

Average
Sales Price

$32,900

$35,700

$23,100

$31,000

$47,400

$42,200

$42,600

58

18

100

Source: HUD Office of l\rlanagement lnformation

such properties. Only a few of the larger, more progressive S&Lrs

(most ccnspicuously in capital short areas such as California and the

Sunbelt) partiqipate directly as sellers to GNMA/FNI{A. However, the

Federal Home Ioan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) -- which serves as an

in-house secondary market for the savings and loan industry -- offers
a direct link to individual S&Lrs throughout the country. This

relationship has been utilized on one occasion in the recent past

to carry out a major Tandem PIan. Under the Emergency Home Purchase

Acts of 1974 and L975, Ginnie Mae, for the first and only time, was

authorized to purchase conventional mortgages at the government

borrowing rate. For the purposes of this program, FHLMC acted, in
effect, as an agent conveying mortgages originated by individual S&Lrs

to Ginnie Mae, which subsequently resold them to FNt"lA and other insti-
tutional investors at the prevailing market rate.

In sun, the machinery for reaching new homebuyers through the Tandem

PIan type arrangement is already in place.* Whether this machinery

should be activated for the purposes of a smal1 volume, solar loan

*In respect to the potent access to the mortgage market achievable through
a Tandem PIan, it is interesting to note that an increasing and substantial
proportion of lenders who are not active participants in the secondary
market at present, nevertheless have begun to underwrite their mortgage
loans in compliance with FHLMC/FNMA guidelines and forms in order to ensure
their eligibility for purchase should the need arise. This trend was
accelerated by the"disintermediation"of several years ago, which made
lenders more concerned with maintaining their mortgage portfolios on a
liquid footing.
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program is questionahle, since over the next. few years, the bulk of
solarinstallation'will be for solar hot water purposes only and will
thus involve a relativel modest incremental cost in the context of a

new home purchase. Perhaps several years from now, as the market for
solar space heating begins to coalesce and solar space cooling systems

enter the commercialization stage, a special Tandem PIan for new homes

incorporating these larger and more costly types of solar technologies
would be desirable.

Tandem PIan for separate solar loans less feasible

A "Tandem PIan" approach would be much harder to create for a proqram

providing loans that are separate from the first mortgage and that cover

solar costs only. An entirel new mechanism would have to be created
and , since no Federall -S S market

sentl exists for consumer loans (that is unsecured rsonal loans

or even for nt loans that are secured a sub-

ordinated mortgage. Institutions actively participating in Title I
constitute the logical group of private lenders who would have to be

recruited as sellers for a Tandem Plan involving separate solar loans.
The problems of gaining access to the housing market as a whole through

the Title I network, discussed above in connection with the periodic
interest subsidy option, also applies here.*

There has been some discussion in recent years of creating a secondary

market for home improvement loans in general, and Title I loans in par-
ticular. President Carter, as part of his overall Energy PIan, has

proposed that FNI4A be authorized to purchase home improvement loans for
energy conservation purposes.** Needless to say, if such a secondary

market program were fully operative, it could easily be utilized to
provide a subsidy for solar loans.

*At one time, mortgage bankers were more active in Title I lending, but
primarily where relatively larger amounts were involved and loans were
originated through dealers.
**Officials at FNI,IA interviewed as part of this study indicated their
belief that they already have authority to purchase Title I loans,
although this authority has never been used.
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However, even in the event that this market were created, l.enders

might prove relatively dislnterested. The and ivate officials
with whom we spoke indicated that, in respect to home improvement

Iending (whether for solar system purchases or any other purpose), there

is neither a shortage of cap ital nor a problem of liquidity at the

present time -- the two conditions that would argue most Powerfully
for the need to create a secondary purchase program. And, given the

small dollar amounts and far shorter maturities associated with home

improvement type loans when compared wi'th mortgage loans, l-enders wiII
be less motivated to perform the paperwork involved and less attracted
by the servicing fees (unless such fees are set at an extremely high
level in relation to the face value of the loans).

4. The Administering Agency

Should a loan incentive be adopted, interviews wiLh homebuilders and

l-enders conducted as part of the study confirmed our earlier finding that:

Most [housing market participants] would prefer that any solar
incentive program be administered through the Federal housing
agencies with whom they have traditionally dealt, rather than
through Federal energy agencies or any new entity [e.9., a special
solar financing bankl that might be created for the purpose of
promoting solar technology....Above all, lenders, in describing
the desirable characteristics of whatever agency may administer an
incentive program, stress the importance of professionalism (i.e.,
staff who "can speak the language of banking and mortgage finance"),
and, of course, a minimum of red tape.*

Lenders in particular have a fairly high regard for the real estate

and financing expertise of FNI4A/FHLMC, and would appear to be most re-
ceptive to Tandem type arrangements involving the active participation
of these secondary market entities. Nevertheless, it was recognized that
the specialized nature of their function precludes their being the

primary administrative instrument for orchestrating an incentive
program.

Despite a lack of enthusiasm for HUD/FHA programs, particularly as

*Barrett, Epstein, and Haar, Financing the Solar Home: The Importance
of Understandinq and Improvinq Mortqaqe Market Receptivitv to Housinq
Innovation, RUPI, Inc. (June, L976) (Research supported by the National
Science Foundation)
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they have operated since being re-oriented towards lower and moderate

income families during the sixties, most of those interviewed acknow-

ledged that HUD was the most logical agency to administer any incentive
oriented towards the housing market.

F. COST EFF'ECTIVENESS OF LOAN OPTIONS

A major argument frequently advanced in support of loan programs as

a preferred form of Federal financial support, is that they are in
large part self-financing, with principal and interest being repaid
over time.* Hovrever, as suggested by the market impact estimates
presented above, extremely deep interest subsidies may be required to
elicit any significant consumer response to a loan incentive. In
addition, loan programs invariably involve substantial administrative
costs.

The public costs associated with each of the three loan delivery
options evaluated (direct government loans, subsidy payments to lender,
and a "Solar Tandem P1an") can be understood more clearly when analyzed

in terms of their respective (1) subsidy costs (defined here as including
any loan losses incurred), (2) administrative costs, and (3) costs

*From a politieal perspective, another attraction is that budgetary impacts
may be spread over a period of years, even though the total program costs
in present value terms may be quite high. The extent to which this is
true depends to a large degree on the specific delivery model adopted
and the manner in which various costs are accounted for. Under a direct
government Ioan progJram, the total principal loaned may appear as a
budgetary expense in the early progrirm years even though it will be repaid
over time. For example, the 3I2 rehab loan program is funded as
an annual budgetary expense, with appropriations added to the Rehabilita-
tion Loan Fund. However, capital losses simply reduce the fund and are
not recorded as budgetary charges. The Section 202 elderly housing loan
program operates through a special revolving fund which is capitalized
by direct borrowings from the Treasury rather than annual appropriations.
Another variation was used in the Participation Sales Program for College
Housing and Public Facility Loan program. Under this approach HUD held
the l-oans but sold participations in them to investors. All transactions
were treated as bud.getary expenses (participation sales were recorded as
income; loan amounts and default losses were entered as expenses).
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attributable to the tax deductibil-ity of tnterest.. (Tables fV-lI 1 IY1L2,

and IV-13 summarize these components of public costs for l-008 separate

hot water loansr l-008 separate space heating loans, and 75t soLar loans

combined with mortgages, respectively.)

1. Direct Subsidy co=i"

Under the dir:ect loan approach, the subsidy amount reflects the cost

of capital to the government for the principal loaned as weLI as the

interest differential between the subsidized rate and the government

borrowing rate. The figure shown here in Tables IV-1l and IV-12 also

includes an allowance for bad debtsf cor?responding roughJ-y to the default
and claim loss experience with Tit1e I and FNI{A Loans.

In the case of the subsidy palrments to lender option, the subsidy

simply consists of the periodic payments. However, these are calculated
on the sizable differential between the subsidized rate offered the

borrower and the 128 market rate assumed as a minimum for enlisting
lender participation.*

Similarly, in the case of a Tandem Plan for separate solar hot water

loans, it is assumed that GNlilA originates the loans through private lenders

at the below-market-interest rate, and subsequently disposes of them

to FNMA at the 128 market rate. This interest differential explains why

the subsidy cost component of total program cost is higher for both the

Tandem and Subsidy Payment opt ions than for the Direct Government Loan

Program.

Table IV-13 shows the magnitude of these subsidy costs for a single
one per cent, 2O-year loan used to purchase a $1,500 solar hot water

system. For example, under the "subsidy payment to lender" option, the

*This 128 figure might be lowered by providing a IO0B federal loan guarantee.
For example, under the student loan program, the students borrow funds at
7&, while the lender receives a quarterly allowance from the Federal govern-
ment that brings his return to approximately 10*". (The precise rate is a
fluctuating one, pegged at 3-L/22 above the average rate on 90-day Treasury
notes for the previous quarter.) With the 1008 guarantee, this IOt rate
is sufficient to attract a reasonable level of private lender participation.
However, the saving realized by the government under this arrangement in
terms of reduced interest subsidy payments is more than balanced out by
the increased costs it incurs in being ful1y liab1e for all loan losses.
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Table lV-l1

SOLAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS: PUBLIC COSTS OF 100y" SEPARATE LOANS
Estimates for Units lnstalled in Single Family Homes During Five Year Period, 1978-1982

Baseline: Units lnstalled without lncentive, 1978-1982 = 178,000

Loan Terms Units in Subsidy Admin-
Programa Cost istrative
(1978-19821 Cost

($ millions) ($ millionsl

Total Units
lnducedc

Cost/ Cost of lnterost
Deduction

($ millionsl

ProgJam
cosio

lnduced
Unitb

($ millionsl

OIRECT LOAN

7Yo,10 yearc

5o/o,1O yearc

?/o,15 years

lYo,20 years

7Y",1O yeats

SYo,1O years

?/o,15 years

1%",20 years

TANDEM PLAN

7Yo,10 years

5Yo,10 yearc

!/", 15 years

1Yo,2Oyearc

47,600

75,500

106,000

146,600

47,600

75,500

106,000

146,600

47,600

75,500

106,O00

146,600

11

25

51

94

11

18

27

40

11

23

47

87

2

11

31

67

$ $25

39

59

87

$26

49

89

154

23

42

78

135

24,300

39,200

63,300

98,800

24,3N

39,200

63,300

98,800

24,300

39,200

63,300

98,800

$1 100

1300

1400

1600

900

1 100

1200

1400

600

700

800

1000

3

2

2

(1

SUBSIDY PAYMENT TO LENDER

3

2

2

(1

3

4

6

8

14

27

53

9s

3

2

2

(1

aExcludes portion of households in "baseline" who do not use incentive. Portion excluded declines with depth of subsidy- See

, Methodological Note, Appendix "C."
oNumbers may not add due to rounding.
" lnduced units are those purchased only because of the incentive, excluding subsidy recipients counted in the baseline.



Table lV-l2

SOLAR COMBINED HEATING/HOT WATER SYSTEMS: PUBLIC COSTS OF 100p/" SEPARATE LOANS
Estimatss for Units lnstallod in New Single Family Homes During Five Year Period, 1978-1982

Baseline: Units lnstalled without lncentive, 1978-1982 = 13,O00

Loan Terms Units in _ Subsidy
Program" Cost
11978-19821

Admin-
istrativs
Cost
($ millionsl

ProgJam
CostD

Cost of lnterest
Deduction

($ millionsl

Total Units
lnducedc

Cost/
lnduced
Unitb

($ millions) ($ millions)

DIRECT LOAN

7"/o,1O years

5%, 10 years

396, 15 years

1To,20 years

7Y",1O years

5%, 10 years

396, 15 years

7Yo,20 years

TANDEM PLAN

7o/o,10 years

$Yo, 10 years

396, 15 years

1Y",20 yearc

4,1 00

7,600

18,300

40,600

4,100

7,600

18,300

40,600

4,1 00

7,600

18,300

40,600

$3
5

12

25

12

700

1,700

10,300

29,600

700

1,700

10,300

29,600

700

1,700

10,300

29,600

$s,6(x)

s,600

3,400

3,600

8,600

7,600

4,300

4,200

7,300

6,400

3,700

3,600

($11

lzi
l2l
(4)

(11

lzt
lzt
l4l

$ 1

5

24

79

$4
I

35

104

6

13

45

123

SUBSIDY PAYMENT TO LENDER

4

10

39

11

(11

l2l
l2l
(4)

2

2

5

4

10

37

103

1

1

2

3

5

11

39

106

aExcludes portion of households in "baseline" who do not use Incentive. Portion excluded declines with depth of subsidy
. lr/ethodological Note, Appendix "C".
DNumbers do not add due to rounding.
clnduced units are those purchased only because of the incentive, excluding subsidy recipients counted in the baseline.
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government would pay the private lender $118 yearly -- that is, the

difference between the $201 payment that he would normally receive for
a L2? conventional home improvement Ioan, and the 933 paid by the solar
purchaser receiving the benefit of the subsidy. Assuming the loan is
prepaid in nine years, the cost of the interest subsidy to the government

in present value terms would be $751 or just 508 of the solar system's

cost.

For combined solar heat/hot water systems in newly-built homes,

the program options were also costed out on the assumption that an

interest subsidy on the solar portion of the home's cost is applied to
the mortgage loan on the entire property. (Tab1e IV-I ). Here, the cost

calculations are done for only two administrative models (the Tandem

PIan and interest subsidy) since creation of a direct government mortgage

loan program for such purpose has no precedent and would clearly be

inappropriate.* The subsidy cost shown in Table IV-I4 for the Tandem

Plan for 758 mortgage loans assumes that the loans are resold to FNI,IA

at a price reflecting its minimum acceptable return on investment, cur-
rently about 8E (essentially FNMATs cost of capital and an allowance for
administrative expense and profit) . 't*

Under the type of Tandem arr€rngements for which cost estimates were

made, the total amount of the subsidy would be borne by the government

in one year, rather than spread over the life of the loan as would be the

case in a direct loan or monthly subsidy payment pIan. In the event that
GNMA simply warehoused the loans itsel-f rather than reselling them, the

program would, in effect, take on the characteristics of a direct loan pro-
gram, with comparable costs for loan losses and opportunity costs on the

*This would involve the government in underwriting the entire property,
loaning the full mortgage amount, and assuming substantial risks having
nothing to do with the solar feature itself.
**At present, this minimum return is roughly 8r". In preliminary discussions,
FNI4A officials indicated that, if a solar tandem plan were mandated, they
might negotiate the purchase of below-market-rate solar loans at this yield --
at least insofar as the program volume was relatively modest and had no
adverse effect on the Association's borrowing rate.
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TABLE TV-13

PRESENT VALUE @ST TO GOVERNI,IENT OF INTEREST
ST,BSIDY EOR A SINGLE SOI,AR HOT WATER LOAN

LOAI{ TERI4S: IB - 20 years on IO0% of $Ir500 system cost. Ioan is assumed
to be prepaid without penalty at end of ninth year.

DIRECT I.OAN PROGRAM

End of
Year

0

1-9

9

Cash
Flow

( $1 ,500 )

83

862

Present
Value

G7.58

SUBSIDY PAYMENT TO LENDER

Explanation

Loan funds disbursed to solar purchaser.

Annual payments on loan.

Balloon payment.

Net Present Value

E><planation

Governrent pays difference between the
$201 payment that lender would receive
at conventional 128 rate, and ttre $83
paid by homeowner.

Net Present Value

E><planation

( $1 ,5oo )

530

449

( $s 21)

End of
Year

Cash
Flow

Present
Value

@7.5r

Present
Value

@7.58

1-9

SOLAR TANDEIVI PI,AN

( $118) ($7sr)

($7s1)

End of
Year

Cash
Flow

( $1 ,5oo )

754

0

0

( $1 , 5oo)

754

GNMA disburses 1oan funds.

( $746 )

FNMA purdrases loan at discount, FNMA

price of $754 is present value of 9
years of payrents and 9th year balloon
(See Direct Ioan) discounted at I2E.

Net Present Value

NoTE: To simplify the example, Ioan payrent and present value calculations
have been rnade on an annual basis. GNMA purchase and resale assumed to
occur at sare point in tine.



Ermounts of principal outstanding. *

2. Ad.ministrative Costs

Any estimate of the administrative costs like1y to be associated with
various solar loan options involves a host of assumptions (re: start-up
costs, the complexity of processing procedures, etc. ) each of which is
highty conjectural and introduces a substantial potential for error into
the analysis.** However, under.even the most optimistic of assumptions

a loan type program for solar hot water systems will necessitate fairly
high transaction costs. l4ost private lenders regard loans in amounts of
$1,000 to $1,500 as the absolute minimum required for p.rofitable lending
operations. Figures published by the Fed,eral Reserve Board indicate that
it requires from $35 to $55 for a conmerciaL bank to place a consumer

foan on the books and $2.50 to $3.00 per palzment to service it.*** Using

these averages, an eight year $1r500 solar loan would cost a total of
from $275 to $343 to originate and service, or between I88 to 23t of the

principal loaned.

A Federal solar loan program, even if as efficiently run as a private
lending operation, would invariably involve some greater expense -- for
start-up costs, public information services, congressional relations,
solar system screening and consumer protection, and, most importantly,

* S has been adopted by GN[4A when the particular type of mortgage
instrument is not a readily marketable security that can either be placed
in a mortgage-backed security pool or sold at auction to other investors.
For example, GNMA bought over $f.5 billion dollars of section 22L(d)3 loans
which were kept in its portfolio, with services provided by FNI'IA.

**To find a major precedent for Eederal subsidy and secondary purchase of
small consumer loans, one must turn from the housing field to the govern-
ment's Guaranteed Student Loan Program and its associated secondary market
entity, Sa1lie Mae. Here the government was undertaking a massive and
open-ended commitment to provide financing for a 1arge, high-risk borrower
population, most of whom could not otherwise secure financing from conven-
tional sources. This program currently writes nearly a billion dollars of
loans annually; Sallie I,lae, since it began purchasing loans in 1975, has
accumulated a portfolio of over half a billion dollars. The program is
hiqhly complex, involved start-up costs of several million dollars and
over two years to put in operation. Administrative costs and loan losses
have been extremely high. (The program now has over 500 employees, more
than 200 of rvhom work settling claims in defaulted loans. )

***Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Functional Cost
Banks, pp. L2.2, a-c.
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promoting and servicing loans that woufd be originated in modest volumes

through outlets dispersed around the country, rather than through a

single institution.

The accompanying tables provide rough order-of-magnitude estimates

of administrative costs for delivery options, given the program volumes

anticipated at various levels of subsidy. Of the three models, the

direct government loan approach would necessitate by far the hiqhest
administrative expense. The start-up costs involved in settin g qp a net-
work of loan offices, training field representatives, drafti.ng regulations and

underwriting guidelines, publicizing the program -- could prove substantial.
This would be true even if the program were administered through HUD and

EfnHA, both of which have most of the in-house capabilities that would

be required.

Moreover, the entire gamut of administrative functions (credit and

technical appraisals, collection of pa\rments, claims manaqement*) would

be performed by public staff. Processing of HUD 312 rehab loans or a

Farmerts Home 504 repair loan requires as much as 20 man-hours or close

to $300.** Both these programs involve an extensive amount of hand-holding

with the individual borrower; in addition to certifying the applicant's
eligibility (verifying data on income and personal assets), public agency

staff are invplved in reviewing blueprints, preparing plans and specifi-
cations, obtaining bids from contractorsr €rl1:l on-site property inspections.
Presumably a solar loan program, with borrowers subject to normal credit
standards, would be substantially cheaper to administer. On the other

hand, procedures for certifying eligible costs and the compliance of
solar systems with established performance standards could prove to be

cumbersome and expensive to administer. And, it should be emphasized

*As a rule, Federal loan and loan insurance programs for home improvement
type financing do not get involved in the expense of foreclosure proceed-
ings and property disposition, even where a second mortgage is involved.
In the case of defaults, field representatives wiII meet with the borrower
as necessary to work out an orderly repayment schedule. Ultimately, the
case may be referred to the U.S. Attorney General who may enforce a judg,rnent
lien against the property if and when it is resold.
**Based on cost of an average HUD man-year, weighted to include overhead
expense. Source: HUD Budget Office, and FmHA.
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again that the loan amounts for solar hot water, at least, would be

relatively small; FtnHA Section 504 loans average above $3r000, d11d

the typical HUD 312 loan exceeds $10,000.

Under the "su.bsidy payment to lender" approach, the government'S

responsibility extends only to mailing subsidy payments and routine
record-keeping, unless the loans are also backed by a guarantee. The

burden of underwriting the loan and dealing with bad debts would reside
entirely in the hands of the private lender.

Under the basic Tandem Plan arrangement, government involvement

extends only from the time a purchase commitment is made by GNI4A until
the loan is acquired and trans ferred to another investor. AI though

Ginnie Mae is the holder of record during this interim period, the

administrative tasks j-nvolved in issuing a commitment, administering
the portfolio, etc., are performed by FNIIIA (and its approved sellers) on

the basis of a negotiated fee. Should Ginnie l,lae hold the solar loan

indefinitely, FNMA -- and the mortgage banker or other private lender

who originated the loan -- would continue to provide the basic ser-
vicing required on the loan until such time as the debt is repaid.

Under this arrangement, total administrative costs incurred by GNI4A

would approximate those of the direct loan option -- the only difference
being that origination and possibly servicing would still be performed

by mortgage bankers and other private lenders on a fee basis rather than

by public agency staff.

The establishment of a spec ial Tandem Plan mechanism for separate

solar loans miqht necessitate fairlv substantial start-up costs. A

standardized debt instrument and underwritinq quidelines would have to
be developed such as already exist for mortgage loans traded in the

government-suppo rted secondary market. And, as indicated earlier, sizable
expenditure and effort might be re ired to recruit and structure the

participa tion of private lenders. This type of investment could be better
justified only within the context of a more comprehensive effort to create

a secondary purchase program for energy conservation loans (as proposed

in the President's Energy Plan), or for home improvement loans in general.

Here again, however, the sma1l cost of the average home improvement
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(particularly for home weatherization investments such as storm windows

or insulation) and the general availability of funds for home improve-

ment loans may weigh heavily against such an initiative.

3. Net Public Costs Attributable to Tax Deductibility of Interest

With any subsidized interest rate program, one can identify opposing

effects on government revenues that result from the tax deductibility of
interest for Federal- income tax purposes. First, public costs are in-
creased by those taxpayers (the "induced" purchasers) who are deducting

on solar systems that they have installed only because of the Federal

incentive. Second, with below-market financing options, the government

recoups some revenue from those homeowners who would have purchased solar
systems even in the absence of an incentive program (the "windfall
recipientsrr) but are now claiming tax deductions based on the subsidized

rather than the market interest rate.

As can be seen from Tab1e IV-11, in the case of a seven D€r cr::i.1t,.

lO-year government rate loan for solar hot water purcirases, taking the

cost of interest deductions into account would add another $3 million,
or L2% to the 5-year program costs. As the subsidy deepens, tax revenue

"losses" decline, until, with a one per cent, 2O-year 1oan, the government

actually experiences a net revenue gain. In the case of a separate loan

for 100? of solar space heating costs, .the government records a revenue

gain at all subsidy levels for which estimates were made.*

An implication of the analys is is that in the case of a loan proqram,

the inclusion of costs attributable to tax deductions lessens the net

cost to the government of benefits claimed by individuals who receive

their subsidies as a windfalf for an investment they had already been

prepared to make.

4. Conclusion

Figure IV-3 summarizes the relative cost-effectiveness of the three

loan delivery models as they apply to both solar hot water and homes

*The greater tax revenue gain from the separate (I00e") Ioan for space
heating compared with the 75s" Ioan, reflects the fact that in the former
case, the private financing utilized by "windfall" recipients in the
absence of a government program is assumed to be 12% home improvement/
second mortgage financing as opposed to a 9? mortgage loan.
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Table lV-l4

SOLAB COMBINEo HEATING/HOT WATER SYSTEMS: PUBLIC COSTS OF 75% SOLAR LOAN COMBINED WITH
MORTGAGE Estimates for Units lnstalled in New Single Family Homes During Five Year Period, 1978-1982

Baseline: Units lnstalled without lncentive, 1978-1982 = 13,0fi)

Loan Terms Units in Subsidy Admin-
Programa Cost istrative
(1978-19821 Cost

($ millionsl ($ millionsl

Total Units
lnducedc

Cost/
lnducad
Unitb

Program
CostD

Cost of lntor€st
Deduction

($ millions)($ millionsl

SUBSIDY PAYMENT TO LENDER

7%o,3O yearc

5%, 30 years

3/o, 30 years

1%o,30 years

TANDEM PLAN

7Y",30 years

5%, 3O years

3/o, 30 years

1Yo,30 years

13,000

25,000

39,000

63,200

13,000

25,000

39,000

63,200

$7
26

57

118

6

24

56

117

$5
9

14

22

$12

35

71

139

5,700

14,200

30,000

s3,o00

5,700

14,200

30,000

53,000

$2100

2400

2400

2600

1200

1800

1900

2300

I
1

2

3

7

25

58

120

$2

2

2

l2l

2

2

2

lzt

aExcludes portion of households in "baseline" who do not use incentive. Portion excluded declines with depth of subsidy. See

. {Vethodological Note, Appendix "C".
oNumbers may not add due to rounding.
" lnduced units are those purchased only because of the incentive, excluding subsidy recipients counted in the baseline.

with combined solar space heating/hot water systems. As can be seen, the

direct government loan involves measurably greater pr:blic expenditure

for each household "induced" to purchase a solar hot water system because

of the availability of below-market rate financing than either of the two

alternative loan delivery models. In large part, this is due to admini-
strative costs, which actually exceed subsidy expenses at the relatively
low volume of response indicated for the hot water loan (See IV-I2).

In the case of the separate loan program for combined space heating/
hot water, the situation is reversed, with the direct loan actualfy
appearing somewhat more favorable in terms of "cost per induced unit".
This is due to the greater responsiveness to the loan option within the

space heating segrment of the market. As a result, the sizable fixed
start-up costs for the loan program are amortized over a larger nunlcer of
units, while both the Tandem arrangement and subsidy payment approach
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Figure lV.3

COMPARATIVE PROGBAM COST PER INDUCED UNIT, LOAN INCENTIVE OPTIONS

Present Value
Program Cost Per
lnduced Unit
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involve substantially greater subsidy costs/unit.

By comparison, applying the interest subsidy to a mortgage loan
(particularly through a Tandem Plan) appears much more efficient than
a direct separate loan as a means of encouraging residential use of
combined. space heating/hot water systems in new homes. For example, a

three per cent, 3O-year financing for a solar system when combined with
a 752 mortgage loan results in an additional 30,000 units being installed
above the baseline, roughly the same increase in solar hot water usage

(29,600 units or 222*) as a one per cent, 2O-year direct government loan

for 100t of system costs. Ho\.rever, the former option achieves this
impact at a cost per induced unit under $2,000, or $1,70O less than the

induced cost per unit for the direct government loan. (Tables IV-I2
and IV-14). The suggestiveness of these results, however, at least for
the near term, are mitigated by the small program volumes estimated for
a space heating loan subsidy (less than $10 million in the first year

and $20 million in the second, under the deepest subsidy plan tested)
(Table IV-15). This hardly seems sufficient to justify reactivating the

secondary market relationships (dormant since the Emergency Home Purchase

Act was phased out) needed to re-establish a Tandem type operation for
conventional mortgage loans.

Table lV-l5

ESTIMATED ANNUAL BUDGETARY TMPACT OF TANDEM PLAN FOR 1%,3O.YEAR LOANS FOR COMBINED
HEAT/HOT WATER SYSTEMS, 1978-1982 (All Program Costs in Nominat Dottarc)

Year Annual Program
Volume

8(x)

8,000

12,300

17,O00

22,100

62,O00

Subsidy Cost

$ 8,1oo,ooo

15,814,OO0

24,903,O00

35,972,OOO

49/24,OOO

$134,s16,000

Administrative

$ 936,000

273,OOO

442,OOO

657,000

935,000

$3,243,000

Total Program
Cost

$ 9,03s,000

16,086,000

25,345,000

36,629,000

50,663,0(x)

$137,759,OO0

Cost From
lnt6rest Deduction

($ 36,0001

($ lo6pool
($ 217,0001

($ 380,0001

($ 606,0001

Cost

1

2

3

4

5

Total

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding.
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fn sum, low-cost financing approaches at the smalI dollar amounts

re ired for solar hot water tems have administrative costs and

xities that make a loan unworkable in tice .By
contrast, once sufficient market potential has materialized to justify

a space heating incentive, a "Solar Tandem PIan" for mortgages on

newly-buiIt solar homes may merit some consideration as an alternative
or supplement to "front-end" subsidies on grounds of both cost and

impact . At present, however, the probable demand for solar space

heating seems more appropriate to the type and scal-e of support pro-
vided through demonstration programs than direct financial incentives.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUPPLEI'IENTARY MEASURBS TO IMPROVE THE AVAILABILITY OF FTNANCING

A. OVERVIEW

The preceding chapter examined the feasibility of Federal direct loans

or loan sr-icsidies as a means of reducing the financing costs for hone-

owners installing solar energy devices. A separate issue relates to the

need and options for improving the availabitity of financing at market

rates from conventional sources such as savings and loan associations,
mcrtgage bankers, and commercial banks.

Honeowners who wish to retrofit solar systems to an existinq residence

and are able to satisfy routine credit standards should encounter no diffi-
culty securing home improvenent loans on normal terms. * Given this ready

availability of furrds, no need exists within the existing home seqrnent of
the solar market for Federal loan antees or other lender-oriented
types of incentives

By contrast, Federal action may be needed to inprove the availability
of mortgage financing for newly-built solar honres. The size of mortgage

loans is based on an appraisal of the propertyrs market value. In the

short run, many mortgage lenders will discount solar costs in their
appraisals. As a result, a borrower will have to pay for a hiqher portion

of solar costs in the downpaynent on his new honre than he would for some

other conventional housing component. Possible rleasures for encouraging

loans that are closer to "normaI" financing ratios include:

a tax credit for foreclosure losses on solar hones;

sore form of special insurance or guarantee to l-enders against
Iosses attributable to including sol-ar costs in rncrtgage loans;

*However, there is a sizable portion of homeovrners (over one third had in-
comes of less than $]0,000 in 1975) who may not be able to secure financ-
ing because lenders do not consider them creditworthy or they cannot afford
to repay borrowed rrDney. As was suggested in Chapter 1, our analysis is
predicated on the assumption that "creditworthiness" is an appropriate self-
screening device -- that is, that those households so financially con-
strained that they are unable to self-finance the cost of a solar hot water
retrofit installation should not be encouraged by Federal programs to under-
take the sr:bstantial risks involved.

(1)

(2)
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(3) liberalized loan ceilings and appraisal policies for solar hones
r:nder FHA, VA, and FmHA programs.

A program along these lines could be an important complement to the
Ilaledirect form of financial incentives under review (tax credits, rebates,
BMfR loans). Costs to the governrrpnt would be fairly nornlnal , since losses

would be incurred only if it should prove necessary to foreclose on a

solar hore, and only if the property were then disposed of for less than

the outstanding balance of the nortgage. Ho].rever, before impl-ementinq

any such pro€Jram, careful consideration should be qiven to the important

role that lenders play in helping to screen out less effective or over-
priced solar systems, and to the risks -- to borrowers Ienders and

€lovernlrEnt insurance programs -- of either encouraging or mandatinq

appraasa 1s that rnEry exceed actual market values. Ttris concerrr is rost
important in the case of Federal credit programs that assist low and

npderate income borrowers.

Congress should also consider action to ensure that borrowers contenr

plating purchase of solar-equipped honres are not penalized by credit
appraisal procedures (currently in widespread use) which make no allow-
ance for projected energly savings.

B. THE LIKELIHOOD OF LARGER DOWNPAYMENT REQUIRE}4ENTS FOR SOI"AR HOMES

In a previous NSF-funded study, RUPf, Inc. investigated the likely
response of rnortgage lenders to l-oan requests for new homes using solar
space heating and dorestic hot water systems.* In addition, a series
of lender-oriented incentive rrEasures were developed and evaluated in
detail. This research was largely based on interviews with officers of
lending institutions in New England and Florida. fnterviews with bankers

in other areas of the country, conducted as part of the present study,

largely confirned the major conclusion of our earlier research, namely

that:

*See Barrett, Epstein, and Haar, Financing the Solar Hone: Understandinq
and Improving Mortgage Market Receptivity to Energy Conservation and Hous-
ing Innovation (RUPI, Inc. June, L976). A revised and condensed version
of this report entitled Hone l,lortgage Lending and Solar Energy (March,
L9'17) was prepared r:nder contract to HUD, and pr:blication of an edited
version of the original study by Lexington Books is anticipated for October,
L977.
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In nany, if not nost cases, lenders wiLl make loans available for
solar-equipped hones, where the borrower and property satisfy
routine undenpriting standards. But so long as the technology
remains in the experinental stage, they will often be willing to
rnake sutrh loans only if their risk is reduced by limiting the loan
ancrmt to a smafler than normal portion of the total costs...
The controlling factors here are that mortgage loans are made in re-
lation to the value of the property offered as col-Iateral, rather
than its costs -- and that there is considerable r:ncertainty right
now as to how much value a sol-ar energty system adds to housing.. .

Over time of course, the market will serve as the definitive arbiter
of value, with the knowns, unknowns, and virtues and liabilities of
solar systems reflected in the price consumers are willing to pay
for new and used homes that incorporate solar energy devices. But
right now, and for the next few years, this information wiII be
lacking in nrcst rnarkets, and lenders will have to proceed in the
absence of data on the role of "comparable" homes.

The stance taken by individual appraisers will vary widely from insti-
tution to institution. Some of those interviewed said that for the time

being they would discount the entire cost of solar systems, while a few

expressed a willingness to include the fuII cost of a solar system in the

appraisal of property value. Indications are that in many cases a borrower

will be able to locate a bank wi11in9 to include at least a substantial
portion of these costs in the assessllent of value.

Table V-l depicts the implications of this variety of possible lender

attitrrdes on the financial position of an individual contemplating the pur-

cnase of a new honre with a solar space heating system that adds $8000 to the

price of the house. As can be seen in that table, if 503 of this "solar
costrr were recogrnized in the appraisal (a reasonable reference point under

present conditions) and 80t financing provided, the purchaser would be able

to borrow $3200 towards this portion of housing cost. Even if the purchaser

could anticipate receiving the benefit of a rebate or a Federal tax credit
based on the tax credit formula recently reported out of Comrnittee in the

House, an additional net cash investment of between $3050 and $3550 would

still be required -- approximately 384 to 44t^ of the solar costs.*

*Thre formula presently proposed is 30e" of the first $1500 and 20% of the next
$8500. If all of the $8000 were recogrnized as the cost basis for the incen-
tive calculation, the subsidy anount would be $1750, Ieaving a net of $3050
required from the buyer. If eligiJcle costs for this purpose are linr-ited to
certain of the solar components, the benefit size would be reduced. In ttre
above example, $5500 of the $8000 total cost -- sonewhat over tiro-thirds --
is a 1ike1y estimate of allowable component costs, with a resulting sr:bsidy
amount of $1250. In either case, the purchaser would need to find an "interi:n"
source of funds to complete the purchase, since the rebate or credit would not
be availabie until sone time aftenrard.
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TABLE V_I

IMPACT OF BELOW COST APPRAISAL
AND LOWER LOAN.TO_VAIUE RATIOS ON

DOWNPAYMENT FOR NEW HOME WITH
AN $8,OOO SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM

t of Solar
Cost in

Appraised Value

100r

Ioan,/Value Ratio

Conventional Loan

70% 80r

$2400

3800

5200

6600

8000

FHA

Insured
Ioan
93ts

Net Addition
to Downpay-
ment for
Solar Use

$1600 $ s60

752 3200 2420

50r 4800 4280

25% 5400 6L40

0r 8000 8000

SOURCE: Barrett, Epstein, and Haar,
Energiy , 1977.

Home Mortgage Lendinq and So1ar

Lenders, on the whole, shoulld prove less concerned about including
solar first costs in their appraisals of domestic hot water systens --
where the dollar amounts represent a much smaller net addition to the

sales price of the home -- as opposed to full-scale space heating or
cooling systems. Ttrey may also be more liberal in certain markets --
such as the rapid growth areas within the Sunbelt -- where there is
strong confidence in the rapid appreciation of property values and some-

what greater farniliarity with solar technologies.

ft should be noted that a generally cautious stance on the appraisal
of solar homes represents the policy of not only private lenders, but
also FHA, VA, and the quasi-public secondary market entities, FHMA and
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FHLMC.* The Farmerts Home Administration, as noted earlier, refuses to

finance any solar honres whatsoever, except on a demonstration basis, until
the technology has proven itself reliable enough for its largely low-

income constituency.

C. }4EASURES TO ACHIEVE HTGHER FINANCING RATIOS

I. Tax Credit for Foreclosure L.osses

Ttre simplest means of overcoming the problem of below-cost appraisals

of sofar systems in new homes, would be to offer lenders an income tax
credit for some portion (808-90*) ** of any losses actually incurred in
selling solar hones under foreclosure conditions. A ceiling on the total
credit that could be clainred wou.Ld be tied to the appraised value

assigned the solar system. Ihis approach would share the virtues
associated with tax benefits as discussed earlier (Chapter three)

ease of administration, quick start-up etc., while also being subject
to the same objections that have been voiced against further compli-
cating the tax code in the midst of efforts to simplify and reform it.

The governuentrs financial exposure woul-d be minimal since the cre-
dit could be claimed. only if a participating bank had to foreclose on

a solar hone, and if a financial loss resulted for the bank. Lenders

dor:lct that forecLosures on a residence with solar equipment should be

any higher ttran the rate for conventionally financed homes as a whole.

Since any given bank would stilI be liable for some share of the loss,
it wil-l retain an j-ncentive to perform a sound job of reviewing the

*VA has accepted full cost appraisal of solar hot water heaters in
Florida, where some comparative resale experience is available.

**Under present tax law, lending institutions could deduct any such
losses from their taxable income. Ttre 80-90e" figure assumes the cre-
dit is taken in lieu of deduction.
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specific solar use proposed and r:nder*rriting the property as a whole. *

Even where foreclosure occurs, the risk of loss is relatively small,

as illustrated in Table V-2. In this example, the borrower obtains

a conventional 80t mortgage on the purchase of a sofar hone valued at

$48,000 with the entire $8,000 cost of the solar heating system in-
cluded in the appraisal. As can be seen, the mortgage loan anpunt is

$37,400 or $1,600 less than the appraised market value of the basic

home without the solar system. This means that even if a foreclosure

should occur in the first year, before any principal had been repaid,

the solar system would actually have to subtract more than $1,600 from

the honrers resale value in order for the bank to incur a loss and to
claim a tax credit.** In other words, the 8OB loan-to-va1ue ratio
appears to provide a hedge against any serious cost to the governllent

under this approach, particularly in the light of the fact that few

new horres of any kind are built in neighborhoods with declining pro-
perty val-ues. This is not to inply that private lenders would not view

such a situation as providing a markedly narrower margin for error and

higher risk than would a mortgage on the sane hone without solar.

2. Special Insurance Programs for Lendgrs

Ihe reluctance of lenders to make high loan-to-cost ratio financing

*Some procedure may be required to guard against lenders overvaluing the
solar system and undervaluing the basic home in order to increase the
potential size of the credit. For example, the portion of appraised
value covered might be limited to documented replacement costs for the
solar equipment.

**This assurres that the value of the house without solar is accurately
appraised.. A foreclosune loss n-ight also occur if the lender mistakenly
appraised the house above the true property values prevailing in the
given neighborhood.
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available for solar homes coufd be addressed through sore form of special

insurance program as an alternative to the tax credit approach. I\,rro

sudr insurance concepts were detailed in our previous report cited
above:

o Conversion Insurance

Under this approach, the lender would be insured against the costs
of repairing or replacing a solar energy system or converting to
a conventional- heating system, if, in the event of foreclosure,
the solar system threatens to impede resale, at a price equiva-
lent to the unpaid balance of the mortgage.

a "Top-Part-of-The-Risk" Mortgage Insurance

Ttris type of program would insure lenders against loss on mortgage
loans up to soIIE proportion of the increnrental cost for the solar
system. In form and operation, it would be analogous to the types
of nrortgage insurance offered by the Veterans Administration and
Private Mortgage Insurers (PMIts).

3. Comparative Attractiveness of the Tax Credit and Insurance Concepts

On balance, the tax credit for foreclosure losses appears prefer-
able to the specialized insurance approaches on three grounds:

o First, it would provide rxriversal coverage and preclude the need
of creating a special distribution network for promoting and ad-
rninistering the insurance programi only a smaIl proportion of the
mortgage lenders approached by borrowers interested in solar hones
could reasonably be e><pected to undergo the application process and
papenrork that an insurance program would involve.

o Second, since very few disbursements to satisfy claims would have
to be made under the insurance option, it would seem superfluous
to create a special program and adrninistrative vehicle sole1y for
this purpose.

. Third, the need for any government involvement in this aspect of
solar financing will hopefully vanish within a few years, as a
history of comparative sales data for solar hones begins to
accumulate.

NeverEheless, should the tax credit be rejected, either the "Top-Part-
Of-The-Risk" or "Conversion fnsurance" approach rn-ight merit serious con-

sideration. Lenders interviewed indicated a fairly high degree of recept-
ivity to both these concepts . Since both approaches would rely on the

andIender himself for underwriti
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bein admi tered in a w offerin fast and re ive service. Both

strictly limit the governfient's coveraeJe of risk to those uncertainties
rmiquelv associated with includinq solar costs in mortgaqreable value.

Although adninistrative costs would be greater than those associated with
the Lax credit for foreclosure losses, government e><penditures for satis-
fying claims should actually be lower since only those lenders taking the

trouble to enroll in the insurance progrErm wou1d be eligible for reidburse-
nent.

Of the two insurau:rce concepts, the "Top-Part-of-Tkre-Risk" approach

has the virtue of being sonewhat more straightfo:r^rard. It also may be

possible to operate such a program ine><pensively, by contracting with
Private Mortgage Insurers (PMI's) to provide the basic administrative
services required. I{oreover, the notion of "Conversion fnsurance" is in
sorre respects a negative one, calling attention, as it does, to a problem

that may never materialize to any significant degree, i.e. the need to
remove a solar system after it has been instal-Ied. Both concepts would

require the creation of totally new programsi the effort involved in their
initial implenrentation may not be justified by their prospective net inpact
on the market for solar systems.*

D. PROIS AIID CON'S OF ENCOURAGTNG APPRATSALS AT OR NEAR COST

The purpose of either the tax credit on foreclosure losses or the

insurance type options just discussed would be to assure the availability
of d.dequate financing for purchasers of solar homes. To accomplish this
purpose, eligibility would have to be conditioned on the tender includ-
ing sorre given proportion of solar cost in his property appraisal (e.9.

50e" or more) and offering the borrower a normal loan-to-value ratio loan
(e. g. 70-803) . A difficult issue of program design concerns how appro-

priate this condition is and how stringent it should be.

*Another potential problem is the difficulty of determining after the fact
that a foreclosure loss is entirely attributable to the solar feature.
For the tax credit or insurance options to be workable, it may be necessary
to presure that any Ioss incurred through foreclosure, up to whatever
linit is specified, has resul-ted from the fact that the home is solar
equipped.
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Efforts to have solar systems appraised at or near their fu]-l cost
may prove to be a disservice to the honeb uyer. Ihe standard appraisal
process provides an indirect form of consunrer protection. Where the
Iender assigns a property a value substantially below its selling
price, it signals the prospective purchaser that the home may not have

a market va1ue as great as its costs.

For at least sone solar installa rts

that the additional costs are gre ater than the vaLue added will be

on

correct. Shou1d appraisals be done purefy on the basis of cost --
either through the implicit effect on appraisal practice of the availi-
bility of Federal l-oan insurance and strlcsidies for the solar costs in-
volved, or through sorlE more dubious approach of "mandating" such an

appraisal practice -- the consumer will be effectivefy encouraqed to pay

more for the property than it is worth (as ludged by the immediate and

practical IIEasure of what he could hope to recaoture on resale) -

Ttris overpayment may be partially or who1ly concealed in practice by

the appreciation in home values that is a major characteristic of home

ownership today. if sufficient time passes before resale takes place.

But unanticipated changes in personal circumstances -- a job transfer
to anothercity, wremploynent -- may necessitate resale within a short
period of tine, and the extent of loss (or, more precisely, the extent
to which it is perceived) may be far greater in such cases.

TLre nature of this risk is illustrated in Table V-2. Here the home-

owner has paid $48,000 for his new home including $8,000 for a solar
heating system. With the nodestly optimistic assumption that the pro-
perty appreciates in value at a 5? annual rate, the "basic" horte without
the solar system woul-d have been worth $44,OOO after two years.

If at that tire, the homeowner were obliged to resel-l the property

and received $48,000 (his original purchase price) he might, at first
glance, appear to have broken even. fn fact, he will have recovered

only $4,000 or (50E) of the initial solar investment. In order to rea-
l-ize the sare 58 appreciation in val-ue on the 58,000 solar system as he

did on the $40r0OO "basic home", the owner would have to receive $53,000

on the sale of his solar home.
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TABLE V-2

RESALE VALUES REQUTRED TO BREAK EVEN
AND REALIZE 5Z ANNUAL RETURN AI'TER TWO YEARS

BASIC FINANCING ASSUMPTIONS

"Basic" Home Cost Without Solar
Solar Heating System

Total Cost of Home

Ioan-to-Value Ratio

Mortgage Amount

Downpayment

BORROWERIS SITUATION AFTER TWO YEARS

Value of Horne Without Solar (assuming
appreciation of Sz/year)

Resale Price to Recover Cost of Solar System

Resale Value Required to Realize 58 Apprecia-
tion in Solar System

$40,000

8,00o

$48,0O0

80t

$38,400

$9,600

$44,Ooo

$52 , ooo

$53,Ooo

credit or special insurance progrErm would need to specify that appraisals
make sone reasonable allowance for market value -- either by specifying
that a minimum percentage of costs (508) be included., or that a specific
procedure (e.g. capitalization of e cted savings) be employed. Since,

if a solar systemworks at all and delivers sorrE savings, it presumably

has sone tangible market value, a pol icy along these lines could be imposed

Notwithstanding these possible problems, a lender-oriented tax

without placing the borrower in an unusually exposed position. At the

sare time, it would ensure that the lender makes some larger anrcunt of
financing available to the solar honebr:yer in exchange for the protection
against foreclosure loss afforded by the credit or insurance.

E. MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING FEDERAL MORTGAGE CREDIT PROGRAMS

Both FHA and VA have issued general guidelines on the appraisal of
solar hones that permit solar costs to be recognized in appraisals to the
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e)<tent that sone market value can be justified. Although these Federal

credit cies could all be authorized or even mandated to valtre solar
systems on the basis of replacement cost rather than market value for the
purpose of their [prtgaqe credit proqrams, FHA/VA officials interviewed
question ttre wisdom of any such initiative.

FHA officials note that, while precedent for appraising hor:sing im-

provenents at costs that exceed their actual vah:e can be found in certain
hou.sing rehabilitation programs, in practice, this has invariably re-
sulted in higtt default rates with loan l-osses for FHA and for many

borrowers, the loss of equity in their hone. * rn this connection, they

underline the fact that their borrower populations consist of low and

moderate income families who lack financial cushions. With the high
loan to value ratio mortgages through Federal credit agencies (up to
978 for FHA, 100t for VA and FnHA), the hore buyer will be placed in
a questionable financial position if he is allowed to borrow more money

than the clearly recognizable resale value of his home. The Veterans

Administration's generally conservative position on appraisal-s reflects
a wiewpoint sirnilar to EHArs as well as the fact that under a VA loan

guarantee, the borrower is personally liable for any loss sustained by

the agency in event of foreclosurle.

As can be seen from Table V-3, in the case of a 93% Ioan to valr:e FHA

loan, the borrowerrs rprtgage on the $48,000 solar horne is $44,460. After
two years, the outstanding balance of the mcrtgage would have been reduced

to $43 ,925, but would still exceed the appraised value of the basic house

by $3,925 or 49% of the $8,000 solar system.

Tlrus, should a need to prepay the mortgage within two years arise,
the solar system would have to add at l-east $3,925 to the resale value of
the home in order for the borrower to retire his loan. Using l-00t vA

or FmHA financing, the solar system would have to add even larger amounts

to the hone's resale value ($7,232 and $7,254 respectively) if the loan is

*Under HUD's Section 233 Program of mcrtgage insurance for e><perimental
homes, FHA appraisers have discretion to base mortgageable value for replacement
cost, but in practice have proved highly reluctant to do so.
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to be frr11y prepaid at the end of two years *

TABLE V-3

RESALE VALUE Or. SOLAR SYSTEM TO RETIRE FHA, VA & FmHA LOAN AFTER TWO YEARS

Basic Financing Assuttptions FHA VA FmHA

Hore Cost w/o Solar
Solar System Cost
Total Cost of Home

Loan-to-Value Ratio
Downpayrent
Mortgage Arpunt
Interest Rate

Situation After T\^ro Years

Mortgage Outstanding
Anrcr:nt Mortgage Balance Exceeds

Original Value of Home w/o
Solar

Excess as t of So1ar Cost

43,925 47,232 37,354

$40 , ooo
8,000

48, 000
932

3, 360
44,640

8.5A

$40 ,000
8, 000

48, O0O

100e"
0

48,000
8. 5r

$ 30 ,ooo
8,000

38 ,000
1008

0
38,000

8t

3 t925
49?,

7 t232
908

7 ,354
92e"

F. TOWARDS "PITI .. WITH ''8,'

In deterrnining the maximum size mortgage loan that any given borrower

can carry, lenders generally use sorre standard for comparing projected

*Questions of appraisal aside, some thought might be given to raising the
loan limits for FHA/VA insured homes that are equipped with solar energ:y
devices. The nerit of increasing present loan limits has been a subject of
discussion for several years arrDng those concerned with the future of the
FHA program; a provision to this effect has been included in the L977 Hous-
ing Act currently before Congress. Several developers interviewed noted that
in many locations it is nearly impossible to build a home that satisfies FHA

Minimum Property Standards and can still be sold at a price falling within
FtlA mortgage lirnits. Ttre single-family loan lin-it currently is $45,000.
In legislation recently passed by the House, H.R.6655, the FHA rprtgage
limit has been raised to $60,000. Even if enacted, a special higher ceil-
ing for solar homes might stilI be justified; other*rise the prospective FHA

homebr4zer, contemplating an $8,00O investnent in a solar space heating
system, would have to sacrifice a significant amount of usable space or
some other npre basic aspect of the hone's overall quality and livability
in order to finance the hore with an FHA mortgage.
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hor:sing expense with personal income. Itre most conunonly used rule-of-
thumb for such pur?oses -- the so-calIed "PITI"* ratio -- does not take

into accowrt energy costs. Consequently, these procedures tend to shrink
the potential market for any enerlly conservin g features in new homes which

involve additional first costs, including solar enerqy devices. The PITr

calculation reflects the added cost in higher nonthly payments, but makes

no co4pensating allowance for the anticipated savings in operating
elq)ense.

In this setting, it appears appropriate for the Federal governrnent

to initiate actions leading to the increased use of a credit appraisal
standard that systematically takes enerlD/ costs and savings into accor.rnt

(and can therefore be referred to as PITI+E). The result of such action
wouLd be to refate the threshold income required to obtain R)rtgage

financing for a home directly to its energy efficiency: the lower the

energy costs, the lower the incore needed. This would have a generally
beneficial effect, but be of greatest imrediate importance in the case

of solar space heating, where the rpst substantial first costs are in-
volved.

Such initiatives must be based on a thorough and careful- analysis of
aII aspects of the situation. The FHA already incl-udes energy costs.in
-i.ts unde:r^rriting; sone private lenders do as well , and others are con-

sidering such a change in light of rising energy costs of the past few

years. But, for npst lenders, this will require an important adjustnent in
lending procedures. IYloreover, appropriate increases are required in the
percentage of incore used in the PfTI test, or else the incfusion of energy

costs will simply increase the threshold inconre leve1 required.

Once the necessary analysis has been completed, however, there are

significant avenues of influence over lending practices that could be

*PITI is an acronym desigrnating four co[ponents of housing e><pense:
Principal, Interest, Taxes, and Insurance. The maximum allowable ratio
of housing expense to income is frequently set al 252. SonE lenders apply
such rules more flexibly than others. However, in so far as energy costs
are taken into accorurt, it most often is to lower the available mortgage
Ioan amor:nt in electric honres or in other cases where utility bills are
unusually high.
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availed to bring about the desired changes -- in the context of a solar
incentive program, or more broadly as an energy conservation related
IlEasure. Proqress towards encouraging the use of PITI+E miqht be achieved

Il
I

by anendrent of the underr,rrriting guide lines and forms used bv FNMA and

The Mort Co ation of the FHLBB in their se urchase anlsi.

(As noted earlier, FNI4A/FHLMC procedures have an influence on private lend-

ing practice that fartranscends actual participation in their secondary

narket p:rograms. ) Directives might also be issued through the agencies

which regulate financial initiatives, the Federal- Home Loan Bank Board

and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), both of
which oversee the activities of savings and loan associations; and through

the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve Board, and the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), all of whom regulate the activities
of comnercial banks. As a rule, these regulatory agencies exercise very

little control over credit judgments, preferring to leave such matters

e><plicitly to the tender's discretion unless mand.ated by Congress to inter-
vene. (For example, the Federal Reserve Board, at Congress's insiste.nce,

has issued regulations that a wife's inconre must be taken into account

r:nder equal credit legislation. )

It should also be noted that any Federal action in this regard should

probably be taken in the context of a more comprehensive exarnination of
the credit appraisal standards currently in use in the lending industry. *

G. THE READY AVAII.ABILITY OF RETROFIT FTNANCTNG

In most instances, the e:<perimental status of solar systems should

have no negative effect upon the basic availabil-ity of financing for retro-
fit installations. Over the near term, most sol-ar retrofits will be for
dorestic hot water purposes with costs of less than $2,O00 As a rule,
hone owners wishinq to finance such systems would do so with unsecured

*Such an examination is already under:lray with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
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consuflEr loans -- in this case, descr-ibed as hore irnp::ovement loans.**
In undervrriting such loans, rs are relatively indifferent to
the specific investlqe4t qeintma4g lgseuqe lheir primary concern is the

credit rthiness of the borrower -- the anrcunt of additional indebtedness

he or she can reasonably be expected to support.

Lenders are often eager to make home improvement loans regardless of
the specific type of er<penditure envisaged. Tkre default rates on such

loans are quite low (compared with other categories of personal loans);
th. irrt.rest rates high; and the borrowers have a history of orderly
loan repayrents on their nortgage, are less mobile than other types of
consumers, and have built-up equity in their homes where some

collateral is required.

Interviews with hore improvement lenders suggest that, in many cases,

they will conduct only a cursory technical review, if anv of the proposed

solar system itself. To the extent that the lender does undertake a

technical review, his intent will prima rily be to ensure that the borrower

purchases a reputable product from a reputable dealer or installer -- not to
evaluate the economic attractiveness of the specific application (paybacks,

tife-rycIe costs) on the impact of the property's market value. This

concern with "reputability" will be most evilent when the customer obtains

a so-called "indirect" or "dealer" loan through the installer or
nerchandiser of the solar equipment, particularly in tight of the recent
(May, L976) FTC "Holder-in-Due-Course Ruling" whidr determined that banks

and other creditors are liable for defective goods and services financed in
this way.

In sum, there appears to be no need for any major Federal incentive of
a financial nature directed at the institutions who would normally provide

loans to existing homeowners planning to purchase solar energy devices. How-

*In the rarer instance of retrofit installation of solar space heating
systems with costs as high as $8,000 to $12,000, the loan would typically be
secured by a second rrcrtgage. With loans of such a size, lenders will give
some consideration to the size of the homeowner's equity and the vafue of the
property. However, in such cases, banks still tend to focr:s nrore on the
borrower than the property; and, in many instances, the honeowner will have
already built up sufficient equity through his mortgage payments to provide
adequate collateral for the loan.
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ever, given the heightened l-ender sensi+-ivity to product liability, a

well-conceived progrErm of system certification, coupled with an energetic
effort to disserninate information on the performance and reliability of
specific systems and corponents, would have a positive impact on the readi-
ness with which existilg homeowners can obtain conventional hore inprove-
ment loans for solar energy purposes.*

*Beyond this, there are several nodest initiatives the Federal government
might contenplate in respect to the financing of retrofit installations
which would have the effect of encouraging lending for solar err€r!fly' pur-
poses.

Banks are the largest lenders for home irprovement purposes, but savings
and loan associations and credit r:nions afso play inportant ro1es. Restric-
tions on lending by Federal credit unions have been recently liberalized;
however, the involvement of savings and loan associations in honre improve-
nent lending is restricted by Federal regulation. Savings and loan associa-
tions can only invest 2O4 of their assets outside of first mortgages. Ioans
for solar energy equipnrent coufd be exempted from these regulations. Ttre
effect of such a waiver would be small but it might serve to irprove the
availability of financing to sone degree.

In addition, greater usage of Title I insurance for the purposes of solar
enerEf applications might be encouraged by insuring loans for I0OB instead
of 90u. Prernium rates (currently set at one-ha1f of one percent of the
original loan balance) could be reduced for solar homes, thereby increas-
ing the potential profit for the lender. However, it is questionable
whether the market impact of such initiatives would be sufficient to
justify an unprecedented departure from the self-financing nature of Title
I as it has traditionally operated.

Another possibility might be to pennit existing homeowners having FHA/YA
nDrtgage loans to refinance their properties to cover the expense of a
solar system, or, alternatively, to simply finance the investment through
extended payrrcnts on their present rnrtgage without the need for the forma-
lities and e><pense (closing costs, etc.) involved in refinancing. A
balloon paynent at the time the mortgage is retired night be used to recover
the differential between the present FHA interest rate and the rate at
the time the mcrtgage was originally written. (Rtrode Island is currently
exploring the possibility of having private lenders participate in such
a plan on a voluntary basis. ) Participation might be limited to FHA/VA
horrgowners who have already been in their hones a certain number of years
and have therefore built up sufficient equity to provide a financial
cushion.
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Ttris Chapter has discussed a number of measures that night improve

the availability of financing of solar homes by encouraging lenders to
give sore recog,nition to the increased value of such homes and to the

potential energy savings that solar systems prornise to deliver. At the

same time, these rlEasures pose many complex adrninistrative issues and

raise the fundarental question about the extent to which lending judg-

nents should evolve out of e><perience in the market place or should

be influenced by governmental intervention.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN

OF AN INCENTIVE PROGRAM

A. OVERVIEW

Irrespective of whether a solar subsidy takes the form of a rebate,

a tax credit, or loan, there are a number of program design issues

that must be resolved before any program can actually be implemented:

o How will solar components and systems be screened"to
ensure compliance with minimum standards of quality and
perfo rmance? Ttris is the most critical issue to be
resolved in the workability of an incentive program.
Certification of components may be relaLively straight-
forvrard once a network of accredited testing facilities
is in pface. However, the various ad hoc procedures
that might be used until such a network is fully
operational all have serious limitations, and certi-
fication of systems--which implies predictions of their
performance after installation--raises difficult
problems, particularly in regard to space heating.
The most practical approach may be to secure a guarantee
from the responsible actor (homebuilder, solar dealer)
rather than to attempt certification of systems whose
desigm and perfonnernce will vary from site to site.
Guarantees could be strengthened by expanding the SBA's
existirg bond reinsurance progran and requiring that
all installers of sr-rbsidized solar systems be bonded
contractors.
Requirements (as suggested in a number of Congressional
bills) that solar systems meet or exceed a stated percent-
age of a homers thermal load are inappropriate and may
exclude the most cost-effective scale of system design
for many homes and locations.

. How should the individual benefit arrrcrmt be determined?
A flat sum benefit reduces the risk of fraud, and
elirn-inates the need for cost certification. TLris may
be the preferred approach for solar hot water, but is
Iess useful for solar space heating systems where costs
vary over a wide rErnge. A more effective approach in the
latter case is to provide a subsidy amount as a percentage
of costs. Ttre difficulties of certifying sales costs
(particularly in new construction) could be reduced by
basing the definition of eligible e>rpenditures on the
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costs of major systems components (i.e., excluding on-
site installation costs).

a Should "passive" solar systems be eligible for incentives?
HorEs incorporating passive solar designs may make a
significant contribution to energy savings in sone
locations. However, the inclusion of passive systems
in an incentirre program raises difficult problems in
respect to performance standards and the identification
of those costs uniquely attributable to the solar
feature. A workable procedure for reviewing passive
solar homes has been devised by officials in New Mexico
where passive applications can qualify for that state's
solar income tax credit. However, any such procedure
would be extremely costly and cr:nbersorrE to apply to a
large volurre, nationwide program.

. Is it desirable to involve the states in program admini-
stration? Sore thought might be given to conditioning
.trsibilrty for benefits upon state action eJ-iminating
certain constraints on solar energy use (most notably
the irposition of local property tax assessments on
solar installations). Administering an incentive pro-
gram through the states might offer sorte advantages in
terms of equity and impact, but would probably involve
hi$rer administrative costs and substantially longer
lead tines.

. How should an incentive prolJram be phased? El igibility
should be retroactive, to the extent that inplementation
of procedures for deterrnining system acceptance permits.
Program life should expire after a brief, finite period
(five to seven years), at which time the appropriateness
of continued or e><panded incentives would be reassessed.
Discretion to adjust subsidy levels on a periodic basis
should be delegated to an appropriate executive official
in order to accommodate any sigrnificant changes in fuel
costs, the solar state-of-the-art, and the market
response to the previously established incentive levels.

a Should eligibility be limited to specific types of solar
applications? A variety of considerations suggest that
in tJle near term (one to three years), broad based market
incentives might best be lirdted to solar donrestic hot
water systems--which are simpler to certify, are in a
more advanced stage of commercialization, and involve
Iess cost and less risk for the homeowner than space
heating. Incentives for space heating might be phased
in once more adequate procedures for certifying components
and qualifying solar installers are in place.
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B. SYSTEM ELIGIBILITY: TTIE TRADE-OFFS BETWEEN CONSUMER PROTECTTON

AND ADMINISTRATIVE FLEXIBILITY

Ttre design of procedures and standards to certify the eligibility
of solar systems for Federal support may prove as criLical to the

effectiveness of a solar subsidy program as the choice of the

specific type of incentive to be provided. These certification
standards and procedures will affect the program's administrative
corplexity. Ttrey wiIl greatly influence future technological
de'uelopnents in the solar industry, since any eligibility criteria
are like1y to becone the industry's production standard (just as

the FttArs l,Iinimum Property Standarrds serve as maximums for home-

builders selling to the rnass market).

Eligibility requirenents are also the nucst effective instrument
at the governrlentrs disposal for ensuring that solar users are

adequately protected from shoddy equipment, improper installations
and inflated pe rformance claims. Experience with previous Federal

loqsing programs--most pertinently, with the Title I property
improvenents program during the nineteen-fifties--suggests that
a solar subsidy program inevitably wil-l bringr in its wake abuses

along these lines.* The solar enersD/ industry has sore of the

same structural characteristics which facilitated Title f abuse--

maq11 qq{I, indepe4dg4t firmq and no recognized standard of quality
Motreover, solar systems consist of a number of components that must

be custom-tailored to the individual home. Thus, unlike convention-

aI household appliances, testing under the best of laboratory
conditions cErn provide only lirnited information on the adequacy

* More reeently, shoddy workmanship r.:nder HUD's Section 235 proqram
vras so serior:s and extensive tkrat the 1974 Housing and Conununity
Development Act specifically authorized funds for HUD to correct
such defects. (Sec. 306--"Compensation for Defects"). To the
extent that low and moderate income families are encouraged to
install solar energD/ systems, the government should probably be
prepared to pick up the expense of any serious maintenance and
repair work that may later be required. (See also Vincent DiPentima,
"Abuses in Low Incone Housing Programs--The Need for Consumer
Protection: Response by FHA," 45 Temple Law Q46L - 1972.)
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of a specific installation.
Balancin the need for administrative si t the

concern for consumer protection presents the government with a

difficult set of trade-offs. Elaborate precautionary criteria and

procedures are likeIy to deter homebuilders, installers, and poten-

tiaf solar users from becoming involrrcd with the program's "red
tape" and will require longer lead tires to put in place. Standards

that lack suppleness and are overly specific can prematurely freeze

technology and inhibit innovation. And ideal-Iy, the procedures

adopted should enable the selIer of the solar equipment to assure

his prospective purchaser of his product's eligibility for the

incentive in unambign-rous terms, without the need to wait for a

determination of eligibility on a case-by-case basis, and through

procedures that place as minimal a burden as possible on legitimate
firms. Hovever, to the extent that an incentive program fails to
provide adequate consuner protection, it is likety to defeat its
own aims, since news reports of $2,2OO systems that "wontt heat a
teacup"

lash.
1 Street Journal are certain to unleash a market back-

1. Realistic Expectations and Consuner Ed.ucation

Before discussing specific options for determining system

eligibility, it is important to note that the rost any such pro-

cedures can hope to accomplish is to reduce the risk of both

inadvertent failures and deliberate abuses to an acceptable level.
Even the most competent and reputable of plwrbing or heating
contractors may make rnistakes in initial solar installations.*
E:<perience to date suggests that most systems will require a fair
amount of tinkering before they perform smoothly, and at least some

portion will invariably break down or produce substantially less

energry than originally envisaged. In addition, the newness of the

technology itself r:nderscores the inportance of procedures to
ensure that Federal sr:bsidies are spent on reputable products:

The ideal solar taller an eclectic tradesman: part
roofing contractor, part plumber, and part heating technician.
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the confusing variety of solar hardware on the market; the un-

proven output and durabitity of most systems; the absence, in
many cases, of manufacturers with proven wilJ-ingmess and ability
to stand behind their warranties; the homeownerrs vulnerability,
given his igmorance of the basic concepts and equipment involved.

A consuler education program, buttressed by disclosure

requirements integrated into the solar merchandisinq system

itself, will be a necessary a unct to any I'ederal incentive
program, and is probably an riate area for immediate

Federal support even if no incentive program is put in place in
the near future. Ttre widespread acceptance and use of this
approach--in fields ranging from truth in lending to energy per-
formance ratings for cars and appliances and delimitations of
permissible warranty language--provide sufficient models for the

continued rapid design of solar education and disclosure require-
ments. A number of state and Federal agencies have already taken

initiatives in this area, and monitoring of advertising and sales

representations is already a visible issue, even in regards to
the manner in which solar distributors should be allowed to
make reference to possible eligibility for the proposed Federal

incentive program. But along with these rreasures, the difficult
problem of certifying systems as eligible for the incentive must

be accorded a high priority if the Federal program is to achieve

its goal of strengthening the market and avoid raising false
expectations capable of undermining the credibility of the solar
alternative in the next few years.

2. Alternatirres for Qualifying Solar Installations
Components and systems pose very different eligibility certi-

fication problems. Collectors of a given modeL produced by a

manufacturer may be relatively standardized, making it possiJcle to
assess materials, construction techniques and energy output by

testing one or rrbre sample collectors and checking periodically to
ensure that those being rnanufactured are comparable to the product

tested. Predicting og evaluating the performance or quality of
solar systems as installed introduces another order of conplexity;
predictions of system performance are difficult even with on-site
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inspection and review of individual installations on a case-by-case

basis. Tttis applies particularly to space heating systems. Tkrus,

for purposes of designinq eliqibiti ty guidelines, it is important
to distinguish between criteria and procedures appropriate for
components and those appropriate for total- systems, and also between

of this
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

space heating and donestic hot water applications

3. Approaches for Components

A broad and coordinated effort at setting standards for all
aspects of sol-ar systems is presently underway. * One outcome of

* A comprehensir.re listing of solar standard setting activities is
found in Tables A1-C4 of the National Bureau of Standardsr Plan for
the Developrent and Implementation of Standards for Solar H;ti"g
and Coolinq Applications. Ttre following represents the highlights

activity:
Ttre American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has just released standards (ASHRAE

9.3-77 and 94-'77) for test procedures for evaluating the thermal
performance of solar collectors and storage tanks.
the Anerican Society of Testing Materials' (ASTM) Subcom-
mittee on So1ar Heating and Cooling Applications has developed
a number of draft standards for systemst, subsystemsr, and
materials' performance.

The Cormcil of American Building Officialsr Board for
Coordinating l,lode1 Codes, working jointly with the National
Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards, has
incorporated a version of ASHRAETs 9O-75 energf conservation
standards into all three model codes and plans a sirnilar
effort for solar standards. (geaty)

Ttre Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National
Association (SMACNA), under contract with HUD, has prepared
a manual describing recommended instal-Iation and system
design practices.
HUD and NBS have developed two sets of standards, the fnter-
mediate Minimum Property Standards, primarily specification
standards, "based on current state of the art technology and
...therefore somewhat restrictive in nature," and the
Interim Performance Criteria, less restrictive standards
geared to permit the development of further innovation.
(NBS PIan)

The efforts of the above organizations and others important to the
diffusion of solar technology are coordinated through the consensus
standard-setting procedures of Solar Energ'y Steering Committee of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) .
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this effort will be a network of laboratories, accredited either by

the Federal governrent or a representative industry/professional
organization, that will test and validate the operating character-
istics of solar components. There seems to be general agreement

that limiting eligibility to those corponents tested and certified
by accredited laboratories, the standard approach to quality
assurance in the HVAC industry, is the optimal approach for solar--
as opposed, for example, to direct Federal- certification. A few

solar testing facilities have already emerged--the Florida Solar

Center, Desert Sr:nshine in Arizona, and the Polytechnic Institute
of New York (whictt is corpiling a list of qualified manufacturers

for ten of the eleven states participating in HUD|s residential
solar hot-water initiative). However, despite this encouraging

development, and the recent work of the American Refrigeration
Institute to accelerate the development of a certification network,

no suctr nationwide system of testing laboratories, nor even Federal

or industry solar laboratory accreditation procedures, presently

exists, or is likeIy to be in operation should a solar incentive
becone effective by early 1978.

In the absence of accredited solar testing and certification
Iaboratories, there are two interim approaches that might be adopted

to ensure that solar equipment purchased with Federal monies satis-
fies solne reasonable measure of quality:

a In order to be eligible for Federal subsidy components must
be listed as "officially approved". Approval could be
granted'by either the Federal government or an industry
association, and could be secured by manufacturers in one
of two ways:

(a) sr:brnitting test data to the approving organization
which then reviews it for compliance with certain
standards (i.e. the HUD Intermediate MPS); and/or

(b) submitting proof of a specified number of successful
installations to the approving organization.

ltre first approach requires the organization in charge to
have substantial technical expertise, and both options
require a fairly large staff to review and verifir the
docunentation provided by the manufacturer. However, a
list of approved products woutd have several important
advantages. It is an approach farniliar to and easily
used. by consumers, builders, Ienders. and 1ocal
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building officials. If an industry association adrninisters
ttre approval process, it provides the ind.ustry with the
leverage to do an effective job of policing itself. (How-
ever, this approach may be vulnerable to conflicts-of-
interest, particularly if, manufacturers' representatives
serve on the body that issues approvals and rejections.)
In addition, there may be sone risk of graft, since manu-
facturers failing to meet technical standards will have a
sr:bstantial motive--eligibility for Federal subsidy--to
atterpt to buy or lobby their way onto the list.

o In order to be eIigible, co4ponents must have specified
uali or servrce tees for example, warranties and

service contracts which extend over a significant portion
of the payback period. Consumers are famil-iar with these
types of product guarantees; adrninistrative logistics would
be fairly simple--the issuance of reguLations concerning the
requisite warranty or service contract features and on-
going review. For compliance, this review function night
be performed by sone non-governmental body such as an
industry association. However, since there is nothing to
preclude solar manufacturers and dealers from prornising
what they cannot or do not intend to deliver, this approach
provides less than an optimal degree of consrmer protection.

Neither of these approaches appears to be entirely satisfactory.
In the short run, much may depend on the success of the eligibility
procedures being developed for the HUD "solar hot water initiative"
now undenray, and the ease with which they can be e:<panded to apply

on a national basis.

4. Approaches to System Eligibility

pnfortunately, high quality components are a necessary but not
sufficient condition for a high quality system. Most solar manu-

facturers interviewed expressed reluctance to give performance guaran-

tees, even within fairly wide ranges, precisely because of the over-
whelming importance they attached to system design and installation.
lhis is understandable because solar is a relatively unforgiving
technology when compared to ordinary heating. Small deviations from

the manufacturerst prescribed installation practices can have a
sr:bstantial influence upon performance and reliability. If the user

is to be provided with a reasonable leve1 of protection, there must

be procedures to ensure the quality of the completed system as

installed.
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While differences between hot water and space heating units
are relatively unimportant in certifying component guality, it is
important to distingn:ish between space and hot water when designing
procedures to ensure the quality of installed solar systems. In-
creasingly, hot water heaters are packaged in three components:

the collectors; the storage tank with integral heat exchanger,

sensor and auxiliary; and a"black box" with controller, pumps,

and valves packaged as a rrnit. Because there are relatively few

ways in which such a solar hot water heater can interface with a

house, field conditions and installation procedures can be covered

adequately in a manual. with such a packaged system, most installa-
tion failures can be curtailed, and system or component failures
attributed directly to the manufacturer. Ttrus for solar dorestic
hot water, certification of the whole system and its performance,

using procedures similar to those applicable to component certifi-
cation, is both possible and desirable.

By contrast, even the simplest space heating system is specific
to the house and suctt factors as its location, orientation, size,
design, thermal load and heat loss. While some manufacturers are

producing a packaged urit with few options, many more are leaving
the system design to professionals or to the installer. Thus,

CE rtification of sD CE heatinq systems--independently from the

specific site--is virtually irpossible due to the difficulties in
determinin what are "standard" conditions of design and installa-
tion.
delivenr and service infrastructure to all-ow one actor (manufacturer,

Recognizing this problem, the industry is moving toward a

dealer, or installer) to gain control over the whole process

J-n this orientation the riate failure-prevention
neasures for space heatinq should focus on a guarantee from the

responsible actor. There are several approaches the Federaf

governrrEnt could take to support manufacturers'/installerst
guarantees of total system quality.

o Provide Federal reinsurance for warranty pools that back up
manufacturer/ installer guarantees irrespective of whether
the corpany continues to be in business.
clearly lower risks to the solar user and
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participant cost-sharing, based on past clairs experience,
would penalize Iess competent installers. One solar
manufacturer interviewed in Florida has attenpted to
establish such a pool on a state-wide basis. A Federal
program to help create sone kind of a pooling arrangement
and support it through reinsurance rn-ight be set up either
within the Small Business Administration or HUDIs Federal
Insurance Administration. * Thre major argument against this
approach is that those manufacturers/installers most
interested in sharing the costs of their system's failures
are likely to be those with the poorest quality systems,
and that, as a result, warranty pools may prolong the
industry! s shakedown period. **

. Establish regional "white lists" of firms e:<perienced and
successful in designing and installinq solar systems and
require ttrat all Federally subsidized systems be insta.]ed
by listed companies. This approach has the advantages and
disadvantages of the corq>onents' list, discussed above.
A list approach has two additional advantages. First, it
should protect consumers from unscrupulous dealers without
burdening legitimate firms and present an opportunity for
providing the consunrer with information about solar tech-
nology and potential abuses by dealers. Second, a list
approach provides a useful means for obtaining feedback
about syst€mst performance on an ongoing basis. To be
effective, such an approach requires a responsive complaint
system that enables consumers using a listed installer
to register collg>laints with the monitoring agency. Ttre

"white Iist" of eligible installers is preferable to the
FHA hortrs improvement contractors "precautionary measures
or debarnent lists", since the latter approach functions
as a "black list", which provides a safeguard only after
any harm has been done and does nothing to hinder itinerant

* The Federal- Insurance Administration currently operates three
basic prograrns: Flood Plan Insurance, Crime Insurance in high risk
areas, and Riot Reinsurance Insurance.

** Another approach considered was to provide Federal support to
existing horneowner's warranty programs (such as the HOw program
operated through the National Association of Honebuilders). Hovl

warrErnts against defects in a hone's ptumbing, heating and cooling
system for two years and has already settled a claim on one solar
hone in the Southwest. Unfortr:nately, honeowner warranty programs
are in their infancy in the U.S. and cover only a small percentage
of the new homes built each year. (How has insured 150,000 honres
sinpe it-s inception in L974. ) Nevertheless, the program is now
operat-ional within 40 states, with 340 loca1 prograrns, and might be
utilized within the context of a more corprehensive program of pro-
tection for solar consumers.
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"suede shoe" operators who can disappear before being
listed. However, FHA experience suggests that even the white
list will- not be a totally effective deterrent to abuse.
Reasons for this include lags in the reporting and proces-
sing of complaints and difficulties in determining whether
a given contractor's performance warrants removal.*

. Expand the exis ting SBA bond reinsurance** p rogram to include
solar installation and require that alI Federally sr:Jcsidized
systerns be in stalled by a bonded installer. Since a typical
SBA-guaranteed payment and performance bond includes a one-
year maintenance bond which makes the contractor liable
for aII system problems for a ful1 year after installation,
this approach provides a yearr s worth of cash-backed, total
system warranty. A year should prove sufficient to work
out any major problems--leaks, freeze-ups, control failures,
etc. It has the further advantage of being a relatively

* The effectiveness of any conplaint program is limited by consumers'
unfamiliarity with solar technology. Not only does this encourage
abuse, but it also makes detection difficult. For example, a dealer
could sell overpriced or oversized units without the homeowner finding
out. This problem might be reduced to sorne degree by extending the
infant FHA pre-purchase counseling program to cover soIar. However,
the counseling program presently has linrited coverage and is perceived
as a welfare-type service, which is likely to limit its acceptance
and use by middle and upper income hone buyers.

** Ttre SBA Surety Bond Guarantee program was established in 1971
because smaller contractors and subcontractors were finding it
increasingly difficult to secure bonding in the private market and
consequently wer:e seriously hampered in competing for construction
contracts. The program reinsures, for 90? of the loss, bonds issued
by cerbified insurance cory)anies, many of whom are specialty insurance
corpanies dealing exclusively in SBA guaranteed bonds. To be eligib1e,
contractors must do l-ess than a specified amount of business annually
($2,000,000 for generals and $5,000,000 for subs) and must pay a
L-l/Z'b premium (as corq>ared to the private market's I? premium) and
a processing fee. Although the average job bonded in 1976 was
$68,000, the range of jobs bonded, $5,000 - $200,000, seems wide
enough to encorpass installation of solar space heating systems.

Ttre program seems to be successful--the demand for program funds
is roughly twice the current appropriations 1eveJ, and, according
to the president of the specialty firm serving New England, the
specialty insurance companies are interested in keeping the program
going since their Ioss experience to date has been generally good.
Although 908 of the bonds guaranteed are for construction contractors,
other types of conpanies, each with different gross income limits,
are also eligible.

Ttre Federal Trade Comrnission, in Congressional testimony on the
President's solar tax credit proposal, has noted that a case can be
made in support of performance bonding requirement for solar install--
ations, but also warns that this couLd raise serious barrier-to-entry
qu.estions. However, use of SBA (Surety Bond Guarantees), as proposed
here, woul-d provide a rlrcans of maintaining relative ease of entry for
small firms. See Hearings before the House CorurLittee on Ways and
Means "Tax Aspects of President Carter's Energy Program, Part 1, (I"lay

16-19, L977) " - page 393.
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simple add-on to an already establ-ished program, thereby
minirnizing the admini'strative costs and l-ead tine required
to deliver the progr€rm. A bond requirement would encourage
high quality work and provide a major deterrent to un-
scrupulous itinerant operators.

Wtrile none of these approaches is without its limitations, the

perfbrmance bonding concept, possibly supplenented by a list of
approved installers, appears to offer the most practical solution.*

5. Ttrermal Load and Insulation Requirements

In addition to requiring that the Secretary promulgate guidelines
for system eligibility, a nunlf,er of solar incentive bills introduced
in the 94th and 95th sessions of Congress also require that to bci

eligible for Federal subsidy, systems be desigrned to carry a certain
proportion of a hone's thermal load, typically 100s" for hot water

and 40t for space heating systems. Ttrermal load requirements are

basically unsound policy for the following reasons:

. Such requirements are virtually impossibl-e to enforce since
they require data that is exceedingly costly and difficult
to acquire. Deterrnining whether or not a system has carried
408 of a home's thermal load requires instrumentation of
each individual installation. Inferences about system per-
formance cannot be reliably drawn from last year's bills
because weather conditions and farnily behavior, critical
determinants of solar efficiency and thermal Ioad respect-
ive1y, can vary considerably from year to year. **

o Designing a solar system to bear a ver:y high percentage of
either space or hot water load is often irpossible, im-
practica] , or inefficient. Where an individual homers
annual thermal requirernents are subject to considerable
seasonal variation, as is true in most parts of the country,
a system that supplies lOOt of thermal needs will be over-
sized, excessively costly and generally inefficient. Ttrus
stringent thermal requirements severely lirnit the flexibi-
lity of the system designer to create the most efficient
total system to neet a particular home's needs.

* Any of the alternatives discr:ssed here could be complenented by
a Federally supported training program. Given the pattern of licen-
sing and union organization in the building trades, such an effort
would be most appropriately channeled through state and local
programs, as in the analogous EPA inspection/maintenance mechanic
training effort.
** It would, of course, be possible to define rninimum load require-
rrtsnts through simulation of prototypical instaLlations.
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o Stringent thermal requirements d.iscourage an incremental
approach to solar utilization. In some parts of the
couttry, it may be technically feasible and economically
prudent for solar consumers to adopt an incremental
approach, purchasing a "starter system" that supplies a
relatively small percentage of ttreir homers thermal load,
and adding to it if it works, thereby reducing their risks
and financial e><posure.

A mcre appropriate task for the Federal government nay be to re-
quire that manufacturers supply to all custorrers data in a standard-

ized format which gives the performaunce characteristics of their
equipment r:nder certain specified conditions, on the model of the

EPA rnileage ratings.* Ttris would provide honreowners with a fieans

of comparing systems' performance while allowing room for the user

to choose the system size that makes most sense in light of his
individual needs.

6. Horne fnsulation Requirements

A somewhat different issue is raised by the possible desirability
of establishing hore insulation and weatherization standards as

prerequisites for eligibility for a solar incentive, Requirements

of this type would be applicable primarily for retrofit installa-
tions, since energy conservation standards now in place and under

development appear likely to achieve the necessary results in
the case of new construction.

Such requirements would reflect the greater cost-effectiveness
of rpst weatherization inrrestments from the homeowner's perspective,

and the concommitant Federal responsibility to shape a solar incen-
tive that does not distort the consumer's energy investment context.
Howeverr &oy procedure that adds unduly to the process of establish-
ing eligibility has its own shortcomingsr Brrd "adequate" weatheriza-
tion prerequisites may be difficult to define in concept and enforce

in practice. Given these competing interests, the best solution may

be to ensure that adequate information on the relative desirability
of weatherization neasures is provided to consumers--not only through

* This could be done by establishing three or for:r prototypical
houses as loads and simulating equipment efficiency using standard
input parameters determined by either manufacttrrer or laboratory test-
ing and one of the conputer simulation procedures now used by the
HUD/ERDA demonstration programs (notably SOICOST) .
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the progrars of public information now under:vray for conservation

efforts, but in the specific context of a solar incentive program

as well.

C. SI]BSIDY FORMULAS, COST-CERTIFICATION AND THE RISK OF FRAUD

A basic program design issue in any Federal subsidy program for
solar is how to deterrnine the annunt of allowable entitlement per

person and/or per unit. There are a number of considerations that
bear upon the choice of entitlerent determination procedures.

Ideally, such procedures should be:

o Easy to administer -- avoids conplex cost- certification
procedures.

neadiLy understandable by consumers -- a simple formula-
tion may greatly facilitate "marketing" an incentive
program.

. Resistant to fraud -- past experience warns that cost
certification procedures are vulnerable to fraudulent
receipts and appraisaLs, as well as bonus and rebate
schemes. (The 1954 FHA investigation into abuses in
the Title I home improvement program found over 11000
cases, without attempting a comprehensive search, where
borrowers had been charged 100 to 150t over actual
costs. ) *

o Technically neutra] -- does not unintentionally encourage
Iarge or small, cheaper or more expensive installations
(since cost effectiveness varies widely aIIDng installa-
tions).

o Fair -- does not unintentionally favor a region or interest
group.

There are two basic approaches to specifying the amount of solar
subsidy: a rebate or credit which provides a fixed dollar amount;

or a subsidy (whether a rebate, credit or loan) based on a propor-

tion of the systemrs costs.

* Senate Conunittee on Banking and Currency,
1954, Vol. 47, p. L374.

FHA Investigation,

O
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1. Fixed Dollar Benefits

Where rebates or tax expenditures are involved, a fixed dollar
amount is attractive on several grounds First, no certification of
costq iq rqqulred, only proof of purchase. Second, there is no

incentive for installers to fraudulently inflate system cost

estimates, since the sr:lcsidy amor:nt is the same in a1I cases.*

Itrird, the fixed benefit provides sone inducement for cost
reduction.

However, this sirple approach may only be applicable to solar
hot water systems, which tend to carry pricetags that faII
within a relatively narrow range. As a rul-e, except for the

southernnpst reaches of ttre country where freezing weather is
not a serior:s risk, solar hot water installations employ pumped-

circulation type systerns costing between $1,200 to $2,000.**
By contrast, a fixed benefit amcunt is in;rppropriate in the

case of space heating systems. ft would discriminate against
potentially desirable, well-designeed, high output systems, and

a nationally uniform amount would provide a sirlcsidy that is a

Iarger proportion of costs precisely in those locations where the

climate is mildest and the need 1ess.*** This difficulty might

be circumvented by using existing computer simulations, already
in use in the derncnstration program, to classify systems by their
potential output and establish a "fi)<ed" subsidy anount for each

* The possibility of forged sales receipts or certificates-of-
completion might stiIl regu-ire sone spot-checking for fraud.

** Ttre simpler and far cheaper "therrp-syphoning systems", once
widely used in Florida and recently regaining popularity, might
either be ineligible for the sr:bsidy or eligible only for a
smaller amount.

*** For example, a system designed to provide 60e" of the heating
needs of a house in Pennsylvania might cost twice as much as a
608 system in California.
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of several categories of energy output. *

2. Proportion of Cost Formulas

Most solar incentive legislation introduced in the. Cbngress re-
quires that sr:bsidy levels be corputed as a percentage of system

cost--either a single percentage of the total cost, or a "stepped"

* One procedure would be to pre-run typical systems, varying collector
type, collector area, cl-imate data and house size. Using the output
from these prototype designs, each application would be conputer
sorted into an appropriate category, and assigrned the output of the
closest prototype. Errors less than the calculated errors supplied
by manufacturers could easily be achieved. Special cases could be
run separately.

The grant arrf,unt could then be a pre-set amount, based on a fixed
proportion of the cost indicated by the simulation as required to
achieve the given output. For example: An applicant from Chicago
proposes a 400 square foot system using a single-glazed water-cooled
collector with a selective surface. His house is 1200 sguare feet,
and he has a family of four. With this data, the house might be
assigned to the category of: 350-450 square feet systems, single-
glazed, selective-surface, water collectors; Ctricago airport weather
data; small one-family house. The prototype nrn has established
that systems in this category produce 4O million BTU per year on
the average. A reasonable amount to aflow for capital costs is
$200,/IBTU yearly output, which would yield a system cost of $8,000.
The grant for all hones falling within this broad category woul-d
be some' set portion of this figure.

The advantages of this approach are:
. Extending the simplicity of flat grants over the entire range

of system costs and types.
o Providing strong incentive for cost-effective systens, i.e,

those which would get the npst out of the smallest investment.

. Supplying feedback to the consumer concerning the refative
output and cost-effectiveness of his proposed system, and
providing a tie-in with the procedures to deterrnine system
eligibility discussed earlier.

On the other hand, the procedure could prove curibersone, insofa::
as the applicant mu.st sulcmit a number of system characteristics for
sorting into categories. Nevertheless, inasmuch as the denonstration
program has spawned reliable corq>uter simulations, which could be
pre-run to deal with alrost eveqf case, this modification of the
flat grant should be considered further--particularly for space
heating installations.
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formula with a higher percentage of a base amorurt and a lower per-

centage of the remainder. A step formula which encourages price
competition is the more desirable approach, particularly if a

single formula is to apply to both hot water and heating systems.

Holvever, both formulations present the difficult administrative
problem of deterrnining which costs constitute the basis for
computing the sr:bsidy.

Basing the subsidy anrcunt on total installed cost leaves con-

siderable room for fraudulent claims, particularly in new construction,
where it is next to irpossible to separate distinctly solar from

total construction e:<penditures.* ft is even difficult to distinguish
e><penditures for equipnent and materials; for example, plumbing

and heating contractors are unlikely to maintain accounts that
carefully separate pipes used excl-usively for the solar system

from all other pipes installed within the structure. Given such

an elusive basis, cost-certification procedures capable of pre-

venting fraudulently inflated claims are likely to involve substantial
red tape.

An al-ternative is to base the sr:lcsidy only on the costs of selected,

easily distinguishable elements (such as the collector, storaqe tank,

and control devices) which are purchased from a solar equipment

distributor. Ttris would exclude materials such as pipes and ducts

which are norrrEtly obtained by the heating, electrical , plurnbing or
sheet rnetal contractor from building materials outlets, and some of
which would be used for conventional features of the home's mechanical

* Problems of collusion in both retrofit and new construction are
probably unavoidable since both buyer and seller profit from over-
stated costs. Ttre situation is in part analo.gous to that of auto-
mcbile repairs, where collusion is generally believed to account for
a sr:bstantial part of claim costs that reflect repairs either un-
related to the accident giving rise to the claim, overstated in
amount, or not performed at aII. fn new construction, the situation
is further complicated by the difficulty of actually determining the
labor and material costs of the installed system (a real problem
for the builder) and the fact that cost overstatement can take place
within the context of a larger purchase (the sale of the house in-
cluding its solar aspects) for which genuine proof of purchase can
be produced.
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systems. The suJcsidy could be based on actual cost as evidenced by

bills from the solar component seller, subject to possible spot-
check verification against catalog'ue or dealerrs price Lists to the

trade. * Special allowances are possible to accormt for collectors and

storage tanks that in some cases are assembled on-site rather than in
the factory. ** Ttris approach would reduce opportunities for fraud and

simplify tJre logistics of cost certification procedures. It would

also provide equal benefit levels to do-it-yourselfers (who represent
a sr:bstantial portion of the solar hot water market at the present tirc)
without getting into the complications of calcul-ating the arount and

value of "sweat equity" invested in the solar installation.

3. Adjusting Allowable Percentages to Reflect Reduced Cost Basis

A final issue that must be resolved in cost-based subsidy formulas

is raised by the irplicit reduction in subsidy amount that accompanies

a cost definition less than total installed costs. Ttris report has

earlier discussed the importance of providing rebate or tax e><penditure

incentives in an atrprrrlt that is at or above a "threshold" proportion of
total costs if a truly effecti\re incentive program is desired. If
such a target figure is agreed upon, it must be adjusted to refLect the

deflating effect of any "eIigible cost" definition lolver than total
costs. Ttre compensating increase in percent may be sr:bstantial in the

case of space heating systems, where collectors, tank and control system

(a possibl-e incentive base) generally account for only two-thirds of the

installed cost. The requisite increase for hot water systems woufd be

even gJreater, since the basic manufactured components typically consti-

*Reliance on list prices couLd result in excessive sr:bsidies if manufac-
turers are able to sell components at substantial- discounts.

**President Carter's proposed solar tax credit implicitly addressed the
difficulty of cost certification by distinguishing between new and
existing homes. In retrofits to an existing home, where labor costs
are easier to document, "qualified solar energJy expenditures", as used
in the biII, would appear to include the full costs of instaflation,
while in new hones eligibJe expenditures are limited to materials, equip-
ment, and labor costs associated with onsite assembly of collectors and
storage tanks if not shipped pre-assembled from the manufacturer.
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tute only half of total installed costs.*

Eor exarq>le, an incentive stated as 3OB of solar hot water system

costs, but limited to collectors, tank, and control system that
acconnted for only L/2 of the system cost, would provide an arnunt

equal to only 15? of the system's total cost ($225 in the case of
a $1500 installed system). Conversely, to provide a subsidy of $450

to that purchaser -- that is, 308 of the total installed price -- an

incentive based on those three elerents would need to be set at 60%.

Ttrus the "technical" issue of defi eIi ble costs mav be a sleepercD-

within the legi slation establishing an incentive proqram. Unless

appropriate adjustments are made, it coul-d siqnificantly diminish the

program's actual market impact (with the concommitant increase in wasted

"windfall" benefits already d.iscussed) .

D. THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS OT' QUALIFYING PASSIVE SOI,AR HOMES

Ttre language used in many of the solar incentive bi11s introduced

during the last two Congressionaf sessions is ambiguous in respect to
whether or not "passive!' solar systems are to be eligible for support. **

Administering a procedure to qualify passive homes could prove extrerely
corq>lex and costly. The 'rcollector" in passive systems is effectively
the entire house. Ttris makes it exceedingly difficult to certify a

passive homets solar performance characteristics and to isolate the costs

uniquely attributable to the solar features. The home's thermal load

can not. be identified since "collector" Ioss is incfuded in house heat

loss; this in turn makes it impossible to distinguish what the structure's
thermal load would have been in the absence of the solar "system".

*To the extent that consumers are responsive to the stated size of the
percentage of costs, the resulting "higher" apparent subsidy levefs
might. increase the market impact of the program. Ho'6rever, given the
many uncertainties inrrolved with systems, and the possibility of dealer
rruisrepresentation, it is essential that measures be taken to ensure that
consumers understand the actual arrDunt of benefit offered under any sub-
sidv formula put in to effect.

**"Passive" systems,'in contrast to "active" systems generafly employ no
rechanical devices to col1ect, distribute, or store the solar energry,
Instead, these functions are performed by basic architectural features
of the home itself (most notably south facing windows) designed to capture
solar heat during cold spells and to ninimize heat Ioss. HeaW bodied
walls and floors provide the thermal storage.
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Certifying eliqible costs for passive solar systems poses equally
fonnidable problems, since the distinctly solar cost is, in a very

literal sense, embedded in total construction costs. In New }4exico,

where a solar tax credit has been in effect for over a year and where

50t of the applications for the credit are for passive systens, public
officials have devised a nethodology to calculate the solar portion of
construction er<penses. * However, the success of this approach seems to
depend heavily upon the relatively low-volume of credit applications
and on the state's e:<plicit policy of liberality in grantJ-ng the credit
Neither of these conditions is likely to charactertze a nbtional solar
incentive program.

Since nrcst passive applications are unique, certification would

require an e)ipensive case-by-case review of each passive home's blue-
prints and cost specifications byhighty-ski11e4 personnel. Even if

volune of passive applications were sufficiently low to make the adrnin-

istrative costs of such a design review relatively insignificant,
attempting to include passive systems with a solar incentive program

raises thorny issues such as definlng the point at which larger windows

are rrsolar" features rather than horeowner design preferences. A re-
lated question is whether or not passive hones should be included in the

ambit of solar prograrns, as opposed to more general energy conservation

design standards for new construction.

However, while making passive solar home designs eligible for
solar subsidies would pose adminstrative difficulties, such desilfns can

be as efficient as and perhaps more cost-effective than collector-based

"active" solar systems. Ttris is particularly trub in parts of ttre

country, such as the Soutiwest, where passive systens may present an

optimal approach to using the sun's energry . Since these systems incor-
porate desirable changes in housinq desiqn that mav contribute as

successfully as other approaches to the national goal of energy conser-

vation, a continued effort should be made to try and overcone the admin-

*Thris procedure rather ingeniously computes a "soIar window cost" using
a "solar fenestration percentage" defined as the difference between the
percentage of south facing wa1ls consisting of windows rninus the percen-
tage of wall area oriented to the north, east, and west given over to
windows (See ExtribitVl-1). While New Mexico's regulations properly en-
courage south glazing and reduce potentially complex calculations to a
simple formula, they unavoidably tend to over-emphasize special devices,
such as water drums and "bead walls", whether cost effective or not.
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EXHIBTT -1

WORKFORM USED TO DETERMINE PORTION OF PASSIVE SOI,AR

COSTS ELIGIBLE EOR NEW MEXICO'S INCOME TAX CREDIT
(Note: This form is conpleted by the applicant)

I Consider the vertical wall area between
the ceiling leveI and floor level of the
North, East, and West WaIIs and non-solar
South walls of the house. Deterrnine the
percentage of fenestration or window area
within this band.

Ca}cul-ate the percentage of window area
or fenestration contained with the de-
signated South Solar WaIIs.

Sr:btract NrErW, percentage of STEP I
from South percentage of STEP 2.

z-8

2

B

N,E,W, FENESTRATION

t
SOLAR SOUTH WALLS

I

3

SOUITI N. E.W. SOUTH SOLAR FENES-
TRATTON IN EXCESS
OF NON-SOLAR FENES-
TRATION

4 Multiply this t'SoIar Fenestration Per-
centage" by the material cost of the
South Solar Fenestration.

x$ $

SOLAR FENESTEA. MATERTAL COST SOLAR WINDOW

FENESTRAT]ON
5. To this Solar Window Cost Add:

a) Cost of novable insulation for your
South Windows (.Do not include
drapery costs)

b) Cost of any architectural elements
that are particular to solar heat-
ing. (Supply complete details.)

c) 50% of cost of skylights !i they
have movable insulation. (No cre-
dit given if insulation is not
provided) .

d) Cost of hardr,'rare especially for the
solar system that would not have been
used in normal construction.

TOTAI OF LINES 4 AND 5

Tkr.is total amor:nt is used on Line l of the New l"lexico State Bureau of
Revenue Form PIT-16 "APPLICATION FOR PERSONAL INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR

soLAR HEATTNG/COOLTNG EQUIPMENT PURCHASE."

$

$

$

$

$
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istratirre barriers that make them difficult to include in a Federal in-
centive program. Shou1d passive homes be made eligible for a solar
incentive, one way to at least partially alleviate the administrative
e)ipense of qualifying passive systems would be to have the applicant
for the incentive pay a fee to cover the expensive, case-by-case re-
wiew required.

E. CONDITIONING ELIGIBILITY ON STATE ACTION

Enactnent of a solar incentive program will provide the Eederal
go\rernment with the leverage to encourage state action aimed at rernv-
ing certain potential barriers to widespread solar energy use. However,

before decidinq to applv this leverage, there should be sufficient
evidence that these barriers, in fact as well as in theory, are severe

and prevalent enough to warrant encumbering a Federal program with
special requirernents and conditions, and to deprive citizens in some

states of its benefits.

Individual eligibility for any given FederaL incentive night be

conditioned on the applicantts hore state having acted in the follow-
ing areas:

. ProperEy Tax Assessnents: Including the cost of solar install-
ations in the assessment basis can severely diminish the
attractiveness of using solar energy. Annual savings may be
reduced by as much as 20-7Oz (See Table VI-I). Even homeowners
who are insensitive to the taxesr impact on "solar economics"
are likely to be deterred from using solar if they e>q)ect that,
unlike conventional systems, solar utilization will increase
their property tax liabilities. Itrus, it may be desirable for
the Federal government to condition receipt of Federal subsidies
on state action that prevents the inposition of property tax
assessments on residential solar systems.*

While such a prerequisite would deny subsidies to solar users in
non-conplying states, this risk seens relatively nr-inimal since
in areas where property taxes are imposed on solar inprovements
there will presumably be little effective demand for solar. even
with a Federal incentive. (Representatives of the SoLar Energy
Industry interviewed as part of this study report that the hand-
ling of solar hones by local property tax assessors has

*Due to hone rule provisions in sonre state constitutions, a few states
could conply w-i.th such a requirenent only to the extent of granting
localities the option to exempt solar from property taxes.
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TABLE VI-1

EFFECT OF INCREASED PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENTS ON SOI,AR rNGS

Total
Solar
System
Cost

$1,500

$10,o00

Increased Annual-
Tax Lia-bility

(L.2, 2.5, 3.5
Effective Rates)

$22.sO
37.50
52. 50

$150. O0
250. 00
350. 00

Ctrange in I
Annual
Solar

Savings *

-19%
- 3I8
-44?

- 30%

-5IB
-7LZ

*Savings cafculation assurrrcs that:
1) Hot water load = 16 mbtu \- I total annual thermal load =
2) Space heating load = 50 rnbtuJ 66 mbtu

3) Cost of electricity = 4.6Q/kwhr or $I4.97 mbtu

4) Total ;rnnual hot water bill = $239
Total annual heat and hot water bill = $988

5) Solar coflector savings 508 annually or:
$I20 for hot water;
$494 for conbined heat and hot water.

materialized as a real problem in several states, rtcst notably
California. ) To sone extent, however, the need for Federal
action in respect to this issue may be precluded by the strong
rorentum already evident at the state level towards enactnent
of property tax exemptions for solar users.*

o Utility Rates - Electric utilities tend to regard solar custorters
as more enpensive to serve than their other cr:stonrers for reasons
discussed in detail in Chapter Eight, and therefore may request
state regulatory commissions to authorize special rate increases
for their solar customers. Institution of such "commitrnent

*I2 states require localities to exerq)t solar equipment: Arizona, Nevada,
Hawaii, Kansas, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana, North
Dakota, New Jersey, Oregon); 5 have passed solar exemption provisions, but
leave room for local discretion (Connecticut, Georgia, New Hanpshire,
Virginia and Verront) and 28 have solar property tax exemptions pending.
(National- Solar Information Center, JuIy L977. See Appendix B.)
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charges" can d.ramatically decrease the annual dollar savings pro-
duced by solar equipped hones' reduced consumption of conven-
tional energy.

. Building Codes - Enactrent of building codes with special
solar provisions can increase the cost of installing solar
systems or seriously restrict their use. In areas of the
country where local building officials have already had to
rule on solar installations, atterpts have been made to in-
corporate into loca1 building codes standards which disadvantage
solar systems. States can help prevent this problem by creation
of nrcdel solar codes or, where feasible, by outright prohibition
of restrictive provisions.

While utility rates* and building codes** that have a negative im-

pact on solar utilization are less pressing concerns than the property
tax status of solar improve[ents, it may nonetheless be desira.ble to
disqualify residents of a given state from receiving Federal subsidies
while such discrirninatory rates and code provisions exist. The

Canadian governrrEnt has had no compunction in making similar demands

upon Provinces that wish to be eligible for its new $1.4 billion home

insul-ation program. To qualify for the program, a Province is required

to e)<enq>t insulation materials from sales taxes and to enact certain
enerqf conservation measures -- reduced speed limits, upgraded insulation
standards for new buildings and so on. However, this type of leverage

might be nrcre appropriately applied within the context of an incentive pro-

gram actually administered through the states.

*To our knowledge, only one utility to date, the Public Service Commission
of Colorado, has attenpted to institute a comnritrent charge rate schedule,
which was wittrdrawn a year later after considerable public protest. fn
contrast, solar installations in states with no property tax exemption
provisions regularly add to the property's assessment basis.

**In one Florida county an effort has been made to require that only
master plunbers and master electricians install solar systems. Since
installation represents a substantial portion (35-5Oz) of total system
cost, such a requirerent significantly increases total sol-ar costs. A

recent attenpt by the town officials of Coral Gables, Florida to pass an
ordinance restricting solar applications to roofs not facing the street,
would have prevented aII honeowners with south and street facing roofs
from using solar.
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F. REGIONAI CONSIDERATIONS AND TI{E ROLE OF TIIE STATES

A case can be made on the grounds of both equity and impact for
adnrinistering a solar incentive program in a manner that (1) permits

Federal funds to be concentrated in prine market areas, and (2) allows

benefit leve1s to be tailored to the often dramatic variations in
the economics of solar use among regions of the country. A direct way

to accomplish this wouLd be to ctrannel incentives throuqh the states.
This would also enhance integration of Federal assistance with exist-
ing and conterq>lated state initiatives in support of residential solar
energy use. However, the varied capabilities of state qovernllents to
administer solar incentives at this time argues against such an approach,

particularly insofar as a priority of program design is the speed

with which visible results can be achieved.

Given the substantial regional variations in the economic attract-
iveness of solar, a dollar of Federal sr:lcsidy will produce different
market inpacts in different regions. ftre subsidy that multiplies solar
sales in Florida may induce only a small number of purchases in the

Pacific Northwest where electricity is cheap and cloudy days the rule.
These local contrErstts in receptivity to solar have two implications
that should be addressed in the design of a Federal solar incentive pro-
grErm:

First, a nationally uniform subsidy formula is 1ike1y to
oversubsidize recipients in areas where solar is rnost attract-
ive and where a much lower subsidy might obtain the desired level
of market response.

Second, insofar as the overriding objective of Federal support
is to accelerate solar sales and to foster the emergence of
supportive installation and service industries, priority of
allocating whatever monies are available might be given to
those regions where climate and fuel prices promise the largest
market response per dollar of subsidy provided.

Perhaps the most direct way to sensitize a Federal subsidy program

to regional variations would be to administer the incentives (be they
grants, rebates, or loans) through the states. l.,lonies might be dis-
tributed by applying a formula analogous to Revenue Sharing or CDBG

formulas, that incorporates reasures of loca1 sol-ar potential, while
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also alloring for regional differences in popul-ation, growth rates, and

size of housing stock. *

However, in practice, the disadvantages of a state adrninistered

subsidlz program nay outweigh the advantages:

a fnvolving the states this directly is likely to require longer
lead times and higher adrninistrative costs, since mcst states
presently do not have the capacity to administer such a program.**

o Devising a univer:sa1 formula whose intent is to favor certain
regions would be a highly charged, politically difficult, and
potentially lengthy process.

a Such a degree of fine-tuning may be unnecessary given the trans-
itional, short-term nature of the program and the fact that,
precisely becar:.se of regional differences in solar receptivity,
even a nationally uniform leveI of benefit per recipient will
result in higher usage of the program in those areas where solar
is nrcst suitable at present.

A related issue concerns whether or not an incentive program must

make specific allowance for the fact that nine states alreadv offer sone

form of tax benefit to honeowners installing solar ener!ry devices and

16 other states have conparable legi slation pendinq. *** Here the chief

*Another approach to distributing rore funds to areas where impact and/or
need is likely to be greatest is to allocate subsidies to individuals on a
basis sinilar to the Fair Market Rents program, i.e. providing a solar sub-
sidy based upon the difference between thearea's average cost of space
and hot water heating/room and the individual's cost or between the national
average cost of space and hot water heating/room and the arears average
cost. However, this seems to be an overly corplex approach requiring a
program adrninistration that is a far cry from the desirable, relatively
automatic claims-processing IRS rpdel

**Under HUD's Solar Hot Water Initiative, conceived as a concentrated
market support program, grants are being charurelled through ten states to
10r000 honeowners. ltre initial difficulties that have been encor:ntered
throw light on ttre problems states face in disbursing funds quickly, screening
systers for compliance with established standards, and perforrning other
adrninistrative functions inherent in a solar incentive program. States
were selected primarily on the basis of high residential el-ectric bil}s.
This criteria was chosen as the sirplest rrrcasure of inunediate market poten-
tial for solar.

***See Appendix B for a detailed tabulation of state action to date.
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worry is that the combined effect of Federal,/state incentives may be

so great as to provide an inappropriately large sr:bsidy to individual
purchasers and to over-stimulate the market in some states, causing

bottlenecks in supply and inflation in the prices of solar components.

For example, if a Federal incentive provided 30E of the total system

cost, a resident of oklatroma installing a $1,500 solar hot water system

could secure a $375 credit from the state and $450 from the Federal

governrrent -- a total credit equal to 55ts of system cost.

As pointed out in a recent ERDA study based on ERDA-sponsored

research:

. . . it is inportant that the Federal incentive package be designed
so Els to conplement, rather than substitute for, the I statel in-
centives already enacted. *

The study then suggests that one rnethod of achieving this result
would be to provide Federal incentives through the states on a matching

fund. basis. This would reward and build on the efforts of the states
that have already displayed some initiative and encourage other states
to share in the costs of advancing solar in their regions. Such an

approach, ho'rever, would still be sr:bject to the qualifications concern-

ing the conplexity and cost of utilizing the states as an adrninistrative
and financial intermediary.

Alternatively, it would be possible to leave any judgrment regarding
appropriateness of a combined Federal/state incentive to the states
thernselves. New Mexico anticipated this issue by specifying in its
sol-ar tax credit statute that eligible individual-s must choose between

taking the state's credit and any Federal benefit that might be made

available.

A related policy issue is posed by the present effect of the Federal

incone tax on state solar incentive programs. Since state taxes are an

allowable deduction in detennining taxable incone for Federal income

tax purpose, it would appear thaL part of the benefits being provided

by the reductions in state incore tax for solar users are being claimed

by the Internal Revenue Service. ?his inplicit Federal tax on state

*Bezdek, et al. op. cit. p. 46L
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incentives is progressive in its structure. Nevertheless, it would seem

to be an unanalyzed and inappropriate effect for which a remedy should

be considered through an appropriate alteration in the Internal Revenue

C ode.

G. TSSUES OF TII4ING

Four basic issues of timing enter into the desigrn of a solar incen-
tive program: Should the program be of fixed duration, and, if so, how

long? Should the subsidy anor:nt diminish over tirne? When should the

program become effective? Should all residential applications of
solar systems be made imnediately eligible for incentives, or dorestic
hot water only?

1. Sunset Provisions: Virtually all proposed incentive solar legisla-
tion places a limiL of 2 to LO-L/2 years on the program's life. This

is obviously appropriate since the program's principal goal, kicking
over the solar market, is a transitional one. Should this experience

conclusively denonstrate the reliability and cost-effectiveness of
r:sing solar enerEf, then program goals may shift to solarizing the

nationls hores, making npre open-ended sr:bsidies appropriate. The pro-

gramts life should be long enough to ensure that homeo!{ners are aware

of the incentive and have time to adjust their purchasing decisions

accordingly, but not so long that market supports remain in effect after
the market has becore self-sustaining. A five to seven year useful life
would seem to satisfy these criteria.

2. Diminishing Sr:Jcsidy Levels: Ihe rationale for decreasing subsidy

Ievels over the program's life appears to be a desire to avoid providing

"too muctr" subsidy as solar econornics improve in the near term. Here

the presurption is that fuel prices can be e><pected to rise and the costs

of solar systems to decline and that, as a result, any targeted level
of market impact can be achieved by lower sr:bsidy levels in each success-

ive year of program life. However, there is built-in sr:lcsidy erosion
attributable to inflation. For example, assuming a 58 annual rate of
inflation, a $500 fixed-amor:nt sr:lcsidy will be worth only $390 in pre-
sent dollars five years hence; stepped percentage formulas will suffer
a similar iry)licit deflation as system prices rise. Ibreover, dny
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nunber of uncertainties (e.g. governllEnt policy on natural gas de-

regulation) will influence the appropriate level of subsidy over even

a five or seven-year period. TLrus, if any allowance is to be made

for adjusting sr:lcsidy levels o\rer tine, such determinations might be

better left to adn-inistrative discretion, rather than anticipated in
a legislatively nrandated formula. Congress could specify the criteria
to be used by the appropriate e><ecutive official in naking any such

adjustrents. Revision of the formula might be done on a biennial (2-

year) rather than on an annual basis in order to aIlor,tr more predict-
ability in the level of Federal support.

3. Starting Date and Retroactivity: The residential solar incentive
proposed in the National Energy Act suggests a contrnencement date of
April , L977 -- that is, a date that coincides with the puJclic

Ernnouncerlent of the legislative initiative. Retroactive coverage

may be necessary in order to avoid an interim depression in the market

that would result if potential custorers had to wait for a future date

in order to qualify for the incentive. Such a hiatr:s in the market,

if too prolonged, might even threaten the solvency of the smaller
solar manufacturers and distributors. Clear precedent for retroactivity
can be found in previous changes in the tax code which also inpinge

on private and business inrrestrent decisions. In tJ.e case of a solar
incentive, however, a retroactive eligiblity date is not a fulI
solution to the problem; so long as difficult issues of system eligi-
bility remain r:nresolved, the prospective solar purchaser today still
cannot know whether or not he will qualify for the program. A final
determination on the starting date for a solar incentirre should be

made in light of the likely tinetable for irplenenting certification
procedures.

4. Possible Short-Term Focus on Solar Hot Water

A nurber of factors discussed in this Ctrapter and elsewhere in this
report suggest that, in the near term (one to three years), eligibility
for incentives night best be lirnited to solar energy applications for
donestic hot water purposes only:
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(1) Adequate procedures for systern certification are much simpler
for solar hot water than for total space heating systems and
can be put in place with relative d.ispatch (though erzen
then there will be problens).

(2) The horeownerrs financial risks (from system failure or loss
in hone resale value) are far less serious for solar water
heaters than for space heating systems.

(3) Ttre probable demand for solar space heating over the next
firrc years seems rrnre appropriate to the tlpe and scale of
support provided through a demonstration program rather than
a broad-based incentive program. Our estimates envisage only
13,0O0 space heating units installed in single-family houses
between 1978 and 1982 in the absence of Federal assistance
and a maximum of 66,000 with even the most high-response
incentive tested (a 18, 3O-year loan).

(4) As noted earlier, a fi:<ed dollar anrcunt sr:Jcsidy would be
feasible for hot water systems, precluding the need for
elaborate cost-certification procedures, but would be far
less practical for heating systems.

(5) The results of the market irpact analysis indicated that a
different incentive mix might be appropriate for supporting
solar space heating than for solar donestic hot water alone
(See Chapters Ihree and Four) , with sorre possible role for
long-term, low-interest loans in the case of heating systems.
Here again, however, it should be enphasized that over the next
two years, the anticipated program volume (4,000 to 8r00O units
per year at most, assuming extremely liberal financing terms)
would not appear to justify nnunting a fu11-scale loan program.

In sum, it may make sense to no\re ahead with an incentive package

for solar hot water while hotding back from incentives for space heating

r:ntiI adequate certification procedures are brougtrt in line, local build-
IN contractors obtain npre familiari with install-in solar tems

and sorewhat greater market potential has material-ized. In the meantire,

denrcns tration support -- with a fuller deqree of review of individual
applications -- could concentrate more exclusively than at present upon

solar space heating and cooling.
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CXIAPTER SEVEN

LIMITED POTEMTIAL OF' INCENTIVES IN
MULTI.FAMILY HOUSING SECTOR

A. OVERVIEW

At the present tire, an incentive capable of inducing any significant
nunber of multi-family investors to install solar enercrv svstems would

probably require Eu1 unprecedented level of pulclic subsidy.

In the shorE run, the tlpes of incentives and subsidy levels which

have received serious legislative consideration cannot be er<pected to have

a sulcstantial inpact on demand for solar energDz in the multi-family rent-al

market. However, for the sarrE rreason, establishing such incentives in a

form that has low program administrative requirements (e.g.r Errl investment

tax credit) would have little downside financial risk from a pr:bIic cost
perspective, and may be desirable simply to indicate the Federal government's

recognition of the potential irportance of solar in this segnent of the

housing market.

Our analysis of the requirements for rptivating investors to include
solar energD, systems in larger multi-family pro iects indicates that there
would be sigrnificant response only if a package of incentives were provided

whictr essentially eliminated e:<posure to risk and required little or no capi-
tal investrent. Such an incentive program for developers and investors has

no precedents in the field of hor:sing and would appear to lack political
acceptability. Specific ob'iectives for increased use of solar in multi-
familv proiects mav be better rret in the near term through continuation of
"deflDnstration" programs fr-md!4g all or a large part of solar costs, parti-
cularly if one of the goals is broad geographic distribution of exarq>Ies

of multi-familv solar installat IONS.

As e><perience with operating solar systems grows and the extent and re-
liability of cost savings becone npre deronstrable, investors should become

willing to invest in solar energy without demanding the leve1 of public
assistance ttrat currently appears necessary. At that tirne, which could be

wittrin the next few years, an incentive program oriented to large-scale
multi-farnily housing may be attractive and might offer advantages in terms
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of ad:ninistrative econorn-ies attendant on the larger size of individual
tranactions -- at least for the I0 rnillion units of rental housing in
structures of five or flpre units.

It should also be noted that although rentat housing males up a signi-
ficant proportion of the total housing stock (25.7 nr-ilfion rental occupied

units in 1975, 35t of total occupied rrlits), much of this involves

structures of relatively small size. Fully one-third of rental units are

in one-farnily attached and detached houses, and 26% are in 2-4

fanily structures. Except for those in 2-4 family owner-occupied buildings,
these rnay well falI outside the reach of incentives designed for either
larger multi-fanily rental housing or owner-occupied housing, and may be

extrerely difficutt to attract through any practical incentive program.
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B. FUNDAMENTAI BARRIERS TO SOLAR I.ITILIZATION IN MULTI:FA}IILY RENTAL HOUSING

At first glance, several characteristics of multi-family rental
housing suggest that it night have particular importance as a focus for
solar energy incentives: the size of the market; control of large nunt-

bers of units by individual investors;* L.he larger aflpunts involved in
each transaction; and the possible direct Federal participation in the

value of private energy savings.

. Size of Market

Rental r:nits accourt for over a third of total occupied housing
r:nits (see Table VII-I). Rental units in structures of 5 or
npre units totall-ed.9,932,000 in L975, approximately 14% of all
occupied housing units. Structures of 5 or nore units are even
rore siginificant in terrs of new construction, accounting for
alnrcst 29* of private housing conpletions in that year.
(See Tab}e VrI-2 ).

o Concentration of Control

Many owners -- as individuals, or as general partners of investor
groups -- control hundreds and often thousands of rental r:nits,
have easy access to technical e:<pertise, are accustoned to making
real estate investrent decisions that balance initial costs and
future revenues, can take advantage of economies of scale in
design, purchasing and installation of solar equipment, and have
continuing professional maintenance operations already in p1ace.

. Larger Individual Transactions

Solar installations in multi-family structures not only offer
the benefits of increased scale jr:st described, but also make a
greater variety of incentive programs feasible. Ttre administra-
tivre costs involved may be'a far smaller part of the total trans-
action; financing programs that are impractical or too costly
where $1500 first costs for single-fanily homes are involved may
be workable in the context of 12, 20 and 50 unit multi-family
structures.

*Our discussion of t ing focuses on rental apartments.
An additional, important part of the new housing market consists of
cooperatives and condo4iniuqs: the latter alone accounted for 13.18
of the new housing units completed in L974, up from 5.4% in 1970.
Unfortunately, the transfer and diffusion of ownership and control
from the developer to the individual purchasers raise significant
barriers to solar use in this submarket. Existing condo/coop structures
require corununal d.ecisions for such property improvements as solar
energy installations, substantially reducing the likelihood of such
investments. And in new construction, there is a decisive difference
in perspective between, on the one hand, the developer and mortgagee,
who are concerned with controlling first costs and minimizing risks
and therefore are unlikely to experiment with solar energy systems at
the present time, and, on the other hand, the future owners, whose
Iong-term interest is in reduced operating costs.
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TABLE VII.I

TOTAL OCCUPTED HOUSTNG UNTTS, L975
BY TENURE AND TYPE OF STRUCTURE

(nental Only)

1

NUMBER

OF I,'NITS
(In 000's)

PERCENT OF

TOTAI, UNITS

PERCENT

OF RENTAL
T]NITSRET\TTER OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS

Size of Structure 2

Mobile Home

Detached 1 Unit
Attached 1 unit

Total I Unit

2-4 Units

5-9 Units

10-19 Units

20-49 Units

50 or More

T]NITS BY TENURE

Total Renter-Occupied
Hor:sing Units

Owner-Occupied Hor:sing Units

Tota1 Occupied
Housing Units

519

7,o82

1,350

8r 951

6,772

3r028

2,5L4

2,O58

2,332

25,656

o.7
9.8

L2.4

9.4

4.2

3.5

2.8

3.2

35.48

64-6

100.08

2.O

2'7.6

5.3

34.9

26.4

1r.8
9.8
8.0

9.1

100. 0

100.0%

1.9

435

25,656

46,867

72,523

SOURCE: turnual Housing Survey L9'75, Part C.

1. "Renter Occupied" denotes any unit occr4>ied by a household other than
the owner, includtng various categories of non-rent paying occupants (re-
latives, tenant farmers, ministers, etc.).
2. Counts are by tenure, not by total physical units within each class of
structure. For example, a two-farnily structure owned by a single house-
hold occupying one of its units, with the other unit rented out, adds one
nnit to the inventorlr "rental occupied housing units, 2-4 unitsr" and one
r:nit to "owner occupied housing units."
3. Totals may not add due to ror:nding.



TABLE VII-2
PRTVATE HOUSING CO}4PLETIONS
BY SIZE OF STRUCTURE, 1.975

TJNIT SIZE

50 or More

20-49

10-19

5-9

NT'MBER

OF TJNITS

I09,0o0

86, O00

92,OOO

85 ,000

372,OOO

PERCENT

OF TOTAL
PERCENT OF

MULTI-FA},ITLY

25.32

20.o

2L.4

79.7

8.4e"

6"7

7.I
6.5

Total 5 or More 87 .4%

2-4 59 000 7

Total 2 or More 430,000 33.2e"

68.2

100. 0r

I 866 000

Total L,296 ,OOO 100. o8

SOURCE: Departrent of Corunerce/HUD, Construction Repo , Characteristics
of New Housing, 19'75, Publication C-25-75-13 (November , 1976)

NOTE: Totals rnay not add due to rounding.

28.72

134.5



. Possible Federal Sharinq of Private Ene rcry Savinqs

Federal financial incentives may to sorne degree be easier to
justify becar:se of the potential for automatic recapture of
part of the benefits that result: solar reductions in conven-
tional energy use rrEry be directly reflected in greater operating
incore in the near or long term, increasing the amount of project
revenue directly subject to federal income taxation, or decreas-
ing tJle arrcunt of available tax shelter*.

However, these possible attractions of multi-fanily rental housing

as a setting for incentives appear to be nore than offset by a number of
present obstacles to solar-enerq/ use in such housing that make it an

unlikely area for early adoption of solar and likely to prove highly
resistant to the linited allures that politically acceptable incentives
can provide. A brief review of the major problem areas is presented in
this section as a necessary introduction to consideration of possible

incentive options.

1. Econorric Difficulties in the Multi-Family Rental I'larket

Perhaps the rpst irportant problern facing solar today is presented

by the continutng economic difficulties from which the multi-family
rental market is only begiruring to recover. Marketable rent levels in
many areas of the country have not kept pace with the major increases

e><perienced in the operating costs of existing rental properties -- real
estate taxes, maintenance and operating eripenses, the costs of financing
acquisition or re-financing properties in portfolio. Inflation in land

and construction costs, corbined with high rortgage interest rates in
recent years, have made unsr:bsidized rental construction infeasible in
a nunber of areas. While there are no&,, sorne indications of possible
inprovement in these conditions, it is an essentially inhospitable cli-
mate for the introduction of solar enerqf technology with its relatively
high first costs and unproven long-term performance.

*!{hether this will involve a net benefit or net loss to the Treasury
in the long run -- let alone in relation to any solar installations
induced by incentives -- will in large part be deterrnined by the depre-
ciation treatnent accorded solar equipment and the additional tax-
deductable interest associated with financing such installations.
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2. Limited Extent of Energy Cost Savings Currently Deronstrable for
Solar Equiprent

At the present tirne, there are few areas of the country in which the

savings potential from solar energy systens even begins to approach the

levels that would make investment in solar economically attractive from the

perspectirre of the multi-farnily rental developer or investor. Ttris helps

to explain why, of the several thousand solar systems installed over the

past several years, only a handful have been in multi-family structures --
nost probably funded through denonstration programs.* The Iimited financial
attractiveness of solar energy for mulLi-family rental units is illustrated
in Figure VII-I. Ttris shows the after-tax rate of return, as a fr:nction of
estimated energry cost savings, for the instalfation of a solar hot water

system costing $1500. As can be seen in that fig,ure, a lot after-tax return
is projected only where present energy cost savings from such a system ex-

ceed $185 even assurn-ing a 58 annual increase in future energy cost savings:-
a figure unlikely to be accepted by most multi-family property owners today.

The evolution of improved solar economics for multi-family structures in
the near term is open to serious question. Sonre savings should be achievable

in multi-family first-costs as compared to single-family units, through lower

prices in the larger purchases of equipment involved, through the lower pro-
portion of fixed system costs to collector costs, and through economies of
scale in installation. ** Solar enerEf systems in large-scale rental properties
are also nrcre likely to receive attention from experienced maintenance personnel

on a regular basis, and to be "fiddled with" until output meets e>rpectations.

However, in many cases, these savings may be more than offset by the often
sizeable collector support costs (which on flat roofed buildings can actually
exceed the cost of the collectors) and by additional requirenents for

*A1though no definitive nunrbers are availabte, Franklin Institute staff
associated with the National So1ar Heating and Cooling Information Center
estimate that no more than 4Z of the 1r0OO solar heated residences in
their files are in multi-family buildings.

**Results thr:s far from HUD|s Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program
ind.icate that solar hot water costs for multi-farnily may be as low as $1000
on the average.
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safety accessories, valves, vertical piping and punps, and other
special problems attendant upon multi-family installations. *

3. Greater Comrrarative Macrnitude of the Investrent

Solar installations represent an investnent of a sr:bstantially
different magrnitude and nature for multi-fanily rental properties, and

are thus less lile1y to be accepted in this context than in single-
family housing.

o First, a larger absolute amourt of money is involved. Some
individuals nay be prepared to invest $1500 in a hot-water
system for their orpn hones, or even $6,000-$10,000 for a
heating system, out of a rnixture of personal preference and
the hedge against fuel price increases it provides. An
investor -- even when considering a I2-r:nit garden apartment
type structure -- is risking a far larger arnount, and,
unlike a homebuyer, will rarely be prepared to sulcstantially
increase his own cash investrnent if that is required.

a Second, solar.costs are a significantly higher proportion of
the total cost involved for a typical multi-family development.
While nedian single-family new hore sales prices exceeded
$42,000 in 1976, the average cost of new rental hor:.sing built
in that year \das $17,500 per unit.** A $10OO to $1500 per-
unit cost for solar hot water would represent a 6-92 increase
in this costi and a $6000 conbined space and water heating
installation would increase that cost by over 34E.

*High-rise structures face particular problems. Roof areas place an
upper bound on the arpunt of collector that can be acconmodated; as the
ratio of roof to floor area declines, sol-ar energy systems are increas-
ingly limited in the proportion of the building's thermal load they can
carry. Larger buildings also frequently use higher temperature conven-
tional heating systems (such as medium pressure steam) which limit the
ability to tie in a low tenperature solar system and require installa-
tion of a separate distribution circuit that could prove prohibitively
e>r<pensive. For all practical purposes, solar installations in buildings
above several stories in height may be limited to hot water only, with
sone swinuning pool and snow melting applications, and virtually no space
heating.

Ttre optimal installation of hot water systems may be in Iow-rise
pitched-roof garden apartrent projects, which can efficiently r:se equip-
rent similar to that for single-farnily hones, avoid the high costs of
special collector supports, achieve economies of scale in purchase and
installation, and reap the benefits of rore professional maintenance.
Even here, the economic attractiveness of such an investnrent to multi-
family rental property ovrners rernains to be demonstrated.
**R"S. Itbans Corpany, Buildinq Construction Cost Datar1976 (Du:dcuryrMA.
19761. 752 of atI apartments were estimated to cost less than $23,600/
unit.
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Figure Vll-1

AFTER-TAX RETURN ON SOLAR WATER HEATING

After-Tax
Return

15%

7e/o

5%

$50 $100

Assumptions
o 20 Year Useful Life
. StraightJin€ Depreciation, Zero Salvage Value
. 50% Tar Rate

1 Energy savings are oonstant.

2 Energry savings increase SYo per yeat

1

2

$150 $200

First Year Energy
Savings from
Solar Hot Water
System

Range of ensrgy savings in survoy citios,
assuming 50 square feet of collector area
and electric water heating.



It can be argr:ed that life-rycle costing analyses may soon denpn-

strate the long-term advisability of solar investments; but the truly
fierce struggle of multi-family developers to control tota] developrnent

costs, the magmitude of solar first costs, and the limited and uncertain

return solar systems sho.r at present pose sr:bstantial barriers for

solar use in multi-family rental housing today. The magnitude of the

investrent may be an insuperable obstacle to solar heating systems, oDd

even to hot-water systems if additional ncrtgage financing cannot be

obtained for them. Itre additional equity funds required for purchasing

solar equiprent in these cases may equal or exceed the ownerts or
developer's equity in the project as conventionally heated; this anpunt

of investnent capital could be r:sed alternatively to purchase or develop

another ect rather than a solar ene tem.

4. Trend Tor,'rards Individual Metering

In recent years, multi-family rental property owners have been

increasingly on the outlook for ways to protect their investment from

erosion in the face of increasing utility costs, particularly in the

case of electrically-heated buildings. Tttough better weatherproofing

and other energy conservation inprovements are part of this, there has

been a deeided trend in the last few years tovrards shifting utility
costs to tenants through individual metering, in such buildings. Many

owners of existing properties are converting to separate metering

systems where feasible, and lenders are often insisting that new con-

struction be separately metered. as a condition of providj-ng financing.
Since individual retering largely insulates rental property owners from

future increases in utility costs, it eliminates much of the motive for
investnent in solar energy equipnent, and mtrst be recogrnized as directly
corpetitive with such investments from the rental property ownerts

perspective. Given the position of both owners and mortgage lenders,
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this phenorrenon poses a serious obstacle to acceptance of solar in
multi-farnily rental properties. *

5. The Investmsnt Perspective in Multi-Family Rental Housing

As the issues raised by the option of individual netering suggest,

there are substantial barriers to solar market penetration presented by

the decision-making criteria and processes utilized by rental housing

owners and developers, over and above the obstacles that result from

the physical and institutional characteristics of that market. Inter-
views with residential real estate developers, inconre property investors
and residential rental property mErnagers suggest a generally shared

perspective of the requirements for investment in multi-fanily rental
real estate that makes solar market penetrati-on in this area unlikely
in the near term.

l,Iajor elenents of this investment viewpoint include

o An enphasis on rninimizing avoidable risks
Multi-family rental real estate development has its own special
risks and uncertainties, ranging from cost overruns in new con-
struction to changes in the character of neighborhoods that
limit marketable rent levels and the saleability of existing
properties. The effort required to manage known difficulties
contrilcutes to a general reluctance arrnng such property developers
and owners to pioneer innovative changes in desigm or technology.

*Although separate netering is properly recognized as having its own
desirable energf conservation nrerits, it raises an important problem
for irproved energy conservation in multi-family housing. Property
owners who convert to separate metering may more easily decide against
other property irprovrements -- such as increased insulation, or even
relatively inexpensive weatheryroofing rreasures -- that are cost-
effective and highly desira.ble from an energy conservation perspective,
yet beyond ttre control of tenants. In the long run, it is possible
that tenant perceptions of total shelter costs -- rent and utiLities --
may corpel property owners in highly corpetitive housing markets to take
such steps to reduce heating and hot water costs, even in buildings with
separate or "master" metering. But so long as housing markets remain
tight, as they are for well-maintained rentaL properties in many areas
today, separate netering may rrean continued deferral of other desirable
energy conservation investments -- and will,alnost certainly preclude
solar installations with their high costs and high risks for the
property owner.
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ft leads to a preference for investments with relatively assured
prospects for adequate continuing returns and long-term capital
appreciation. Ihis is particularly true among that class of
investors concerned with high maintenance standards who would
provide the potential narket for solar installations, but also
tend to avoid relatively speculative opportrrnities, such as those
posed by the certain first costs but onl-y promised energy savings
of rpst solar energy systems today. Ttris cautious approach
towards unproven technologies in general and solar in particular
is reinforced by the skepticism of real estate nortgage lenders,
who similarly tend to avoid risk, and express their distrust of
housing innovations through the restricted availability of
financing.

. Preference for Shifting Risk to Other Parties

fnvestment in solar enerEf systems can be vi-ewed as a possible
response to a problem inherent in multi-farnily rental property
ownership: high present energD/ costs and the risk of future
fuel price increases. However, owners of income properties (and
their sources of permanent rnrtgage financing) generally prefer
approaches that involve shifting such risks to other parties
where that is possible. Industrial property tenancies are
characterized by net lease terms under which tenants assume
direct responsibility for sone or all operating expenses and
property taxes; comnercial leases typically contain escalation
clauses obligating tenants to reimburse the property owner for
any future increases in taxes and,/or operating costs, and in
sorrE cases tying ttre base rent as well to the consumer price
index or sorre other measure of inflation. In multi-family rental
housing, conversion to separate retering (as already discussed)
or "master metering" provisions that make utility costs a tenant
obligation in addition to the rent, can achieve the same result.
Where they are possible, such neasures will be preferred by many
rental property owners over investrrcnt in solar equipment.

. Conpetition for Limited Equity Frurds

Professional incore property investors seek to minimize the anpunt
of their own cash investnent in individual properties for a nuniber
of easily understandable reasons: to limit the amount of cash
at risk in each casei to allow for control over the largest pos-
sible portfolio of properties (and their potentials for apprecia-
tion and rnortgage anortization); and to increase their own return
by greater use of debt financing (with its lower investnent
return requirements). Solar energy installations will- demand
higher equity investnents in new projects, and may do so dispro-
portionately if lenders, as it now appears, are reluctant to
finance these costs in whole or part. Ttris possible solar in'uest-
nent will be hard pressed to compete against other uses of equity
funds available to the investor, such as acquisition or develop-
ment of other real estate projects, or other measures for reducing
project operating costs that appear IIDre cost-effective" Solar
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investnents will also bear the disadvantage of having their
primary appeal to those seeking protection against large
increases of enerEg costs in the future; property investors
typically discount future benefl-ts substantially in their
investnent analyses, reflecting the high rate of return desired
for uses of their limited eqrrity resource, the effects of
inflation, and the uncertainties inherent in projections of
future returns.

. Possible Focus on Short-Term Cost Recovery

For many investors, solar installations may have an even IIDre
severe hurdle to pass than the discountlng of future benefits in
investrent analysis. As noted above, the economics of solar
multi-fanily installations are less than compelling when judged
by the rate of return that energry savings provide for the invest-
rtent required, and their attractiveness today depends on the
possibility of greater future value: a hedge against energry cost
increases and possiJcle quantum juq)s in those costs. But if
these ntore speculative benefits are erphasized, investor atten-
tion will shift from efforts at quantifying future energiy savings
to concern with payback periods of the costs involved -- the
lengtEh of tire the investment remains at risk. This erphasis
on cost recovery is typical and appropriate for situations such
as this, \,{here there is a high degree of uncertainty in the
amount and timing of future benefits and in the durability and
econornic life of the equipnent. Short-time horizons are inherent
in this franre of reference, and our interviews suggest that three
to five years probably defines the outside limits of acceptability;
solar enerE/ systems available today have payback periods consider-
ably in excess of this in multi-farnily applications in rpst if
not all areas.

o Payi4g fqq Prgperty Improvements from Cash Flow

After initial equity investments are made, rental projects are
generally expected to be self-sustaining, and to generate cash
flow for distribution without major additional infusions of equity
capital. Costs of property inprovenents are considered an element
of overall project maintenance, to be paid for from current
project cash flow, ott if absolutely necessary, from "replacement
reserves" set aside (actuaIly or theoretically) from past cash
fl-ow. Refinancing of projects is viewed primarily as a rreans
for investors to realize the accumul-ated benefits of property
appreciation and nnrtgage anrcrtization without incurring tax
liability, rather than as a resource for r:ndertaking property
inproverents. second flDrtgage financing appears egually un]_ike-
Iy. Ttrough sometines used for necessary property improvenents,
it is unlikery to be utilized for such a discretionary invest-
rent as a sorar energy instarlation. And the higher interest
rates, shorter terms and resulting higher debt service will rnake
solar even harder to justify in terms of the limited energry cost
savings demcnstrable for such investnents in rpst areas today.
Tlrus, retrofitting of solar on existing multi-fanily rental
properties faces npre barriers, and appears even ress likely,
than solar in new construction.
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I
THE LIMITS OF POSSIBLE INCENTIVE APPROACHES

No Desirable Incentive Options l.lefrti!ie4

Itre types and levels of assistance that might be provided through an

incentive program, discussed in the remainder of this chapter, do not

appear sufficient to overcome the "barriers" to solar utilization in
multi-family rental housing that have been briefly reviewed here. To a

considerable extent, this reflects the fact that, corq>ared with single-
family homeowners, the developers and owners of multi-family rental proper-

ties will make their decision from.a rrDre demanding economic perspective

and will not display the sane diversity of motives. They can uniformly be

e:<pected to exclude non-economic aspects of solar use (environrental inr--

provement, conservation of natural resources) from this business decision,
and will require solar to be economically competitive (in return and risk)
with other possible uses of equity funds. As a result, an incentive pro-
gram would need to provide a much greater depth of sr:lcsi-dy in consort

with npchanisms that would make the residual investment relatively free
from significant risks and uncertainties.

Wtrile no acceptable incentive program appears likely to be effective
today, multi-farnlly housing should be considered as an appropriate setting
for a continr.red demonstration program effort, and the evol-ution of both

solar econornics and renfal property owner perceptions should be monitored

together. As the reliability and extent of savings from available equipment

incredses, and as owners and developers becone ar^rare of these trends, it
may be desirable to put a solar incentive in place for this market at some

future tine. *

2. Deep Ievel of Incentive Subsidy Required

Ttre incentive analysis presented here is necessarily different from

that set forth in the sections of this report dealing with homeowners and

honebuyers, who were the major focus of the study. The consumer survey

of that market was specifically designed to establish a basis for modeling

*These conclr:sions apply to larger multi-farnily rental properties. In the
case of 2-4 famiJ-y owner-occupied rental housing, the best approach at pre-
sent appears to be extending eligibility of any incentive program aimed
at single-family owner-occupied residences to include this group, with
appropriate modifications in the terrns of the incentive.
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response to incentives at different leveLs of sr:lcsidlz, and involved use

of a formal survey instrument wittr over 1,500 families in eight cities.
In corparison, the assessnent of financial incentives for multi-family
property owners was based on Lnformal interviews with a relatively
small nuriber of property developers, owners and managers of income property,

ncrtgage lenders, and residential investnent property syndicators. ft is
therefore necessary to evaluate incentives in the context of a decision

model derived from a mcre qualitative assessrrEnt of the situation.

Ttre frame of reference that we believe to be useful in this setting
derives from three aspects of the investment perspective that wer'e con-

sistently e:pressed: the likelihood that estimates of energ,y costs savings

will not receive fuIl credence; use of a short investment time horizon to
refl-ect uncertainties over the perfornErnce and operating lives of available
equipnent, and discorxrting of net after tax benefits or costs expected in
the future.

Table VII-3 presents a format for considering the depth of incentive
that would be required in this context for a $I,500/unit solar energ'y

system. It assunes that the property owner uses a twelve percent discount

rate and must be made whole on the solar investment in five years -- that
is, that within that time the owner must be assured of covering the full
extent of investment exposure from a cornbination of whatever grant, tax
and loan incentives are provided and the energiy savings that owner is
willing to recognize. The five-year period is at the outside limit of the

investment horizons suggested by our interviews-

Various incentive conbinations are presented in the table since Federal

multi-family housing programs have generally relied on such "packages" of
incentives. Ttrese include a five-year straight-line depreciation period
(assurcd as a base, and approximately equivalent to a 9e" investment tax
credit, as discussed below) and different assumptions as to financing:
all cash (unlikely, but a reference point); and different "market" and

government-assisted financing programs that might be made available in
retrofit or new construction situations. Ihe table shows the additional
sulcsidy that would have to be provided at the outset (as a grant or tax
credit) in order to fit these investment criteria, expressed as a per-
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centage of the system cost, for different levels of energy savings that
might be recognized by a potential soLar purchaser. Ttre balance is assumed

to be financed under the terms shown at the heads of the columns.

For e:<ample, under the "retrofit system" heading, the table suggests

that a purchaser with access only to "market" rate financing (expressed

here as a LzZ standing second nnrtgage loan) and willing to recogmize

an estimate of $IOo/year in energy costs savings from a solar system would

still require a grant or tax credit for 398 of the systemrs $1,500 first
cost (wittr the balance -- 61t -- to be fully financed at 12t).

As can be seen from the table, substantial proportions of solar first
costs would need to be offered in order to satisfy these investment criteria
under all situations shown, in arpunts that far exceed what rnight be either
appropriate or politically feasible outside of a demonstration program.

Several of the investors in this study emphasized that they would want to be

assured of full recovery out of incentives alone, and would assume a zero

energy savings. Wtrile an incentive program is rpre appropriately oriented
towards those who are prepared to recogrnize some sigrnificant benefit from

energry cost savings of solar instaLlations, the table suggests that grant

or tax credit subsidy requirerrents are too high even where significant
energf cost savings are e:<pected, and even if sr:bsidized loans were also
available.

An additional perspective is provided by Table VII-4, which reflects
the same depreci.ation and loan program assumptions and investrent criteria
as Table VII-3, except that a twenty-year investnent horizon is assumed

-- a tise frame freguently enphasized in residential real estate invest-
IrEnt analysis. Even under this general assumption as to operating life
(which none of those interviewed was prepared to adopt), it can be seen

that neither a loan program nor a grant program by itself appears suffi-
cient even in tandem with a five-year depreciation provision unless srrlc-

stantial energy cost savings are recognized.

Ttre analysis of sulcsidy requirements presented through these tables is
essentially a means of displaying qualitative assessnents of investor
attitudes as revealed in this study, and should not be taken to express

the approach to investment analysis of particular multi-fanily property
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TAEIA_yII:_L:- go!4n xer wArER rNcENrrvE REou
NSSUDIING A 5-YDAR INVESTI.IENT HORIZON

Atrpunt of first-cost sulcsidy required for $1500,/unit system in
order to provide fuII anprtization of solar costs from tax
benefits and energy savings within 5 years, for various loan
alternatives, by level of solar savings recognized.*

RETROFIT SYSI'EM I'INANCING FLANS NE1V SYSTEM FINANCING PLANS

AnnuaI
Energy
Savings
Recognized

so
25

50

75

loo

1.25

150

"llarket" " Cove rnrent " "Market" "Governnent"

5Ot Loan 75t LoanAl1
Cash

lOOt Loan
12* Interest

No Anortization
10Ot toan

7\t, 10 Year
1OO* Loan

3r 15 Year 9t, 25 Years
75t Ioan

7!t, 30 Years 38, 30 Years

64*

6l
58

55

52

49

46

54*

50

46

42

39

35

3I

51r

47

43

39

35

3I

27

45*

4L

36

32

27

22

18

58r

55

52

48

45

41.

38

54r

50

45

42

38

35

31

5rr
47_

43

38-

34

30

26

*Note: Percentage figure e4gresses additional first-cost sr.rbsidy required as a proportion of per-unit cost of $1500.
It is derived as the difference betxreen that first cost and the present value of the after-tax cash flo^rs to
a 5Ot tax-bracket investor assuming a I2t discount rate for aII cash infl@'rs and outflows, as follcr^rs:

, Enersy savinss' :::"::.:H:.:'ir;:lr;:;." ;:":s:'-;:::i:i""?'.::H'::"i:":'::":i.y;,::"il"IJ:ich 
thev

propertyr s net. operating inconre.

Depreciation: Assunes a five year, straight line write-off.
. DownpayflEnt and Financing: Net portion of S15OO first cost not covered by sr:bsidlz sho]rn is financed under

terms shown at head of each column. Downpayment required is valued at lOOt (no discount).
Ioan payrEnts (net of after-tax benefit of interest deduction) during the flrst five years,
ancl outstanding mortgage balance at end of year five, are treaEed as future negative cash
flows and discounted to the present at 128 rate.



investors of investors in general. However, it does rely on the invest-
rent parameters that appear like1y to deterrnine decisions in this area, and

suggests that no incentive program can be developed today within accept-

able bounds to expand the market for solar in multi-family rental housing.

A review of the major possible incentive designs in this area -- grants or
tax credits, accelerated depreciation, and subsidized loan programs that
would be encountered in attenpting to establish an incentive program

follows below.

3. Lirnits of Grants,/Rebates and Tax Credits

Ttre primary limitation on these "up front" incentives is that they are

not likely to be provided at levels high enough to induce multi-family
property owners and developers to install- solar energy systems at the pre-

sent tine.

. Tax Credits. The reference point for investnent tax credits is
the ten percent general investment tax credit, and it is in fact
this leveI of solar tax credit that has been proposed for multi-
family rental properties in the National Energy Act. Such a cre-
dit may be a nore appropriate form of tax incentive for solar in-
vestments than the more traditional rapid depreciation provisions
of Federal programs concerned with multi-family rental housing.
A specific type of heating equiprent is the focus of pr:Jclic interest,
rather than the "decent home" that can be provided by rental pro-
perty per se, and the expense of the equipment is only a small part
of the cost of the entire property. However, as suggested by
Tables VII-3 and VII-4 discussed above, a credit at the ten percent
level -- or even at two or three times that level -- cannot be ex-
pected to have any-substantiaL effect in accomplishing its intended
purpose today.

Rebatesr/Grants. Professional property inrzestors, as conpared
with honeowners in general, would appear to be relativel-y indiffer-
ent to the choice between tax credits and rebates or grants, and
might in fact prefer the former. Tax benefits that might be
obtained by rnst homeowners only in the year foll-owing a solar invest-
ment can be effectively realized at or near the time of purchase by
a rental property owner through adjr:stments in payments of estimated
tax. And such property o\^rners generally have greater access to
sources of interim financing to overcome problems that might be pre-
sented by the need to bridge a delay in receipt of benefit. A re-
bate approach would thus appear to have little or no advantage over
tax benefits in this situation, and would have to overcome the
potential problems of resistance to "red tape". Moreover, the sub-
sidy would still need to be a substantial amount to be effective --
Ievels that would effectively approach a "deronstration" program in
which the government bears a very large proportion of the costs
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TABI,E VIT-4: SOLAR HO(r VIATER INCEMIVE REQUTREUENTS EOR I'IJLTT-FAMILY HOUSING
ASSUMING A 2O-YEAR INVESTMENT HORIZON

Nnount of first-cost sulcsidy required for $I5OO,/unit system in
order to provide full amortization of solar costs from tax
benefits and energy savings wlthin 20 years, for various loan
alternatirres, by level of solar savings recognized.r

RETROFIT SYSTEM FINANCING PI,ANS NEl{ SYSTEM FTNANCING PLANS

"Harket " " Go ve rn ment " " Market" "Governnent"AnnuaI
Energy
Savings
Recogmized

$0

rNote:

1O0t Loan
l2t Interest

No Annrtization
lOOt Ioan

7!t, IO Year
IOO* Loan

38, 15 Year

288

I5
3

(ro)

(221

( 3s)

147)

5OB Loan
9*, 25 Years

. 52*

44

35

27

I9

11

2

75* Lan
7lt, 30 Years

75t Ioan
3t, 30 Yeals

28t

15

3

(Io)

122)

(3s)

(47,

25

50

75

roo

L25

r50

47\

37

2A

I9

IO

0

(e)

371

27

I6

5

(6)

(r7)

(27 |

AII
Cash

642

58

51

45

39

33

27

54r

46

38

30

22

I4

6

Percentage fign:re erq>resses additional first-cost subsidy required as a proportion of per-unit cost of 51500.
It is derived as the difference between that first cost and the present value of the after-tax cash flows to
a 5O* tax-bracket investor assuming a 12t discount rate for. all cash inflows and outflows, as follows:
Energy Savings: Values shc*rn are converted to after-tax basis at 5Ot rate in each of the years in t/rhich they

are recognized (first twenty years). Taxation of energy savings results frorn lncrease in
propertyrs net operating incorne.

Depreciation: Assrmes a five year, straight line write-off.
Downpayment and Financing: Net portion of SI5OO first cost not covered by subsidy shown is financed tmder

terns shcrrn at head of each colunnr. Downpayment required is valued at lOOt (no discount).
Loan payments (net of after-tax benefit of interest deduction) during the first twenty years,
and outstanding nDrtgage balance at end of year twenty, are treated as future negative cash
flows antl discotrltetl to the present at 12t rate.



involved. Ttris appears even less qcceptable politically than
similar benefit levels provided through a tax e:<penditure
approach.

Ttre risks and uncertainties of solar installations in multi-farrily
rental properties, taken together with the limited amounts of cost sav-

ings thr:s far demonstrated for such instal-Iations, outweigh the induce-

rent that midrt be provided through a tax cr:edit or grant that would only

nodestly reduce a systemrs cost. Enactment of a credit at such a leve1 is
unlikely to increase the rate of adoption of solar in this setting to any

significant degree. However, given the extremely limited extent of
unassisted solar installations likeIy in multi-family housing in the

near future, it would also bear l-ittle downside risk of a "windfall" benefit
(or cost). Such an action might therefore be er<pected Lo serve as an

essentially syrbolic decLaration that the Federal government slpports the

potential contribution that solar energy installations can make in the

multi-family rental housing market.

4. Lirnits of Rapid Depreciation as an fncentive Approach

Allowing rapid depreciation for tax puryoses of the costs of solar equip-
ment in investrent properties is an obvious incentive possibJe in view of
e><perience with this device in the housing field. It offers advantages typi-
cal of tax expenditure incentives: automatic operation, Iow program admin-

istrative costs, and freedom from annual appropriation requirenents. More-

oV€rr Erccelerated depreciation has been a major featr:re of Federal housing
policy, one with which participants in the multi-family market are fu1ly
familiar. Housing investnent in general is accorded the opportunity of
utilizing more rapid depreciation schedules than other real estate invest-
rtents, and Iow-income housing is provided additionaf benefits through prefer-
ential treatment of recapture. In addition, Section 157 (k) of the fnternal
Revenue Code, enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, has established
a specific precedent for special depreciation treatment as a means to stimu-
late desired types of property improvements. Under certain conditions, it
allows five-year straight-Iine depreciation of rehabilitation improvements in
housing for l-ow and moderate inconre farnil-ies. * Ihe Tax Reform Act of 1976

*A L974 study of the impact of 167 (k) concluded that it had been essential in
attracting developers to this special rehabilitation market, though its effect-
iveness was inextricably tied to the availability of high loan-to-va1ue Federal
financing for these purposes. Touche Ross and Company, The Inpact and Effects
of Section 167.(k)on Rehabilitation of Multi-Family Property
the Departnent of Housing and Urban Development, May L974).
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exEended the life of this section, and implicitly endorsed its effective-
ness as an incentive desigrn by adding a parallel provision for rehabilita-
tion of property of historic importErnce.

A sirnilar five-year write-off can be considered as an incentive option

for encouraging sol-ar installations in multi-family rental properties.
However, three shortcomings of such an approach limit its desirability for
this purpose: the inefficiencies of rapid depreciation incentives in
general; the conflict between its focr:s on short-term returns and the long-

term outlook intrinsic to soLar; and the nrore limited return it yields in com-

parison to the 167(k) and historic structure provisions.

o Inefficiency in Public E>penditure. In practice, accelerated depre-
ciation provisions are rxrderstood to be a rreans for providing hous-
ing developers with access to non-debt investment capital. Ttris is
accomplished through syndication of interests in the project that
passes most of the tax shelter benefits through to passive investors.
Such an approach to providing development equity is relatively ex-
pensive and inefficient from a public cost perspective.*

o Inconsistency with Assurptions Underlying Solar. Solar energy
systems are most attractive when the prospective user gives relative-
ly greater weight to the long-term benefits of reduced energ'y costs
and the accompanying increases in future net operating revenues.
"Lifecycle" costing is often urged by solar proponents for this
reason. But short-term write-offs emphasize an entirely different
perspective on property investnents: the ability to recover both the
investnent and desired return within a comparatively short time. **
Such an approach responds directly to developers' perspectives in
an effective manner. But, it provides a mixed blessing insofar as
the developnEnt of an appropriate appreciation of solar energy

* "Only about half of what the tax shelter subsidy costs the government in
Iost revenue...ever reaches builders and developers. Ttre remainder goes
in the form of paynents to the outside investors for the use of their
fione1zr and in fees to the syndicators, lawyers and accountants who are
needed to put together and seII the tax shelter package. " Congressional
Budget Office, ReaI Estate TaX Shelter Sulcsidies and Direct Subsidy ALter-
native.sr p. xiv (May L977).
**The study of the 167(k) provision cited previously concluded that develop-
ers were attracted to these rehab projects primarily by the immediate return
availabl-e frorn the syndication proceeds and related fees, and that passive in-
vestors were sought through syndication sales prograrns that emphasized the
short-term payback of ttreir investnent and the overall benefits to be received
within the first five years. Iong-term cash flows or property appreciation
were of far less irportance. Touche Ross and Company, op.ct., pp. 47-57,
9I,108.
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systems in particular, and energ'y conservation in general, is
concerned. Moreover, if the history of conparable tax pro-
vision is any guide, it may remain in force beyond the period
of its real need, wittr a continuing distortion of the frame of
reference for so1ar.

. Inadeguacy of Benefit Produced. I"tore fr:ndamental shortcomin 9s
of a rapid solar write-off are the limited leverage it offers
compared to the 157 (k) and historic structure situations, .and
the apparent inadequacy of the inducenent as a means to en-
courage solar investment.

The financial incentive of rapid depreciation results from
the realization of tax savings earlier rather than later in a
project's life, and the ative benefit must be neasured
from the reference a ona owances a wou
govern in the absence of special provisions.

a In light of the extrenely limited experience available for
rrrcst comlErcial solar energD/ systems, it would appear
feasible for an investor to obtain Treasury agreernent to
a component useful life for solar of a relatively short
duration.

Even conventional heating equiprrent is accorded a sr:lc-
stantially shorter useful life for depreciation puryoses
than building shells, and even if solar were al-Iowed no
less than the average r:seful life clained for conventional,
HVAC systems, the::e would be relatively Iirnited room for
irg>rovement in the value of that depreciation to an
investor. As Table VIf-5 shows, such present allowable de-
preciation for a $1r5oo/unit solar energy system in new
construction, even on this conservative assung>tion, could
be considered to have a present value of approximately $194
to an investor in the 50% tax bracket; the shift to a five-
year straight-Iine write-off would increase this by
only about $120 , roughly the equivalent of only 8%

of the sofar first cost. ff shorter r:sefuI lives are
allowed for solar as a matter of course in the near term,

to
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TABLE VII-5

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF ALTEBNATIVE DEPRECIAT ION SCHEDULES FOR A

$1,500 soLAR HoT WATER INSTALLATION ON A NEW I{ULT I-FAMILY RENTAL PROPERTY

I
PRESEN

$re4

$ 314

$ 120

VALUET

I

2

PresentlY available depreciation basis:

Incentive dePreciation basis :

;";;;., straisht line

Net benefit of availability of incentive

i.pr..i"tion nethod:

Equivalent of net benefit in form of tax

credit:

3

4
8e"

bracket investor, discounting aL lr2% of annual

I. Assuttes 50% tax fter-tax gain or Ioss on sale

after-tax value of dePrecration and a

after seventh vear for outs
ior 75"" cost)

tanding mortgage alrpunt (b ased on 98, 25-

year nprtgage

a PresentlY avar lable Iife based on average,22-

for conventional HVAC systems (see note in text) '

baIance depreciation is available for new housing construction '

L/2 Year life claimed
oouble-declinrng
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reserves to cover expenses of equipnent removal if necessary -- multi-
family rental property olvners (and income property owners in general)

might be rore prepared to e:<periment with solar installations.

Utility companies provide one possible base of a leasing system,

as discussed in the following chapter. The considerable number of
existing leasing companies no$, operating atso suggests that the

entrepreneurial skills needed to establish solar leasing operations
already exist should this prove to be a profitable avenue of business

derrelopment. Preferential Federal tax treatment for such leasing ventures

should be considered if a solar equipnent leasing network does begin to
evolve in the near future.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

A NOTE ON TIIE POSSIBLE PROVISION OF

LOW-COST FINANCTNG THROUGH UTILITIES*

The prospects for an active utility role in marketing solar technolo-
gies, and the consequent implications for national solar energy policy,
raise a number of extremely complex issues that lie well beyond the

purview of this study (given its focus upon Federal financial incentives
directed at homeowners and housing industry participants). However, at
an early stage in our research, interviews with homebuilders and multi-
family developers revealed that the entry of utilities into the solar
market would, from their perspective, be viewed as highly desirable.
In light of this interest, it was decided to investigate briefly the

possible involvement of utilities as intermediaries for delivering the

types of financial incentives under review in this document. The

reader is cautioned, however, that the findings presented here are

based on a limited number of interviews and a selected survey of
secondary source material.

A. UTILITY INVOLVEMENT FROM A HOUSING USEFI S PERSPECTTYE

Should the utilities (or oil distributors) choose to become actively
engaged in the residential solar market, there are two basic models of
entry open to them -- sal-e or leasing -- both of which they have used

to merchandise home appliances in the past. As sellers of solar
equipment, utilities could either arrange loans for their customers

through commerciaL banks or use their own capital to extend credit to
their solar customers.

The second alternative, Ieasing, has two variations: leasing with
the option of eventual purchase by the solar custoroer and leasing in
perpetuity on the model of the telephone company. Under either leasing

approach, the utilities would install and maintain the system in return

*Throughout this chapter, the d.iscussion of utilities applies also, in many
respects, to fuel oi1 distributors and other possible large-scale sellers,/
Iegsers of solar equiprnent.
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for periodic payments covering their expenses, plus profit.
The leasing alternative has the considerable advantage from the userrs
perspective of eriminating not only much of any risk associated with
owning solar, but also the typically targe first costs.

1. Attractiveness to Homebuilders and Developers

A nurnber of homebuilders and multi-family investors interviewed
asserted that the entrance of utilities into the solar field -- whether

through leasing or direct sales -- might well be the key to rapid
corunercialization of solar technologies within the residential market.

Several noted that the swift market penetration of electric-heated
and "a11 electric" homes came about primarily as a result of special
financiaL inducements provided to builders by electric utilities.

The involvement of utilities is perceived as attractive by these

housing professionals on several grounds:

a First, homebuilders and developers presume that utilities have
the technical ability to screen the confusing array of solar
hardware currently on the market and select the most reliable
systems. Smaller homebuilders in particular feel that they
lack the time and, in many cases, the expertise required
to perform such a review on their own.

a Second, homebuilders were particularly concerned about access
to experienced maintenance personnel and the ability of
small solar manufacturers to stand behind their products.
Here again, purchase or lease of solar equipment from a
utility was seen as bringing with it an assurance of quali-
fied, responsive servicing.

a Third, as noted in Chapter Seven, utility leasing programs may
hold particular appeal for multi-family owner/investors
because it shifts the risks of solar utilization to the
utilities and eliminates the need for any equity investment,
thus enabling investors to relax, at least to some degree,
the financial return demanded of solar instal-lations.

a Fourth, by purchasing solar equipment in quantity, utilities
should be able to secure substantial discounts from solar
manufacturers. Presumably, these savings would be shared to
some extent with builders, developers, and individual home-
owners.
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2. Possible Disinterest on the Part of the Homeowners

In contrast to homebuilders and developers, the results pf several
guestions included in our consumer survey suggest that individual home-

owners may prove unresponsive should the utilities enter into the

marketing of solar equipment. Survey respondents ranked "reduced

dependence on utilities" as the third most important factor after
initial cost and reduction in utility bills €rmong 15 possible factors
that might enter into the decision to purchase a solar energy system.

(See Table II-2 in Chapter Two). In addition, homeowners appear

relatively indifferent to the possibility of leasing solar energy

devices. only L2* of those surveyed preferred the leasing concept

as contrasted with 41t who expressed a strong preference for owning

the system outright. (See fable VIII-I). This may reflect the fact
that leasing a solar system wou1d, in effect, involve having the

utility (or other lessor) own a major structural component of one's

home (literally the entire roof in the case of some solar heating

arrays). This contrasts markedly with the lease of a conventional

household appliance which is a discrete, easily removable piece of
equipment.

Table Vlll-l

RESPONSE OF PROSPECTIVE HOMEOWNERS TO CHOICE
OF OWNING OR LEASING SOLAR EOUIPMENT

Strongly prefer owning

Somewhat prefer owning

No preference

Somewhat Prefer leasing

Strongly prefer leasing

4t%

17%

15%

15%

1go

B. CURRENT UTILITY PARTICIPATION IN THE SOLAR FIELD

Any serious possibility for utilizing the utilities to deliver Eederal

solar incentives will depend on the extent to which electric, 9ds, and

fuel oil suppliers spontaneously come to perceive residential sol-ar use

as an opportunity for cornmercial expansion.
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A nurnber of such companies have already evinced substantial interest in
solar systems, independent of the prospects for Federal subsidy. To

date. , this interest has taken the form of research and demon-

stration ects rather than more d irect forms of business development.

Of approximately 3,000 electric utilities in the country, 116

companies are involved in 295 different projects related to solar
energy.* While some of these ventures are concerned with other t5)es
of solar technologies, such as wind power, 808 of the projects address

themselves to the solar heating and cooling of buildings. The national
research arm of the electric utilities, the Electric Power Research

Institute, is cond.ucting two solar heating and hot water demonstration

projects, one for residential and one for commercial buildings. The

majority of the electric utilities' solar projects focus on determining

the electrical energy demand characteristics of solar users and the

impact these demands will have on the utilities' load factors, since

a central concern of the electric power industry is that solar systems

will make load management more difficult. Thus, a primary objective
for electric utilities' solar research is to provide data to influence
the development and utilization of solar so that it will be advantageous

both to the solar user and the electric utilities. In line with this
objective, EPRI has commissioned development of a profile of a "pre-
ferred solar systemr" basically one with a large storage capacity.

In a recent survey of 242 gas utilities by the American Gas Associa-

tion (AGA), 54ts of respondents had personnel directly involved in solar,
418 were working in system design and testing, and 378 had solar pro-
jects underway.** AGA, although involved in no solar demonstration

itself, sponsors solar energy seminars for gas industry engineers.

Although it is difficult to characterize the gas utilities' solar
efforts, they seem to be designed to provide cost and performance data

on solar systems: how much of a building's thermaf Ioad can solar

*Electric Power Research Institute, Electric Utili Solar Ener
Activities 1976 Survey, EPRI Special Report. Palo Alto, California,
January, L977.

**Solar Energy Utilization: The Gas Industry, Marketin g Services Division,
American Gas Association, Arlington, Virginia, January, L977.
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systems carryi what is their actual installed cost, and so on.

There is also evidence of interest in solar systems among fuel oil
distributors. The New England Fuel Institute, a non-profit trade
organization representing L.ZOO independent fuel oil distributors, has

set up a Solar Energy Research Committee in response to its members'

interest. In addition, with funds voluntarily contributed by members,

it has funded seven solar hot water installations throughout New England

and estimates that 20 additional hot water installations. some of them

on distributors' own homes, have been rnade by distributors independent

of the Institute's financing. The principal motivation for fuel dis-
tributorsr involvement seems to be the hope that solar will provide a
new market for the skiIls of experienced "heat technicians".

At present, basic questions exist as to the complementarity between

utilities (particularly electric power companies) and widespread solar
energy use which must be resolved before any siqnificant utility parti-
cipatioq in the qolar market can be expected to materialize. The basic
incompatibility arises from the fact that while solar heated homes

consume less power on an annual basis than all-electric homes, the
power company must still maintain generating capacity for the inevitable
days when the solar unitrs "back-up" system will be required to provide

1008 of the home's energy needs. From the utility's vantage point, the

severity of this problem depends upon whether or not solar users

within their service areas will be drawing electricity at times of
peak demand. The answer to this question may vary considerably,
depending upon the regional location and load characteristics of any

given utility (i.e., whether its demand peaks during sunmer or winter
months, during daytime or during evening hours; whether its customers

are predominantly residential, commercial, or industrial.)* Although
natural gas suppliers are less capital intensive than electric utilities and

provide a fuel which can be stored, problens of capacity versus energy costs
still exist. The relatively high fixed costs of extending service to a solar
horng are the sanre as for a conventional one, even though its gas consumption
would be less. Ttrus, for both gas and electric utilities,

*See for example, Dr. Harold Lorsch, Implications of Residential Solar
Space Conditioning on Electric Utilities, Franklin Institute Research
Laboratories, December, L976.
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solar homes could, under many circumstances, prove more expensive to
serve than conventionally heated properties. A number of possibilities
now in view -- public policy initiatives such as peak-load pricing,
new metering techniques such as telemetrically controlled interruptible
service, basic changes in energy supply such as permanent natural gas

shortages -- could help to create greater mutuality of interest between

utilities and solar users, but their influence, if any, wi]l not be

apparent for several years to come.

C. TMPLTCATIONS FOR A RESIDENTIAL SOLAR INCENTIVE PROGRAM

As indicated by the above review, the present activities of utilities
,in the solar field are tentative and exploratory, and the picture for
any genuine commercial commitment on their part over the longer run is
a mixed one, at best. Nevertheless, to the extent that direct participa-
tion by utilities should appear spontaneously in some locations around

the country, there may be several attractions from the Federal govern-

mentrs point of view in taking advantage of their market presence in
order to help deliver financial incentives to residential adopters of
sol-ar energy systems:

a Access to Homeowners. By virtue of their geographic coverage
and monthly billing procedures, utilities offer readier access
to homeowners than do more conventional sources of home improve-
ment financing, including Title I approved lenders. This
capability can be utilized both to help "market" an incentive
program, to disseminate relevant technical information to
homeowners contemplating a solar investment, and possibly to
realize certain economies in the origination and servicing
of government subsidized loans.

. Consumer Protection. Utili ty involvement might relieve the
government from some of the burden of certifying solar system
performance. Utilities possess the technical capability to
exercise a reasonable degree of quality control over whatever solar
installations they may carry out. In addition, their public
or quasi-public sta-tus would obligate them to proceed
cautiously in terms of the choice of equipment and the way
in which it is marketed, and to provide adequate guarantees
of system performance.

a A Means to "Finesse" the First Cost Constraint. To the extent
that utility involvement lowers the cost of solar use for
homeovrners, it also reduces the amount of subsidy the govern-
ment has to provide to achieve any desired level of market
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impact. In the longer run, utility leasing programs may
have the added advantage of expanding the solar market to
households of more moderate income. Leasing eliminates the
high first costs of solar and is likely to involve relatively
small monthly payments, since utilities can amortize their
solar investment over longer time periods than individuals
using a typical three- to five-year home improvement loan.

. Cost of Capital. Several commentators discussing the potential
benefits of utility entry into the solar field have alluded
to their ability to borrow "short" at or near the prime rate.*
Presumably the benefits of these lower rates could be at
least partially passed on to solar customers in the form of
Iower interest rates on loans for solar equipment or lower
leasing charge s. This would mean that a Federal "interest

tt or tt e lement" if rated
a rrti'l i tv - worrl d have to subsidize a smaller interest

at the same below-market rate
Lrere to be provided through a commercial bank
normally charge at least 128 interest for a home improvement
loan. )

However, it is unclear whether the cost of capital to utilities
would really predispose them, in practice, to make low cost
financing available. Although their borrowing rates from
commercial banks are qenerally below rates available to
individuals, utility representatives interviewed arqued
strongly that their overall cost of capital is at least as
hrgh qs conrlentional moqtgage rates, about 98, and in some
cases may be as high as conventional home improvement
financing (12-13t). The reason asserted for these costs is
that most of the utilities' capital is raised in the bond
and equity markets. While AAA utility bonds are currently
selling at 8-8-L/2?, costs of raising capital through sale
of preferred and common stocks are considerably higher,
10-178. Moreover, according to those interviewed, utilities
are reluctant to use their short-term borrowing ability
insofar as it conspicuously raises their debt-equity ratios.
This in turn may adversely affect their bond market ratings,
and consequently their overall costs of capital.
It should also be noted that the direct administrative and
overhead costs that would be incurred by the utilities in
making small consumer loans could be as great if not greater
than those incurred by commercial banks.

While the effect of borrowing on access to capital markets may
be a potential obstacle to utility solar involvement, it
could be circumvented by establishing separate sister cor-
porations for solar, as has been done in the past by a number

*See for example , ERDA, Interim Policy Options for Removing Barriers and
Imlrlementing Incentives to Accelerate Market Penetration for So1ar

ERDA, p. 22 (Apri1, L977).Heating and Cooling Systems,
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of utilities for their hot water and air conditioner leasing
and appliance sales programs.

Another possibility would be for utilities to originate solar
loans for their customers on behalf of commercial banks using
lines of credit at low rates. This can prove attractive to
the banking institution insofar as lending to individuals
through the utilities can simplify both the placement of loans
and the mechanics of collecting payments.* Since the utility
is only acting as an intermediary, the borrowings would not
appear on its balance sheet.

No doubt incentives directed at the utilities themselves (special
investment tax credits, favorable rate setting aLlowances) could be

structured that might induce them to look more favorably upon entering
the solar market. Any such policy would raise a host of complex

regulatory issues -- particularly in respect to consumer protection
and maintaining competitive markets -- that cannot be adequately

addressed here.**

In respect to the central concern of this study -- the design of
incentives to encourage residential solar use in the near-term -- the

merits and liabilities of encouraging active utility involvement have

Iittle inmediate relevance. Nevertheless, insofar as a Federal incen-

tive is designed to be administered through commercial lending organiza-
tions, thought might still be given to authorizing the participation of
those few utilities that may begin to market, Iease, and help finance

solar devices while the incentive program remains in effect. This

would apply specifically to the "interest subsidy to lender" and

"Solar Tandem PIan" options discussed in Chapter Four. Utilities pro-
viding financing to solar purchasers could, under the former approach,

*According to the First National Bank of Denver, the Public Service
company of Colorado has arranged a $2,000,000 line of credit at close
to the prime rate for those of its customers wishing to finance energy
conservation improvements in their homes.

**A comparable range of issues has received some attention recently in the
context of the National Energy Act, which, among its residential weatheriza-
tion provisions, would require util-ities to advise their customers of the
need for energy conservation improvements to their homes, and, if re-
quested, arrange for the work to be carried out and financed. See for
example statement of Robert B. Rach, Director, Office of Policy Planning
and Eval-uation, Federal Trade Commission before the Senate Committee on
Banking, Housir.g, and Currency, on the National Energy Conservation Policy
Act, June 28, L977.
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receive interest reduction payments from the government on behalf of
their customers, under the Tandem Plan approach, they would be eligible,
along with private lenders, to obtain advance purchase commitments for
making below-market rate loans to customers installing solar devices in
their homes. Several years from now, as solar space cooling systems

become more commercially feasible, some policy along these lines may

hold greater potential -- since solar space cooling, unlike solar
domestic hot water or space heating, promises to be more compatible

with the interests of utility companies in smoothing out peaks in
energy demand.
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APPENDTX A

OVERVIEW OF BILLS INTRODUCED INTO TTIE 94TTI AND 95TH CONGRESS

AUTTIOR]ZTNG
FEDERAL EINANCIAL TNCENTTVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY USE

Eighteen bills were introduced into the 94th Congress that contained

incentives for the installation of solar energD/ eguipment in private
residential units; and, as of early May, 1977, forty-four bills of conr

parable intent had been placed in the hopper of the 95th Congress. As

can be seen from the table below, most of these bills authorize either
tax credits or Iow-cost loans.

Table A-1

NUMBER OF BILLS INTRODUCED IN CONGRESS BY
INCENTIVE TYPE

lncentive Type

94th Congress

95th Congress
(Through Early
May)

Tax Dir€ct
Benefit Loan

6

16

7

15

Miscel-
laneous

5

13

Total

18

4

Several of the tax credit proposals would also make deductions avail-
able as an option. Most of the bi1ls that do not call for either credits
or a special loan progrErm, would authorize some specific arendrent to
existing Federal housing prograrns that would either raise maximum loan

ceilings if homes are solar equipped or would generally clarify the e1i-
gibility of solar homes for assistance under the given program. Special

loan guarantees and accelerated depreciation allowances, with four except-

ions, are conspicuously absent Ermong the incentive proposals directed at
the residential sector, although they have been incorporated in several
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proposed bi1ls ainred at encouraging solar use in corunercial and indus-
trial structures.

Table A-2 below summarizes the maximum and rninimum benefit levels
contained in the tax credit, tax deduction, and separate loan proposals

sr:bnitted in either the 94th or 95th Congress.

Table A-2

HIGH/LOW BENEFlT LEVELS OFFERED BY SOLAR
INCENTIVE BILLS INTRODUCED INTO 94TH AND 95TH
CONGRESS

94th Congress 95th Congress

Same as 94thTax Credit Hish 25% of First $8,000
12%o/o over $8,OOO

$250.

$4,000

$800

100% of Corts
?A lnte7est23 Yr.

75% of Costs
Govt. Rate + 'AYo

8 Yr.

Tax Deduction High

Loan Hish

Same as 94th

Low

Low

$1,000.

$4,000

$4,000

Same as 94th

Low

ltre largest sr:bsidy would be provided by the tax credit proposals,

Under the formula given, a homeowner installing a S12,0O0 solar space

heating and hot water system would receive a credit of $2,5O0. The tax
credit proposal contained in the Presidentrs Energy Plan would make avail-
able a maximum credit of $2,000.

Most of the bil1s becore involved to sorne extent in program design

issues, specifying program tine limits and conditions under which indi-
viduals and systems will be eligible for subsidy. Despite sorre Congress-

ional concern about the potential for solar incentives to be subsidies

for the rich, only five bills to date have restricted eligibility for
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ful1 subsidy benefits to persons below a specified income 1evel, and

four of these are proposals for low-interest loans, a housing program

tool traditionally used to improve the availability of financing for
families of lirnit-ed neans. O:Iy one of the twenty-two tax benefit
proposals (HR.3988) decreases the benefit as the applicant's incone

rises.

A number of proposals evidence concern about the consuner protection
aspects of encouraging citizens bo becone solar users. In addition to
requirerents that systems purchased with Federal rnonies neet performance

and reliability criteria to be specified by the Secretary, eight biIls
introduced in the 95th Congress require that systems carry a certain
percentage of a homes' therrnal load. While one bill requires a reason-

able 40t of the total space heat and hot water Ioad, the other seven

specify that hot water systems alone mr:st provide 100E of the hot water

load, an unreal-istically high requirement likely to lead to cost-
ineffective systems. For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see

Chapter Six. In addition to thermal load requirements, eleven bills
also specify that systems have a rninimum useful life of three or five
years.

In alnpst all legisLation, the solar incentive is seen as a transi-
tional time-lirnited program. Program life for tax measures ranges from

two to nine years with nost incentives lasting four or less years and

wirtually all the loan proposals specifying ten year program lives. '

Ttre foll-owing charts categorize the key provisions of selected biLls
in terms of:

EIi gibility Requirements :

. nature of the applicant

. type of property (new, existing)

. type of solar system (hot water, space heating, space cooling)

. special conditions (e.9. the minimum B of home energy needs pro-
vided by the system)

t

2

3

Ihe \pe of Benefit (Tax Credit, Loan, Etc.) Offered

The Specific Terms of the Benefit (Loan Linits, Interest Rates, Etc. )
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4- Agency Responsibilities:

a agency administering program

a responsibility for perforllnnce criteria

5. Tire Linr-it - Specific Time, if any, for Program Termination

Where boxes are blank, the bill contains no specific language of a

relevant nature.

The remaining biIls, categorized according to their sirnilarity to
those in Table A-3, are sununarized in Table A-4.
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PROVISIONS OF BILLS INTRODUCED IN CONCRESS AUTHORIZING FEDERAL FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERCY USE

TYPE OF INCENTIVE: TAX BENEFIT (94TTI CONCRESS)

BILL NM,IBER

SPONSOR

TITLE

ELTGTB rLr-!1
.Appl Icants

Resld ial onl

.Sys Eem

pec ia I
Cond i t ions

B ENEFI T

lEBl|s

o rmnce
Crltt ria

TII{: I,IYIT

s.28 s.168 s .1 379 s.3152 s.3264 HR.5959

TIINNEY t.IYLIEr'ross DOMENICI FANNIN DURKIN

"Solar Tax IncBntlves
Act of 1975"

"Solar Energy Incentive
Act of 1976"

lDrinn Paclianna\ x (Prlnc. Resldence)(Prlnc. Resldence)
xx

oo 1 ins
Must Have Useful Life
of it Least 3 Years

lrust Have Useful Life
of at Least 3 Years

x

Tax Credit or Deduction

Cred,it: 25% of Expenses
(S250 l{aximumCredit) o!
Deductlon: S1000
Maxinum

Tax Credit or Deductlon

Cteditt 252 bf Expcnses
($1000 MnximumCredit) q
Deduction: S4000
Haxlnum

U? to 12/37179
Tax Credlt: 252 of
Erpenses (Maxinum
credic: s2000)

I/r/80 to 12llt/84
Tax Credir: 152 of
Expenses (Maxlmum
credtr: sl200)

Tax Credit

Credtt: 252 of Expense!
(Maxlnun credlt : S2000)

Tax Credlt

Creditr 25% of Expenses
(Maximu Credit: S2000),
plua the anount of any
lncrease in property
tax due to the solar
lnstallation OR

Tax Deductlon:
lst' 2yr s. 4'O7. I $800mx.
3rd yr. - 5%/S400max.,

Tax Credlt

ENCY
iminlstrative Trea s ur v Treasurv Treasurv Trea surv

National Bureau of
S tanda rds

HUD Secretary of Treasury
as Develooed bv HUI)

HUD HUD HI'D

None t2l3tl19 t2/ 31/19-r2/3t/84 12/ 71 180 t2l Jrl 80 r2l Jr / 79

Tax Credit

252 of the Flrst
S8000 Expenses.
12-ll2Z of 58000+
Expenses

r{R. 6 584

CUDE

Necds or nl1 Hoc Water

Tax Credlc o-r 
-D,educt-lon

liomeowners may cIalD a
tax credit for solar
expenses - no naxlmum

I fLgure available.

ovners of lncome Pro-
perty may amortlze
solar exPenses over a
60 month perlod.

x
x

Tl('Fsrrr
Hllf)

121 )t / 80
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PROVISIONS OF BILLS IIITRODUCED IN CONGRESS AUTHORIZING FEDERAL

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY USE

TYPE OF INCEMIVE: DIRECT LOAN (94TH CONGRESS)

BILL NUEER HR. 14008

SPONSOR ROYBAL

TITLE

ELIGIBILITY
.Applicanls

Resldentlal only

Res Comerc.

x

Speclal
Conditions

BENEFIT

TERHS

49E!!L
.Adnlnistrative

rPerfornance
Criteria

402 of total heatlng
needs or aI1 hot wa-
ter needs.

Dlrect lpan/Grant

To Honeomers w/ Incones
Iess than or equal to
medlan lncoEe of thelr
area - $800O Max. at 37.i

8 yr. Maturlty - only
Ll2 Loan Needs to be
Repaid.

HUD

IIUD

s.875 s.2163

HART ABOIIREZK

"Solar Energy Equip-
Eent Loan Actrr

Orrncrs (l-4 Fanlly
Realdences only) and
Bullders of Resi-

dentlal Structures

x

402 of total heating
needs or all hoE ua-
ter needs.

Direct Loe
iEi-T-E$L,"s,
I'tsinu Ioa trEr uit:

56000:I-4 fm. uits
57OO t5-24"
5400225-99 " "
480O : I00- 199
45Oo:200+ " "
Rate: Gov. Bate +

L/2 t
ltaturity: gyrs./l-4
. fam. uits,

15 yts./5+
fam. mits

Builders: Ioan Matures
upon sale of resl-dence

Direct Loan

D1rect Lcans By
Solar Energy Loan
AdnlnisEration -
1002 of Expenses(ilo
!,taximur)

Rate: 2Z
llacurity: 25 yrs.

HUD Solar EnerEy Laan
Adnlnistratlon (as
SDecified 1n LeslsLat

I{UD iiUD

10 yrs. ?fter enacrnt 10-1/2 yrs.sft. enactntTIHE LI},IIT lO-l/2 yrs aft. enacttrt
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PR{IVISIONS OF BILLS INTRODTICED IN COI'ICRESS AITNiORIZING FEDERAL FINAXCIAL INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY IISE

TYPE OF INCE\TIVE: MISCELLANEOTIS (94nI CoNGRESS)

BILL NIJ}AER

SPONSOR

TITLE

ELI CIBl LITY
.Api-l icanrs

Residential Only

a s tcm
Hot tlater
Heati
Co

TERMS

pec
Conditions

istrirtive
rPerF.rrmance-
Criteria

HR. 1 5014 HR.150r5s.2932 HR.13143

KENNEDY BAUCUS BAUCUS BAUCUS

''Energy Conservation
Act of 1976rr

"Solar Energy for Homes
Act of 1976"

^
x x

Y x
xx

x

x x

nust generate enough
to recover costs.

syst6 i

savrnsJ
I5 yt. usetul Ilte;

Speclal Ellgibllity

Authorizes Federal
Asslslance Under Con-
solidated Fam & Rural
Dev. Act.
Re: Resldentlal Solar
InBtallatlons on
Fmlly Faru

Hlgher Loan Limlt

Permlts FHA to increase
by not rcre than 20%:
a) LimlEatlon on amunt

of IllA lpan to Single/
Multi-FaEI ly Dwelllng;

b) LiEltatlon on amunt
of prlnciple obllga-
tlon of mortgage ln=
sured/purchased under
any program to cover
solar unlt costs,

Amount of insured home
lmprovement loans ln-
creased to cover solar
system cosEs.

Comunlty Development
Grants can be used to en-
couraBe residentlal solar
heating and coollng.

Loan Guarantee ano
Subs 1dy

Loan guarantees to any
borrower - interest sub-
sidies for resldenElal uae

FEA FHAF'roHA

E8!sr_-lee!--!1st!
fllA Loan Increased by
102 t^then Increased
Cost Pesults }-roil
Solar Systen

FHA

4 Years after enact-
men t

HR.15016

BAUCUS

Soec iaI ty

Extends Veterans' Ilome
Loans to cover solar ex-
penses or 202 of value
of structure in vhich the
systeE is installed.

VA

x

x
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PROVISIONS OF BILI,S INTRODUCED IN COI.IGRESS AUIIIORIZING FEDEFAL FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOI,AR ENERGY USE

TYPE oF INCENTM: TAX BEmFIT (95111 CONGRESS)

BII,L NIJUBER

SPONSOR

TITLE

ELIGIBILITY
oApplicilts

Residential OnIy

Res. w/Corerc

Hot Water

Heating

Special
CondiEion3

BENEFIT

TERI.LS

AGENCY

aAdninistrative
aPerformnce

Criteria

s. 1284 HR.6I HR.526s.17 s. 654

I,IC INTYRE MC CLURE HIHPHRW LLOYDWYLIE

"Renewable Energy &

Energy Conservatj.on Act
of L974"

"Solar Energy fncentives
Act of 1977"

"Solar Energy ed
Energy Consewation
Act of 1977"

x

x
x x x

x x (Conmrcial Only)

x x x x

x Y x x

3 Yr. Useful Li.fe -
Original Use

original User3 yr
Usefu} Life

4Ot of lst 51000 ex-
Irenses, 25t SLoOO+ ex-
penses but Iess than
S7400 ($2000 mx credit)
carryover, no basis in-
creasei prior expendi-
tures claEe

Tax Credit

25t(t2000 nax credit)
for 1977-81.
I5t (SI20O mx credit)
for 1982-86Carryoveri
Carryback.

Tax Credit Tax Cr€d.it or Deduction

25c of e4Enses (S10OO

mx. credit, of which
S25O mx is all@ed
toward puchase of con-
ventional mterials) ;or
Tax Deduction: S4OOO

max. for period in
effect (of which SI0O0
max. is allded tdard
purchGe of mnvention-
aI Mterials ) .
No basis increase;

Carryback,
Carryover.

25t of e4Enses up to
$8oOO, Prior E4pntli-
tues CIaEe r No
BGis Increase

Tax credit Tax Credit or Deduction

25t of ExiEnses(SlO00
l4ax. Credit) for Period
in Effect.
Carryback; carryover
4 yrs. follding u-
Eed year i or tax
deduction: S4OO0 Max.
for Period in Effect,

Treas uy Treasury Treasury Tre6ury Treasury

HUD HUD ITUDHUD HUD

l9 7 7- l98l L977-19A6 1977-198r 1977-r981 197?-1980

HR.3048

BROYHILL

Tax Credit

25t of Ist 58000 ex-
perees - 12.5t of $8OOO+
exIEnses.
carryover (7 yrs.),
Carryback (3 yrs.);
No Basis Increase; Prior
E)q)enditures ClaEe.

Treas ury

HUD

Begin TaEbl.e Year
Folltring f:nactrent
thru Decetrber 3L, L979

x

x

TIME LIMIT
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PROVISIONS OF BILLS INTRODUCED IN CONGRESS AUTHORIZING FEDERAL FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOISR ENERGY USE

TYPE oF INCENTIVE: TAX BENEFIT (95TH CONGRESS) - CONTTNUED

BILL NUMBER

SPONSOR

TITLE

ELIGIBILITY
.Applicants
Residential only

Res. w/Comerc

aSyslem
Hot Water
Heating

special
Condit.ions

BENIFIT

TERMS

HR.5500

"Energy Conseryation
Tax Incentives Act of
t97'1"

x

3 Useful Life

Tax Credit

25t of expenses.
(Szsoo mx. credit)
No credit if:
a) local gov. takes ir
proverents resulting
fron energy conserva-
tion j.nto acct. in pro-
perty tax assessrent.
b) property acquired
by taxpayer w/amts- re-
ceived by US. cov. or
its agencies,
3 yr. carryover;
Prior Expenses ClaEe

Treasury

HUD

ACFNCY

ililr.rnr:t ratrvc
aPerformance

Criteria

HR.3762 HR.3968 HR.3985 HR,4029 HR.4225

MTN ISH MOAXLEY C l I,I.IAN RYANVANDER JAGT

"Solar Energy Incentiv:
Act "

"so1ar Energy & Re-
sources Conservation
Act of L977"

x x

x x x

x x x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x
original Usei3 yr
Useful Life

original Use;3 yr.
Useful Life

original Use;3 yr.
Useful Life

original Usei5 yr.
Useful Life

33.3t of lst S8OO0
E)q)enses, aIso, credit
against increased pro-
perty tax as result of
increased assessnent on
solar hore; No Basis
Increase; Prior F:x-
pendi tures Clause.

Residential : L/l/'7'7-
L2/31/8L - sOt of Ex-
IEnses Up to 52500.
L/r/gL-L2/3r/A6 - 25\

of Expenses Up To 51250

Tax Credit Tax CrediE

4Ot of Ist $1500 of ex-
pcnses; :5q of expensea
greater thil SL500, but
Iess t}lil S91CO.
Amowt o: crcdit re-
duced by 9.52t of amt,
by wh ich adj Eted gross
incore exceeds $15,OO0.

(S5Jo mx. reduction)
ALso, investment tax
crcdit of 25q of expcnse
No bil is inc;e6e ;
Carryovcr; prior ex-
pendrtures claEe.

Tax Credit

258 of up to S8O0O ex-
trEnses. Allows Deduct-
ion u/restrEct to arcr-
tization of any quali-
fied energy use pro-
perty based on period
of 60 rcnths.
No Basis Increase

DeductionTax Credit Tax Deduction

SI0OO Mx for hot water
system expenses,
S45OO nax for space
heating solar systere,
S9OOO mx for space
cooling solar systere.
ff uit perforre 2 or
rcre fmctions, the
aggregate allffab1e ant.
is the sum of the dol,Iar
arcuts correspondinq
to the function per-
fored.
No Breis Increase;
Prior Expenses Clause.

Treasury Tleas ury 'I'reasury Treasury Treasury

H(JD

Treasury, HUD, ERDA
Bureau of Standards HUD/ERDA HUD H(]D

t9'7 7 - t9A2 19 7 7- 1986 Enactrent - Dec. 3ll8lTIi,1E LIMrT Jil l/77 - Jan L/82
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PROVISIONS OF BILLS INTRODUCED IN COIIGRESS AUT,IORIZTNG FEDERAL PINANCIAI INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAI SOLAR ENERGY USE

TYPE OF INCENTIVE: DIRECT I.oAN (95TH CONGRESS)

BILL NUMBER

SPONSOR

TITLE

ELIGIBILITY
.App1icdts

Residenlial only

Rcs

asysten
Hot Wacer

strrecia1
Conditions

TERMS

AGENCY
-lIErTnist rati w

oPer
Criteria

s. 395 HR. 3981 HR. 6245HR.485 HR. I502 HR. 1980

LI,oYDHART LEHMAN HARRINGTON ROYBAIL DRTNAN

x (Builders AIso) (Horeryners ild
Buil&E)

(I-4 fan. wit
structures )

x

x x x xx

x x

x x xx x

4Ot of total heating
needs or all hot
uater needs

4Ot of totsal heating
needs or aLl hot gater
needs.

origj.nal Ee i
f yr. Eeful life

Es tabl ishes
s100,000,000 Fud
75t of E)eenses
Maximw Ioan Per Unit:
$8,000: I-4 Fam.Units
97,500: s-24
97,000: 25-99 " "
96, 500 : IOO-I99" "
55,OOO:2OO+ Fam.Units

Rate: Gov.Rate +l/29
Hatwj.ty: 15 yrs .

Builders: I{,an Matures
Upon Sa1e.

Direct Lan

Establishes
S9oO,OO0,OOO Fmd
75t of Expenses
l.taxiEw I4an Per Unit:
$6,o00: I-4 Fan.Units
55,7OOr 5-24
$5.400: 25-99
54,8OO:10O-199"
54,5OO:200+

Rate: Cov. Rate +l/2*
Matuity: e yts/l-4
fam. uits, ],5 yrs/
5+ f am. wits.

Direct Iod

Es ta.b I i she s
SIO0,OO0,OO0 Fund
to Mke 25 yr. loans
@ 2t Irer ilnw. Up
to IOa of proceeds
of ey loan my be
paid to cor(rensate
c@peratire or non-
profit loe referraL
aqent certified &

Iicensed by the Ad-
ninistrator, rho
assisted the borrder
in obtaining quali-
fied solar hardware.

Direct Ioa

Up to S8,OOO of ex-
EEnses of uhich only
I./2 must be repaid.
Irplied incore linita-
tion: less thil IOO$
of rediil incore of
atea in which indivi-
dul resides.

Rate: 3t
l(E,turity: 8 yrs.

Direct Ipil Grant or Ioan

I) Indiv. (cross Incore
less the S3o,ooo)
either: Grat-25t of
Ioa ($tEo-o mx.grant);

754 of erqEnsea
Ex l-oan ) Rate :

Gov. Rate +L/2* -
Matuity : 20 years.
2l CoMity Groups w/
Avg. Irdiv. Gross In-
core less thil S3O,O0O
either: Grarrt-25t of
tom ( sooo-o mx grant) ;
or Ion-85t of exlEnses
(S4O,OOO mx. loan)
Rate: Sre
Maturitv:30 vrs-

19gr-
,000

or
(sro

SSOOO for elpenses in
t-4 fam, unit struc-
turei 5Og of expenses
( S5OO, OOO mx loan)
for 5+ fam. unit
structures,
Rate: Gov. Rate +112t
Maturity: 15 years
(ALso Tax Credit
Provision)

Direct Ioan

ERDAHUD SBA

Solar Energy Ioan Ad-
min. (as strEc. in leg. ) HUD HUD

HUD/ERDA HUD HI.'DHUD HI]D HUD

10 yrs. afcer enact-
Eent.

DeceFber 31, 198l
ment.
10 yrs. af!er enact-

nent.
l0 yrs. after enact-

HR.6695

C,@DLING

(Ohtner,/occupilt of
l-4 fan uit
res. structre)

40t of totaL heating
needs, ilglglilg hot
uater

Direct Ioil

Establ ishes
S1O0,OOO,OOO appor-
tioned to each state
on basis of ratio of
state to national PoP-
ulation.
SBOoO rux. loan (in-
cludes costs of rcdifr-
ing existing structure)
Rate: Gov Rate +lt
Maturity: 10 years

HUD

HUD

10 yrs. after enact-

x

x

x

TIM LIMIT

meot
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PROVISIONS OF BILLS IIi:IRODUCEI] IiI CONGRESS AUTHORIZING FEDERAL FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY USE

TYPE OF INCENTIVE: MISCELLANEOUS (95TH CONGRESS)

HR.3129

BAUCUS

"Solar Energy for Hooes
Acts - 1977" -(Loan
Guarantees for Veterans)

BILL Nln,lBER

SPONSOR

TITLE

ELIGIBILITY
.Applicants

Res . w/ comerc

.Sys Lem

Condltlons

BENEFIT

TER.}1S

Loan Guarantee

952 of lpan ($8000
I'faximun) for solar
appllcations on1y,

ltodifles NaEional Hou-
sing AcE; encourages
ComunlEy Economlc
Developoent . re lated
to solar energy.

Uigher Loan Linit
VA Loan Raised to Equal
Elther Cost of Purchase+
Installatlon or 2OZ of
Value of Structure
in whlch System is belnt
Installed - uhlchever ls
chaper.

oPerformancc
Criterla

HR.1164

RICH}ONI')

IlR. r166

RICHI,IOND

HR.3127

BAUCUS

"solar Energy for
Hores Acts-1977"

HR.3128

BAUCUS

"Solar Energy for
Hores Acts-1977"

( 1-4 Fanl I v tlnl ts) (Farms) x
(FarDs )

Y x
v Y

x x x I

Soecial EIiPibtlitv

Modifies Section 303
of Consolidated Farm
& Rural Developnenl
Act lq2l to inclu(ie
Solar Loans &

Guaran tees

Special ElIgib11lty

Changes Consolldated
Fam & Rural Dev.
Act to Include Solar
Equlpment Purchase
& Installatlon as
"Improvenent"

Higher Loan Limlt
Allows increase up to
2Ot of loans handled
by FHA, EhHi[, ad GNMA,

Covers additional cost
of purchasing and in-
stalling solar heating
ild coling equilment
on single/mlti-fmily
dwellings.
Anends National Hou-
sing Act to provj.de
loas for solar expen-
ses under "home inpro-
vement" provisions.
Anends Housing ild De-
veloprent Act of | 74
to.encourage comnulty
econonic develolment
related to solar energl

FTIA- et- a1

HUT) IITID HUD

Terminated: 5 Yrs
After Enactment

TIHE LIMIT

lve
IIIID



Incentive
Type

Direct
Ioan

Tax
Benefit

Direst
LOaft

S.97 (Brooke)

S.675 (Bensten)

H.R.6245 (Lloyd)

H.R.825 (Drinan)

H. R.1616 (Anderson)

H.R.2274 (Yates)

S.17 (Mclntyre)

S. 17 (Mclntyre)

H. R.61 (VUylie)

H.R.485 (Lehman)

H.R.485 (Lehman)

H. R.485 (Iehman)

TABI,E A-4

OTHER FEDERAL LEGISI,ATION

94TH CONGRESS

Bill Similar to

s.2087 (Nelson) S.875 (Hart)

H.R.3849 (Gude) S.875 (Hart)

H.R.8524 (Gude) S.875 (Hart)

95TH CONGRESS

Variation

unit must be purchased from a
small business concern. Pro-
gram adrninistration and per-
formance criteria by SBA.

applies to a1I homeowners and
residential builders.
applies to all horeowrrers.

no carryover clar:se

residential use only

establishes $100,0O0,000 fund;
system must supply 40t of total
heating needs or aII hot water
needs. HUD administered.
Iirnited to structures with l--4
fam. r:nits; system must be pur-
chased from small business con-
cern; system must supply 40ts of
total heating needs or all of
hot water needs. SBA administered.

limited to structures with 1-4
family units; HUD adrninistered.

limited to structures with 1-4
family units; system must
supply 4Oz of total heating needs
or all of hot water needs.

limited to structures with 1-4
family nnitsi 25-yr. maturity.

Table A-4
Lof2

H. R.863 (Orinan) H. R.485 (Iehman)

H.R.2534 (steers) s.395 (Hart)

H.R.2634 (Pattersor) H. R.485 (r.ehman)

H.R.4914 (Fascell) S.395 (Hart)

H.R.5907 (Drinan) H.R.398I (Drinan)



Miscellane-
ous H.R.4217

H. R.4219

H. R.4884

H. R.4887

H. R. 4890

H. R.6614

H. R.6615

H. R.6616

(Ridrncnd)

(Richrnond)

(Baucus)

(Baucus)

(Baucus)

(Baucus )

(Baucus)

(Baucus)

H.R. 1166 (Richmond)

H.R. 1164 (Richrpnd)

H.R.3127 (Baucus)

H.R.3128 (saucus)

H.R.3129 (Baucus)

H.R.3127 (Baucus)

H.R.3128 (Baucus)

H.R.3129 (aaucus)

Table A-4
2of2



APPENDIX B

OVERVIEW OF SOI,AR FINAiICIAL TNCENTTVES ENACTED BY STATES

In the absence of solar incentives on ttre Federal level, a number

of states have acted to provide some financial advantages to users of
solar energy. In the residential sector, state incentives have pri-
marily taken three forms::

o e:<erption of solar installations from l-ocal property taxes

o e><emption of solar equipment from sales tax
o reduction of solar users' state income tax liabilities

There is considerable variation from state to state in the amount of
benefit delivered to solar users through property tax measures. In

some cases only a porEion of the total cost is exempted from adding to
the house's assessed value. In other sLates, the full cost of the solar
installation is exerpted. Three states go so far as to grant a time-
limited property tax deduction to solar users, while Kansas, with the

important caveat that the system must carry 7Oz of the building's thermat

Ioad, exerpts solar-equipped structures from all property taxes whatso-

ever. It is also interesting to note that although most of the twenty-
one states with property tax legislation require localities to exempt

solar installations from property tax, five states allow local discre-
tion because of Hone RuIe provisions in their state constitution.

While a nunber of states have enacted property tax incentives, only
three presently exempt solar equipment from sales tax" In Arizona and

Texas solar equipnent is simply not subject to sales tax, whereas in
Georgia purchasers must file an application to reclaim the tax paid.

Ttre provisions of incone tax legisl-ation are summarized in Table

B-I. There are differences between states in the type of tax instrurnent
used to provide the benefit, the refundability of the credit,/deduction
and the effect of receipt of Federal benefits on an individual-'s eligi-
bility for state benefits. Of the states with inconre tax benefits,
two count the cost of solar as a deduction, six allow a tax credit and

Arizona gives its citizens a choice between a deduction or a credit.

B-I



Although eight states have a slightly regressive benefit in that credits/
dedustions are not refundable, these salrE states do allow individuals
clainr-ing the state tax benefit to also claim Eederal benefits. In
contrast, New l€xico allows a refundable credit but does not allorp

individr:aIs clairning the state's tax credit to claim Federal benefits
as well. In addition, the maximum credit allowed in all but one state --
$1,000 -- is less than that generally proposed for Federal credits. It
should also be noted that in many states the average state income tax
liability, against which a credit would be applied, is relatively smal1.

A summary listing of all passed and proposed state solar financial
incentives as of July 1I, L977 foLLows in Table B-2.

Table B-1

SUMMARY OF STATE ]NCOME TAX BENEFITS TO ENCOURAGE BESIDENTIAL UTILIZATTON OF SOLAR ENERGY

State

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Hawaii

ldaho

( 1 97s)
119771

('19771

119721

( 19761

(19761

Kansas ( I 97s,

New Mexico (19751

North Dakota 119771

Summary of Provisions

36-lVlonth Cost-Amortization as a
Deduction, or Credit ot 25% ol
Costs (5% dscrease per year through
1981, $1,O0O max. creditl

Deduction of Total Costs

Credit of 10% of Costs ($1,000
max. creditl

Credit of 10% of Costs

Deduction of Costs: 4OY"lot 1st
Year, then 2OY"p* Year for Next
3 Years. ($5,000 max. deduction
in any one year.l

Credit of 25% of Costs ($1.000
max, creditl

Credit of 25% of Costs ($1,000
max. creditl

Credit of 5% of Costs Per Year for
2 Years.

Credit of 25% of Costs ($2,000
max. creditl

lndividual Claim
Both State &
Fed. Tax Credit

Yes

Credit/Refund
lf No/Minimal
Tax Liability

Carryover
Provision

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yss

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

YesOklahoma 11977|,
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Table B-2

STATE TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY USE AS OF JULY 15,1977

Type of Lsgislation

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
ldaho
lllinois
lndiana
lowa
Kansas

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Bhode lsland
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Property Tax lncentives
Passed Proposed

Ed

E,EO

E

E,Ed

C,D
E

D,E,E6

E,EA
Ed*

D,E,E6,R,
E,E"
E

lncome Tax tncentivss
Passad Proposed

c*

D

c

c,c*
C,CT,D

C,D

c
c,c*
cr

C,D

C,D

c+

16

Sales Tax I ncentives
Passed Proposed

E

E,E*

E,E*
R

14

c*,D*
D
c

crEa
E

E

D

c
D

c

E6

Rv

E1

E6
D

E

E

E

E

Er*
E,E*
E

E,EA

R

E

E

E

E

E

E

E*
E

E

E

Eg

Edo

D

E

E6

D

E

E

c
c
c

E

E

c

c

E,Er,E6,E1
E

D
E6

cr

E

E1

El,Er*

Total States 2821

Key:

Source:

C = tax credit
D = tax deduction
E = tax exemption
Ed = tax exemption of the difference between assessed property value with solar and without solar
| = local option
R = tax rebate
R, - assessment of solar system at reduced value* = system must meet performance criteria
o = passed but not yet signed

Derived from Printout of State Solar Legislation, National Solar Heating and Cooling lnformation Center,Sl141'17
Conversations with lr/r. Gerald Mara, National Solar Heating and Cooling lnformation Center, Franklin lnstitute
Research Lab,7l77, interviews with various state oJficials 5/77-7117.
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APPENDIX C

I"TETHODOIOGICAL NOTE

Ttre nethodoloEl employed in this study eonsisted of three major

components:

(1) a program of open-ended interviews with a diverse array of
public and private participants in the housing market and
the solar energD/ industry;

(2) the developrent of a rpdel for forecasting the nnrket impact
of major incentive options based on (a) the results of
structured interviews with 1,500 consumers in eight cities,
and (b) a comparative review of existing projections of the
likeIy rnarket penetration for residential solar energy systems,
and

(3) the derrelopment of procedures for estimating the public costs
associated with the incentives tested.

Each of these elenents is described briefly in this Appendix. A

complete documentation of the research rethodology can be found tn the

supplementary volures to this report. It should be emphasized that the

nethodologies presented here provide a series of estimates of market pene-

tration and public costs that are best used to conpare the relative
effectivnesss of varior:s financial incentives. As predictions of what

actually will occur, they are subject to considerable future un-

certainties (in the solar'state-of-the-art, energy supply and demand,

the specifics of governllent policy) and should therefore be regarded as,

at best, extrerely rough orderof-magnitude estimates.

A. OPEN-ENDED TNTERVTEW PROGRAM

During the course of the study, members of the research team e:<plored

the study's central concerns with a wide variety of public and private
actors includj-ng:

a horrebuilders and honre improvement contractors
. multi-family developers and real estate syndicators

o mortgage lenders

o hore irprovement lenders

. reaL estate appraisers

c-1



. private llnrtgage insurers

. solar manufacturers and distributors

. officials in states having solar energy progrars

o officials of Federal nortgage credit agencies (FHA, VA, FmHA)

o secondary market entities (FNMA, FHLMC, GNMA)

. officials of other relevant Federal agencies (Treasury, FEA,
ERDA, and HEW!s Student Guaranteed Ioan Program)

. electric and gas utilities; fuel oil distributors

. industry and trade associations

. researchers engaged in parallel study efforts.

These unstructured interviews were designed to fuIfilI the following
pur?oses:

to identify and help select the most prornising incentive options
for detailed quantitative analysis.

to obtain essential information and e><pert advice in making the
critical assurptions used in the formal market impact and cost
analysis.

to obtain perspectives on the likely impact and workability of in-
centives as a supplement to the results from the structured con-
sutrEr interview program.

to securs insights useful in performing the more qualitative
aspects of the incentive analysis (re: factors such as program
eguity, administrative feasibility and logistics, analogous pro-
gram precedents and legal concerns).

a to e:<plore underlying issues in respect to the timeliness, overall
scope, and detailed design of a Federal incentive program.

Ttre information gleaned from these interviews with persons of informed

points of view is as critical- as the quantitative cost/impact estimates

to the judgrments' that underlie the basic findings and recommendations of
this report"

I4ETHODOLOGY FOR IVIARKET PENETRATION ANALYSIS

Key Features of The Model

The purpose of the Solar Adoption Forecasting (SAF) model is to pre-

dict sales over tire of both solar water heating and combined space and

water heating systems r:nder a number of different assunptions about factors
influencing solar energD/ util-ization. Ttre npdel is constructed as a policy

a

a

a

a

B

l.
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analysis tool which can estimate the impact on the demand for solar systems

of:

changes in the systems' price;

changes in the prices of conventional fuels and thus energy savings;
'and

o different leveIs and tlpes of Federal- financial incentives.

A distinctive feature of the rpdel is that it was calibrated on data

from a market survey of 11500 new and existing homeowners in eight cities
across the coLmtry, undertaken specifically to assess consumer response

to various Federal financial incentives. the nndel translates the inter-
wiew responses into annual projections of solar system volume through a

three-step process:

1) Using regression analysis and the survey data, equations were de-
rived to predict the probability of an individual of a particular
incone bracket and in a particular region purchasing a solar system.

2) The regional purchase probabilities for each system type were
weighted and combined to yield an estimate of national purchase
probabilities for each of the four incone groups. *

3) these national purchase probabilities were input to a time simula-
tion npdel which forecast the number of units purchased annually
through 1985.

In addition to financial variables, such as median solar system cost,
energy savings and incentive value, the SAF model incorporates various

behavioral phenorena that have been denpnstrated to influence the adoption

of new products. Phenonrena included in the model are:

Level of awareness, or the degree to which consumers are knowledge-
able about all aspects of solar systems.

Innovativeness, or consumer attitudes toward new products in general.

Attitudes toward solar systems, particularly their reliability and
financial soundness.

Itre bandwagon effect, or the extent to which increasing market
penetration creates additional demand for sofar systems.

*Less than $16,000; S15,0o0 to $32,000; $32,000 to $48,000; and greater
than $48,000.

o

a

a

a

a

a
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Ttris section proceeds with a discussion of the data collection process,

goes.on to a review of the basic structure of the SAF model, and concludes

with an exarnination of the assunptions used in estimating market penetra-

tion.

2. Survey Desigrn

the data used to calibrate the purchase probability nodels cor€s from

a survey of approximately 1r500 new homebuyers and owners of existing hores

in eigfirt cities:

a Boston, tlassachusetts

. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

. Jaclcsonville, Florida

. Colurnbus, Ohio

a Nashville, Tennessee

a Houston, Texas

a Tuscon, Arizona

a San Jose, California

Threse cities were selected to provide a spectrum in terms of climate
(degree days, solar insolation), the price of energy from conventional

sources (oil-, gas, electricity), population base, and growth rates. Forty
percent of the sarple was drawn from the ov/ners of existing homes with
the balance divided between individuals actively in the market for a

newly built home and individuals planning to build a hone on land they

already own. Existing horneowners were selected from randomly chosen

census tractsi prospective honeowners were identified through l-ocal

brrilders, realtors, and architects. While the study does not provide a

nationally representative sanple in a formal- statistical sense, the size

and structure of the sample are such that the findings should provide

a reliable indicator of the relative impact of various incentives.

Ihe survey instrument described a solar heating system and familiarized
the'respondent with issues involving savings and price, Respondents

were initially asked to state how likely they would be to purchase a solar
heating system, assurning various levels of price and savings. A total
of eight price savings corbinations were used in each interview. Savings

were stated in two components: current savings and expected savings in
five years, given an assumed fuel price inflation rate of eight percent.

Baseline demand was estimated from these results.
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In a follow-up section of the survey representative levels of price
and savings were fixed, and respondents were asked to state their likeli-
hood of purchase, depending on which financial incentive was used and on

the level or value of the particular incentive:

with a rebate/grant (received at or about the tine of purchase)
at subsidy levels ranging from I0 to 50% of purchase price;

with a Federal income tax reduction ranging from 1O to 502 of the
purchase price;

with a 1008 subsidized loan (For hot water systens, the loan
terms tested ranged from 1% for 20 years Eo 7z for 10 years.
In the case of higher prj-ced, combined space heating,zhot water
systems, the terms were varied from 1% for as long as 25 years
to 7Z for 15 years. )

with a 75t, 3O-year subsidized loan, written at interest rates
between It and 98. (Ihis question was asked of new honeowners
only, since it was presumed that these financing terms could
only be made available if the sr:Jcsidy were applied to a first
mortgage loan. )

In each case, the questions incorporated system costs and fuel savings

estimates reflecting actual prices and reasonable system designs for the

given metropolitan areas. These estimates were d.erived as follows:

1) A solar systemrs monthly output for each regicn, mciasured in BTU's
per square foot of collector area, was determined from climatic
data assuming a collector efficiency of 50 percent.

2) Tkre foads of average-sized homes in each region were calculated
from NAHB data on house sLze, assuming an average daily hot water
load of 75 gallons per household and adjusting the estimates to
allow for regional differences in home heat loss, groundwater
tenperature, and donestic hot water service temperatures.

3) Using these two solar energy supply and demand curves, the system
size necessary to carry 55 to 75 percent of the total" load --
generally the most cost effective size range for solar systems --
was derived for each region.

4) Based on data collected from architects desigrning solar homes in
various parts of the country, estimates were made of the lillely
costs for the several different system sizes deri-ved above. The
costs r:sed in the survey were the costs for the system size giving
the best financial payback.

5) FinaIIy, the value of the energy savings achieved by the solar
units was calculated from a matrix prepared for eactr city to

a

a

o
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detennine the likely backup systems for both new and existing
homes, and from energy cost data, derived from a recent RERC

survey and from phone interviews with a number of utility con-
panies across the country. these energy savings were adjusted
to refl ect the fact that conventional systems lose a fairly high
percentage of the heat they produce up the chimney: conversion
efficiencies for space heating were assurrrcd to be 65e- and for hot
water heating, 508. (See Table C-l for a list of the solar cost
and savings numbers used in the market survey).

SeveraL additional sections of the questionnaire dealt with attitudes,
sonrc general and some specifically related to solar energly systers. Atti-
tudes concerning system reliability, financial feasibility, quality, and

aesthetics were rreasured. Personality traits such as innovativeness and

willingness to take risk were also registered.

Itre final section of the questionnaire requested demographic data.

Respondents were asked into which of several ranges their family incone

fell. The ranges used were sufficiently broad that the respondent did
not have to reveal an exact incone, yet were narrow enough so that the

nrcdel could answer relevent questions regarding income effects. Ttris demo-

graphic data -- education, d9€, family size -- was collected and tabulated
to verify the sample's balance.

3. Basic Model Structure

Ttvo principal components characterize the sofar adoption forecasting
npdel. First, a recursive equation system predicts the percentage of the
population that would purchase a solar energy system if a particular incen-
tive were made available. Second, a tine simulation mod.el integrates
and translates these percentages into a forecast of units adopted over a

given tinre period.

A recursive equation system predicts values for "p", the percentage

who would buy without an incentive, drrd "f"1 the percentage of those who

would not buy without an incentive, but who are lured by ttre incentive.
rrPtt changes as a frrnction of both financial variables, such as system

price, savings and incone, and attitudinal variables such as faith in
system reliability and innovativeness. '8" changes as a function of the

type and level of incentive, income, and attitudes toward financial risk as

well as the value of "p". Ttre valr:e of "p" influences rrfrr becar:se popu-

lation segments with high "p's" tend to be relatively ntcre responsive to
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TABLE C-I

SOLAR COSTS AND SAVINGS USED IN THE CONSUMER SURVEY

Water Heating System

System Price I
Average
Savings 2r3 3

New Homes Retrofit

$1 ,5oo
$r, 500
$1, 5oo
$1,5O0
$1, 2oo
$1, 2oo
$1, 2oo
$r, 2oo

$l,8oo
$1,800
$1, 8oo
$1 ,8oo
$1, 5oo
$1, 5oo
$1,500
$1, 5oo

$85lyear
$L2O/year
$I2O/year
$80,/year
$9Olyear
$85,/year
$55lyear
$55/year

Savings
VS

Etectric

$135/year
$L2O/year
$l7L/year
$80,/year

$L57 /year
$L24/year
$L2a/yeax
$L29/year

Boston
Columbus
Philadelphia
Nashville
Jacksonville
Houston
Tucson
San Jose

Boston
Colunbus
Philadelphia
Nashville
Jacksonville
Houston
Tucson
San ilose

Space and Water Heating System
(new homes only)

System Price

$r0, oo0
$10, ooo

$8,600
$5, ooo
$4, ooo
$ 3,500
$4, 5oo
$3,5O0

Collector Area
(square feet)

500
500
400
L75
L25
100
150
100

Savings
vs. . 1z.JElectric'

$63lmonth
$54,/npnth
$63rlmonth
$17lmonth
$23lmonth
$19,/month
$ 3I,/month
$19lmonth

1) Por 50 square feet of collector.

2) Weighted average savings based on local mix of conventional energy r:se
in existing hores; weigLrtings derived from ADL, Inc. rnatrix used in se-
lecting sites for HUD Solar Heating and Coofing Derncrrstration Program. New

horeowners in the combined heat and hot water sample were questioned about
solar savings relative to conventional electric systems only.

3) Savings estimates do not take into account costs for system operation
and maintenance.



incentive programs. Ttre "p" and "f" equations were calibrated using prob-

ability of purchase data from the survey. Regression analysis was used

to determine coefficient values, to evaluate which functional forms best

fit the data, and to deterrnine which variables explained the data best.

Ihe portion of the population intending to buy a solar system is cal-
culated as the sum of those who would buy without an incentive (baseline

purctrasers) plus those who would buy only if an incentive is available.

Pt = Pt * [tr - n.' x f.J

where' pt = porc€ntage that will purchase a specified solar system
given an incentive.

pt = percentage that would buy without the incentive.
(l-pa) = percentage who would not buy without an incentive.
fa = percentage of those who would not buy without an incen-

tive, who are lured by the incentive.

(NOTE: In the event that no incentive is used, f = 0 and
the model gives its baseline prediction. )

The sonetines diverse effects of income on predisposition to purchase a

solar system and on receptivity to incentives are included in the model

by permitting income to inflr:ence both "p" and "f", thereby reflecting
ir1 rrp*tt the overall- effect of incore on the adoption of solar systems.

Ttre tine simulation model translates the "p*ts" into an actual fore-
cast of units installed over a girren time period. Forecasts (cumulative)

of the nunber of units at the end of period "t" are given by:

t Y._1 * (ko * pt * *t x ma x ba)

where: Y

k

t

o*

= the cumulative number of units installed through tine
"t". Yt - Yt-l equals the nurnber of units installed
during tirre period "t".

= pt * (l-pt) x ft, as above. p* changes over tine be-
cause system price and energy savings change.

= a pararrrcter used to discount probability estimates given
by respondents. Ttre use of such a parameter is standard
practice in dernand estimation because of the cortmon ten-
dency for respondents to overstate their intentions.
The parareter ko was adjusted by income group to allow
for an "eyes larger than pocJcetbook" effect arnong low-
incone groups.

o
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c = the awareness pararrpter, reflecting the average level
of knowledge about solar systems. Although the national
lerrcl of awareness is quite low at present, *1 is e><pected
to rise over tinre because of national press publicity
and word of routh. Initial values of ot are higher for
new homeowners than for existing homeowners. Ttre survey
responses revealed a generally higher leve1 of awareness
about solar systens arrnng new homeowners, apparently
reflecting the increased opportu:ities for e>rposure to
solar inforrnation that their search for a new home af-
forded them.

= the market potential -- the nr-unber of existing homeowners
who have not yet purchased a solar unit as of time t
plus ttre total number of new homeowners. Potential is
broken down by income group so that the number of units
installed by each group can be predicted. Potential
changes over tirne, reflecting rising population and
shifting income distribution.

= the bandwagon effect. "ba" represents a dynarn-ic aspect of
the diffr:sion of a new product. It accounts for the fact
that initially, only those individuals who are innovators
will make sol-ar purchases. As rncre and more systems are
installed, the rest of the population actually sees and
hears of those systems. These people then become as-
sured t-l:at solar energy is both practical and acceptable
and begin to join the solar energy "bandwagton". Thus, ba
increases as market penetration increases.

t

*t

tb

Parameters in the tine sirmrlation rodel were calibrated by imposing

restrictions that reflect the assumptions described above, i.e. that *.a is
initially higher for new homeowners, that ko is higher for lower income

groups, and then fitting the modef to historical data and expert estimates

of installations made from 1975 to L977.

Ttre output of the SAF Model provides market penetration estimates

for the years 1978-1985, fot each of seven different incentive types and

for any incentive levels within the broad ranges for which survey data

were collected.

. four different types of tax benefits:
-- tax deductions
-- tax credits
-- non-refundable tax credits
-- taxable refundable credits

. rebate (grants)

o 100t loans

o 75E loans
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4. Key Assr:mptions *

Inflgtion: A general inflation rate of 5a per year is assumed
throughout the L971 to 1985 period.

a Prices of Convrentional Forms of Energ'y: No major change in Federal
energy regulatory policy is assumed to occur during the life of
an incentive program. Fuel prices, and so the value of solar
ener€n/ savings, are assumed to increase at an annual rate of 8E,
that is 38 above the general inflation rate. Clearly, if the
prices of oil and natural gas are deregulated, these wiII become
quite conservative numlcers and the relative economic attractive-
ness of solar systems will increase.

. Prices of Solar Systems over TirE: Some reductj ons in the costs
of solar systems are expected to be achieved during the next seven
years. However, the effect of these cost reductions on the systemts
price wiIl be cornterbalanced by inflation. For the purpose of
the analysis, therefore, a net annual increase in solar system
price of 2* was used, reflecting the assurred general inflation
rate of 58 less an annual cost reduction of 3t. This rather pes-
sirnistic view of the prospects for system price reduction was
supported by interviews with solar manufacturers, who in general
e4pressed concern that the prices of two of the basic collector
materials, aluminum and copper, would rise fast enough to undercut
much of the economies achievable through higher volrune production.
Of course, should a major technical breakthrough in collector
materials or design occur, system prices could well drop and the
market penetration estimates presented in this study might in
retrospect prove overly conservative.

. Awareness: 1],vo different types of awareness are included in the
SAF model: a general awareness or knowledge about solar systems
and an awareness of tJ:e availability of financial incentives. The
consurrer who is fully knowledgeable about solar systems is one
who not only has heard of solar hot water and space heating units,
but afso knows how solar systems work, understands the financial
irplications of purchasing a system, and understands the changes
in honue appearance that installing a system necessitates. Aware-
ness is assumed to increase in an "S-shaped" pattern, rising slowly

* Earliei'in the btudy we developed a "baseline" estimate of the number
of solar units installed annually (without incentives), using an adjusted
version of A.D. Little's model of market penetration (see Working Paper
#2). Ttre adjustments were based on corq>arative review of the existing
literature on solar market penetration and other expert opinions obtained
ttrrough interviews. Ihese estimates were intended only as a preliminary
indication of a reasonable leve1 of market penetration and have now been
revised based on consumer response to the survey and the new penetration
nodel.

a
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at first, then more rapidly as large parts of the population are
e><posed to solar energy, and eventually more slowly again as solar
energy becornes conunonplace .

Awareness of the availability of an incentive is included as a
factor in the "p*" equation. The I'p*'r equation now becomes:

Pt=P.*(1-P.) t xB'txf

where: B- = Incentive awareness parameter.
E

Ttris parameter is implicitly set equal to one in evaluating all
incentives except the loans. B was assumed to be l-ower for loans
due to their added complexity and to the possibility that neither
the press nor loca1 retailers would pr:blicize loans as strongly
or as effectively as tax credits or rebates.

. Lirnitations on the Number of Consurrprs Able to Use Tax Credits and
Tax Deductions: Under a tax credit incentive, a certain percentage
of the solar system's cost is returned to the individual purchaser
as a reduction of his Federal incorne taxes. The tax credit can
assurrp two forms; reftmdable or non-refundable. Under a non-re-
fundable tax credit, the maximum an individual can receive is the
amowrt of income tax owed, while under a refundable tax credit,
the individual receirres the full value of the credit even if it
is larger than income ta:(es owed. TLre non-refundable credit re-
duces the percentage of solar purchasers arrnng lower income groups
since they are unable to take full advantage of the credit. Ttre
nuniber of units installed by these income groups are corresponding-
Iy reduced. This reduction, although not substantial, grows over
tire due to the bandrr.ragon factor in the predictive equation. this
effect also reduces solar utilization in all income groups be-
cause there are fewer total units installed in any one year. there-
by shrirking the bandwagon factor in the next year.

i similar kind of effect occurs with a tax deduction incentive.
Since a given percentage of the purchase price is deducted from
one's taxable income, the fuI1 benefit of the incentive will be
unavailable to all individuals hav.tng taxable incone less than
the total arncunt of the deduction. TLrus, paradoxically, as the
fevel of allowable benefit increases, the number of consullrcrs
fully able to use it declines. In addition, the value of such an
incentive to the consumer is his tax rate tines the allowable pro-
portion of the system price. Since the value of the incentive is
proportional to the tax rate, it is in absolute terms, higher for
higher inconre groups. Assumptions were made as to what portion of
consurrrcrs in various income groups couLd take advantage of the
various tax-based incentives (at various subsidy levels) . *

* These assumptions were based on data available from Department of the
Treasurlg, Statistics of Income 1975 -- Preliminary Individual Income Tax
Returns Publication I98 (2-77), L977, and Bureau of the Census, Annual
Housing Survey, L975, Part C (Financial Characteristics of the Housing
Inventory.
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o Windfalls: It is assumed that 90t of the consumers who would have
purchased a system in the absence of an incentive, will take ad-
vantage of any rebate or tax benefit that is enacted. Thus, the
windfall benefit for tax and rebate incentives is equivalent to
the subsidy amount tines 908 of the total nurber of baseline solar
purchasers.

In contrast, it is assunred that a higher percentage of those not
lured specifically by the loan program may or may not use it. Ttre
proportion of baseline consumers who would actually use a loan
incentive was estimated using the following information from the
survey:

I) The percentage who use loans for major: home improvenents.
Ttris was taken as a rou3h estimate of windfall percentage
that was then altered by the next three factors.

2) A measure provided by respondents that indicated their
relative preference for loans as opposed to other incentive
types. Ihose with higher measures are more likely to be
in the windfall population.

3) Attitudes toward buying on credit and toward government
involvement in individual affairs. Those with positive
attitudes toward these items are more 1ikeIy to be in the
windfall population.

4) Felative attractiveness of various loan interest rates.
TLre more attractive the interest rates, the larger the
windfall effect.

Using this information, windfall percentages were calculated that
differed between new and existing homeowners, and varied according
to the attractiveness of the loan.

C. METHODOLOGY FOR PUBLIC COST ANALYSIS

Pr:blic costs were estimated in terms of both (1) annual costs (in
nominal dollars) over a five-year program life (1978-1982) and (2) ttre

present value* of total public costs for the entire period during which

adnr-inistrative costs wiIl be incurred. (Various low cost loan options

involve expenditures for a nr:mber of years after the program is ternin-
ated)

Tota1 public costs are considered as'the aggregate of three basic

I For the pufuose of present value calculations, the analysis applies a
discornt rate of 7.5E (the approximate yield on long-term Treasury notes).
Assumptions concerning general inflation in the econonrlz and changes in
solar system costs over tinre are the same as those used in the market
impact projections.
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corrponents, each of whidr is conputed separately:

(I) basic subsidy costs;
(2) administrative expense; and

(3) public costs attributable to the tax deductability of interest.

Cost calculations were done for each of the tax benefit and rebate

type incentivres for which market impacts were estimated. the 75% and

100t loan options were each costed out, assurning three different delivery
systems: (1) a direct loan program, (2) a progJram of interest reduction
payments to lenders, and (3) a "Solar Tandem Plan" run through GNI4A/FNI4A

secondary market programs

Sulcsidy Costs

In the case of tax benefits and grants/rebates, sr:bsidy costs are a

sinple function of program volume, as predicted by the Solar Adoption

Forecasting Mode1, and the average subsidy paynents to individuals.
lihere the benefit received varies by income bracket (as with the tax
deduction, tax credit, and taxable rebate options), program costs have been

computed based on the number of recipients in each income group and their
respective average marginal tax brackets. In the case of the low-cost

financing options, the conputations vary depending on whether or not the

governllent loans principal in addition to providing an interest sr:bsidy,

and on whether or not the subsidy itself is absorbed in a lump sum (as

under a Tandem PIan) or conveyed in terms of monthly payments over the

life of the loan.

Administrative Costs

Administrative costs were calculated in terms of three components

sofar as each component applies to the specific incentive type):

. fi>red start up costs;

. a marginal processing cost per assisted unit;

(in-

a a marginal annual managementr/servicing cost per assisted unit. In
the case of the dirrect loan option, this includes an additional
marginal annual adrninistrative cost for dealing with default and
foreclosure situations.

Table C-2 indicates whether or not these respective components of
administrative costs apply to each of the specific consumer-oriented
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incentive options.

For the grant and low-cost financing options, rough administrative
cost breakdowns for existing housing support programs were obtained from

the Departnent of Housing and Urban Development and the Fanrcrt s Hon€

Adrninistration. (Ttrese included FfnHAr s Section 504 and 502 program,

HUDrs Section 3]2 Rehab loan program, FHA!s Title I insurance for home

irprovement loans and GNMATs basic tandem p1ans.) However, it should be

emphasized that:

a Since none of these existing programs provide a literal enough
analog-y to a solar incentive program, an attenpt was made to
adjust these figures to reflect anticipated differences in terms
of the average benefit amcunt, the target population, the nature
of oversigtrt required, and annual vol-ure of operation.

o In reality, the adrninistrative costs associated with any given in-
centive option could vary by several orders of magnitude, depend-
ing on any number of factors: the amor:nt budgeted for promotion
of the program; the corplexity of the procedures adopted for
screening systems, certifying costs, etc.; the degree of consumer
protection built into the program, the elaborateness of monitoring
and evaluation activities; the extent to which administration is
decentralized on an area, state, or local basis; the magnitude of
overhead expense (does the program involve a marginal addition to
an existing program with appropriate staff capabilities already
in place or tLre creation of an entirely new office or agency?)

Ttrus, the assurq>tions on which our adrninistrative cost estimates are

based necessarily reflect a number of qualitatively and sonewhat arbitrary
judgrents. As such, the resulting estimates should be interpreted as

crude indicators of the relative costs likely to result for the respective

incentive options, and as an even rougher approximation of probable

levels of expenditure in absolute terms.

Ttre Tax Deductability of Interest

The tax deductions claimed by honeowners for the interest payrents on

their nortgages have a greater cost to the government than do all the

!-ederal housing programs conbined. Although the analysis of these costs

raises sone difficult problems, their magnitude argues for their consid-

eration.

The incentive options under review will have differing consequences

for the arnunt of Federal revenue foregone due to tax deductions. In the
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TABLE C-2

COMPONENTS OF ADMINISTRATTVE COSTS APPLICABLE TO

COSTING MAJOR INCENTIVE OPTIONS

COMPONENTS OF ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

TYPE OF PROGRAM

Grant

Tax Credit,/
Deduction

Taxable Rebate

Interest Subsidy
Program for
Private Loans

ADMINISTRATIVE
IVIECHANISM

o Direct Federal (HUD)

o State Adrrinistered
with Federal Oversight

o Treasury

o Direct Federal
(HUD/Treasury)

o Direct Federal- for
Private Loans l"leeting
Federal Standards

START UP

Yes

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PROCESSING

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

SERVTCTNG/
MANAGET4ENT

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes *Direct Government
Loan with Interest
Sdcsidy

o Direct Federal (HUD)

Solar Tandem PIam o GNMA/FNMA Purchase
of Solar Loans

No

Includes the costs of servicing related to problem loans-



case of grant and tax benefit approaches, a revenue loss to the governlent
wiII result from those honeowners installing solar only because the
Federal benefit is available. Ttre analysis assumes that aII new home-

owners in this group wiII still finance the solar purchase as part of
their mortgage and that 2OZ of existing honreowners installing solar will
take out conventional horne improvenent Ioans.

fn the case of below-market financing options, it is also necessary to
distingnrish the portion of the assisted honeowners receiving the benefit
as a lrwindfall" from those induced to adopt solar by the availability of
the incentive itself. The former group will now be deducting interest at
a lower rate than if no incentive had been provided (an increase in rev-
enue to governllent), while the interest deducted by the users induced by

the incentive will result in a Federal revenue loss.

Measures of Cost Effeetiveness

Each major consurrer-oriented incentive was costed on the basis of
several subsidy lerrels and their corresponding program volures as derived
from the market irpact analysis. For each of the three market segments

(solar hot water in existing hones, solar hot water and corbined solar
heating/?rot urater in newly built homes) the public cost rncdel computes

each of the three cost conponents (subsidy costs, adrr-tnistrative erqpense,

tax deductability of interest) and then aggregates these subtotals to
arrive at a total pulclic cost figure. Ttre specific subsidy Ievels used

for the purposes of program costing were chosen to encontpass a full rElnge

of subsidy depths judged as having sone plausible degree of political
acceptabi lity.

Ttre output of the public cost model and the Solar Adoption ncdel were

then used to calculate cost-effectiveness estimates for four different
subsidy lerrels for each of the different incentives. lWo different cost-
effectiveness ratios were computed for each of the combinations of incen-

tive types and levels, one using the cost of sulcsidy and administration
and the other using the total public cost including the effects of income

tax deductions for interest e)<pense. The cost per induced urrit was deter-

rnined for each incentive l-evel and type by dividing the present value of
the two different pr:blic cost streans by the projected net increase in
solar installations during the five-year period, L978-L982.
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